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Foreword
hen teaching recently for a year in North America, it
was suggested to me that a re-publication of some of my
articles, which have appeared over a period of thirty years in
various periodicals, and are now almost unobtainable, might be
of assistance to Buddhist scholarship. I therefore submit herewith a first selection of these articles to my readers. If there is
sufficient demand, in other words if my patient publisher loses
no money on this venture, we plan to bring out a second volume,
to be called Further Buddhist Studies, later on.
The collection contains two Surveys : The first (p. I ) shows the
revolutionary changes which have taken place in the study
of Buddhism between 1940 and 1960 with regard to the early
period, the Mahayana, the Tantras and Zen; the second (p. 48)
still remains the only general survey of Mahayana Buddhism
with any claims to scholarly exactitude. Two articles deal with
Buddhism as a Philosophy (pp. 210, 229), and one with Buddhism as a religion (p. 33). I have included three translations:
Buddhaghosa on the Recollection of Death, the Lotus of the
Good Law and a Perfection of Wisdom. The first concerns
a standard meditation, followed by a number of my own comments which cannot, I think, be described as an unqualified
success, but which may have some merit as a first attempt to do
something which will have to be done better and more extensively by others in due course. ex he second is taken from the
Saddharmafiundarfka, one of the great classics of Mahayana
Buddhism, and greatly revered in the Far East. By consulting
the Tibetan translation of the verses I have been able to
improve substantially the translation I gave in "Buddhist
Texts" in 1954 (nos. 123 and 134). I undertook this translation
because a t that time the Oxford University Press considered
issuing a modernized version of their Sacred Books of the East
and because I wanted to show what radical changes, as compared with Kern's translation of 1884, would have to be made
eighty years later. However, the Oxford University Press
found that the scheme was impracticable, and I therefore reprint here only the fifth chapter of my translation which, in the
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absence of further encouragement, is all that I am ever likely to
do. Professor Th. de Bary of Columbia University is, I am glad
to hear, arranging for a translation of the Lotus of the Good
Law from the Chinese. Thirdly I give the first part of The
Perfection of Wisdom in 700 Lines. The page-numbers refer to
J. Masuda's edition of the Sanskrit text (see my The Prajiicipriramitri Literature, 1960, pp. 62-4) which is, alas, confined to the
first part of the Sutra. In its second part the text is so corrupt
that the meaning cannot always be ascertained with any
degree of certainty, and an English translation must await a
better edition of the Sanskrit original.
That brings us to the Prajiiaparamita which by some obscure
karmic dispensation has during this life been my dominant
interest. At the present stage of our knowledge of the Mahayana
chronological studies of selected literary documents are an
especially urgent requirement, and I have attempted to give
them for the Prajiiaparamita literature in general (pp. 123)~
and for the version in eight thousand Lines in particular (pp.
168).With regard to the celebrated Heart Siitra, I have not only
attempted to submit a better text, but also to reveal its meaning by placing it into its historical context. Two other contributions are rather slight. One (p. 185) attempts to establish
some connection between modern psychology and the thought
of the Prajiiaparamita; the other (p. 207) to indicate some of
the similarities between the Indian concept of Prajiiaparamita
and the nearly contemporary Mediterranean concepts of Sophia
and Chochma. The ideas of the latter paper were further
developed and presented in a more elaborate lecture on
"Gnostic Trends in Buddhist Thought", which I gave in 1960
at the 25th International Orientalist Congress in Moscow, but
the opposition to my thesis, particularly from the Indian
delegates, was so vehement that it not only propelled me to the
front page of Pravda but also made me have second thoughts.
In the face of so much hostility I have accumulated further
data and the July issue of Nwmen 1967 contains my final views
on the striking similarities between Buddhism and Gnosis.
Finally, the two articles on "The iconography of the Prajiiaparamita" are a systemic attempt to survey all the manifold
manifestations of this figure. There are few other studies of this
kind, and the only other examples which come readily to mind
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are Mlle. de Mallmann's studies of Avalokitesvara (1948) and
Manjusri (1964).
Most of the material has been reprinted verbatim as it stood,
though there have been some minor adjustments. In the two
philosophical articles (pp. 210-242) the loving editorial care of
Prof. Charles Moore of Hawaii, editor of Philosophy East and
West, had so much changed the tone of what I had written that
one might have thought it to have emanated from Princeton,
Wisconsin or Nebraska. The reprint has nearly everywhere
restored the idiosyncrasies of my original text. The article on
the Prajiiaparamita-hrdayasiitra differs from the original
publication in the JRAS in two ways: I. The "Bibliography"
at the end (JRAS, pp. 48-51) has been lopped off, because
it has meanwhile appeared in a much fuller form in The
PrajCipdramitd Literature, 1960, pp. 7195.2. The Sanskrit text
of the Siitra has been re-edited on the basis of now twenty-nine
documentary sources. And in the " Iconography " I have re-cast
the list of "Images" so as to take account of post-1950
research on the subject.
I t now remains for me to thank those persons and Institutions
who have so generously given me their permission to reprint
the articles which have appeared in their journals.
Far Eastern and Russian Institute,
University of Washington,
Seattle, Washington, 98105

The usage of diacritical marks, italics, capitals, etc. is that of the
articles as they appeared at the time, and therefore varies from place to
place.

The Early Period

u

p to about 1935, Buddhist research was divided into three
distinct schools. I The first was the " Older Anglo-German
school". T. W. Rhys Davids and H. Oldenberg were its great
masters, and it based itself squarely on the Pali Canon, which
it held to have preserved the Buddha's doctrines more faithfully than any other. Untiltabout 1914 it dominated the scene,
and from it the general public still derive their ideas of what is
the " original ", " pure " and " true " Buddhism. To it belongs
E. J. Thomas' History of Buddhist Thought, which in 1933
summed up the knowledge which had percolated to England
by then. But in the meantime active research has moved away
from it; in scholarly circles it has few, if any, representatives,
and its position has, in fact, become untenable.
Secondly, coming to the fore after 1916, there was the "Leningrad school ", headed by Stcherbatsky. Stcherbatsky,
Rosenberg and Obermiller devoted themselves to the study
of the scholastic literature of Buddhism, which they believed
to be nearer the original doctrine than the arbitrary reconstructions of European scholars. I t has been the great and indubitable achievement of this school to work out the exact
meaning of many Buddhist technical terms, which had so far
been translated just anyhow, either on the basis of etymology
or of " common sense". But etymology is rarely sufficient to
define philosophical terms, which have often quite different
connotations in the various Indian systems. And as to "common sense", nothing could differ more radically from nation
to nation, from culture to culture, than this alleged "common
sense", which is in fact nothing but what Flaubert called
the ide'es reptes of a certain set of people. This school interpreted Buddhism in close dependence not only on the Indian
My description and terminology here follow the able exposition of
C. Regamey, in: D e r Buddhismus Indians, 1951, pp. 244-48; and:
Buddhislische PhilosoPhie (a bibliography), 1950, pp. 14-17.
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commentaries, but on the continuous living tradition of Tibet,
Mongolia, China and Japan, in the perhaps not entirely unfounded belief that the mentality of Asiatic Buddhists is
probably nearer to that of the Buddha than that of the Protestant Christians of a Europe bursting with imperialistic conceit.
Obermiller's translation of Bu-ston's History of Buddhiswt
(1931) showed us how Buddhists view their own history, and
Bu-ston's masterpiece has been the model for the two general
histories of Buddhism which have recently appeared in English,
i.e. my own Buddhism ( I ~ s I )and
, Sangharakshita's A Survey
of Buddhism (1957). While thus the educated non-specialist
has had some taste of the spirit of the Leningrad school,
Stcherbatsky's elucidation of the word " dharma'j-in
the
singular, and especially in the plural-has still much to teach
him.' Far too many people seem still incapable of appreciating
the fundamental difference between " dharmas" and " things".
So intent had the "Older Anglo-German" school been in
making the Buddha appear as a moralist, that the significance
of the philosophical analysis of reality into its factors, or
dharmas, was overlooked. In fact the dharma-theory is the
basis of all forms of Buddhism, and the starting point of all
later developments. I cannot here go into the details and must
refer to the excellent summary of the situation by von Glasenapp in 1938.2 With Stcherbatsky's and Obermiller's deaths in
the forties the Leningrad school has unfortunately come to an
untimely end in the Soviet Union, and no traces of it can be
detected a t the present time. '
Finally, there was the school which Regamey calls " FrancoBelgian", because it was decisively shaped by men like de la
VallCe-Poussin, Jean Przyluski, Sylvain LCvi, Paul DemiCville and Etienne Lamotte. Regamey (pp. 247-8) describes
their approach as follows: "These scholars continue on the
lines of the Russian school. They do not, however, slavishly
follow Buddhist scholasticism, but use all the sources which are
today available, supplementing their philological and philosophical analysis with the data of ethnology, sociology, etc.
1 Th. Stcherbatsky, The Central Conception of Buddhism and the
Meaning of the word " Dharma", 1923. Reprinted in 1956.
2 Zur Geschichte der buddhistischen Dharma-Theorie, ZDMG 1938,
PP. 383-420.
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They have abandoned as fruitless the attempt to reconstruct

a pure Buddhism, are convinced that Buddhism is as much the
work of the Buddhists as of the Buddha himself, and find the
entire wealth and the true face of this religion in the manifoldness of its aspects, and the multiplicity of its sects or
schools." While the "Older Anglo-German school" has died
out from inanition, and the Leningrad school has perished
through unfavourable social conditions, the principles of the
Franco-Belgian school have now been universally adopted by
all scholars working in this field, whatever the country they
may live in. This is the basic change which has taken place in
the last twenty years.
At present we are concerned only with the first period of
Buddhist history, its first five hundred years, from the time of
the Buddha to about the beginning of the Christian era. The
status of the Pali Canon is here the basic problem, and there
has been quite a landslide in its evaluation. I t is now well known
that Pali was not the language of the Buddha, but a dialect of
the West of India. The Buddha himself spoke some kind of
Magadhi, and all his sayings, like those of Jesus, are lost in their
original form.
The Pali Canon, as we have it, is no older than that of other
schools, say that of the Sarvastivadins. Its prestige among
Europeans owed something to the fact that it fitted in with their
own mood, in being more rationalistic and moralistic than
some other traditions, and much less given to religious devotion, mythology and magic. The Pali Canon stresses the
ethical side of Buddhism, to which Protestants would readily
respond. The treatment of the Buddha's last words provides a
curious example. In Dzghanikciya XVI they appear as vayadhammci samkhdrci afifiamcidena samficidetha, i.e. "doomed to
extinction are composite things; exert yourselves in wakefulness! " But in the Sarvastivadin Mahcifiarinirvd?zasiitra
(p. 394) we have only vyayadharmdh sarvasamskcircih, i.e.
"doomed to extinction are all composite things". A mere
statement about the facts of life, and no word about the need
for "striving ", so dear to the European moralist!
The fact of the matter is that there were eighteen schools in
the first period of Buddhist history, that most, if not all, had
their own set of Scriptures, and that each of them can equally
I

well claim to represent the teaching of the Buddha. If the
Canon of one school only, that of the Theravadins, has reached
us intact and in its entirety, this is not due to its greater antiquity or intrinsic merit, but to the accidents of historical
transmission. The fanatical fury of the Mohammedans which
destroyed all Buddhist documents in Northern India never
reached Ceylon. The Scriptures of the Northern schools were
largely lost, and fragments only are preserved in Sanskrit
manuscripts from Nepal and Tibet, and chiefly in Chinese and
Tibetan translations. In England the Pali Scriptures in addition owe much of their position to the further accident that they
caught the eye of British administrators, and have almost
completely been translated by the devoted zeal of the Pali Text
Society. In the perspective of those who only read English, the
Theravadins have therefore come to occupy a quite disproportionate importance.
One of the main advances in the period under review is that
the writings of a t least two of the other schools, of the Sarvastivadins and Mahasanghikas, have been made more accessible to
European readers. The Sarvastivadins were for long the
dominant school in India. Prof. Waldschmit and other German
scholars have edited, and are editing, many of their most
important canonical writings, which the sands of Turkestan
have preserved in their Sanskrit form. Of quite outstanding
value is Prof. Waldschmidt's work on the Mnhiparinirvd?zasiitra, which describes the events connected with the Buddha's
last days. Not only has he published a sumptuous edition of the
Sanskrit text, with the Pali and versions from a Tibetan and
Chinese Vinaya in parallel columns,I but we also owe him a
most careful analysis of the material.2 Three-quarters of the
text, so he shows (p. 336), have a common basis, which has,
however, in many places been worked over a t a later time. We
may conclude that these common parts go back to 250 B.c.,
if not further.3 I t is quite obvious that in future this rich
1 Das Mahci~arinirvri?zaszitva,1950-1, three vols., Abh. d. dtschen
Ak. d. Wiss. zu Berlin.
* Die Ueberlieferungvom Lebensende des Buddha, two vols., 1944, 1948,
Abh. d. Ak. d. Wiss. Goettingen.
3 This assumes, of course, that the Theravadins can be identified
with the Vibhajyavadins-a particularly thorny and unrewarding
problem of Buddhist history.
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Sarvastivadin material must be consulted by all students with
as much care as the Pali sources.
Likewise there has been an increase in our information about
the Mahasanghiltas, from whom the Mahayana developed later
on. There is first the translation of the Il4ahiiuastu ("The Great
Event") by J. J. Jones, in three volumes (1949 to 1956).
Sknart's edition of this important book, in 1882-1897, had not
contributed overmuch to the appreciation of Buddhism,
because the language of this text is extremely difficult and
wearisome. Now, thanks to Dr. Jones, the English reader can
study at his leisure this wonderful collection of stories, legends
and discourses, which distinctly and eloquently exhibits the
religious, as distinct from the philosophical, and moral, side of
Buddhism. Another impor\ant document is the Vinaya of the
Mahasanghikas. Most of i t is still hidden away in Chinese. I n
1946 Hofinger examined eight canonical accounts of the Council
of Vaisali (380 B.c.), and came to the conclusion that the one in
the Mahasanghika Vinaya is indubitably the oldest of them all.
There can be no doubt, therefore, that all students of the first
period of Buddhism must henceforth pay equal attentios to all
the sources, whether Theravadin, Sarvastivadin or Mahasanghilta. As Prof. Waldschmidt (1948, I1 353) says, "it is not
infrequently the (Sanskrit) MahZ$arinirvZnasiitra which has
probably preserved the original tradition more faithfully, and
it has at least the same value as the Pali text", and he adds
(p. 354) that "both 'Northern' and 'Southern' sources are
equally important for ascertaining the oldest tradition".
Similarly J. J. Jones (I1 p. x) agrees that we "must proceed
from the assumption that both Pali and Sanskrit texts preserve
as a fixed core a very primitive tradition". " I n all texts,
irrespective of language, earlier and later strata may be
distinguished". Sometimes the Pali is "more original", and
sometimes the Mahiivastu. Hofinger (p. 257) expresses the same
opinion, i.e. "once again the Pali Canon has come down from
the pedestal on which it has stood for so long; it has no more
value than the Chinese and Tibetan canonical documents, and
occasionally it is even somewhat inferior to them".
1 And that applies not only to the canonical writings, but also to the
rich meditation literature of this school, the study of which P. DemiCville
began in 1954 with his book on Sangharaksha's Yogiiciirabhzimi.
2
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But if all the Scriptures, as we have them, date back no
further than the beginning of the Christian era, how can we
know anything about the earlier phases? Some of the contents
of the Canon must surely be quite early, while others are
certainly rather late, and it is often hard to determine the age of
the various layers. Many examples show that the Buddhists
were quite in the habit of keeping their holy books up-to-date
by repeated additions over the centuries. We cannot study their
attitude in Ceylon, where all documents representing earlier
stages have perished. In the North, however, we sometimes
have, thanks to the Chinese translations, successive dateable
versions of the same text. A good example is the Suvarnaprabhisa, which Prof. Nobel' has, over the last twenty years,
studied with great care. This large Siitra began as a relatively
short Coqfession of S i n s , which is now chapter three of the
extant Sanskrit version in nineteen chapters. A few centuries
later, that had in I-tsingJs (A.D.700) Sanskrit text grown to
thirty-one chapters, and been enriched with numerous
d h i r a n ; ~ , and many additional treatises-about the three
bodies of the Buddha, the removal of the obstacles which one's
own past deeds cause to the spiritual life, the goddess Sarasvati,
etc. Likewise, we can compare Dharmaraksha's translation of
the Question of RGstrapGla2 (270 A.D.)with our Sanskrit text
which is at least three centuries later, and find that such
passages as the prophecy of the decline of the Samgha, the list
of Jatakas, and many of the verses are later additions. I myself
have proved a similar process of'accretion for the PrajiiZpBram i t i in 8,000Lines,3 and madebit probable for the Diamond
Szltra.4
We must further bear in mind that the arrangement of the
Scriptures, and their division into a Tripitaka is very late, if
only because by common consent the third part, i.e. the Abhidharma, took shape only after Asoka's time. Before that there
were only the Dharma and Vinaya, with the Dharma divided
Sanskrit edition 1937; Tibetan translations 1944 and 1958; German
translation from Chinese of I-tsing, 1958.
2 Trsl. by J. Ensink, 1952.
3 Bulletin of the London School of Oriental and African Studies,
XIV 2, 1952, pp. 251-62. See below pp. 169 sq.
4 Vajracchedikd Prajfidpdramiti, 1957, pp. 6 7 .
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into twelve, or nine, different classes.' The twelve are : Siitra,
Geya,Vyakarana, Gatha, Udana, Nidana, Avadana, Itivrttaka,
Jataka, Vaipulya, Abdhutadharma, Upadesa. This may be
roughly translated as, " Sermons, Mingled Prose. and Verse,
Prediction, Verses, Verses of Uplift, Origins, Tales, Thus-wassaid, Birth-stories, Expanded Texts, Marvels and Exposit i ~ n s " The
. ~ Scriptures arranged in this manner are now lost,
although the arrangement itself has left its imprint on the
Ksztdrakanihdya of the various sects.
I t is difficult to know when and at what stage this Nine- or
Twelvefold Scripture came into being, but we may reasonably
assign it to pre-ASokan times, because it fails to mention one
class of literature which decisively changed the character of
Buddhism, and made it into what it is today. I refer to the
Mdfykns, the "Summaries" or "Numerical Lists". In 1944
E. M. Hare in his fine English translation of the Suttanipdta,
which is generally held to be one of the earliest Pali writings,
brought to light the fact that "the well-known formulae of the
four Nikayas are nearly all omittedin theSuttaniPdta" (p. 216).
He lists the eightfold Path or Way, the four Truths, the three
refuges, the three gems, the three signs (i.e. impermanence,
etc.), the five skandhas, the five (or six) superknowledges, and
the four, eight (or nine) jhd~zicabidings. This is indeed a really
startling fact, particularly when taken together with the wellknown observation that Asoka's inscriptions likewise never
mention any of these items. Their omission in the inscriptions
could be accounted for by saying that Asoka, as a layman, spoke
only of those aspects of the dharma which are relevant to
laymen. But such an argument would clearly not apply to the
Suttanipdta. I t seems probable that at a certain stage in the
history of the order, fairly late, meditation was increasingly
based on numerical lists, which it was the purpose of the
Matykas to enumerate. The Matykas in their turn developed
among the rationalists into the Abhidharma, among the
mystics into the Prajiiaparamita.
In view of these considerations it would be quite uncritical
1 The ninefold division belongs to the Theravadins and Mahasanghikas, the twelvefold to all the other schools.
2 The Theravadins drop Nidana, Avadana, Vaipulya and Upadesa,
and have instead a somewhat mysterious item called " Vedalla ".
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to jump from the existing Scriptures straight back to the
Buddha's time. It is certainly not good enough any longer to
go through the Pali Scriptures, take out the bits which take
one's fancy, and call them "the original gospel". That method,
easy to apply, and therefore unduly popular, yields no objectively valid results. In fact, all one can attempt to do is to go
back from stage to stage and here is a diagram of the stages
one has to bear in mind:
The doctrine of the Buddha
Nirvana of the Buddha
The doctrine of the most ancient community
" Pre-canonical " ideas
Mahasanghikas / / / Sthaviras
340
Skandhaka
280 Ninefold or Pudgalavadins / / / Sthaviras
Twelvefold
ASoka
Scripture
274-236
VibhajyavBdins / / / Sarvastivadins
244
Miitrkas

480

Tripitaka
100

Scriptures written down

Abhidharma Prajiiaparamita

In other words, before we can come to the Buddha we must
first get beyond Asoka. In a remarkable piece of inspired
detective work Prof. Frauwallner in T h e Earliest V i n a y a alld
the Beginnings of Buddhist Literature (1956)has proved almost
conclusively that before Asoka a great work, the Skandhaka,
was produced, which divided and arranged the enormous
material concerning monastic rules according to a wellconceived plan. I t regulates the fundamental institutions of
Buddhist monastic life, the admission to the Order, the confession ceremonies, the retirement during the rainy season,
and discusses clothing, food and drugs for the sick, as well as the
rules to be observed in the punishment of offenders. This
Skandhaka is in fact the earliest Buddhist literary work of
which we have any definite knowledge.
For the rest, we must patiently compare the recensions of the
different schools. The information which has been handed
down to us about the "eighteen sects" is in rather a chaotic
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condition, but in 1955 A. Bareau brought order into the chaos
in his Les sectes boztddhiques d u petit vthicule (308 pp.), a work
quite indispensable to all scholars from now on. What has to
be done is to compare the documents of various sects, say a
Theravadin text from Ceylon with a Sarvastivadin text from
Turkestan. Where we find passages in which these two texts,
theonein Pali and other in Sanskrit, agree almost word by word,
we can assume that they belong to a time antedating the
separation of the two schools, which took place during Asoka's
rule. Where they do not agree we may, in the absence of evidence
to the contrary, infer their post-Asokan date. Much work has
been done on these lines during our period, but no systematic
survey of the results has yet been possible. This approach
cannot, however, get us beyond 340 B.C. with the Siitra texts,
because their ~ a h a s a n ~ h i kversion
a
is lost. Comparing ten
recensions of the Pratimoksha rules, W. Pachow has, on the
other hand, shown in 1955 that all sects agree about most of
them, and that therefore they must have been formulated
within the first century after the Buddha's Nirvana.
Some attempts have been made to get back to the original
Canon through linguistic studies. Where we have similar texts
in both Pali and Sanskrit, we may well believe that the Sanskrit
has been translated from the Pali, or vice versa. I t is the merit
of Prof. Lueders' to have demonstrated that in many cases this
is impossible and that in fact large portions of both recensions
have been translated from a Magadhi original. Quite often this
enables us to spot a corruption of the tradition, which is either
due to a misunderstanding on the part of the original translator,
or, where the text is in verse, to the difficulty of finding a
Sanskrit or Pali equivalent which would not spoil the metre.
In Dhp. 259, for instance, occurs the senseless dhammam
kayena passati, "he sees dharma with his body". The Prakrit
version has phasai (" touches"), the Sanskrit vai spyset; the
Magadhi original was phiisai, the Pali equivalent of which,
phusati, would not fit the metre (pp. 162-3). This small example
may indicate how the method works. Its conclusiveness lies
in the philological detail, which we cannot present here. Most
of Lueders' material seems to substantiate his thesis, but, of
1 H.
Lueders, Beobachtunge~zueber die Sprache des buddhistischen
Urkanons, Abh. dtsche Alr. d. Wiss. zu Berlin, 1954,196 pp.
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course, this proves no more than that parts of the existing
Canon were translated from Magadhi. Other parts must go
back to a Middle-Indian original, as Edgerton' has clearly
shown. In fact, from the very start Buddhism was preached in a
variety of dialects, and in the Cztllavagga (5.33) the Buddha
gives his consent to this practice. These linguistic investigations are still a t their beginning. I t should be clear, however,
that before they are completed it will be extremely hazardous
to make any statements about the contents of the original
Canon, and much more so about the Buddha's actual words.
No sane man can, in fact, say anything conclusive about
the doctrine of the Buddha himself. Even that of the most
ancient community is difficult to ascertain. Some Polish
scholars, like St. Schayer (1935-8), Constantin Regamey2 and
Maryla Falk3 have tried to penetrate a t least to what they call
" Pre-canonical Buddhism". Their views are on a completely
different level from the arbitrary speculations of Jennings
(1947),Guenther (1949) and Bahm (1958), in that they keep in
touch with the actual facts of Buddhist tradition. They assume
that wherever the Canon contains ideas which conflict with the
orthodox theories of the Theravadins and Sarvastivadins, and
wherever these ideas are taken up and developed by the
Mahayana, we have to deal with a very old, "pre-Canonical"
tradition, which was too venerable to be discarded by the
compilers of the Canon. How otherwise could one account for
the numerous references to 3' "personJ' (pttdgala)4 or the
assumption of an eternal " consciousness" in the saddhitusfitra,
I
or the identification of the Absolute, of Nirvana, with an
"invisible infinite consciousness, which shines everywhere "
(viiiiiinam alzidassanam anantam sabbato pabham) in Dzghanikiya XI 852 Side by side with the oft-repeated negation of an
itmalz there are traces of a belief in consciousness as the nonimpermanent centre of the personality which constitutes an
absolute element in this contingent world. Though generally
Buddhist Hybrid Sanskrit Grammar and Dictionary, 1953.
Der Buddhismus Indiens, 1951, pp. 248-64. Le problbnze du Bouddhisme primitif et les derniers travaux de Stanislaw Schayer, Rocznik
Orientalisticzny, xxi, 1957, pp. 37-58.
3 I1 mito psicologico nell' India Antica, 1939. NZma-riipa and dharma'Cpa. 1943.
4 See my Buddhist Scriptures, Penguin Classics, 1959, pp. 195-7.
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Nirvana is kept transcendentally remote and defined only by
negations, there are distinct remnants of a more positive
concept, and of an unorthodox ontology, which regards
Nirvana as a place @ada) or an entity (and not merely a state),
identical with the eternal and absolute reality (dharma), and
with the translucent @rabhZsvara)Thought (citta)or consciousness. Deliverance is then conceived as the gradual purification
of this consciousness which finally attains to the summit of
the "Realm of Dharma" (dharmadhdtu),from which it will no
longer fall back (acyuta). The treatment of the Buddha shows
a similar inconsistency. Normally presented as a man who has
found the truth, at times he is shown as a supernatural being,
the mythical pre-Buddhistic Tathagata, the earthly manifestation of the absolute principle (dharma). The faithful are
recommended to have trust in His spiritual authority, which
is guaranteed by the radiant blaze of his supernatural body,
whereas in general the Theravadin Scriptures play down the
r6le of faith, teach that no one can save another, and that each
one should judge for himself.
The suggestion that these " aberrant" doctrines represent
a " pre-Canonical" stratum of Buddhism, is proffered by our
Polish friends as merely a tentative hypothesis, and it is no
more than that. I t is equally possible that they were later
concessions to popular demand, just as the lower goal of birth in
heaven (svarga) was admitted side by side with Nirvana. The
real issue is this: Did Buddhism originate among an Clite of
intellectuals, of philosophical ascetics, and then become a
popular religion only at the time of Asoka? Or was it, even from
the earliest times onwards, a popular religion based on the cult
of the Bhagavan, of the Lord Buddha? And if so, was this religious side a part of its very e s s e n ~ eor
, ~just as propagandistic
concession to laymen?3 As Regamey (1957, p. 43) puts it, " is it
more probable that a system which was originally a simple
religion, developed in time an increasingly subtle and elaborate
theology and scholastic philosophy, or that the philosophical
doctrines of an Clite were, as they gradually spread, vulgarized
and diluted into something more accessible to the masses?"
Although I personally am inclined to see in Buddhism from
the very beginning a popular mass movement, I must admit
1

So von Glasenapp.

2

So the Polish school.

3

So Mayrhofer,

1952.
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that no decisive argument can be found for either alternative.
Nor is this really surprising. A hundred and forty years after
the Nirvana this very same question was already debated, no
agreement could be reached on it, and it led to the first split
in the community. Now, 2,500 years later, how can we hope to
reach any certainty on this issue?
This brings us to the Life of the Buddha. Can we, with our
present knowledge, separate legend from fact? In 1947 Prof.
Lamotte showed' that the historical facts are beyond our
reach, and that we must be content to study the successive
stages of the Buddha legend. In 1949 appeared A. Foucher's
Life of the Buddha,Z the last work of the great archaeologist.
This is a real masterpiece, and the truest and most convincing
account we have had so far. I t is based not only on the texts of
all the schools, but also on the numerous works of art, dating
from the second century B.C. onwards, of which Prof. Foucher
had over fifty years acquired an unrivalled knowledge. As a
vigorous traveller, M. Foucher had spent many years in India,
had become thoroughly familiar with Indian conditions and
habits of thought, and had himself made the Eight great
Buddhist pilgrimages. The inspection of the locality of the
legends throws a surprising light on many of their features,
for not a few of our traditional accounts are stories told to
pilgrims by their guides. As no one before him, Prof. Foucher
has thus succeeded in re-establishing the actual Fndian tradition about the Buddha, and in describing the state of the legend
as it existed at the beginning of the Christian era.
We may conclude our account with a few words about the
relation of early Buddhism to the Upanishads. This is important for the question of the anatti doctrine, which is, of course,
central to any understanding of Buddhist doctrine. There has
been a persistent tendency to attribute to primitive Buddhism
the Upanishadic teaching of the Self, or atnzan. Little can be
adduced from the existing Scriptures in support of this thesis,
but it has been the curse of Buddhist studies that people will
persist in believing that the Buddhists must have radically
L a lbgende d u Bouddha, Revue de l'histoire des religions, cxxxiv,

PP. 37-71>
L a vie dzt Bouddha d'apr2s les textes et les monttments de l'lnde, 1949,
383 PP.
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misunderstood the Buddha, and so they hanker, in the words
of Prof. Murti, after a "soul-affirming primitive Buddhism
followed by a soul-denying scholastic Buddhism". To again
quote from Prof. Murti (p. 177), " if the itnzan had been a cardinal doctrine with Buddhism, why was it so securely hidden
under a bushel that even the immediate followers of the Master
had no inkling of it? The Upanishads, on the other hand, blaze
forth the reality of the itman in every page, in every line
almost ". The word itnzan was to such an extent a "bad word"
for the Buddhists, that they carefully avoid using it for
Nirvana, and that even the "Personalists" always speak of a
pudgaln, and never of an itman. The question has meanwhile
once and for all been settled by Prof. von Glasenapp's article
on " Vedanta and Buddhism". I He shows that the Upanishadic
doctrine is mentioned in'the Buddhist Scriptures only very
rarely, and then always polemically, that most of the confusion
is dne to " arbitrary translations which contradict the whole of
Buddhist tradition", and he points out that the researches of
the Leningrad school have made "the attempts to find room
for the itman in the teachings of the Buddha" "quite antiquated". "There can", as he says, " be no doubt that the
works of Rosenberg and Stcherbatsky have for the first time
put the understanding of Buddhism as a well-balanced philosophical system on a new and firm basis, which is all the more
solid because it can enlist the agreement of all Buddhist schools
of Asia." And "it is the basic idea of the whole system that all
dharmas are devoid of gtman, and without cogent reasons one
ought not to claim that the Buddha himself has taught anything contrary to that which his disciples have for more than
two thousand years been regarding as the quintessence of their
doctriile ". I t is well known, of course, that theories often manage to linger on, long after their validity has been exploded. So
it will be here also. As long as people insist on writing about the
orthodox ?zairitnzya theory without practising the meditations
which were designed to disclose it, misconceptions are bound
to crop up.
I "Vedanta und Buddhismus, 1g50", Ak. d. Wiss. and d. Lit. in
Mainz, 18 pp.-Parts of the article have appeared in English in T h e
Buddhist, xxi, 1951, in T h e M i d d l e Way, xxxi, 1957, and as apamphlet of
the Buddhist Publication Society in Kandy, 1958.
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The Mahayana
One hundred years after the Nirvana the Buddhist community
divided itself into a "rationalist" and a "mystical" section.
The "mystical" wing formed the Mahasanghika school, which
three centuries later developed into the Mahayana. In using
the words " rationalists" and "mystics" we must, of course,
beware of taking them in their European sense. No Buddhist
" rationalist" was ever bitterly hostile to religion in the sense in
which Gibbon, Hume, Lady Wootton and The Rationalist
Press Association hate it as a degrading superstition. No
Buddhist "mystic" ever turned against rational thinking as
such with the fervour of a Petrus Damiani, a William Blake,
or the "obscurantistJ' wing of the French, Spanish or Irish
Catholic Church.
The difference was really one between the ratiolzal mysticism
of the Mahayana, and the mystically tinged ratio~zalisnzof the
Theravadins or Sarvastivadins. They had much common
ground on the middle ranges of the path where the ascetic strove
for emancipation in a quite rational and businesslike manner.
Neither side denied that below these there was the comparative
irrationality of popular religion, and above it the superrationality of the higher stages of the path and of the top levels
of samidhi and prajfii. They differed only in the emphasis
which they gave to these phenomena. The proto-Mahayanists
and the Mahayanists themselves looked more kindly upon the
religious needs of ordinary people, and in addition they had
much more to say about the higher stages of the path, and in
particular about the transcendental knowledge, or intuition, of
the Absolute, the Unconditioned.
The author of an interesting and valuable book' on the
essentially rationalistic Buddhism of Burma sees the specifically religious element in the assumption of a "thoughtdefying ultimate", i.e. of " The Immortal" or Nirvana, which
"is marked by the paradox of affirmation and negation, of
sustaining faith and halting language ". When they talk so much
more freely about the Absolute and its immediate approaches
we need not necessarily assume that the Mahayanists were
1

R. L. Slater, Paradox and Nirvana, 1951.
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more familiar with them. Quite possibly the non-Mahayanists
were perfectly contented with formulating only that which
could be formulated with some ease, and deliberately left the
remainder to look after itself. The Mahayanists, on the other
hand, regarded it as a worth-while task to combat mistaken
verbal formulations of the highest and most unworldly spheres
of spiritual experience. I cannot help feeling that this was
connected with some loss of expertise within the Samgha after
the first five hundred years had passed.
The slow gestation of the Mahayana within the Mahasanghika schools is still wrapped in obscurity. What we believe
to know is that between IOO B.C. and A.D. IOO it emerged as a
separate trend of thought, which increasingly turned against
the "Disciples and Pratyekabuddhas ", who stood for what is
now awkwardly called "the Hinayana". Where this process
took place is still a matter of dispute. The traditional view that
the Mahayana originated in the South of India has been
challenged by E. Lamotte' and A. Bareauz who want to assign
it respectively to the North-west of India or to the Northern
Dekkhan. A definite decision on this issue is, however, still
premature.
In fact, when assessing the progress made in Mahayana
studies, the main observation we have to make is that in
comparison with the vastness of the field there has been almost
no progress at all. Recent research into the first five hundred
years of Buddhist history has at least led to a quite new perspective and re-orientation. The new picture which has begun
to shape itself has been most admirably outlined by E. Lamotte
in his huge book on The History of Indian Buddhism.3 As
regards the Mahayana we are still in the first stage of painfully
gathering any material that may be at hand. Our picture of it is
still that of the old nineteenth-century maps of Africa, with
some coloured patches here and there at the edges, but with
the vast interior left empty and white, filled only with conjecture and surmise.
The vast literature of the Mahayana falls into two groups :
S u r la formation d u Mahayana, in Asiatics, 1954.
Les sectes bouddhiques d u petit ubhicule, 1955, pp. 296-305.
3 Histoire d u Bouddhisme Indien. Des Origines d l'e're Saka. 1958.
862 pp.
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I. Siitras. 2. The scholastic works of the Madhyamikas and
Yogacarins. As to the Siitras, their interpretation has for long
been difficult and uncertain because their language often differs
from classical Sanskrit, and no grammar or dictionary was
available. In 1953 this deficiency was mended by F. Edgerton.'
His self-denying labours have greatly eased the task of future
students, and translations are likely to become more accurate
than they were in the past. As a philologist Edgerton is,
however, much more reliable on ordinary everyday words
than on technical terms, which he didnot bother to understand.
In our modern universities a linguist would lose caste if he were
caught out actually thinking about the contents of the texts
he studies. Much of the technical vocabulary of the Mahayana
is therefore still unexplored, and even scholars are forced to
guess where they do not know.
I. The Siitras of the Mahayana consist of a) the early
seminal Siitras, and b) later expanded (vai$ztlya) Siitras. The
"seminal Siitras" all very brief, rarely exist separately, but are
usually embedded in the later expanded texts. Many comparative studies and much critical acumen will be needed
before we learn to isolate them. At present we possess no more
than a few hints scattered through various periodicals. Until we
are better acquainted with these seminal Siitras we cannot
really know what the Mahayana was like at its inception, and
still less how it originated and developed, or how it is related
to earlier forms of Buddhism. Some people surprise me by the
amount of thought they expend on the problem of how the
Mahayana derives from the Theravada. Theirs is a fruitless
labour, since in fact the Mahayana did not derive from the
Theravada which, in the words of Prof. Murti (p. 69), "had
little or no direct influence on the development of Buddhist
schools in India". In the later stages of scholastic elaboration
some of the formulations of Mahayana beliefs arose from controversies with Sarvastivadins and Sautrantikas, but never
with Theravadins. In so far as the Mahayana " derives" from
anything it is from the Mahasanghikas, and there we are faced
with the difficulty that only the Vinaya of that school is preserved, and nothing of the Siitra Pitaka. My study of the first
two chapters of the Ratnaguna, which I regard as the original
Buddhist Iiybvid Sanskrit Grammar and Dictiolza8.y. Two vols.
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Prajiiaparamita, has led me to the tentative conclusion that
at first the Mahayana introduced no innovations at all, but
relied on placing a new emphasis on certain parts of the
commonly accepted traditional material.
The real glory of the Mahayana lies, however, in the Expanded Siitras and here the situation is, if possible, still more
unsatisfactory. The Lotus of the Good L a w , for instance, is a
religious classic of breath-taking grandeur, and still we have
no reliable translation. In 1884 H. Kern published a translation
from the Sanskrit which is as good as it could possibly be 80
year's ago when nearly all the necessary data were unknown.
I am not lacking in respect for this great pioneer scholar when
I say that by now his rendering has become quite inadequate,
and is positively misleading on many vital points of doctrine.
In 1930 W. E. Soothill atteinpted an abbreviated version from
the Chinese which has not stood the test of time, and merely
demonstrates that China missionaries were ill-equipped for
grasping the sublimities of Buddhist thought.
During this century only two of the large Siitras have been
translated-the Perfection of W i s d o m in 8,000 L i n e s into
English2 and the Sutra which i s Splendid like the Finest Gold
into German. 3 Neither of these translations can be pronounced
an unqualified success. Apart from actual errors, which others
are more likely to spot than myself, my translation of the
A~.tasdhasrikd is disfigured by innumerable misprints, and the
occasional omission of lines must add to the reader's mystification.4 As with incredulous dismay I watched the bungling
slowness of the Calcutta Asiatic Society which took eight
years to print 225 pages of straightforward text, I reluctantly
decided against entrusting them with the notes, Introduction
and Indices, however necessary they might be. Their inclusion
would have further postponed publication for an indefinite
I

For the details see pages 125-9 of this volume.
1958, by E.Conze, The Asiatic Society, Calcutta.
3 1958, by J. Nobel, Sztvar?zaprabhdsottamasCtva, E. J. Brill, Leiden.
4 For instance, at the bottom of p. 96 the following lines got lost in the
second proofs which I never saw: "synthesis, and that it is in this sense
that they are concentrated thought, the same as space. The Tathagata
knows unconcentrated thoughts for ".
1

2
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number of years, and much of what I had said would have
become nearly unrecognizable. By contrast Prof. Nobel has
benefited from the superb craftsmanship of the house of Brill,
and the printing and layout of his book are as good as they can
possibly be. Nor can he be accused of undue haste. From 1927
onwards he has devoted to the intensive study of the Suvarnaprabhdsa more than thirty years, which is about the time a
European needs to become really familiar with any of these
Siitras. And yet the result of all this labour is a sad disappointment. Prof. Nobel's translation conveys none of the music,
the magnificence, the ethereal glory of this Siitra, crude misunderstandings of Mahayana thought very often distort it
and some of the footnotes betray an almost staggering misapprehension of quite ordinary technical terms. This translation compares most unfavourably with Prof. Nobel's own
editions of the Sanskrit and Tibetan text of the Suvarnaprabhdsa, which are models of almost faultless accuracy. The
reason is that our professor is a self-confessed "philologist"
who puts words before sense and takes no living interest in what
he translates. Buddhist thought has never aroused his curiosity,
and the veil of haziness which he throws over it shows that he
fails to appreciate how precise and unambiguous it is. These
Siitras are spiritual documents, and the spirit alone can
fathom them. An uncomprehending attention to the letter
will easily turn the sublimest record of wisdom teaching into
a string of lifeless absurdities. I t is indeed difficult to see
how a satisfactory translation of a Mahayana Siitra can be
expected from anyone but a devoht and believing Mahayana
Buddhist.
For the rest there is little to report. In 1952 J. Ensinck gave
us a conscientious translation of a minor Siitra, the Qzrestiofz of
Rashtrapa1a.z A few years later I managed, against great odds,
to publish a new edition and an annotated translation of the
Diamond Siitra (1957-8).But that is about all. Of the Large
Prajiiaparamita, the key to the entire Mahayana, not even an
edition of the Sanskrit text has been accomplished, though I
Seee.g.p.67n.7,7on.z,1ozn.5,155n.6,161n.1,~63n.5,
17gn.
4, 260 n. 5, 362 n. I (where he admits not knowing what the "four
brahmaviharas " are).
2 Zwolle, Holland.
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could bring out a tentative English translation in 1961 and
1964. W. Baruch's text of the Saddharma$undartka was ready
for printing in 1937, but owing to the general indifference it
seems to have just vanished with his death a few years ago.
In 1953 R. Robinson sent me a full translation of Kumarajiva's
Chinese version of T h e Ex$osition of Vimalakirti, but it has
remained in typescript and nothing has been done about it
since. There are no funds available for this kind of thing. As a
result of its apathy the public is not only denied access to
scholarly works but is positively misled by substandard books
which continue to circulate in default of anything better. Each
time I look into the translation of the Sikshisamuccaya (1922),
a unique collection of extracts from Mahayana Siitras, I am
shocked by its almost incredible carelessness, especially in
the later parts not supervised by C. Bendall. Numerically
speaking, perhaps five per cent of the Mahayana Siitras have
been reliably edited, and perhaps two per cent intelligibly
translated. I t is clear that inferences drawn from the scanty
material at our disposal must remain extremely dubious.
This neglect of the Mahayana is rather strange a t a time
when the most obscure writings of other traditions elicit floods
of ink from scholars all over the world. The complete lack of
encouragement for these studies seems to point to their having
no relation to the needs of any significant section of contemporary society. In consequence the study of Mahayana Siitras is
either left to outsiders lodged precariously on the margin of
society, or is carried on for reasons which have little to do with
their actual message,-such as an interest in linguistic problems, or a desire to foster Indian national self-esteem. This
deep-seated antipathy of the presentage for the revelations
of the Mahayana, which was dramatically confirmed recently by the wanton destruction of their Tibetan stronghold,
would deserve a more ample explanation. But this is not the
place for it.
2: We now turn to the scholastic literature. First, as concerns
the Madhyamikas, E. Lamotte's translation of one-fourth of
Nagarjuna's commentary to the Large Prajiiaparamita' was
a huge step forward. The first volume deals with the Mahayana
1 Le Trait6 de la Grande Vertu de Sagesse. I , 1944, chaps.
1949, chaps. 16-30. 1118pp.

1-15;

11,
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conception of the Buddha and Bodhisattva, and the second
gives a very detailed description of the six perfections. The
third volume will in the main contain Abhidharma material
and to my great joy I heard recently from Prof. Lamotte
that he has nearly completed it and that it will appear
in the near future. I t is still uncertain whether the author
of this commentary is the Nagarjuna of the Verses orb
the M a d h y a m i k a Doctrine, but no one doubts that it expounds
authoritatively the point of view of the Madhyamika school.
An almost unbelievable wealth of information is spread before
us in this truly encyclopaedic work which was composed a t the
period when the vigour of Buddhist thought was at its very
height. I t is rather sad to reflect that the immensely wealthy
Anglo-Saxon nations have taken no steps whatsoever to malce
tliis masterpiece accessible to the English-speaking public.
The standard commentary on Nagarjuna's Verses o n the
M a d h y a m i k a Doctrine is Candrakirti's well-known Pmsagznapadd. Although it calls itself the "Clear-Worded", it has
defied European scholarship for more than half a century after
de la Vallke Poussin's edition of the Sanskrit text, and scholars
have been content to just nibble a t the text chapter by chapter.
During our period J. W. de Jong has done chapters 18-22 into
lucid French,z and Jacques May's excellent French translation
of the remaining twelve chapters came out in 1959.But what a
higgledy-piggledy way of dealing with a great classic all this is!
What we really need is a uniform translation of the whole book
into English and there is almost no one who would be willing
or able to do it.
Essentially an exposition of Candrakirti's point of view is
also Prof. T. R. V Murti's T h e Central Philosophy of Buddhisnt
(1955)~
which combines sustained intellectual effort and lucidity with scrupulous scholarship and metaphysical passion.
The book has to be read to be properly appreciated, and I will
say no more about it. But its title is a challenge to Western
Buddhists which so far they show little sign of heeding, with
the result that their faulty perspective vitiates both their
This is the record up to 1940: English: chap. I , 25, Stcherbatsky,
1927; French: chap. 17 Lamotte, 1938; German: chap. 5, 10, 12-16,
S. Schayer, 1930-1.
Cinq Chapitres de la Prasannapadii, 1949.
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theory and their practice. The central tradition is that of
Emptiness, represented by Sarvastivadins, Madhyamikas,
and Tibetan Lamas. By contrast, the Theravsdins and Zen,
which alone have caught on so far, are peripheral. As I said in
1957:"Both in Christianity and in Buddhism we can distinguish between a central and a sectarian tradition. Christianity
originated in the Eastern Mediterranean, and it is there that the
central tradition developed. In the outlying districts of
Europe, e.g. in Wales, Scotland and Sweden, at the confines of
the sea, or in Wittenberg and Bohemia, at the very borders of
Mediterranean culture, the Christian faith then appeared in
quite new and unexpected guises. As the living tradition had
not sufficient strength to enetrate quite to this distance,
it was replaced by fanciful ideas which claimed to go back
directly to the 'original gospel', and which represented the
battered remains of a mighty tradition as the 'only pure'
doctrine."
A similar state of affairs can be discerned in Buddhism,
which originated in the North of India. I t is thereabouts that
its central tradition took shape, and it is near there, in Tibet,
that it has been best preserved. But when in the course of its
expansion Buddhism spread from the madhyadefa, the
"middle region" (see Asta xvii 336) to the $ratyantajana$ada,
to the border regions, there, at the confines of the sea, in
Ceylon and Japan, its mentality became not unakin to that of
the Protestants in the outlying districts of Europe. I n fact,
Ceylonese Theravada, and Japanese Zen both reject the living
tradition of Buddhism, the latter in the name of a "direct
transmission outside the Scriptures ", the former in the name of
a Pali Canon which alone is alleged to preserve the original
"Buddha-word ".I
Or, as Christmas Humphreys has putitmuchmoresuccinctly :
"Western Buddhism is now in a curious condition. There are
those to whom Theravada Buddhism is all-sufficient, and there
is a rapidly increasing group of those interested only in Zen.
These are the wings of the bird, but where is the body?"^
Though I would add that " wing-tips" rather than "wings"
might be nearer the mark.

e

1

T h e Aryan Path, July 1957,pp. 319-20.
In B. L. Suzuki, Mahayuna Bztddhism, 3rd ed., 1959,p. xi.
3
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So prolific has been the literary output of the Madhyamikas
that even after Lamotte and Murti a large part of it has barely
been touched. Much of their religious teachings is still buried
in the untranslated Chinese pages of Nagarjuna's gigantic
commentary. Aryadeva, Nagarjuna's great contemporary, has
so far had almost no attention. We still have no clear idea of
Bhavaviveka's Svatantrika system,' which can be studied
only in Tibetan translations, and which seems to have upheld
the well-night incredible thesis that in Madhyamika logic valid
positive statements can be made. Likewise we continue to be
baffled by the teachings and affiliations of the YogacaraMadhyamikas who worked out the final synthesis of the Mahayana in India. My translation of Maitreya's Abhisavzayilankiira,2 a verse summary of the Large Prajfiaparamita, was
meant as a contribution to the understanding of the Prajiiaparamita, and did Little to clarify the doctrinal position of this
somewhat elusive school. Finally, the all-important art of
Meditating on Emptiness seems to have got lost almost completely. I t is the one serious shortcoming of Prof. Murti's book
that he treats the views of the Madhyamikas as if they were
the result of philosophical reasoning, when in fact they derive
from meditational experience. The spiritual potency of the
Madhyamika teachings can re-assert itself only if and when it
can be reintegrated with meditational practice. Emptiness is
essentially an object of rapt contemplation, and no amount
of inconclusive chatter about it bqing, or not being, "nothingness", and so on, will be of any avail.
The almost complete neglect ok the Yogdciri?u during the
last twenty years may perhaps be explained by the numerous
pre-1940 studies which have temporarily satiated our curiosity.
The views of the Yogacarins have, in any case, never stirred the
East to the extent that the Emptiness doctrine has moved it.
The contemplation of the Void manifestly sets the mind free,
whereas speculations about the "store-consciousness" only
See my Buddhism, 1951,p. 125.
Rome 1954.This was followedb y an article in East and West, Vol. 3,
1954,PP. 192-7, which took the place of an Introduction to the book,
and another article in the Liebenthal Festschvift, Sino-Indian Studies,
Vol. 3, 1951,pp. 21-35, which amplifies some of my comments and in
particular gives a survey of the stages of the Path as they appeared
to the Mahayana.
I
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provide it with additional puzzles. Prof. E. Frauwallner of
Vienna is somewhat partial to this school and has produced
several technical articles about it which do not concern the
general reader. Every student of Buddhism who knows
German will, however, derive great profit from turning to his
anthology of philosophically relevant passages from the
Siitras and Shastras.' There the Yogacarins are described as
" the most important school of the Mahayana" (p. 264), but
Prof. Frauwallner is too good a scholar to allow tliis bias to
distort his perspective. His almost invariably accurate translations allow the reader to get a fair idea of first the "doctrine
of the Buddha" (pp. 9-60), then the Hinayana schools (pp.
61-142), and finally the Madhyamikas (pp. 143-254) and
Yogacarins (pp. 264-407). Experts will grumble a t some of his
renderings and comments, but no one a t present could do
better than he has done.

Tantra and Zen
The Tantra has always been the step-child of Buddhist studies.
By 1940 W. Y. Evans-Wentz's classical editions of Kazi DawaSamdup's translations2 were almost the only sources of
intelligible information to which the English-speaking reader
could turn. In addition there were a somewhat inadequate
translation, from the Tibetan, of just one chapter of one
Tantra,3 B. Bhattacharya's instructive survey of The Indian
Buddhist Iconography,4 based chiefly on the SEdhanamdld, and
L. A. Waddell's (1895) factual, but hostile and contemptuous
description of Tibetan beliefs and rituals.
In the last twenty years the situation has somewhat improved. The outstanding event has been the publication and
translation, in 1959, of the Hevajra Tantra by D. L. Snellgrove, the first full-length Tantra to have been treated scientifically by a really competent scholar. Celebrated though this
Tantra may be, it turns out to be a work of slight literary merit,
Die Philosophie des Buddhismus, Berlin 1956.
The Book of the Dead, 1927. Milarepa, 1928. Tibetan Yoga, 1935.
3 Kazi Dawa-Samdup, Sricakrasambhcira Tantra, 1919, pp. 1-68.
4 The "second and enlarged edition" of 1958 is not exactly an improvement, as I have shown in Oriental Art, Vol. I , 1959, p. 3 I.
1
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composed by members of the lower classes who ltnew Sanskrit
only imperfectly. Its construction is positively chaotic, and
each topic is dropped almost as soon as it has been raised. The
primitive swing and vigour of the original, naturally lost in the
English version, will often stir the modern reader, but the
contents will rarely edify him. This Tantra attempts in fact to
combine the lofty Madhyamika philosophy with the magical
and orgiastic rites current in Indian villages living on the level
of the Old Stone Age. That was certainly worth doing at the
time, but the result can scarcely have an immediate message
to people living in our own extremely artificial and urbanized
social environment. Readers should therefore be warned that
this text, though a document of great historical importance,
contains little that could a t present be assimilated by Western
Buddhists.
Three of the more important strands of the Tibetan tradition
have also become better ltnown in recent years: The Nyingmapa through Evans-Wentz's The Tibetan Book of the Great
Liberation (1954)~the Kahgyutpa by H. V. Guenther's adrnirable translation of Sgam-po-pa's The Jewel Ornament of Liberation (1959), and the Gelugpa by the information which Alex
Wayman has provided on Tsongkhapa's Stages of the Path of
Enlightenment.' Nor should we omit to mention G. N. Roerich's
translation of Gshon-nu-dpal's The Blue Annals (1949, 1953)
which throws much light on the development of Tibetan
thought up to 1478.
In addition there have been four reliable and authoritative
accounts of Tantric Buddhism, by H. von Glasenapp in 1940,~
G. Tucci in 1949,3 S. B. Dasgupta in 19504 and D. L. Snellgrove
in 1957.5 They all agree in presenting the Tantra as a perfectly
intelligible system of great religious value, which emerges
quite logically from the preceding phases of Buddhist doctrinal
formulation.
I A rather inaccessible synopsis has appeared in P h i Theta A n n u a l
Papers of the Oriental Languages Honor Society, University of California,
111 (1952).pp. 51-82.
2 Buddhistische Mysterien. Also in French.
3 Tibetan Painted Scrolls. Three vols.
4 A n Intvoduction to 2'cZntric Buddhism. Also: Obscure religious cztlts as
background of Bengali literature (1946).
5 Buddhist Himalaya.
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By themselves these scholarly productions must, however,
remain relatively barren, since a knowledge of the Sanskrit
and Tibetan alone cannot provide the clue to the Tantric
systems which are essentially psychological in their purpose
and intention. For it is the specific contribution of the Tantra to
deal with the repercussions of the traditional Buddhist practices
on the unconscious mind which they irritate and on the occult
forces which they activate. In the long run our mental health
will, of course, greatly benefit from Buddhist methods of
living and contemplation. In the short run the reverse often
happens. The stresses of an unnatural mode of living may well
bring latent neurotic tendencies to the fore. Spiritual progress
requires long periods of @solitude.Social isolation begets
anxiety, which is a fear of nothing in particular, all the more
intense, heart-rending and bowel-shaking for its inability to
find anything tangible to be afraid of. The constant curb
imposed on our egoistic inclinations and desires must cause a
sense of frustration with all its attendant mental disturbances,
particularly because the resulting anger should not be " sublimated" into religious fanaticism and the zealous persecution
of others, nor the resulting depression dulled by drugs or
alcohol. What is more, self-restraint must bring with it a severe
conflict between the conscious and the unconscious minds,
because the conscious effort to suppress an instinctual urge
intensifies it in the Unconscious. Finally, a number of unsuspected forces, both occult and spiritual, are awakened, slowly
or suddenly. Without the help of a really competent spiritual
guide we may frequently be a t a loss how to handle them.
These psychic disturbances were well known to medieval
contemplatives under the name of accidia, and Hakuin spoke
of them as the "Zen sickness", which he described in his Yasen
Kanna.1 The complacency of people who never exert any pressure upon themselves is startled, and secretly gratified, by the
spiritual, mental and physical disorders of those who really
attempt to do something. These disturbances, like the "Dark
Night of the Spirit", are not signs of failure, as the untutored
worldling is apt to suppose, but signs of growth-the creaking
I 13, Dumoulin, Zen, 1959, pp. 259-62. This work was translated into
English by R. D. M. Shaw and Wilhelm Schiffer. pp. 127. Alonumenta
Nipponicn XIII, 1957, pp. I O I .
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of the rheumatic joints foretelling their eventual mobility.
Nevertheless, a great deal of suffering and waste of time could
be avoided if we knew how to dispel these disorders. In the heyday of the dharma, people took these troubles in their stride,
and dealt with them just anyhow. One thousand years after the
Buddha's Nirvana, when social conditions became increasingly
adverse to the spiritual life, they began to constitute a real
problem, and the Tantra was evolved to cope with them by
special methods which allowed the practitioner to regain his
innate radiance and calm.
This is npt the place for showing the abundance of psychological knowledge hidden away in the cryptic language of the
Tantric writings. Two extremely elementary examples must
suffice to show its presence. The Oedipus Complex, a potent
source of a constant sense of guilt, far too often dismissed as
Freud's invention, is clearly described as a normal pre-conceptual experience by the Tibetan Book of the Dead (p. 17g),
which here only reproduces the older tradition of the AbhidIzarmakoSa. Secondly, a beginner who wishes to direct his
energies into really fruitful channels must first of all determine
the type he belongs to. I Only then can he decide which one of
the numerous methods of salvation to pursue. In this connection
he should take notice of such things as the equivalence of
Prajiiaparamita with Akshobhya and the hate-family, and
that of Amitabha, whose paradise is described in the Sukhivatfvyiiha, with the greed-family.
.
What I am trying to say is thaf, in order to disclose to us
people of the twentieth century the living meaning of the
Tantra, a scholar must not only know Sanskrit and Tibetan,
but also be familiar with modern psychology and one or other
of the occult arts. G. Tucci has made some useful remarks
about the relation of the Tantra to the psychology of the
Unconscious,2 and it is H. V. Guenther's merit to have perceived
the task,a although wilfulness has so far prevented him from
saying much of lasting value. Likewise, though many readers
will not believe it, it is obvious that no one can do justice to the
occult side of the Tantra without knowing at least one of the
> '

See my Buddhist Scriptures, 1959,pp. 116-21.
In his book on T h e Theory and practice of the Mandala, 1961.
3 Yuganaddha, the Tantric view of life. 1952.
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magical arts, such as astrology,' and without some actual experience of the working of the magical forces within and all around
us. If such a marriage of linguistic scholarship with first-hand
psychological and occult knowledge should ever take place,
then and only then will the Tantra become a vital ingredient
of Western Buddhism. At present it is likely to be merely the
object of an idle and invariably baffled curiosity, or an outlet
for interests more easily gratified by a perusal of Boccaccio's
Decanzero?ze, or of Lady Chatterley's Lover.
Ch'an arose simultaneously with the Tantra. The more we
learn about both, the more we see how much they have in
common. For Ch'an and the Tantra are the two characteristic
creations of the third phase of Buddhism, which began about
A.D. 500, and they both respond to similar problems in similar
ways.2 In the thirties D. T. Suzuki put Ch'an, or rather Zen,
on the map, and for long he was the only source of what we in
the West believe we know about Zen. I n recent years the
inevitable reaction has set in.
The spread of literacy has filled the world with minor
intellectuals who regard any kind of eminence as a personal
reproach, and undisputed eminence as altogether unendurable.
Few of their mutterings against Suzuki have found their way
into print. For years, however, they assured one another in
confidential whispers that Suzuki utterly failed to present Zen
as the Chinese and Japanese actually understand it. An article
of Hu-shih's, extant only in Chinese, was for a long time said
to have exploded Suzuki's pretensions once and for all. At last
Hu-shih's criticisms appeared in English,3 and i t turned out
that Suzuki had a perfect answer.' So the tune has now
changed, though the melody remains the same.
How different the spirit of academic scholarship! When I suggested
to a scholar who worksbn the Kcilacakra that a knowledge of astrology
might be useful to him, he thought I was mad or joking.
For details see myA short history of Buddhism, 1960, chap. 111, I and 6.
3 Ch'an (Zen) Buddhism in China: Itshistory and method. Philosophy
East and West, 111, 1953, pp. 3-24.
4 Ibid. pp. 25-46. Reprinted instudies in Zen, 1955, pp. 1 2 ~ 6 4 This
.
trelliendously interesting controversy was continued in Philosophy East
and West up to 1956, with P. Ames and Arthur Waley joining in. It is very
important for the whole problem of the relation between the historical
and spiritual approach to-the dharma.
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Hu-shih is an historian who wants to know exactly what
happened, how, and in what sequence. For Suzuki, on the other
hand, "Zen is above space-time relations and naturally above
historical facts". Arthur Waley tried to mediate between the
two with a parody of Han Shan :
"Water and ice do one another no harm;
History and religion-both alike are good".
There is no time here to give the reasons why excessive
attention to the facts of Buddhist history must do harm to the
spiritual vision of the dharma. I must be content to distinguish
between three ltinds of historian-the scientific, the hurn anistic
and the transcendental. The first studies a butterfly after killing
it and fixing it with a pin into a glass case, where it lies quite still
and can leisurely be inspected from all angles. The second lets it
fly in the sun, and looks wonderingly at its pretty ways. The
third assures us that a man will know a butterfly only if he
becomes one. As a creative thinker Suzuki tells the descriptive
historian, whether scientific or humanistic, that Zen must be
grasped within, and not as an outside historical fact, and that
only by actually becoming Zen can one know it. Although his
demands may be rather hard on the average historian, I see no
reason to disagree with him.
Apart from Suzuki's overtowering eminence, his effect on
some Western intellectuals has provoked unfavourable
reactions. Unsuspectingly Suzuki fed an Eastern form of
spirituality into a predominantly ex-Protestant environment
which, having lost all touch with spiritual tradition, gravitated
inevitably towards a self-assertive nihilism. Stirred by his
message, a vast literature on " Zen " arose in England, France,
Italy, Germany, and the U.S.A., ranging from positively stuffy
and ultra-respectable "square" Zennists to the wild whoopees
of Mr. Kerouac and his Beatniks.1 All that there is in these
books about Zen comes from Suzuki, and he is held responsible
for the misunderstandings they contain.2 If Suzuki is to be
In this connection Allan Watt's pamphlet on Beat Zen, Sqz~nreZ e n
and Z e n (1959) is of some interest.
2 So Chen-chi Chang, " T h e nature of Ch'an ( Z e n ) Bztddhisnz", Philosophy East and West VI 4, 1958. Though it makes some telling points
against some of the vulgarizers, this article makes the essential soundness of Suzuki's own work quite apparent.
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blamed for anything, it is an insufficient awareness of the
aridity of the desert into which he transplanted his lovely
azalea tree.
Zen was designed to operate within emptiness. When coming
West it is transferred into a vacuum. Let us just recollect what
Zen took for granted, as its antecedents, basis and continuing
background: a long and unbroken tradition of spiritual
" know-how " ;firm and unquestioned metaphysical beliefs, and
not just a disbelief in everything; a superabundance of Scriptures and images; a definite discipline supervised by authoritative persons; insistence on right livelihood and an austere life
for all exponents of the Dharma; and a strong Sangha, composed of thousands of mature and experienced persons housed
in thousands of temples, who could keep deviations from
Bnddhist principles within narrow bounds. As I have said elsewhere, the Ch'an sect "found a situation in which the fervour
of the faithful had so multiplied the means of salvation, in the
form of Siitras, commentaries, philosophical subtleties, images
and rites, that the goal itself was apt to be lost sight of, and
the spiritual life was in danger of being choked by the very
things which were designed to foster it. In their reaction against
the overgrown apparatus of piety they advocated a radical
simplication of the approach to enlightenment. They never
tired of denouncing the misuse of this apparatns, which could
so easily become an end in itself " . I I t is the fundamental error
of many Europeans to mistake these denunciations for a desire
to do away altogether with traditional spiritual practices.
Suzulti could not possibly have foreseen that. Likewise, when
he condemned the intellect as inhibiting our original spontaneity, Suzuki took it for granted that, once the intellect is
eliminated, the Tao will take over. He was unfamiliar with
Western irrationalist philosophy, where the elimination of the
intellect makes room for nothing more than the uninhibited
assertion of self-willed instincts. When speaking of spontaneity
he meant the spontaneity of Sages, and not that of overgrown
schoolboys.
Finally, Suzuki represents only one form of Zen, the Rinzai
sect of Japan. Post-Suzukian Zen studies have tried to fill in
A shovl histovy of B u d d h i s m , 1960,pp. 74-5. Buddhismo, 1958,
pp. 811-2.
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our knowledge of other sects, thereby hoping to gain a fuller
view and a more correct perspective :
I. H. Dumoulin, a Jesuit of the Catholic Sophia University
a t Tokyo, has placed Ch'an into the coiltext of Chinese history
and thought. So intent had Suzuki been on explaining the
spiritual message of the Ch'an masters, that it is very hard
from his books alone to form an idea of their localization in
time and space, or of their doctrinal affiliations. In an admirable
article, later on admirably edited by Ruth Fuller Sasaki,'
Dumoulin describes the development of Ch'an during the T'ang
and Sung periods, i.e. during the time when Ch'an was at the
acme of its creativity, produced a great number oi strong
personalities, and achieved a startling originality of expression.
I n 1959 Dumoulin published in German a general survey of
Zen history2 which was in 1963 translated into English. This
handbook is a most conscientious and relatively unbiassed
piece of work which gives all the relevant facts as known at
present. One may complain that it is confined to the external
historical facts, but they are surely worth knowing, as long
as they are not taken too seriously. Nothing prevents his readers
from suffusing the facts with their own religious experience, if
they have any.
2. Rinzai Zen has become so closely bound up with the
" Japanese national character ", or rather the mentality of the
Samurai, that it is unlikely to be the same as Ch'an, a creation
of the essentially pacific Chinese genius. Zen, in fact, is fzot
Ch'an, but a response of the Japanese mind to Ch'an, just as
Ch'an itself had beell the response of the Chinese mind to Indian
Buddhism. The study of Ch'an thought has in recent years been
advanced by Fung Yu-lan3 to whom we owe a masterly exposition of the philosophical views of the Ch'an masters, and partly
by a number of translations, which range from the T'ang
masters4 to the later Ch'an literature of the seventeenth to
The development of Chinese Zen, 1953 (First in German in 1941).

* Z e n Geschichte und Gestalt. 1959.

A history of Chinese philosophy, vol. 11, 1953.
Shen-hui (668-760) into English in Asia Major, 111, 1952, 132-55,
and into French by J. Gernet in various places. Hui Hai (ca. 800) by
J. Blofeld, 1948,1959. The Mumonkan into German by G. H. Dumoulin,
Monumenta Serica, VIII, 1943, p p 41-102.
3
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twentieth centuries,' which turns out to be surprisingly interesting, vigorous and elevating. I t must, however, be pointed out
that generally speaking these translations, especially of the
earlier literature, leave much to be desired and will have to be
revised in due course. They are inaccurate for two reasons: a)
Far from rejecting the Sutras, the Ch'an masters were absolutely saturated in them, and many of their sayings are either
direct quotations from the Sfitras, or contain allusions to them.
A translator who does not know the Sfitras, or believes that
they are irrelevant, will make many mistakes. What, for instance, can he make of Tsung-chih's reply to Bodhidharma's
query about her achievement if he does not know that it refers
to chap. 28 of the Perfection of Wisdom in 8,000 Lines?=b) Like
the Tantra, Ch'an was largely a movement of the lower strata
of society. In consequence the koans and other sayings of the
masters are couched in colloquial Chinese, which differs from
the language of the Mandarins. I t is impossible to ascertain the
meaning of the terms used by looking them up in a dictionary
of classical Chinese, and Prof. DemiCville is a t present engaged
in determining their exact connotation by studying the language of the Chinese documents from Tun-huang.
3. Prof. P. DemiCville3 and G. Tucci4 have revealed the
presence of numerous adherents of Ch'an in Tibet in the eighth
century, and the Tibetan material will one day have to be
co-ordinated with the Chinese.
4. Even in Japan itself, Rinzai with 6,000 temples is in a
minority compared with S6t6 which has 15,000.5 S6t6 prefers
ordinary people to Samurais, has always remained aloof from
political affairs, cultivates " gentleness of spirit" (nyunanshin),
expects little from the koan technique, and does not altogether
reject logic and intellect, but is ready to reason and to make
sense. As it becomes better known in the West, it will prove
more congenial and attractive than Rinzai to some temperaCharles Luk, Ch'an and Z e n Teaching, I , 1960.
pp. 192-193 of my translation (1958).
3 L e Concile de Lhasa, I , 1952.
4 M i ~ z o rBuddhist Texts, 11, 1958.
5 There is also Obaku, the smallest sect, with 550 temples. About its
special approach see Tetsugen (1630-1683), Sermon sur le Bouddhisme
Zen, by M . Shibata. Pre'sence d u Bouddhisme, France-Asie, 1959, pp.
633-53.
2
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ments. So far, however, the literature available on S6t6' seems
rather uninteresting and elusive. This may be because the sect
has so far not been able to mobilize any great literary talent,
and its books are usually badly written by persons none too
familiar with the English language. Or perhaps the S6t6 monks
are really serious about their not theorizing and having no
thought, and confine themselves to sitting in Zazen, an activity
which has little entertainment value for onlookers. 1
' he future
will show.
This concludes the three articles in which I have described
to the best of my knowledge the progress made in Buddhist
studies during the last twenty years. Concentrating on essentials and on publications of unimpeachable scholarship, I have
tried to indicate the extent to which our knowledge of Buddhist
history has been revolutionized since the end of the last war.
Through the devoted labours of scholars all over the world we
now have gained access to a very wide range of documents
representing the different lineages in which the holy doctrine
has been handed on. I t is up to us to see to it that the rain which
has descended so abundantly from the Rain-cloud of the
dharma actually nourishes our spiritual faculties, and does not
just go down the drain of a mere intellectual curiosity.
R. Masunaga, TheS6t'tdapproachto Zen, 1958,contains on pp. 81-192
extracts from D6gen's writings. The only well written accounts are those
translated by R. T. Leggett in my Buddhist Scriptures, 1959.pp. 134-44.

n the interest of terminological precision the Sanskrit terms
corresponding to "save" and " saviourJ' must first be
ascertained. When the Baptists of Serampore translated the
New Testament in 1808, they used trdna for "salvation" and
tratrbr for "saviour ", the root being trai, to protect. Just so
the Bactrian coins had ranslated s6tZr as trdtur. Monier
Williams's A Dictionary o English and Sanskrit (1851) gives
further equivalents derived from the roots raksh, $dl, gup, to
guard, defend, protect, t p cs. to carry across ((nis) tdraka, etc.),
uddhyi, to extricate and mzbc, to liberate ((pari)mokshaka).
In addition we may mention ndtha, helper, protector and
Sarann, refuge. In fact, however, Buddhist terminology has no
exact equivalent to the Christian conception of a "saviour".
H. A. Jaeschke in his Tibetan-English Dictionary tells us that
in Tibet Protestant missionaries used skyabs-mgon (Sarana +
ndthn) for "Saviour, Redeemer, Christ ", whereas Catholics
seem to prefer blzt-pa-Po, from blu-ba, to redeem (a pawn, pledge,
or security). Neither of these words was ever used by Buddhists,
as the dictionaries of Das and Lokesh Chandra make quite
clear.
I t will be best to first describe the Buddhist beliefs about
"saviours" in the actual words of the texts themselves. In
many ways they are so similar to Christian views that missionaries have often seen them as a counterfeit gospel deliberately created by the Devil to deceive the faithful. At the same
time, when the exact words of the originals are'faithfully
rendered into English it becomes obvious that there are no
precise equivalents to the key terms, that the finer shades of
meaning and the emotional flavours and overtones differ
throughout, that much of this teaching must seem strange to
Christians and that in fact the logic behind it is at variance with
all the basic presuppositions of Christianity. From the very
start we must be careful to eschew such loaded words as

I
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worship, prayer, sin, love, eternal or supernatural, and instead
use more neutral terms such as revere ( = to regard with extreme
respect), vow, evil, devotion, deathless and supernormal, and
we must also distrust any description of the Buddhist doctrine
which, without many qualifications, attributes to the saviours
"grace ", " mercy" or " forgiveness".
I. The famous twenty-fourth chapter of the Lotus of the Good
Law' contains all the main ingredients of our theme. There we
read that all those beings "who experience sufferings will, on
hearing the name of Avalokitesvara, the Bodhisattva, the great
being, be set free @arimzccyerart) from their ills". What they
have to do is " to learn" (grahaqa) his name and to "bear it in
mind " (dhdrayati),to " invoke " or " implore " him (dkrandatp
kuryuh), to " pay homage " to him, to " recollect " (smarato)and
to " revere" him (piijayati)." Think of him (smarathd),think of
him, without hesitation, / Of Avalokitesvara, the being so
pure! / In death, disaster and calamity, / He is the saviour,
refuge and resort (trdqzc bhoti Saraqatp pardya~am)."
The "merit" derived from bearing in mind his name, or of
even once paying homage to him, is "immeasurable" and lasts
through many aeons. Avalokitesvara is " endowed with inconceivable virtues". For aeons he has "purified his VOW(firaqidhivca)". Great "might" (prabhdva) is attributed to him, and
much is made of his miraculous, psychic and magical powers
(wzaha-rddhika, vikurvaqa-prdtihdrya, nziyofiama-samddhi).
" He has reached perfection in wonderworking power (yddhcbala), / He is trained in abundant (vipula)cognition and skill in
means." He "gives fearlessness to frightened beings", he is
their " saviour" (trdtaru) and " destroys all sorrow, fear and
ill ".
There is, however, nothing unique about Avalokitesvara,
and he does no more than all Bodhisattvas are bidden to do.
In the Prajfidpdramitd, for instance, we read:
Desirous of the welfare of the world with its gods, men and asuras,
desirous to benefit it, to make it happy, to make it secure, the
Bodhisattva, when he has seen those ills which afflict beings on the
plane of Samsara, produces an attitude of mind (cittotpada)in which
he reflects: "Having crossed over (tTrva), we shall help across
Saddhavmapundavika-szllvam, ed. U. Wogihara and C. Tsuchida
(19581,362-74.
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(ttirayema) those beings who have not yet crossed! Freed we shall
free those beings who are not yet free! Comforted we shall comfort
those beings who are as yet without comfort! Gone to Nirvana
we shall lead to Nirvana those beings who have not yet got
there! "

More specifically the Bodhisattvas promise that, on having
won full enlightenment, "we will become a shelter (trinam)for
the world, a refuge, the place of rest (layanam),the final resort
(pariyanam),islands, lights and leaders of the world! "2
2. From the earliest times onwards the Buddhists have
described salvation as a process of crossing over.3 In later times
TZrZ, the deity who ferries across (tirayati), became the
" Saviouress" par excellence. At one stage of her development
she is closely connected with Avalokitesvara,4 and conceived
analogously to him, as a kind of female counterpart who in
China then evolved into the female Kwan Yin. She is said to
have emerged from a tear he shed when beholding the misery
of the world, or from a blue ray emanating from his eyes, or,
alternatively, she ' arose from the countless filaments of the
lotus-face of the Saviour of the triple worldl,s i.e. of Avalokiteivara. Or, again, the Taras are 'the mothers of the
world, born of the power of Amitabha's vow and understanding, endowed with great compassion, created for the world's
E. Conze, The Gilgit Manuscript of the Ash~cidaiascihasrikciprajiidpdramitci (1962). 248.
1 Ash.tascihasrikci Praj+icipciramitci, ed. R. Mitra (1888), 293. These
terms are then explained in pp. 294-9.
3 For the details see I. B. Horner. The Early Buddhist Theory of Male
Perfected (1936).
4 But after A.D. 750, under the influence of the theory of the Five
Jinas, the green Tara was assigned t o Amoghasiddhi (as in the ScidhanamciM, trans. E . Conze, Buddhist Meditation (1956), 137) and the Vajratara t o Vajrapani, of the Akshobhya family. At about the same time
" T5rB" became a general term for " saviouress ", or "helpful goddess ",
or "beneficent deity ", and this resulted in great indefiniteness and gave
her a truly Protean character. Long lists of Taras were elaborated, some
due t o separating the services which she may render, while others refer
t o the localities in which she had a shrine. One of these lists is The book of
praises of the 21 forms of Tcirci,ed, and trans. into German by S. Hummel,
Lamaistische Studien (1950). 97-109.
5 Hummelg7, of the rub-tu dpa'-ba'i sgrol-ma.
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saving.'' And so, intent on freeing all beings from birth-and
death, the Tara can say:
It is for the protection of the world that I have been produced by
the Jinas. In places of terror, which bristle with swords, and where
dangers abound, / When only my (108) names are recollected, I
always protect all beings, I will ferry them across (tiirayishyinzi)the
great flood of their manifold fears. / Therefore the great Seers sing of
me in the world under the name of Tara.
What is needed is to "correctly repeat her names" and Tara
will " fulfil all hopes". "These 108 names have been proclaimed
for your welfare; / They are mysterious, wonderful, secret,
hard to get even by Gods; / They bring luck and good fortune,
destroy all evil, / Heal all sickness and bring ease to all beings."
Then follows a catalogue of the benefits derived from their
recital, and they include everything that worldly or unworldly
men may desire, from wealth, health, cleverness and success in
litigation to spiritual virtues and the promotion of enlightenment. " Whoever meditates on our Blessed Lady in a lonely
mountain cave, he will behold her face to face with his own eyes.
And the Blessed Lady herself bestows upon him his very
respiration, and all else. Not to say any more, she puts the very
Buddhahood, so hard to win, in the very palm of his hand.2
She "alone by herself, effectively removes all evil by the fact
of her name being heard or recollected (smnytyi)",3 for "her
mercy flows out to all creatures without distinction."4
3. In Buddhist mythology Avalokitesvara and Tara, two
Bodhisattvas, are held to be dependent on a perfectly enlightened Buddha-the Buddha AmitHbha. The texts contain
some information about Amitabha's antecedent VOW".^
Aeons ago, when he was the monk Darmakara he pronounced
forty-eight Vows in front of the Buddha Lokesvararaja. The
The 108 Names ofthe Holy Tdrci, trans. E . Conze, ed. Buddhist Texts
(1954),no. 176,p. 197.Also the following quotations are from this source.
Sddhanamcild in E. Conze, Buddhist Meditation (1956),138-9.
3 Samajiiamitra, Sragdharcistotram, ed. S. Ch. ~ i d ~ a b h u s h a (1908)'
na
v. 8.
4 Ibid. v. 3.
5 See Hobogirkn, ed. P. Demibville (1929),
26; H. de Lubac, Amida
(1955)~
65-7; Bziddhist Texts, 206.I have glossed over the considerable
divergences between the different sources, which would be of interest
only in a specialized study.
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eighteenth Vow is generally held to be the most important, and
its essence is the promise that "when the time comes for me to
become a Buddha, I will not enter into full enlightenment
unless all beings who believe in me and love me with all their
hearts are able to win rebirth in my kingdom if they should
wish to do so ". Once reborn in this Buddha-realm, they can be
trained for enlightenment, "because no being can be turned
back from the supreme enlightenment if he has heard the
name of the Lord Amitabha, and, on hearing it, with one single
thought raises his heart to Him with a resolve connected with
serene faith ". As a result of this Vow those who rely on Amitabha's "promise" and " solemn oath" will be reborn in the
"Happy Land" where they will receive further training from
Him. The faithful express their belief by invoking the Buddha's
name (" Homage to the Buddha Amitabha! ", " Nembutsu " in
Japanese). Shinran has formulated the doctrine in a somewhat
extreme form :I
At the very moment the desire to call the Nernbutsu is awakened in
us in the firm faith that we can attain rebirth in the Pure Land
through the saving grace of the Inconceivable Grand Vow, the allembracing, none-forsaking virtue of Amida is conferred on us.
Once belief in Amida's Vow is established, no other virtue is necessary, for there is no goodness that surpasses Nembutsu. . . . One who
strives to accumulate merits through his own efforts is not in accord
with Amida's Grand Will, since he lacks absolute, pure faith in its
power. But if he re-orients his ego-centred mind and acquiesces in
Amida's Grand Will, he will attain rebirth in the True Land of
Fulfilment. . . . To be egoless means leaving good and evil to the
natural working of karmic law and surrendering wholeheartedly to
the Grand Vow. . . . For rebirth in the Pure Land cleverness is not
necessary,-just complete and unceasing absorption in gratitude
to Amida.

4. Avalokitesvara, Tara and Amitabha are three Saviours
who belong to one "family" (kula). They are connected with
the world-system of Sukhavati, the Paradise or "Buddhafield", which is situated far in the West. This Western Pa~adise
has made an exceptionally strong impact on the imagination
of the Buddhists, in accordance with a so far unexplained
propensity of the archaic mythological imagination which in
Tannisho, trans. Higashi Honganji ( 1 9 6 1 )2~, 6, 33, 45.
4

Introduction

T

he word Mahciyliua, or " Great Vehicle", is the name generally given to those ideas which dominated the second phase
of Buddhist thought. One spealcs of a "vehicle "because the
Buddhist doctrine, or Dharma (Pali, Dhamma, from dl??),
is conceived as a raft, or a ship, which carries us across the
ocean of this world of suflering to a "Beyond", to salvation, to
Nirvana. Its adherents called it "great" by way of praising the
universality of its tenets and intentions, in opposition to the
narrowness of the other Buddhist schools, which they describe
as the " Hinayana", as the " inferior" vehicle, a term naturally
not much cherished by those to whom they apply it. At present
the Mahayana is confined to the Northern half of the Buddhist
world, and the Buddhists of Nepal, Tibet, China, Korea and
Japan are nearly all Mahayanists. The South, on the other
hand, is entirely dominated by the Theravadins, one of the
eighteen traditional sects of the Hinayana, and their form of
Buddhism is the national religion of Ceylon, Burma and Siam.
The other seventeen Hinayana sects disappeared seven hundred
years ago when the Muhammadans swept into Northern India
and destroyed its flourishing Buddhist monasteries.
In point of time the rise of \he hlahayana coincides with the
beginning of the Christian era. I t must have gathered momentum in the first pre-Christian centuries, but many of its basic
ideas go back, as we shall see, to the fourth or fifth century B.c.,
if not to the Buddha himself. But the literature which sets out
the specific hlahayana doctrines is attested only for the beginning of the Christian era, and this raises an interesting, and so
far unresolved, historical problem. How can we account for the
observation that Buddhism, just at the time when Christianity
itself arose, underwent a radical reform of its basic tenets which
made it much more similar to Christiaility than it had been
before? To show the nature of the problem, I will mention just
three parallels between the Mahayana and Christianity. First of
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all, loving-kindness and compassion, subordinate virtues in the
older Buddhism, are stressed more and more, and move right
into the centre of the picture. This may remind us of the
Christian emphasis on "love". Secondly, we hear of compassionate beings, called " Bodhisattvas", whose main claim
to our gratitude lies in that they sacrifice their lives for the
welfare of all. This may remind us of the Christ who died for us
all so that our sins may be forgiven. And thirdly, the Buddhists
of this period show eschatological interests, and fervently hope
for a "second coming" of the Buddha, as Maitreya (Pali,
Metteya), the "Loving One". Thus we have at least three
innovations of the Mahayana, of which each is as near to the
spirit of early Christianity as it is to the older Buddhism.
Nor is this all. Occasionally we find close verbal coincidences
between the Christian and the Mahayana Scriptures. Just one
instance must suffice. At the time when the Revelation of St.
John was written down in Greek in the Eastern Mediterranean,
the Mahayanists produced in the South of India one of their
most revered books, The Perfection of Wisdom in 8,000 Lines.
Revelatio~z(v. I) refers to a book "closely sealed') with seven
seals, and likewise thk Perfection of Wisdonz is called a book
"sealed with seven seals ". I t is shown to a Bodhisattva by the
name of " Ever-weeping " (SadZ$rarztdita), and St. John " weeps
bitterly" (v. 4) because he sees no one worthy to open the book
and to break its seals. This can be done by the Lamb alone,
slaughtered in sacrifice (v. 9). In the same way, chaps. 30 and 31
of the Mahayana book describe in detail how Everweeping
slaughtered himself in sacrifice, and how he thereby became
worthy of the Perfection of Wisdom (see pp. 62-4). This parallel
is remarkable not only for the similarities of the religious logic,
but also for the fact that both the number seven and the whole
notion of a "book with seals" point to the Judaeo-Mediterranean rather than to the Indian tradition. Here is a fruitful field
for further study. At present we cannot account for the parallels
between the Mediterranean and Indian developments which
occur at the beginning of the Christian era. For the interpretation of the Mahayana they are significant and should not be
ignored.
I t was in fact, geogra$hicalZy speaking, in the two regions of
India which were in contact with the Mediterranean that the
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Mahayana seems to have originated. On the one hand we have
the South of India, which was in close trading relations with
the Roman Empire, as is shown by the huge hoards of Roman
coins found there in recent years. And it was in the region
round Nagarjunikonda, in the South, near the temple of
Amaravati, which has rightly been called a " Dravido-Alexandrian synthesis", that tradition places the development of
the first Mahayana Scriptures, i.e. the Siitras on Perfect
Wisdom, and where also Nagarjuna (c. A.D. IOO),the greatest
philosopher of the Mahayana, appears to have lived. ?'he second
centre of the incipient Mahayana was in the North-West of
India, where the successor states of Alexander the Great kept
open a constant channel for Hellenistic and Roman influences,
as the art found in that region amply demonstrates. Its openness to foreign, non-Indian influences was indeed one of the
features which distinguished the Mahayana from the older
forms of Buddhism.
We know little about the actual causes which brought about
this revolution in Buddhist thought. Two, however, seem
certain, the exhaustion of the Arhant ideal, and the pressure
of the laity.
As for the first, the older Buddhism was designed to produce
a type of saint known as Arhant-a person who has been
liberated once and for all from the cycle of birth and death.
Three or four centuries after the Buddha's Nirvana the methods
which had a t first produced Arhants in profusion lost their
potency, fewer and fewer monks reached the goal, and the
conviction gained ground that the time for Arhants was over.
When the expected fruits were no longer forthcoming, it was
natural for a section of the community to explore new avenues,
and they replaced the Arhant ideal by the Bodhisattva ideal
(PP. 54-67).
Relations of the monks with the laity had always been
precarious. Here at its base was the Achilles' heel of the whole
soaring edifice. The Mahayana gave much greater weight to
laymen. I t could count on much popular support for its
emphasis on active service, for its opinion that people are as
important as "dharmas" (Pali, dh.ammd, 'events'), for its
attacks on the selfishness of monks who think only of their own
welfare, for its censure of " haughtyJJand " conceited" monks
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for its stories of wealthy householders, such as Vimalakirti,
who surpassed the oldest and most venerable monks in the
splendour of their spiritual attainments, and for its belief that
the saints should accept a common fate with their fellow men.
Popular pressure would also induce the monks to become more
manifestly useful to their lay followers. They increasingly
interested themselves in their daily problems, and by acting
as astrologers, exorcizers, weather makers, physicians, etc.,
inserted themselves into the magical side of their lives. The
wishes of the dumb common people, so despised by the monkish
party, in the end proved paramount.
Our knowledge of the Mahayana is derived from its very
extensive litenzture, which yas composed over about 2,000
years, most of it in Sanskrit, but some also in Chinese, in Tibetan
and in Central Asian languages. Although many Mahayana
works have been lost, the bulk of what is left is so huge that no
one has ever read through it. Our views on the subject must
therefore remain tentative, and future discoveries may compel
their revision. This literature falls into three main classesSzitras, ,$islms and Tantvas. The Szitrns are the most authoritative, and no follower of the Mahayana would wish openly to
repudiate anything they contain; the authority of the ,$dstras
is more limited, and they are binding only on the members of
the philosophical school which they represent; that of the
I'nntras is even more restricted, its range being confined to the
few adepts of a small esoteric sect.
Szitms claim to be sayings of the Buddha himself, and they
always give a t the beginning the exact place, either on earth or
in heaven, where the Buddha is believed to have preached this
particular sermon. In the case of Mahayana Siitras, written
more than five centuries after the historical Buddha's death,
this is obviously a pious fiction. If an historian were asked to
define a Siitra, he would have to say that it is an anonymous
document elaborated usually collectively over many centuries,
which has to be significant without being controversial or
sectarian. The most beautiful of all Mahayana Siitras is the
Lotus of the Good Law, a work of great power and magnificence.
There are a few European translations, but none of them is
even remotely accurate. The most instructive Siitras are those
on The Perfection of Wisdom. Of that we have about thirty
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different recensions, composed in the course of six or seven
centuries. Many other Siitras are preserved, several hundred of
them, but there is little point in further enumeration. The continuous, slow, and measured growth of these Siitras makes
them appear as more than the works of mere men, and some of
their majesty is still felt in Japan, Tibet, and even in Europe.
A Sdstra is a treatise written by a known person, either in the
form of a commentary to a Siitra, or in the form of a systematic
text book. When I say " a known person", I do not, of course,
mean that we know the actual author, but only that it is
ascribed to some actual doctor of the "Church". For there has
been a tendency to simplify matters by attributing the works of
many writers to a few big names. The four biggest names are,
about A.D. 150, Nagarjuna and Aryadeva, and, about A.D. 400,
Vasubandhu and Asanga. The first two are the founders of the
philosophical school of the Madhyamikas, while the second
two initiated the rival school of the Yogacarins (see p. 78).
These two schools were engaged in constant disputes, and the
works of the one have no authority for the other. The limited
authority of a " doctor of the Church" is based on three factors:
a saintly life, great learning, and inspiration by one of the
mythical Buddhas or Bodhisattvas (pp. 67 sq.). Wonderworking powers, though desirable, are not indispensable.
SEtras and Sdstras are public documents available to anyone
sufficiently interested to procure them. The Tnntvas, by contrast, are secret documents destined only for a chosen few who
are properly initiated, or consecrated, by a properly initiated
teacher or guru. To let the udinitiated into their secret is an
unpardonable crime. In order more effectively to hide their
contents from outsiders they employ a deliberately mysterious
and secretive language. Without the oral explanations of an
initiated master they are practically meaningless, and reveal
nothing of any importance. Tantras give to the initiated instructions for the practical realization of certain Yogic practices. They were composed in profusion from about A.D. 500
onwards, and we have literally thousands of them. Their
historical study has barely begun, and as outsiders we seldom
have a clue to their meaning. Thousands and thousands of
pages are filled with statements about "cosmic tortoises" and
"sky dogs", or about gods dressed in "fur coats" or "tiger
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skins ", living in " iron palaces" or " copper fortresses and
"holding a black trident with four heads stuck on it and a
blood-dripping heart, at which two black vipers are sucking"
(see R. de Nebesky-Wojkowitz, Oracles and Demons of Tibet,
1956). What are we to make of all that? In their desire to shock
the profane, the authors of the Tantras are prone to the use of
obscene and sexually suggestive language. Again we are at a
loss to know what their jokes really meant. We can well imagine, to give a parallel case, an earnest Japanese anthropologist
of the year A.D.3242 pondering over a choice piece of ornithologicalinformation he has found in an English soldier's letter of
1942, TWOwrens went into the sea, and four blue tits came out
again ". Some initiation into the lore of the British Army would
soon tell him the meaning of that statement. In its absence he
would have to resort to wild guesses, without having much to
go on. Most of the words used in the Tantras can be found in our
dictionaries-but then it does not help very much to know that
a " red herring" is a "pink fish ". We can at present form some
idea of the general principles of the Tantras (see pp. 84-5),
though the concrete detail quite passes us by. The authority of
a Tantra is usually derived from a mythical Buddha who is said
to have preached it in the remote past to some other mythical
person, who transmitted it to a human teacher who stands at
the beginning of a long line of initiated gurus who hand the
secret wisdom down from generation to generation.
This ends the survey of the literary sources. In addition we
can derive much information from innumerable works of art
which express the spirit of the doctrine accurately and impressively. Buddhist works of art allow little scope to the
arbitrary inventions of individual artists. The images are too
holy for that, for they are supports, though inadequate, for
meditation, as well as reservoirs of supernatural power. They
are made according to formulae elaborated by the scholars and
mystics, which the artist just invests with a visible form.
About the mythological and ritual aspects of the Mahayana
these works of art can teach us a great deal.
The Mahayana is first of all a way of life, with a clear-cut idea
of spiritual prefection and of the stages which lead to it. In
addition, it puts forth a number of mythological concepts and
ontological doctrines. Finally, in an effort to maintain itself
'I,
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against hostile influences, it enlists the help of female deities
and magical forces. These are the three sides of the Mahayana
which we shall now survey one by one.

The Bodhisattva Ideal
The creation of the Bodhisattva ideal and the elaboration of
the doctrine of "Emptiness" are the two great contributions
which the Mahayana has made to human thought. While the
philosophy of Emptiness has proved an unfailing source of
attraction to generations of scholars and intellectuals, it was to
its teachings about the "Bodhisattva" that the Mahayana
owed its success as a religion, and that it proved capable of
converting the whole of Central and East Asia, and of winning,
for a time, more adherents than any other religion. Here was
the image of an ideal man, who could stir the hearts of all,
whether rich or poor, learned or ignorant, strong or weak, monks
or laymen. I t could easily win their admiration, for it reflected
what was best in them. I t could also become a basis for immediate action, because it could be adjusted to the infinite variety
of human circumstances. Put forth with self-sacrificing zeal,
with all the resources of eloquence and all the refinements of
art, the Bodhisattva-ideal has been one of the most potent
ideas of Asian thought. So irresistible was its power that even
the Hinayana schools were prepared to incorporate it to some
extent into their own systems.
What then is a " Bodhisattva"? I t will be best first to explain
the Sanskrit term: Bodhi means "enlightenment ", and sattva
"being" or "essence ". A Bodhisattva is thus a personwhoin his
essential being is motivated by the desire to win full enlightenment-to become a Buddha. Destined to become a Buddha, he
nevertheless, in order to help suffering creatures, selflessly
postpones his entrance into the bliss of Nirvana and his escape
from this world of birth and death.
From another angle a Bodhisattva is said to be dominated by
two forces-compassion and wisdom. Compassion governs
his conduct towards his fellow beings, wisdom his attitude to
Reality. The Mahayana teachings on compassion are easy, those
on wisdom hard to understand. Everyone listens gladly when
the talk is about himself, but gets rather bored when feeling
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himself ignored. So we begin with compassion, leaving wisdom
for later on.
Buddhists, as is well known, regard the difference between
human beings and animals as unimportant, and equal compassion should, in any case, be extended to all. Scrupulous
respect for the life and dignity, for the rights and wishes of all
living beings is a Bodhisattva's first and most elementary duty.
During a debate with the Saskya Pandita which the Venerable
Tsong-kha-pa had about A.D. 1400 his opponent, probably
absent-mindedly, crushed a louse between his nails. Tsong-khapa interrupted him, exclaiming, "While we are here debating
these abstruse metaphysical subtleties, I hear the laments of a
fellow-creature rising to the gky! " The Saskya Pandita was so
much taken aback by the reproof that his hat fell off, he left the
tent in confusion, and victbry remained with Tsong-kha-pa
and his " Yellow Church" (R. Bleichsteiner, Die gelbe Kirche,
1937, p. 84). Likewise, it is quite usual for Bodhisattvas to
sacrifice their own lives for animals. When he was a prince of
Benares, the Bodhisattva who subsequently became the Budda
Gautama (=Pali, Gotama), threw himself down in front of a
tigress who had given birth to five cubs and was exhausted
from hunger and thirst. "But she did nothing to him. The
Bodhisattva noticed that she was too weak to move. As a
merciful man he had taken no sword with him. He therefore cut
his throat with a sharp piece of bamboo and fell down near the
tigress. She noticed his body all covered with blood, and in no
time ate up all the flesh and blood, leaving only the bones"
(Sz~varva-prabhisottama-s&a, ed. J. Nobel, 1937, p. 214). On
another celebrated occasion, as king Sibi, the Bodhisattva
ransomed a pigeon by giving a pound of his own flesh to the
hawk who had caught it (E. Lamotte, Le Traitt de la grande
Vertzl de Sagesse, 1944, vol. r, pp. 255-6). This fellow-feelingfor
all living beings, whoever they may be, is much akin to Dr.
Schweitzer's "reverence for life", which, as I read some time
ago, he extends to "gazelles, pelicans, ants, mosquitoes, worms
and even bacilli ". Even the bacteria had already been thought
of by the Buddhist monks, who took special precautions
against harming the invisible creatures who were said to abound
in water and in the air.
And not only are all beings alike in that they dislike suffering,
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but they are also all capable of enlightenment. Each one of them
is a potential Buddha. Hidden away within each being there
exist in embryonic form the factors needed for the attainment
of Enlightenment. So "the road to Buddhahood is open to all"
(Buddhist Texts, p. 181)."Even in animals the personality of a
Buddha should be discerned, concealed though it be by the
taints of manifold defilements" (Buddhist Texts, p. 183).One
day these adventitious defilements will disappear, the moment
they are seen to be unreal they will vanish away, and the
Buddha-nature then manifests itself in its full glory. A small
minority of Mahayanists, it is true, claimed that there are some
beings called Icchantikas, who are for ever excluded from
enlightenment. But the overwhelming majority rejected this
heresy which had crept in from Gnosticism, probably through
the Manichaens, and took their stand on the belief that every
living organism has it in him to win enlightenment sooner or
later. Who, then, would have the temerity to "hinder it on its
upward path "?
I t is the essential feature of a Bodhisattva's compassion that
it is "great ", i.e. boundless, and that it makes no distinctions.
" He radiates great friendliness and compassion over all beings,
and he resolves, ' I shall become their saviour, I shall release
them from all their sufferings' "(Buddhist Texts, no. 124). Or
this is how Santideva, a poet of the seventhcentury, expressesit :
The merit I achieved by all these pious actions, may that
make me
1
Quite able to appease the sufferings of all beings.
A medicine for the sick I'll be, their healer, and their servant,
Until the day that sickness is a thing no more remembered.
With showers of food and drink I'll quench the pains of
hunger and of thirst ;
In the dearth at the end of the aeon I'll turn into food and
drink.
And for the needy I'll be a source of wealth quite unfailing,
Serving them well with all that their needs may require.
Heedless of body, of goods, of the merit I gained and will gain
still,
I surrender my all to promote the welfare of others.
(Buddhist Meditation, p. 59.)
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So far so good. The modern age, while it may deplore the
Mahayana tendency to hyperbole, is sure to applaud its concern
for the welfare of others. But what it has the greatest difficulty
in grasping is that compassion cannot stand on its own feet,
that it cannot do its work without the help of wisdom, and that
the Bodhisattva, instead of doing something useful all the time,
continues to push forward to the remote, otherworldly goal
of Enlightenment. I must therefore give some of the reasons
which make the Mahayanists combine compassion with
wisdom and Enlightenment.
What then is a Bodhisattva's compassion? I t is the selfless
desire to make others happy. Now it is I. Not self-evident what
is good for others, nor is 2. Self-interest easily shunned.
I. In order to make others happy, one must have some idea
of what can make them happy. Being inherently foolish, the
other people are not always the best judges of that. Even if the
louse had not been crushed, it would still lead the life of alouse.
Even though the tigress was fed, she was still only a tigress.
And so on. As soon as we get down to actual details, we find it
hard to decide what is good for others, and what of real benefit
to them. Is it, for instance, an act of kindness to kill an animal
in pain, or to give whisky to a tramp? But these are only comparatively trifling problems pertaining to the casuistry of love.
Far more fundamental difficulties arise from the fact that one
good thing can be the foe of another. The highest good is said
to be the gift of the Dharma. In that case the gift of anything
else, in so far as it increases people's worldly welfare, may militate against the development of their spiritual potentialities,
for it may bind them still further to this world and increase their
worries and anxieties. Should we then wish to increase the
material welfare of the people, or should we not? I n the Mahayana texts we find a great deal of rhetoric about this, but the
actual achievements of Buddhist countries fell far short of it.
This is not surprising because social services are not only a
matter of good will, but of the productivity of labour. Before the
advent of modern technical developments there simply did not
exist the means to raise what is nowadays called the " standard
of living" of the common people to any appreciable extent.
Our attitude to these developments is not easy to determine.
On the one side our compassion would probably make us glad
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to see that people are becoming less poor, that they live longer,
that their sicknesses are treated with some care and skill, that
justice is dispensed with greater humanity, and so on. On the
other hand all these benefits depend on the technical organization of modern society, which makes a spiritual life next to
impossible. Whatever the answer, it is clear that only a great
deal of wisdom can decide a dilemma of this kind.
2. Not only the effects, but also the motives of doing good
to others present serious problems. "Charity" has so much
fallen into disrepute because too often it was motivated by a
sense of guilt, by the desire to humiliate the poor, or t o buy
them off with a few crumbs. If others are so often ungrateful
for what we have done for them, if they hate us for the help we
gave, they are in most cases quite justified because somehow
they divine that we considered ourselves first in what we did,
and them only in the second place, degrading them into a mere
means or material of our desire to do good. The benefits of
generosity to ourselves are not in doubt. I t is the benefit to
others which is in question. A very high degree of sanctity is
necessary to do good to others without harming or irritating
them. Only the pure in heart can have the vision necessary to
decide what is really beneficial to others, and only they have
the purity of motive. In the Scriptures the ability really to
benefit others is regarded as a very high and rare virtue, the last
and most sublime flowering of a mature development of perfect
wisdom. Eight hundred years ago Milarepa, the great Tibetan
saint, was asked by his disciples " if they could engage in worldly
duties, in a small way, for the benefit of others". Milarepa
replied :
"If there be not the least self-interest attached to such duties, it is
permissible. But such detachment is indeed rare; and works performed for the good of others seldom succeed, if not wholly freed
from self-interest. Even without seeking to benefit others, it is with
difficulty that works done even in one's own interest are successful.
It is as if a man helplessly drowning were to try to save another man
in the same predicament. One should not be over-anxious and hasty
in setting out to serve others before one has oneself realized the
Truth in its fulness; to do so,would be like the blind leading the blind.
As long as the sky endures, so long will there be no end of sentient
beings for one to serve; and to every one comes the opportunity for
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such service. Till the opportunity come, I exhort each of you to have
but the one resolve, namely to attain Buddhahood for the good of all
living beings" (W. Y. Evans-Wentz, Tibet's Great Yogi Milarepa,
1928, p. 271).
I t is a general Buddhist conviction that ordinary life is hopelessly unsatisfactory, exposed to constant pain and grief, and in
any case quite futile, since death swallows all so soon. Without
the Dharma no lasting happiness is possible. But if the gift of
the Dharma is the highest gift of all, one must oneself possess
the Dharma in order to give it to others. And the only way to
get hold of it is through Enlightenment. I t is for this reason that
the Bodhisattva wishes to win full Enlightenment, so that he
may be really useful to othgrs. And, of course, his usefulness
to them increases as he comes nearer and nearer to Enlightenment.
What then is this Enlightenment, of bodhi, which is the
ultimate goal of a Bodhisattva's endeavours? I t is a thorough
and complete understanding of the nature and meaning of life,
the forces which shape it, the method to end it, and the reality
which lies beyond it. Indian tradition is quite wont to see the
highest achievement of man in a cognitive insight into a
Reality which transcends this fleeting world, and all the beings
in it. But then-and there is a definite problem-the man who
has cognized this reality, which is so much more satisfactory
than anything he sees around him, will want to withdraw into
it and away from his fellow creatures. No more re-born, he will
be lost to the world. Measuring the concerns of the world by
the yardstick of true reality, he will be unable to take them very
seriously. Humanity will appear to him as a mass of non-entities
constantly worrying over nothing in particular. This is a
specially important point in Buddhism, which has always
taught that persons are not really " persons", but only imagine
that they are, whereas in strict fact they are non-entities.
The Mahayanists agreed that enlightenment does not automatically entail the desire to assist others. Among the enlightened they distinguished four types, of whom two do not
appreciably help others, whereas the other two do. And
although the Mahayanists insist that different people must
reach the goal by different ways, they regard the unselfish
types as superior to the others.
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The " selfishJJenlightened persons are first the Arhants or
"Disciples ", who are said to represent the ideal of the Hinayana, and who are aloof from the concerns of the world, intent on their own private salvation alone. And then there are
the Pratyekabuddhas. They differ from the Arhants in that,
independent of the instructions of a Buddha, they can gain
Enlightenment by their own private efforts. But once they
have gained Enlightenment, they keep their knowledge to
themselves, and do not communicate it to others.
The unselfish types are the Buddhas and the Bodhisattvas.
Omniscience is the chief attribute of a Buddha, the distinctive
feature of his enlightenment. The Buddha is essential to the
Buddhist religion in all its forms as the founder who guarantees
the truth and reliability of the teaching by the fact that he is
" fully enlightened". I t was always agreed that he knew everything necessary to salvation, his own and that of others, and
that therefore in spiritual matters he is a sure and infallible
guide. The Mahayana now claims that he knows also all other
things, that he is omniscient in the full sense of the term. But
since it is one of the peculiarities of a Buddha's gnosis that
therein the subject is identical with the object, the fact that he
knows everything there is, implies that he also is everything
there is. In consequence the Buddha becomes identical either
with the Absolute, or with the sum total of existence, with the
totality of all things at all times. I t is only because he has
merged with everything that the Buddha has cast off all traces
of a separate self, and has attained complete and total selft
extinction.
We can well believe in the selflessness of a Buddha conceived
in this way. But when the Mahayana goes on to say that this
Buddha-all knowing, all-wise, all there is-is also all-compassionate, we remain slightly unconvinced. In an effort to
humanize the Buddha the Mahayanists called him a " Father "
of all those who are helpless and afflicted, but this attribute
never quite comes to life. Matrceta, a fine Mahayana poet of the
second century, has this to say on the Buddha's compassion:
Which shall I praise first, you or the great compassion, which
held
You for so long in samsdra, though well its faults you knew?
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Your compassion, given free rein, made you pass your time
Among the crowds, when the bliss of seclusion was so much
more to your taste.
(Buddhist Texts, p.

192.)

The first of these verses refers to the Buddha when he was a
Bodhisattva, the second to the forty-five years of his ministry
on earth after his Enlightenment. I t was, however, the compassionateness of a Buddha after his death, after his final
Nirvana, which has always seemed barely credible. Originally,
before the Mahayana, the Buddha after his final Nirvana was
conceived of as totally extinct as far as this world and its inhabitants are concerned, and no longer interested in them. No
amount of ingenuity could quite move Buddhism away from
that original position, and really graft compassion on the Buddha who had "passed away ". While it is possible to see that he
helps beings by the gift of the perfect Dharma, the emotion of
compassion must appear to be alien to him. The doubts which
have always remained on that point are in part due to the
transcendental and truly inconceivable nature of all that
concerns the Buddha. Everything about him lies outside the
range of our own direct experience. For selfish and limited
people like us, even-mindedness and compassion seem mutually
incompatible, and we are apt to think that in one vast Emptiness compassion must get lost and become inapplicable. But
then what light does this kind of reasoning shed on the selfless
Buddhas, who are said to have all these states to perfectionimperturbable even-mindedness, boundless compassion, and
full emptiness? From our lowly perspective the transcendental
world of self-extinction teems with apparent inconsistenciesbut whom should we blame for that?
The Bodhisattvas, on the other hand, are much nearer to us
in their mentality, and they take good care to remain in touch
with the imperfect by having the same passions as they have,
although, as distinct from them, these passions neither affect
nor pollute their minds. Not yet having become everything,
the Bodhisattvas are not quite beyond our ken, and we can
appreciate that, while all the time intent on their transcendental
goal, they remain during their struggles always aware of their
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solidarity with all that lives, in accordance with the famous
saying :
Can there be bliss when all that lives must suffer?
Shalt thou be saved and hear the whole world cry?
(H. P. Blavatsky, The Voice of Silence, p. 78.)
But if a Bodhisattva wishes to become a Buddha, and if a
Buddha is defined as the sum total of everything there is, then
the distance between a given person and the state of Buddhahood will obviously be a very large one, and nearly infinite. In
one life it could not possibly be traversed. Countless lives would
be needed, aeons and aeons would have to pass, before a
Bodhisattva can reach his goal. And yet-and this is somewhat
of a paradox--only one single little obstacle separates him and
us from Buddhahood, and that is the belief in a self, the belief
that he is a separate individual, the inveterate tendency to
indulge in what the texts call " I-making and Mine-making ".
To get rid of himself is a Bodhisattva's supreme task, and he
finds that this is not an easy thing to do. He takes two kinds of
measures to remove this one obstacle to Buddhahoodactively by self-sacrifice and selfless service, cognitively by
insight into the non-existence of a self. The latter is due to
wisdom, defined as the ability to penetrate to true reality, to
the "own-being" of things, to what they are in and by themselves, and held necessary to disclose the ultimate inanity of a
separate self. And in this scheme action and cognition always
go hand in hand, and are closely interrelated.
The self-sacrifices of Bodhisattvas are the subject of many
edifying stories. By way of example, I will re-tell that of the
Bodhisattva " Ever-weeping" mentioned before (p. 49). I will
relate it in some detail and largely in translation, because it has
all the typical features of a Mahayana story, and exemplifies
Mahayana mentality to perfection. I t tells us how Everweeping
searched for the Perfection of Wisdom, and how he found it in
the end, "because he did not care for his body and had no
regard for his life". He goes to see the Bodhisattva Dharmodgata, who can answer all his questions, but he feels that "it
would be unseemly to come empty-handed to him". So he
decides to sell his body, goes to the market place, and cries,
"Who wants a man? Who wants to buy a man? " But Mgra
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the Evil One fears that Everweeping, if he succeeds in "selling
himself out of concern for Dharma, from love for Dharma, so as
to do worship to Dharma", will then in due course win Enlightenment, and remove himself and others from Mfira's
sphere of influence. So he brings it about that no one can see or
hear the Bodhisattva. Then Sakra, chief of the gods, decides
to test Everweeping, and conjures up a young man who says
to him that his father wants to offer a sacrifice. "For that I
require a man's heart, his blood and the marrow of his bones."
Everweeping, "his mind bristling with joy", agrees, and says,
" I will give you my body, since you have need of it!" "He
then takes a sharp sword, pierces his right arm, and makes the
blood flow. He pierces his right thigh, cuts the flesh from it, and
strides up to the foot of a wail in order to break the bone."
Sakra "thereupon throws off Uis disguise as a young man, and
in his proper body he stands before the Bodhisattva ",applauds
his resolution and asks him to choose a boon. Everweeping asks
him for the " supreme dharmas of a Buddha ", but Sakra has to
admit that this is beyond his powers, and begs him to choose
another boon. Everweeping replies : " Do not trouble your mind
about the mutilated condition of my body! I shall now make it
whole again by the magical power of my enunciation of the
Truth. If it is true that I am bound to win full Enlightenment,
if it is true that the Buddhas know of my unconquerable
resolution-may through this Truth, through this utterance of
the Truth, this my body be again as it was before!" "That
very moment, instant and second, through the Buddha's
might and through the perfect purity of the Bodhisattva's
resolution, his body became again as it has been before, healthy
and whole." The story then goes on to tell how Everweeping,
accompanied by a merchant's daughter and her 500 maidservants, goes to see Dharmodgata, who lives in great wealth
and splendour; how they hear a sermon on Perfect Wisdom;
how then they spend seven years in deep trance ;and how thereafter, on meetingDharmodgata once more, they find that " Mgra
the Evil One had hidden away all the water"; so, to prevent
"the rising dust from falling on Dharmodgata's body", they
sprinkle the earth with their own blood; and as a reward Everweeping acquires millions of trances, " sees the Buddhas and
Lords in all the ten directions, in countless world systems,
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surrounded by their congregations of monks and accompanied
by numerous Bodhisattvas". And wherever he was henceforth
re-born, it was always in the presence and within the sight of a
Buddha (As~asihasrikbPrajiib+iiramiti, ed. R. Mitra, 1888,
chaps. 30 and 31).
This story is not after the taste of our hard-headed age,
which will condemn it as rather airy-fairy, positively puerile
and out of touch with social realities. I t is indeed a pure fairytale, showing complete disregard for commonsense and this
mundane world. Everything about it is otherworldly, the
excessive regard for the Dharma and its representatives, the
intervention of mythological beings like Mara and Sakra, and
also the almost nai've belief in the power of Truth. To the spiritually minded it nevertheless illustrates the inescapable fact
that the readiness to sacrifice all is an indispensable condition
for the acquisition of wisdom.
The unity of compassion and wisdom is acted out by the six
+erfections, or @ram-iti, "methods by which we go to the
Beyond". A person turns into a Bodhisattva when he first
resolves to win full enlightenment for the benefit of all beings.
Thereafter, until Buddhahood, he passes many aeons in the
practice of the Pbramitis. So important is this concept that
the Mahayana often refers to itself as the "Vehicle of the Pbramitbs". The six are: the perfections of giving, morality,
patience, vigour, concentration, and wisdom. The terms are
not really self-explicative, and require some comment.
First of all a Bodhisattva must learn to be generous, with
everything he has, his possessiond, his family, and even his own
body. By morality is then meant the observation of the moral
precepts, and the Bodhisattva will rather give up his life than
offend against them by lying, stealing or killing. The Mahayana,
in contradistinction to the Hinayana, has much to say about
patience, but the word is used in a much wider sense than is usual
with us. " Patience" is both a moral and an intellectual virtue.
As a moral virtue it means the patient endurance of all sufferings, as well as of the hostile acts of others, without ever feeling
any anger, ill-will or discontent. As an intellectual virtue it
means the emotional acceptance, before one has properly
understood them, of the more unpalatable, incredible and
anxiety-producing ontological doctrines of the Mahayana, such
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as the non-existence of all things, which leaves us with nothing
much to live for. Perfect in his vigour, the Bodhisattva, in spite
of all discouragements and obstacles, indefatigably perseveres
in his work, without ever yielding to despondency or dismay.
In addition his energy is so great that he shirks no task, however
difficult, however impossible :
However innumerable sentient beings are, I vow to save
them!
However inexhaustible the defilements are, I vow to extinguish them!
However immeasurable the dharmas are, I vow to master
them!
However incomparable Enlightenment is, I vow to attain it!
(After D. T. Suzuki, Manual of Zen Buddhism, 1935,p. 4.)
The practice of the perfection of concentration then enables the
Bodhisattva to gain proficiency in trances and meditations
"numerous as the sands of the Ganges ". These disclose to him
new facets of reality unsuspected by the average worldling,and
at the same time convince him of the insufficiency and unreality
of all merely sensory experience. The perfection of wisdom
finally is the ability to understand the essential properties of all
processes and phenomena, their mutual relations, the conditions which bring about their rise and fall, and the ultimate
unreality of their separate existence. At its highest point it leads
right into the Emptiness which is the one and only Reality.
All the six perfections are dominated by the perfection of
wisdom which alone makes the others into Pdramitds, or
practices which actually lead to the Beyond. Just as blind
people cannot find their way unguided into a city, so only the
perfection of wisdom imparts to the other perfections an
"organ of vision which allows them to ascend the path to allknowledge and to reach all-knowledge" (Astasdhasm'kd VII
173).What matters is not only what the Bodhisattva does, but
the spirit in which he does it. When giving, he is constantly
admonished to have no thought of what he gives, to pay no
attention to the person to whom he gives, and, chief of all, to
remain unaware that it is he who gives. Convinced by perfect
wisdom of their ultimate unreality, he should "have no
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perception of self, no perception of others, no perception of a
gift" (Buddhist Tsxts, no. 131). Likewise, without strong
wisdom some of these virtues, such as patience, cannot possibly
be practised to perfection, In the Diamond Szltra the Buddha
tells of the occasion when he remained unperturbed although
the King of Kalinga hacked him to pieces. "At that time I had
no notion of a self, a being, a soul or a person. If I had had such
notions, then I would also have felt ill-will at that time"
(Vajracchediki Prajiidpdramitd, ch. rqe.) Compassion itself is
capable of three degrees of perfection: at first the Bodhisattva
is compassionate to living beings; then he realizes that these do
not exist, and directs his compassion on the impersonal events
which fill the world; finally, the compassion operates within
one vast field of Emptiness. The last two stages are unattested
by our everyday experience. Nevertheless, it is not necessarily
absurd to speak of a compassion which "has no object at allJJ,
for we know of other emotions which arise inwardly, without
the stimulus of outside objects. Under the influence of excessive
adrenalin a person may feel very angry, and will then look
round for an object to vent his wrath on. An elderly spinster is
full of more love and tenderness than she knows what to do
with, and accordingly she will not rest until she has found
someone to bestow it upon, even if only a cat or a parrot.
Similarly a Bodhisattva's compassion springs from the depths
of his heart, and from there it spreads over to that which he
knows to be illusory.
The Mahayana distinguishes ten stages through which a
Bodhisattva must pass on his way to Buddhahood. This is
another of its distinctive contributions which, slowly maturing
over the centuries, found its final formulation before 300 in the
Siitra on the Ten Stages. These " stages " refer to fairly exalted
conditions, for Nagarjuna, the greatest thinker of the Mahayana, was a Bodhisattva of the first stage only. The first six
stages correspond to the perfections, and with the sixth the
Bodhisattva has by his understanding of Emptiness come
" face to face" with Reality itself.
At that stage he is entitled to Nirvana, but renounces it
voluntarily. From now onwards he is always re-born miraculously, and acquires many unearthly qualities whichqualify him
to become a saviour of others, and raise him to the condition of
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a celestial being. In the course of the seventh stage he acquires
"sovereignty" over the world, nothing can prevent him any
longer from becoming a Buddha, he is now a " Crown Prince"
of the Dharma, and his representations in art show him as a
royal personage. I t is clear that the Bodhisattvas on the last
four stages differ in kind from those on the first six, and in
future I will speak of them as " celestial Bodhisattvas".

Mythological Doctrines
The celestial Bodhisattvas were well suited to becoming objects
of a religious cult, and soon the faithful increasingly turned to
them. Many were given nameg and endowed with both spiritual and visible attributes. There we have Avalokitesvara, a
bodhisattva of the ninth stage, who is governed by compassion,
holds a lotus, and in his mercy helps all beings in distress,
assisted by a positively Protean capacity for transforming himself into any shape desired. There is Manjusri, who excels in
wisdom, holds a sword, and imparts wisdom to those who
implore him. There is Maitreya, the coming Buddha, now in the
Tushita heaven, who represents friendliness, holds a flask filled
with the elixir of immortality, and will lead many to Enlightenment at a future time. There is Kshitigarbha, a Lord of the
nether world, who holds a staff and looks after the welfare of the
dead, particularly in the hells. And, riding on a white elephant
Samantabhadra dispenses talismanic formulas which avert all
dangers.
The conception of these Budhisattvas often shows foreign,
non-Indian, and particularly Iranian, influence. The twentyfourth chapter of the Lotus, which deals with Avalokitesvara,
shows remarkable parallels to certain passages in the Avesta.
Avalokitesvara wears in his crown an image of Amitabha, his
spiritual sire. A similar arrangement can be observed in the
headdress of the priests of Palmyra and of those of the Great
Goddess of Phrygia. Maitreya owes much to Mithra. His
epithet is a-jita, "the unconquered", just as Mithras in his
Roman mysteries was called in-victus.
The Bodhisattvas are as worthy of worship as the Buddhas,
and some Mahayanists thought that they are more so (see
p. 61). In the LotusSGtra it is said that to adore Avalokitesvara
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is as rewarding as the worship of countless Buddhas (Saddharma PundarFkZ, p. 364). And elsewhere, "Indeed, 0
Kashyapa, just as one worships the new and not the full moon,
just so those who believe in me should honour the Bodhisattvas,
and not the Tathagatas." Or: "From the Buddha arise only
the Disciples and Pratyekabuddlzas (p. 60), but from the
Bodhisattva the perfect Buddha himself is born."
The development of mythical Bodhisattvas was accompanied, and even preceded, by that of mythical Buddhas. This
side of the Mahayana went back to within a century of the
Buddha's death. I t took shape in the school of the Mahasanghikas, the majority faction in a dispute with the so-called
"Sthaviras" or "Elders", proud of their greater seniority and
orthodoxy. The Mahasanghikas were the popular and democratic party, through which popular aspirations entered into
Buddhism. The conception which they formed of a Buddha
is of central importance, and one cannot understand the
Mahayana without appreciating the logic behind it.
The concept of a "Buddha" had from the very beginning
contained a duality which became the starting point of farreaching developments. The word "Buddha" itself is not a
proper name, but a title, or epithet, which means the "Enlightened One". I t refers to the condition of a man who is a
completely unobstructed channel for the spiritual force of the
dharma. The proper name of the historical Buddha was
Gautama (Pali, Gotama), or Siddhartha (Pali, Siddhattha),
or, after his tribe, he is often called Sakyamuni. The Buddha
is thus on the one hand an historical individual, on the other
a channel for the spiritual teachings about dharma. This duality
is normal in authoritative Asian religious leaders, In recent
years we met it again in Karamchand GCindhi, who was also
the Mahatma, the "Great-souled One". The actually observable historical effects of his actions remain a mystery to all
those who cannot look through the personal mask of Gandhi
to the spiritual force which worked through him, and fail to
understand that his significance lay in his Mahatma side, for
which the personality of Gandhi was just a vessel.
In this way the individual, called Gautama or Sakyamuni,
somehow co-exists with the spiritual principle of Buddhahood
which is variously called "the Tathagata", or "the Dharma-
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body ", or the " Buddha-nature ", although the Buddhists
regarded the exact relation between the individual and the
spiritual sides of his being as incapable of definition. And at all
times all Buddhists have also consistently opposed the tendencies of the unregenerate to put their faith in alivingperson,
and have done everything to belittle the importance of the
Buddha's actual physical existence. I t is the Buddha himself
who, in a Hinayana Siitra, is reported to have said to Vakkali:
"What is there, Vakkali, in seeing this vile body of mine?
Whoso sees the spiritual Dharma, he sees me; whoso sees me
sees the spiritual Dharma. Seeing Dharma, Vakkali, he sees
me; seeing me, he sees Dharma" (Buddhist Texts, no. 103).
Within the Hinayana the Mahasanghika school now initiated
a process, centuries before the rise of the Mahayana, by which
the historical Buddha becomes less and less important. They
regarded everything personal, earthly, temporal and historical
as outside the real Buddha, who himself was transcendental,
altogether supramundane, had no imperfections and impurities
whatsoever, was omniscient, all-powerful, infinite and eternal,
for ever withdrawn into trance, never distracted or asleep. In
this way the Buddha became an ideal object of religious faith.
As for the historical Buddha, who walked the earth about 500
B.c., he was a magical creation of the transcendental Buddha,
a fictitious creature sent by him to appear in the world and to
teach its inhabitants. While on the one side intent on glorifying
the otherworldliness of the Buddha, the Mahasanghikas at the
same time tried to increase the range of his usefulness to ordinary people. The Buddha has not disappeared into Nirvana, but
with a compassion as unlimited as his length of life, he will
until the end of time conjure up all kinds of forms which will
help all kinds of beings in diverse ways. His influence is not
confined to those few who can understand his abstruse doctrines, but as a Bodhisattva he is even re-born in the " states
of woe ", becomes of his own free will an animal, or a ghost, or a
dweller in hell, and works the weal of beings who have the
misfortune to live in places where wisdom teaching must fall
on deaf ears. Nor are Buddhas found on this earth alone. They
fill the entire universe, and are to be met everywhere, in all the
world systems.
The Mahayana took over this Buddhology in its entirety.
6
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The historical Buddha faded away, leaving the Buddha as the
embodiment of Dharma as the only reality. In the Diamond
S5tra occur the famous verses :
Those who by my form did see me,
And those who followed me by voice,
Wrong the efforts they engaged in,
Me those people will not see.
From the Dharma should one see the Buddhas,
For the Dharma-bodies are the guides.
Yet Dharma's true nature should not be discerned,
Nor can it, either, be discerned.
(Vajracchedikc3 PrajiifiPrZramitri, chap. 26.)
The Buddha himself tells us in the Lot.us of the Good Law that
many Buddhists believe that " the Lord Sakyamuni, after going
forth from his home among the Sakyas, has quite recently
awoken to full Enlightenment on the terrace of Enlightenment,
by the town of Gay% But not thus should one see it. In fact it
is many hundreds of thousands of myriads of kotis of aeons
ago that I have awoken to full Enlightenment. Fully enlightened for ever so long, the Tathagata has an endless span
of life, he lasts for ever" (Buddhist Texts, pp. 140, 142).
As the manifestation of a type, the historical Buddha is not an
isolated phenomenon, but only one of a series of Buddhas who
appear on earth throughout the ages. Knowledge of the nonhistorical Buddhas seems to have grown as time went on. At
first there were seven, then we hear of twenty-four, and so the
number grew steadily. The Mahayana went further and populated the heavens with Buddhas. In the East lives Askhobhya,
the "Imperturbable". In the West the Buddha of "Infinite
Light", Amitabha, whose cult owed much to Iranian sun
worship, probably originated in the Kushana Empire in the
borderland between India and Iran, and was first brought to
China, between 148 and 170, by an Iranian prince, the Arsacid
Ngan che-kao. Other popular Buddhas are the "Buddha of
Healing" (Bhaishajyaguru), as well as Amitayus, the Buddha
who "has an endless life-span ", a counterpart to the Iranian
Zurvan i Akanarak ("Unlimited Time"). Most of these
innumerable Buddhas were endowed with a "kingdom", or
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"field", or "mystical universe" of their own, a world which is
not of this world, a land which is " pure" because free from sin
and the states of woe. Later on the Tantra added still further
Buddhas, for instance Vairocana, Vajrasattva, Vajradhara,
and so on. Even as an object of devotion the Buddha Sakyamuni receded into the background, and sometimeshe is reduced
to the status of a mere phantom body of a celestial Buddha,
like Vairocana.
About A.D. 300 the Buddhology of the Mahayana was finally
formulated in the doctrine of the Three Bodies. A Buddha
exists on three levels: he has (I) a fictitious, conjured-up body
(nirmina-kiya) ; (2) a communal body (sambhoga-kiya); and
(3) a Dharma-body. The first and third are easy to understand.
The Dharma-body is the Buddha seen as the Absolute. The
fictitious, conjured-up body is the one which people can see at
a given time, in other words, it is an historical Buddha. In the
fifteenth century this doctrine of "fictitious bodies" took in
Tibet a form which has somehow stirred the imagination of the
West, where everyone has heard of Dalai Lamas and " Living
Buddhas " (Tulkus = sprul-sku = nirmdqa-kiya). People usually
misunderstand the theory behind them because they pay no
attention to the essential difference between ordinary persons
and accomplished saints in their manner of coming into the
world. An ordinary person was someone else before being
re-born here, but his re-birth was determined by his unexhausted karma, and he was pushed where he is more or less
against his will. No such ties bind the celestial Bodhisattvas or
Buddhas to this world, which they could quite easily leave
behind, if their compassion would permit them to do so. Now
it is a quite old tradition that perfected saints can conjure up
phantom bodies which are to all intents and purposes indistinguishable from ordinary bodies, and which they use as a kind
of puppet to help and convert others. These are in no way
"incarnations" of the saint in question, but free creations of
his magical power, which he sends out to do his work, while he
himself remains uncommitted. One might more appropriately
speak of "possession", and the idea is not unlike that of St.
Paul who claimed that it was not he who spoke but the Christ
who was in him (Galatians ii, 20). So it is not the Tulku who
acts, but the spiritual force which directs him.
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All this is common property to all Buddhists. The innovation
of Lamaism in the fifteenth century consisted in teaching (a)
that certain Bodhisattvas and Buddhas would send into certain
places a certain number of phantom bodies to act as the
priestly rulers of that area. In this way Avalokitesvara would
appear thirteen times as the ruler of Lhasa, Maitreya seven
times in Urga, and so on. (b) They claimed that it is possible to
discover the spiritual principle of the old ruler in the body of a
child who had been conceived forty-nine days after his decease.
Government by Tulkus, carefully chosen by skilled monks on
the basis of rules as elaborate as those which enable the Congregation of Rites to differentiate genuine from spurious miracles,
was the distinguishing feature of the Lamaist world during
the last four hundred and fifty years, though in the case of the
highest ruler, the Dalai Lama, it was tempered by a few
judicious assassinations.
All this is quite simple and straightforward. The same cannot
be said of the second or "communal" body. Even the exact
meaning of the term is in doubt, and " enjoyment-body " maybe
a better translation. I t is a supernatural refulgent body in
which the Buddha appears to superhuman beings and to the
celestial Bodhisattvas in unearthly realms which his merit has
created, and where he preaches the Dharma to them, while
generating joy, delight and love for it. We must leave it at that,
but may add that this glorified body provided a much-needed
justification for the new Scriptures of the Mahayana (see p.
SI), which could be traced back to its activities.
1

Skill in Means
And yet, if the truth be told, everything we have spoken about
so far is not real a t all, but is part of the vast phantasmagoria of
this world of illusion. In actual reality there are no Buddhas, no
Bodhisattvas, no perfections, no stages, and no paradisesnone of all this. All these conceptions have no reference to anything that is actually there, and concern a world of mere
phantasy. They are just expedients, concessions to the multitude of the ignorant, provisional constructions of thought,
which become superfluous after having served their purpose.
For the Mahayana is a "vehicle", designed to ferry people
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across to salvation. When the goal of the Beyond has been
reached, it can safely be discarded. Who would think of carrying
a raft along with him once he had got to the other shore?
In the Perfection of Wisdom the anxious gods ask the Venerable Subhuti : "Even Nirvana, Holy Subhuti, you say is like an
illusion, is like a dream?" and they receive this reply: "Even
if perchance there could be anything more distinguished, of that
also I would say that it is like an illusion, like a dream. For not
two different things are illusions and Nirvana, are dreams and
Nirvana." (Buddhist Texts, no. 165). Nirvana, as the true
Reality, is one single, and it has no second. All multiplicity, all
separation, all duality is a sign of falseness. Everything apart
from the One, also called "Emptiness" or "Suchness", is
devoid of real existence, and whatever may be said about it is
ultimately untrue, false and nugatory, though perhaps permissible if the salvation of beings requires it. The ability to frame
salutary statements and to act in conformity with people's
needs, springs from a faculty called "skill in means", which
comes to a Bodhisattva only late, on the seventh stage, after
the "perfection of wisdom" has thoroughly shown him the
emptiness of everything.
" Skill in means" made the Mahayanists much more effective
as missionaries outside India than the Hinayanists. Not that
the latter were deficient in missionary zeal. They were, however, handicapped by being rather inflexibleliteralists, whereas
the Mahayana claimed much greater freedom in interpreting
the letter of the Scriptures. This applied to both monastic rules
and doctrinal propositions. The books on Vinaya state
that the monks must wear cotton robes. The Hinayanists
took this as a final ordinance, and in consequencethey had great
difficulties in establishing themselves in a cold climate, and
could not efficiently operate in Tibet, Northern China, Mongolia
and Japan. Mahayana monks, on the other hand, wear wool
and felt without any qualms. Similarly, if the rules about eating
meat are strictly interpreted, nomadic populations must remain
without the consolations of the Dharma. Mahayana monks
quickly found a way round unworkable rules and re-interpreted
them to fit the circumstances. Of particular importance for the
success of their missionary enterprises was their attitude to the
Vinaya rule which forbids monks to practise medicine. The
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history of Christian missions in recent centuries shows that,
violence apart, the medical missionaries effected more conversions than anyone else. The Buddhists disdained to use the
sword, but the scalpel, the herb and the potion opened to the
Mahayanists the houses of poor and rich alike. Convinced that
compassion and their responsibilities to their fellow-men
counted for more than a well-meant monastic rule, they
zealously gave themselves over to the study and practice of
medicine, which formed part of the curriculum for instance
of Nalanda University, and also in the monastic institutions
of Tibet.
The same easy-going attitude was practised with regard to
doctrinal questions. Great care was taken to minimize the
differences between Buddhist and non-Buddhist opinions, to
absorb a great deal of the pre-existing views of the converts,
and to effect, regardless of the purity of the doctrine, some kind
of syncretism with Taoist, Bon, Shinto, Manichaean, shamanist
or other views. This latitudinarianism is, of course, in danger
of lapsing into laxity in the moral, and into arbitrary conjectures in the doctrinal field. The latter danger was on the whole
more effectively avoided than the former, and the best Mahayana literature contains little, if anything, which to any fairminded Buddhist would seem positively unorthodox.
If "skill in means" is detached from its background of a
continuous and living spiritual tradition, it may well appear to
amount to sheer opportunism. What then, we must ask, was it
that limited and restrained the " skill in means" of these men?
The first restraining factor was the belief in the inexorable
force of karma, by which everyone "knew that he will experience the fruit of any karma that he may have done." For
instance, it was an application of skill in means, though
stretched rather far, when a monk in A.D. 842 killed the Tibetan
king Langdarma who persecuted the holy religion, his ostensible motive being compassion, because he wanted to prevent
the king from doing any more evil which could only result in a
most unfortunate re-birth. But in spite of this high-minded
motive he well knew that he had done wrong. When the
persecution had abated and new monks could be ordained, he
refused to officiate in the ordination ceremony, since as a
murderer he had forfeited the right to do so, and would first
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have to be purified by a sojourn in purgatory. This kind of
reasoning is quite taken for granted, and treated as self-evident.
Once I had lunch with a Mongol Lama, and tried to get him
vegetarian food. He declared that this was quite unnecessary,
"We Mongol monks always eat meat, because there is nothing
else ". So I said, " Well, I only thought of the Vinaya ",meaning
the monastic disciplinary code. But he rejoined at once, "Yes,
we know that by habitually eating meat we act against the
ordinances of the Lord Buddha. As a result of our sin we may
well be re-born in hell. But it is our duty to bring the Dharma to
the Mongol people, and so we just have to take the consequences
as they come."
The Mahayanists were further restrained by the meditations
on traditional lines which for many years moulded and disciplined their minds, and which exert a uniform influence on all
Buddhists alike. Nor did they ever swerve from the aim of all
Buddhist endeavour, which is the "extinction of self", the
dying out of separate individuality, to which all these devices
are subservient. Long familiarity with the history of Buddhism
reveals two further stabilizing factors, which are no less real
and vital for being rather intangible, and apt to strike the
casual observer as fantastic. Buddhism throughout its history
has the unity of an organism, in that each new development
takes place in continuity from the previous one. Nothing could
look more different than a tadpole and a frog, or a chrysalis and
a butterfly, and yet they are stages of the same animal, and
evolve continuously from one another. The Buddhist capacity
for metamorphosis must astound those who see only the endproducts separated by long intervals of time. In fact they are
connected by many gradations, which only close study can
detect. There is in Buddhism really no innovation, but what
seems so is in fact a subtle adaptation of pre-existing ideas.
Great attention has always been paid to continuous doctrinal
development, and to the proper transmission of the teachings
from teacher to teacher. These are no anarchic philosophizings
of individualists who strive for originality at all costs.
Furthermore, all Buddhist writings have a javozlr of their
own, and for thirty years I have not ceased marvelling at its
presence in each one of them. The Scriptures themselves
compare the Dharma to a taste, saying that the Buddha's
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words are those which have the taste of peace, the taste of
emancipation, the taste of Nirvana. Tastes can unfortunately
not be described, and even the greatest poet could not tell the
taste of a peach and say how it differs from that of an apple.
Those who refuse to taste the Scriptures for themselves are
therefore at a serious disadvantage in their appreciation of the
unity which underlies all forms of Buddhism.

Ontological Doctrines
Having so far spoken about the way to the Beyond, we next
turn to the Beyond itself. From the outer buildings of the
palace of the Mahayana we now move into the inner sanctum,
the wisdom teachings which concern ontology, or the nature of
reality. These doctrines are extremely subtle and abstruse, and
I cannot hope to expound them within the space allotted to
me. I t may console us to know that their true understanding is
said to require not only many years but many lives even, and
the Mahayana authors do not cease to warn their readers about
the difficulties in front of them. The situation has been neatly
summed up in the Sfitra on " Perfect Wisdom ",where we read :
"Thereupon the thought came to some of the gods in that
assembly, 'What the fairies talk and murmur, that we understand thoughmumbled. What Subhuti has just told us, that we
do not understand!' Subhuti read their thoughts, and said,
'There is nothing to understand, nothing at all to be understood! For nothing in particular has been indicated, nothing in
particular has been explained.' " Id fact, " no one can grasp this
perfection of wisdom, for no dharma at all has been indicated,
lit up or communicated. So there will be no one who can ever
grasp it" (Buddhist Texts, no. 165). In spite of this warning I
will now proceed to enumerate the chief ontological doctrines
of the Mahayana. They will here be presented as bald dogmatic
propositions, although this does violence to their true character. For they were never meant as definite statements about
definite facts.
The foundations for the ontological doctrines of the Mahayana, as those for its Buddhology, were laid in the school of the
Mahasanghikas, who developed two philosophical theories of
outstanding importance: I. Thought, in its own nature, "own-
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being" or substance, is perfectly pure and translucent. The
impurities never affect! its original purity and remain accidental
or " adventitious" to it. 2. As against the philosophical realism
of the other Hinayana schools, the Mahasanghikas became
increasingly sceptical about the value of empirical knowledge.
Some of them taught that all worldly things are unreal, because
they are the result of ignorance and perverted views. That
which transcends worldly things is the only reality and the
absence of all of them is called "Emptiness". Others went
even further, and regarded everything, both worldly and supramundane, both absolute and relative, as fictitious. They
believed that nothing real ever corresponds to verbal expressions which give us a mere illusion of knowledge.
On this basis the Mahayana evolved the following propositions :
I. All things are "empty". The Hinayana, in rejecting the
"heresy of individuality", had taught that persons are " empty
of self ", and are in fact conglomerations of impersonal processes, called dharmas. The Mahayana now adds that also these
impersonal processes are "empty of self", in the sense that
each one is nothing in and by itself, and is therefore indistinguishable from any other dharma, and so ultimately nonexistent.
The speculative contents of this concept of Emptiness are so
rich that I must refer for further information to Prof. Murti's
Central Philoso#~hyof Buddhism. Here it must suffice to say
that "emptiness" means an absolute transcendental reality
beyond the grasp of intellectual comprehension and verbal
expression. Practically it amounts to an attitude of perfected
even-mindedness. One should not "seize" on anything, or
"grasp" at it, because that would involve an act of preference
bound up with self-interest, self-assertion and self-aggrandizement, ill-becoming to the selfless. "As contrary to the ways of
the whole world has this dharma been demonstrated. I t teaches
you not to seize upon dharmas, but the world is wont to grasp at
anything" (A$asdhasvikd XV 305) The attitude of the
perfected sage is one of non-assertion.
2. This Emptiness is also called " Suchness" or the " One".
I t is "Suchness" if and when one takes it "such as it is", without adding anything to it or subtractinganythingfromit. I t isthe
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" One" because it alone is real. The multiple world is a product
of our imagination.
3. If all is the same, then also the Absolute will be identical
with the relative, the Unconditioned with the conditioned,
Nirvana with Samsara. I t is a practical consequenceof this that
the Bodhisattvas aim at a Nirvana which does not exclude
Samsara. Ordinary people choose thesamssra, the Disciples and
Pratyekabuddhas wish to escape into Nirvana. The Bodhisattvas do not leave or abandon the samsaric world, but it
no longer has the power to defile them.
4. True knowledge must rise above the duality of subject
and object, of affirmation and negation. To be is just the same
as not to be, " yes " and " no " are both equally true and untrue,
and everything is identical with its own negation. If statements
must be made, self-contradictory propositions are the ones
most likely to bring out the truth of what there actually is.
The attempt to define the exact nature of this ultimate reality
led to the one serious disagreement which occurred within the
Mahayana, otherwise singularly free from doctrinal disputes.
Two philosophical schools slowly crystalized themselves, the
Madhyarnikas and the Yogacarins. The Madhyamikas maintained that no positive statement whatsoever can be made
about the Absolute, that our linguistic resources are hopelessly
inadequate for the task, and that the Buddha's "roaring
silence" is the only medium by which it can be communicated.
The Yogacarins, developing the first thesis of the Mahasanghikas (p. 76-7), believed by contrast that the Absolute can
usefully be described as " Mind ", " Thought ", or " Consciousness". The Madhyamika philosophy is primarily a logical
doctrine, which by the successive self-annihilation of all
propositions arrives at an all-embracing scepticism. Kant is the
nearest European equivalent. The Yogacarin philosophy is a
metaphysical idealism, which teaches that consciousness can
exist by itself without an object, and that it creates its objects
out of its own inner potentialities. Berkeley is the nearest
European equivalent. The Madhyamikas believe that salvation
is attained when everything has been dropped, and absolute
Emptiness alone remains. For the Yogacarins salvation means
to have "an act of cognition which no longer apprehends an
object", an act of thought which is "Thought-only", pure
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consciousness, and altogether transcends the division between
object and subject.

Help From Above
Many are the obstacles which beset the Bodhisattva in the
course of his career. On all sides hostile forces rise up against
him, not only from his own passions, but also from the powers
of darkness and from adverse historical trends.
As for the powers of darkness, it was never doubted that
disembodied spirits could help or hinder spiritual progress,
and it is a simple matter of experience that, as they advance on
the spiritual path, people bhcome more and more sensitive to
psychic, and presumably magical, influences. "For we wrestle
not against flesh and blood; but against principalities, against
powers, against the rulers of the darkness of this world, against
spiritual wickedness in high places" (E9hesians vi, 12).
As for the pressure of their social environment, far from
believing in progress, the Buddhist, like the Hindu, philosophy
of history assumes a continuous decline in the age in which we
live. Prophecies dating back to the beginning of the Christian
era tell us that the Dharma will become progressively weaker,
and that a decisive change for the worse will take place every
five hundred years. Each generation will be spiritually more
obtuse than the previous one, and as time goes on the wisdom
of the sages will be understood less and less. In the West Horace
said nearly the same thing a t the same time:
Our father's age ignobler than our grandsires
Bore us yet more depraved; and we in turn
Shall leave a race more vicious than ourselves,
(Odes 3. 6.)
From A.D. 400 onwards the Buddhists of India were filled
with expectations of the coming end. For Vasubandhu
The times are come
When flooded by the rising ride of ignorance
Buddha's religion seems to breathe its last.
(AbhidharmakoSa, ch. 9.)
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Two centuries later Yiian-tsang's account of his travels
breathes the same spirit, and he met with gloomy forebodings
in many parts of the Buddhist world. The pressure of the times
exacted many undesirable concessions, such as married monks
and wealthy monasteries. The times were bad and would get
worse and worse. This conviction has coloured all Buddhist
thinking for the last 1,500 years.
The help which the Bodhisattva needs for his gigantic
struggles comes from two sources, from personal spiritual force
and from more impersonal magical and occult powers.
The help of unseen beings had always been taken for granted.
The new mythological figures of the Mahayana added to their
number. An important innovation, which profoundly affected
the whole tone of Buddhism, and which perhaps divides the
Mahayana from the Hinayana more than anything else, consisted in the introduction of feminine deities. Religions tend
normally to be either matriarchal or patriarchal. The Protestant
interpretation of Christianity centres round God the Father
and God the Son, and views with considerable distaste the
devotion to the "Mother of God" which is accorded so much
prominence among Catholics. In some schools of Buddhism
the central person is the Buddha himself, a Father figure,
whereas in others the Buddha is subordinated to a female force,
the Prajiiaparamita, who is the " Mother of all the Buddhas ".
In the older Buddhism, the higher planes of the spiritual life
were considered beyond the reach of women. Even the early
Mahayana teaches that in Amitapha's Pure Land there are no
women, and in the Lotus of the Good Law we have the story of
the daughter of a Dragon king who, the moment she becomes
a Bodhisattva, automatically turns into a man (Saddhanna
PundarZkd, pp. 226-8, tr. H. Kern, 1909, pp. 251-4).
Nevertheless, the feminine element was with the Mahayana
from the very beginning, owing to the importance it attributed
to the Perfection of Wisdom. E. Neumann, in The Great Mother
(1955), has recently studied all the manifestations of what he
regards as the " archetype" of the " Mother", and he describes
Sophia, or Wisdom, as the sublimest and most spiritual form
of femininity, the last refinement of a Mother image dreamt up
in remote times in the caves of Palaeolithic man. The Prajiiaparamita is not only feminine by the grammatical form of her
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name, but on statues and images the femininity of her form is
rarely in doubt. The Mahayana believed that men should in
their meditations complete themselves by fostering the feminine factors of their personality, that they should practise
passivity and a loose softness, that they should learn to open
freely the gates of nature, and to let the mysterious and hidden
forces of this world penetrate into them, stream in and through
them. When they identify themselves with the Perfection of
Wisdom, they merge with the principle of Femininity (Jung's
anifiza), without which they would be mutilated men. Like a
woman the "Perfection of Wisdom" deserves to be courted and
wooed, and the Siitras on Perfect Wisdom constitute one long
love-affair with the Absolute. Meditation on her as a Goddess
has the purpose of getting inside her, identifying oneself with
her, becoming her. In the later Tantra a sexual attitude to
Prajiiaparamita is quite explicit. Disguised by the use of
ambiguous terms it was already present in the older Prajiiaparamita Siitras themselves.
And it is interesting to notice that these writings show many
feminine features, in which we learn to participate by their
recitation, and by meditation on them: argumentations almost
entirely rely on intuition, and attempts a t reasoning are scanty
and far from conclusive. The Siitras win over by fascination,
and not by compulsion. Timeless, they are not obsessed with
time, but ignore it. They urge on to a contemplation of the
world, and not to its conquest by manipulation. They show
&.some of the amoralism which later on hardened into the antinomianism of the Tantra, and which did not fail to provoke
protests from the more tight-laced monks. They are indifferent
to sensory facts, and in vain do we search through thousands of
pages for one single "hard fact". And in her ultimate core the
Prajiiaparamita is described as for ever elusive, not possessed
by anyone, but absorbing all.
A great number of feminine deities were introduced after
A.D.~OO.
Feminine Buddhas were, it is true, never thought of,
but the Prajiiaparamita now became a celestial Bodhisattva,
and others were added as time went on. The most famous and
beloved of these are the Taras, "saviouresses" who are the
mothers of the world, born of the power of Avalokitesvaras
vow and understanding", who protect, reassure and "fulfil
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all our hopes". More specialized are the functions of the
personifications of magical spells, like the " five Protectresses ",
among whom "the Great Pea Hen" is the most outstanding,
or of Hariti who gives children. A whole complicated pantheon
has further been elaborated in connection with certain aspects
of advanced mystical meditation, and it comprises such figures
as Cunds, Vasudhars, Ushnishavijays, Vajravarshi, and so
on. The practitioners of the magic arts have a special devotion
for the " Queens of sacred lore" and for the Dakinis, or "skywalkers". After A.D. 700 one section of the Tantra further
added consorts of the Buddhas and Bodhisattvas, called
VidylZs or PrajGlZs, corresponding to the Saktis of Sivaism
and to the "Ennoia" and "Sophia" of Gnosticism. The
cult of these Vidyas is often accompanied by an erotic
ritual, which was derived from the age-old customs of nonAryan populations, and which most Buddhists rejected as
unseemly.
We must now say a few words about magic. Many people are
astonished by the preoccupation of the later Mahayana with
magic, and condemn it as a degeneration. I can see nothing
astonishing in it, and prefer to regard it as a sign of vitality, and
of a catholicity which tries to be all things to all men. Historically speaking, the spiritual and the magical, though essentially
different, are everywhere inextricably intertwined. A spirituality which tries to do without magic becomes too diluted, too
much cut off from the vital and living forces of the world, to
bring the spiritual side of man to maturity. Protestantism is
almost the only religion to cut out all magic. After first destroying the centres of spiritual contemplation, it has lately lost
much of its capacity for restraining and influencing the conduct
of individuals and of societies.
The Buddhists, in their turn, had never been without a belief
in the occult, in magic and in miracles. But as for the dangers
from evil spirits, no special measures were at first required to
deal with them, apart perhaps from an occasional recourse to
spells. A scrupulous observance of the rules of moral conduct
as well as perseverance in meditation were sufficient to ward off
dangers and secure help. But as the spiritual potency of the
Dharma waned, and as history was felt to become more and
more adverse, greater effortswere held to be required. First of
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all there was, from about A.D. 300 onwards, a great multiplication of spells (mantras) of all kinds, also called dhiira?zfsbecause
they " uphold " or " sustain " the religious life. Then, after
A.D. 500, all the customary methods of magic were resorted to,
rituals, magical circles and diagrams, ritual gestures, even
astrology. Buddhist magic does not differ from ordinary magic
in any way, and all the methods employed have their parallels
in numerous cultures, as the reader can verify from H.
Webster's standard work on Magic (1948). '
These magical procedures were introduced principally to
guard the spiritual life of the dlite. But as the Mahayana was
also a popular religion, it was only natural that they should as
well be used to give to the unspiritual multitude that which it
desired. Already in the third century we are told of the virtue of
pronouncing the name of Avalokitesvara, which by itself dispels
countless sufferings and troubles. For instance, when a caravan
is in danger, "if then the whole caravan with one voice invoked
Avalokita with the words, 'Homage, homage to the Giver of
Safety, the Bodhisattva Avalokitesvara, the great being! ',then
by the mere act of pronouncing that name the caravan will be
delivered" (Saddharma Pu?zdarTkd, p. 51). In later centuries
the Mahayanists, in order, as we said before (p. 51), to increase their usefulness to ordinary people, mobilized the whole
apparatus of their magic to provide them with what they had
set their hearts on-abundant harvests, good health, children,
wealth and other mundane benefits. Up to then the faithful had
relied on Brahmanic rituals for obtaining these things, but now
the Buddhist priests entered into competition with them in
this field.
At the same time there was a natural reaction against the
idea that Bodhisattvas had to go through aeons and aeons to
reach Buddhahood, their last goal. For many people an aim so
distant could not provide a motive for action, and they would
drift into lassitude and despair. More immediate and tangible
results had to be found for them to work for. Re-birth after
death in some Buddhaland, say that of Amitabha in the West,
or of Akshobhya in the East, became the near-tern goal of the
majority of the believers. Others hoped to be re-born with
Maitreya, at a time when in the remote future conditions on
earth will again be more promising. Those who are re-born in
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this way can see the radiant body of the Buddha, whose very
sight has the most wonderful consequences:
To see the Buddha, see the Lord, annuls all ills.
I t helps to win the Buddha's own, the highest gnosis.
(Buddhist Texts, p. 189.)
In our present age, with spirituality observably at a very low
ebb, the achievement of enlightenment is by general consent
normally out of the question. All we can do now is to lay the
foundations for it at a future period by acquiring "merit ".
"Merit" is that which either guarantees a happier and more
comfortable life in the future, or, alternatively, increases the
scope of our spiritual opportunities and achievements. Buddhists regard our material environment as a reflex of our karma,
or merit, and the living conditions of beings are determined by
their spiritual maturity. We live in a world we deserve to live
in-an awesome thought! The Bodhisattvas, by the force of
their meritorious karma, are capable of realizing, or bringing to
perfection, a "Pure LandJ', and by the merit of our deeds we
can be transported into that more auspicious realm where,
slowly matured and purified, we will in due course become
Buddhas also. Faith and devotion were held to be particulary
productive of merit, and great things were expected from doing
worship (piiji) to the Buddhas and Bodhisattvas, and bestowing flowers, perfumes, lamps, etc., upon their shrines.
The magicians went still further in their reaction against the
long wait imposed upon Bodhisattvas, and claimed that magical
methods could furnish an easy and quick way to Buddhahood,
not in the course of three endless aeons, but miraculously in this
very Life, in "the course of one single thought". This theory
was put forward at the very time when the Chinese Ch'an
masters came to speak of a "sudden Enlightenment ", and this
coincidence shows that it met the needs of the Buddhists of
that age.
Both the mythological and the ontological innovations of
the Mahayana paved the way for the wholesale absorption of
magical practices and beliefs. Once the Buddhist pantheon
had been widened by the inclusion of new Buddhas and Bodhisattvas, the door wasopen to any number of new mythological
figures. After A.D. 600, thousands of personifications of occult
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forces werk at different times named, described and cultivated.
Later on the Tibetans attempted to classify the resulting
deities, and arranged them in ten classes, beginning with the
Buddhas, and ending with godlings who inhabit mountains and
rivers, with fairies, sprites, fiends, demons and ghosts. In view
of the increasing sense of adversity greater and greater stress
was laid on the " Protectors of the Dharma", also called " Kings
of the sacred lore" (vidyiriji), who, though inherently benevolent, assume a terrifying appearance to protect the faithful.
The ontological thesis of the identity of Nirvana and Sarnsara, of the sameness of the Absolute with the phenomenal
world was easily capable of the kind of cosmic interpretation
which is the philosophical basis of all magic. The Absolute, the
philosophical principle behind the world, is identical with the
principle of religious salvation, with Buddhahood or a personal
Buddha. The Supreme Buddha pervades the entire universe,
and is present in everything. Each thought, sound and action
is in its true essence an activity of his saving grace. As a manifestation of the Absolute this very world contains all the mysteries of reality, and its hidden forces can be used for salvation.
As a reflex of the Non-dual, it must everywhere mirror, manifest and reveal this all-comprehensive unity. If all things are
fundamentally identical in one Pure Spirit, all cosmic phenomena can be conceived of as closely linked together by many
invisible threads, each word, action and thought as somehow
connected with the eternal Ground of the world.
The magic is this unity, as it were, in action. If Thought is the
only reality, and everything material an expression of spiritual
forces, then the thoughts condensed in the mantras could easily
have power over material things. The Emptiness, in its turn,
being nothing particular in itself, offers no resistance to being
transformed by mantras into the particular form of a god or
goddess, in whose powers the magician can share by identification. As long as one's own self is no longer in the way, and if
one is acquainted with the secret lore of the Sages, one can without difficulty transform oneself into the One, or any of its
manifestations.
This ends our survey of the Mahayana. In India a synthesis
of all its diverse elements was effected in the Buddhist universities under the Pala dynasty (750-1150). Then, after about
7
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A.D. 1200, Buddhism, and with it the Mahayana, disappeared
from India, not without first having left a deep imprint on
Hinduism. By then Pala Buddhism had migrated to Tibet,
which became its citadel for another 750 years.

f we can believe Buddhaghosa (I11 57-60), two only among

I

the forty meditational practices are always and under all
circumstances beneficial-the development of friendliness, and
the recollection of death. "As a result of the recollection of
death one reflects on the fact that one is sure to die, gives up the
search for what is unworthy, and steadily increases one's agitation until one has lost all sluggishness". This agrees fairly well
with Plato when he says in hi Phaidon (64A) that they are the
"true votaries of knowledge P' who "practise nothing else but
how to die or to meet death ".'Few things indeed are as salutary
to a Buddhist as to meditate on death, the inevitable sequel of
a life governed by craving and ignorance.
The Meditation, as outlined by Buddhaghosa, considers death
from eight points of view. My translation has been made from
H. C. Warren's edition of the Visuddhimagga ( ~ g s o )and
, gives
the bulk of Buddhaghosa's argument, i.e. no. 3-17 and 25-41
of chap. VIII. After the translation I give some hints about the
way in which his instructions are best carried out, and show how
this can be turned into an interesting and fruitful exercise for
the contemporary Western student of the Dharma.

Buddhaghosa on the Recollection of Death
In "the recollection of death", the word "death" refers to the
cutting off of the life-force which lasts for the length of one
existence. Whoso wants to develop it, should in seclusion and
solitude wisely set up attention with the words: "Death will
take place, the life-force will be cut off ", or (simply), "Death,
death". But if somebody takes up an unwise attitude (to this
problem of death), then sorrow will arise in him when he recalls
the death of a loved person, like the grief of a mother when she
thinks of the death of the dear child whom she has borne; and
joy will'arise when he recalls the death of an unloved person,
like the rejoicing of a foe who thinks of an enemy's death; and
, when he recalls the death of an indifferent person, no perturbation will arise in him, just as the man who all day long burns
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corpses looks on dead bodies without perturbation; when,
finally, he recalls his own death, violent trembling arises in him,
as in a frightened man who sees before him amurderer with his
sword drawn. And all this is the result of a lack in mindfulness,
(reasonable) perturbation, and cognition.
Therefore the Yogin should look upon beings killed or dead
here and there, and advert to the death of beings who died after
having first seen prosperity. To this (observation) he should
apply mindfulness, perturbation and cognition, and set up
attention with the words, "Death will take place", and so on.
When he proceeds thus, he proceeds wisely, i.e. he proceeds
expediently. For only if someone proceeds in this way will his
hindrances be impeded, will mindfulness be established with
death for its object, and will some degree of concentration
be achieved.
If this is not enough (to produce access), he should recall
death from the following eight points of view:
I.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

As a murderer, standing in front of him.
From the (inevitable) loss of (all) achievement.
By inference.
Because one's body is shared with many others.
From the weakness of the stuff of life.
From the absence of signs.
Because the life-span is limited.
From the shortness of the moment.

I. "AS A MURDERER STANDING IN FRONT OF HIM" means,
"as if a murderer were standing in front of him". One should
recall that death stands in front of us just like a murderer, who
confronts us with his drawn sword raised to our neck, intending
to cut off our head. And why? Because death comes together
with birth, and deprives us of life.
a) As a budding mushroom shoots upwards carrying soil on
its head, so beings from their birth onwards carry decay and
death along with them. For death has come together with birth,
because everyone who is born must certainly die. Therefore
this living being, from the time of his birth onwards, moves in
the direction of death, without turning back even for amoment ;
I Literally: "will the subject of meditation attain to access." See
page 97.
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b) just as the sun, once it has arisen, goes forward in the direction of its setting, and does not turn back for a moment on the
path it traverses in that direction; c ) or as a mountain stream
rapidly tears down on its way, flows and rushes along, without
turning back even for amoment. To onewho goes along like that,
death is always near; d) just as brooks get extinguished when
dried up by the summer heat, e) as fruits are bound to fall from
a tree early one day when their stalks have been rotted away
by the early morning mists; f ) as earthenware breaks when hit
with a hammer; g) and as dewdrops are dispersed when touched
by the rays of the sun. Thus death, like a murderer with a drawn
sword, has come together with birth. Like the murderer who
has raised his sword to our neck, so it deprives us of life. And
there is no chance that it might desist.
2. " BYTHE FAILURE OF ACHIEVEMENT ", which means : Here
in this world achievement prospers only so long as it is not overwhelmed by failure. And there is no single achievement that
stands out as having transcended the (threat of) failure.
Moreover, all health ends in sickness, all youth in old age, all
life in death; wherever one may dwell in the world, one is
afflicted by birth, overtaken by old age, oppressed by sickness,
struck down by death. Through realizing that the achievements of life thus end in the failure of death, he should recollect
death from the failure of achievement.
3. "BY INFERENCE",
means that one draws an inference for
oneself from others. And it is with seven kinds of person that
one should compare oneself: those great in fame, great in merit,
great in might, great in magical power, great in wisdom,
Pratyekabuddhas, and fully enlightened Buddhas.
In what manner? This death has assuredly befallen even
those (kings) like Mahasammata, Mandhatu, Mahasudassana,
Dalhanemin and Nimippabhuti, who possessed great fame, a
great retinue, and who abounded in treasures and might. How
then could it be that it will not befall also me?
"The greatly famous, noble kings,
Like Mahasammata and others, *
They all fell down before the might of death.
What need is there to speak of men like us? "
(And so for the other kinds of distinction.)
In this way he draws from others, who have a'chieved great
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fame, and so on, an inference as to himself, i.e. that death is
common to himself and to them. When he recalls that, "as for
those distinguished beings so also for me death will take place ",
then the subject of meditation attains to access.
4. "BECAUSE
ONE'S BODY IS SHARED WITH MANY OTHERS :"
This body is the common property of many. I t is shared by the
eighty classes of parasitic animals, and it incurs death as a
result of their turbulence. Likewise it belongs to the many
hundreds of diseases which arise within it, as well as to the
outsidp occasions of death, such as snakes, scorpions, and so on.
For just as, flying from all directions, arrows, spears, lances,
stones, and so on, fall on a target placed at the cross roads, so
on the body also all kinds of misfortune are bound to descend.
And through the onslaught of these misfortunes it incurs death.
Hence the Lord has said: " Here, monks, a monk, when the day
is over and night comes round, thinks to himself: many are, to
be sure, for me the occasions of death: a snake, or a scorpion,
or a centipede may bite me; thereby I may lose my life,and that
may act as an obstacle (to my spiritual progress). Or I may
stumble and fall, or the food I have eaten may upset me, or the
bile may trouble me, or the phlegm, or the winds which cut like
knives; and thereby I may lose my life, and that may act as an
obstacle" (Anguttara 111, 306).
5. " FROM
THE WEAKNESS OF THE STUFF OF LIFE :" This lifeforce is without strength and feeble. For the life of beings is
bound up with a) breathing in and out, b) the postures, c) heat
and cold, d) the (four) great primaries, and e) with food.
a) I t goes on only as long as it can obtain an even functioning
of breathing in and out ; as soon, however, as air issues from the
nose without re-entering, or enters without going out again, one
is considered dead. b) Again, it goes on only as long as it can
obtain an even functioning of the four postures; but through
the preponderance of one or the other of these the vital activities are cut off. c) Again, it goes on as long as it can obtain the
even functioning of heat and cold; but it fails when oppressed
by excessive heat or cold. d) Again, it goes on as long as it can
obtain the even functioning of the (four) great primaries; but
through the disturbance of one or the other of them (i.e.) of the
solid, fluid, etc., element, the life of even a strong person is
extinguished, be it by the stiffening of his body, or because his
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body has become wet and putrid from dysentery, and so on,
or because it is overcome by a high temperature, or because his
sinews are torn. e) Again, life goes on only as long as one obtains
solid food, at suitable times; when one cannot get food, it gets
extinguished.

6. "FROMTHE ABSENCE OF SIGNS", because one cannot
determine (the time of death, etc.). "From the absence of a
definite limit ", that is the meaning. For one says with regard
to the death of beings:
a) Life's duration, b) sickness, c) time,
d) the place where the body is cast off, e) the future destiny.
These are five things about this animate world,
Which never can be known for certain, for no sign exists.
a) There is no sign (i.e. no clear indication) of the duration
of life, because one cannot determine that so long will one live,
and no longer. For beings may die in the first embryonic state,
or in the second, third, or fourth, or after one month, or two,
three, four, five or ten months, at the time when they issue from
the womb, and further still at any time within or beyond one
hundred years.
b) There is also no sign of the (fatal) sickness, insofar as one
cannot determine that beings will die of this or that sickness,
and no other; for beings may die from a disease of the eyes, or
the ears, or any other.
c) There is also no sign of the time, insofar as one cannot
determine that one will have to die just at this time of day and
no other; for beings may die in the morning, or at midday, or
at any other time.
d) There is also no sign as to the laying down of the body; for,
when one is dying, one cannot determine that the body should
be laid down just here and not anywhere else. For the body of
those born within a village may fall away outside the village;
and those born outside a village may perish inside one; those
born on land may perish in water, those born in water
may perish on land; and so this might be expanded in
various ways.
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e) There is also no sign of the future destiny, insofar as one
cannot determine that one who has deceased there will be reborn
here. For those who have deceased in the world of the gods may
be reborn among men, and those deceased in the world of men
may be reborn in the world of the gods, or anywhere else. In
this way the world revolves round the five kinds of rebirth like
an ox yoked to an oil-pressing mill.
7. '' BECAUSE
THE LIFE-SPAN IS LIMITED. " Brief is the life of
men at present; he lives long who lives for a hundred years, or
a little more. Hence the Lord has said: " Short, oh monks, is the
life-span of men, transient, having its sequel elsewhere; one
should do what is wholesome, one should lead a holy life, no one
who is born can escape death; he lives long who lives for a
hundred years, or a little more.
Short is the life of men, the good must scorn it,
And act as if their turban were ablaze.
For death is surely bound to come" (Samyutta I, 108).
Furthermore, the whole Araka-Sutta (Anguttara IV, 136-8)
with its seven similes should be considered in detail : (i.e. Life is
fleeting, and passes away quickly, a) like dewdrops on the tips
of blades of grass, which soon dry up when the sun rises; b) or
like the bubbles which rain causes in water, and which burst
soon ; c) or like the line made by a stick in water, which vanishes
soon; d) or like a mountain brook, which does not stand still
for a moment; e) or like a gob of spittle spat out with ease; f )
or like a lump of meat thrown into a hot iron pot, which does
not last long; g) or like a cow about to be slaughtered; each time
she raises her foot she comes nearer to death).
Furthermore, He said: "If, oh monks, a monk develops the
recollectionqofdeath in such a way that he thinks-'may I just
live for one hay and night-for one day-for as long as it takes
to eat an alms-meal-for as long as it takes to chew and swallow
four or five lumps of food-and I will then attend to the Lord's
religion, and much surely will still be done by me'-then such
monks are said to lead heedless lives, and they develop in a
sluggish way the recollection of death which aims at the
extinction of the outflows. But if, oh monks, a monk develops
the recollection of death in such a way that he thinks-' may I
just live for so long as it takes to chew and swallow one lump of
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food-were I to live just long enough to breathe in after breathing out, or t c breathe out after breathing in'-then such monks
are said to lead watchful lives, and they develop keenly the
recollection of death which aims at the extinction of the outflows" (Anguttara 111,305-6). And the span of life is brief like
a mere swallowing of four or five lumps of food, and it cannot
be trusted.
8. "FROMTHE SHORTNESS OF THE MOMENT.'' In ultimate
reality beings live only for an exceedingly brief moment, for it
(life) lasts just as long as one single moment of thought. Just as
a cart-wheel, whether it rolls along or stands still, always rests
on one single spot of the rim; just so the life of beings lasts for
one single moment of thought. As soon as that thought has
ceased, the being also is said to have ceased. As it has been said :
"In the past thought-moment one has lived, but one does
not live and one will not live in it; in the future thoughtmoment one has not lived, but one does live, and one will
live; in the present thought-moment one has not lived, but one
does live, and one will not live in it.
Our life and our whole personality,
All our joys and all our pains,
Are bound up with one single thought,
And rapidly that moment passes.
And those skandhas which are stopped,
For one who's dying, or one remaining here,
They all alike have gone away,
And are no longer reproduced.
Nothing is born from what is unproduced;
One lives by that which is at present there.
When thought breaks up, then all the world is dead.
So't is when final truth the concept guides ".
(Niddesa I, 42.)
Result: When he recollects (death) from one or the other of
these eight points of view, his mind by repeated attention
becomes practised therein, mindfulness with death for its
object is established, the hindrances are impeded, the Jhanalimbs become manifest. But, because of the intrinsic nature
of the object and the agitation it produces, the Jhana only
reaches access and not full ecstasy.
Benejts: And the monk who is devoted to this recollection of
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death is always watchful, he feels disgust for all forms of becoming, he forsakes the hankering after life, he disapproves of evil,
he does not hoard up many things, and with regard to the
necessities of life he is free from the taint of stinginess. He gains
familiarity with the notion of impermanence, and, when he
follows that up, also the notions of ill and not-self will stand
out to him. At the hour of death, beings who have not developed
the recollection of death, feel fear, fright and bewilderment, as
if they were suddenly attacked by wild beasts, ghosts, snakes,
robbers or murderers. He, on the contrary, dies without fear
and bewilderment. If in this very life he does not win deathlessness, he is, on the dissolution of his body, bound for a
happy destiny.

Commentary
Four stages can be distinguished in the assimilation of a
Buddhist text on meditation. I t must first of all I. Be well
memorized. 2. Then understood in all its details. 3. To some
extent be Westernized; and finally 4. Be made into a matter
of concrete, personal experience.
I. First of all it cannot be said too clearly that there can be
no progress at all without the patience to learn the salient
points of the meditation by heart. There are eight main items to
be remembered, to which we must add thirty-one subsidiary
points (7 at I, 7 at 3 , 5 at 5 , 5 at 6 , 7 at 7), and later on (at (4))
I will show that to these another eighteen can be usefully
added. This brings the total up to fifty-eight. Many of our contemporaries are unwilling or unable to memorise anything
whatsoever, and so they fall by the wayside already at this
elementary stage. Their spiritual training will have to resort to
other methods. Those, on the other hand, who are able to
memorise will soon come to appreciate the advantages of
repetitive meditations which go over the same points again and
again. They will, incidentally, find that a string of beads is a
great aid to their memory, and that it reduces the chances of
floundering into a state of bewildered confusion.
Attention to their logical connections helps to recall the
sequence of the eight main points. The meditation starts with
the injunction to think that "death will take place". This is a
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fruitful thing to do because generally we are so unwilling to
think of death, and on the contrary cover it up with all sorts
of euphemisms and fancy ideas, do not like to take it seriously
or to reckon with it, and so in the end "We are amazed that
death, that tyrant grim, should think of us, who never thought
of him". Buddhaghosa's first point, "as a murderer standing
in front of him", then tries to make clear that, whatever may
be the occasions of death, its cause is an inherent part of the
constitution of this precious I. With the act of birth, with reconception, death became quite inevitable. At birth we have
irrevocably jumped off into a condition which is heading for
death. Of each one of us it can be said that "he bears the seed of
ruin in himself ". Points 2 to 7 are then concerned with effecting
a close and indissoluble fusion between the idea of " I " on the
one hand, and that of "death" on the other. I t has often been
said that the average person, although he knows better, never
really believes that he himself will die. "To himself everyone is
an immortal ", as psychologists put it. In some illogical way the
idea of death is all the time kept away from, and outside the
sacred precincts of the intimate self. At point 2 the student is
therefore bidden to reflect on the contents of this self of his, and
to see that none of them has gone beyond its opposite-apart
from Nirvana, his true "Buddha-self ", which is, however, not
really a part of himself in the same sense in which the other
things are. There remains, however, the more or less subconscious narcissistic tendency, rooted in the " vain-glory of
life ", by which each person regards himself as somebody quite
special and unique. This is counteracted by point 3. If men so
much greater than you have succumbed to death, "what need
is there to speak of men like us? " And as for the power of this
"I" over the organism, it is very small indeed. The very area
of the body has to be shared with many strangers (point 4), and
the stuff it is made of is at the mercy of countless uncontrollable
factors which it has little power to resist (point 5). A little bit of
air missing, a little bit of blood gone, a small hole in the skin, a
little poison in the blood or bowels, a bulky object falling on the
head-any of these things sufficesto bring irreparable ruin to
this inglorious object, the body. So small indeed is our control
over the conditions of our continued existence that (point 6) we
do not even know when, where, or how we shall die. This is not
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because we do not want to know, since we habitually fill up the
gaps in our knowledge with ruminations that can give neither
certainty nor security. And in any case, if we look at the span
of life accorded to this body in its proper perspective-on the
background of human history, or the history of the earth, or
the length of an aeon-it is seen (point 7) to be exceedingly
brief. The middle-aged, it is true, find it easier to appreciate
this point than the young, to whom time passes more slowly
and who sometimes feel that they have a whole eternity before
them. As point I set the basic theme, the relation between self
and death, and as point 2 to 7 elaboratedit, so now point 8 leaves
the ego quite behind, discards the illusion of a permanent self
altogether, and views the actual facts from the standpoint of
ultimate truth. Dying, like becoming, or like coming to birth,
is really a continuous process, going on steadily all the time.
We die all the time, from moment to moment, and what is
really there is a perpetual succession of extremely shortlived
events. Death is not to be regarded as a unique catastrophe
which happens when one existence comes to an end, but it
takes place a11the time within that existence. In this way, when
they are considered in their logical interconnections, Buddhaghosa's eight points are easy to remember.
2. I t is desirable that all the words which occur in the description of a meditation should be clearly understood. Otherwise the mind is apt to become uneasy, and unwilling to concentrate on the task in hand. Luckily Buddhaghosa is here
fairly straightforward, and in my experience I have found only
eleven words which are liable to cause difficulty. I will now
explain them one by one.
In the preamble it is said that we should feel "9erturbation"
about death. People who pay no attention to the hierarchy of
the stages of the spiritual life wonder how that can be so. They
think that the sage should be indifferent to death, and not
perturbed by it. The answer is that he should end up by being
indifferent, but that he must go through much perturbation to
get to that state.
" . . . I t is because
Then thou didst fear, that now thou dost not fear."
The anxiety, to be finally overcome, must first be intensified.
And if the disciple is told to be "perturbed", that does not only
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mean that he should know how afraid he really is and face this
animal fear of his, but also that in his spirit he should be shocked
at findinghimself in such a perilous and thoroughly ignominious
condition, whereeagerly each onemakes his own pile, only to lose
it through deathagainandagain. I t is heldto be unreasonablenot
to be disturbed by the contemplation of this recurring futility.
The second difficult word, "access", refers to the mechanism
of Jhana. If one does not understand it, it is best to just skip
this expression;as fairly irrelevant to his particular meditation,
and that applies equally to the phrase at the end (under
" Result
which speaks of the "hindrances being impeded ",
and of the "Jhana-limbs becoming manifest ".
At point 4 we meet with the "eighty classes of #arasitic
animals", literally the "eighty families of worms". Elsewhere
we read that, as a lump of foam is full of holes and breaches,
so is this body, and in it live the eighty families of worms, it is
their" birthplace, nursing home, cemetery and lavatory". In the
works of the Sarvastivadinewe are, in addition, given the names
of these "eighty families", but even that does not help us to
identify them in terms of the current lore about the subhuman
inhabitants of our body. I sometimes think that they must be
some kind of mythological vermin, and I feel that the intention
of the authors of this phrase is sufficiently obscure to be safely
discarded. We may think of leucocytes, bacteria and viruses
instead. And we can add that this body is a part of the processes
of nature, the sun's energy, the nitrogen cycle, and so on.
"For dust thou art, and unto dust thou shalt return".
" Whate'er thou lovest, man, that too, become thou must,God, if thou lovest God; dust, if thou lovest dust."
Likewise, at point gb it is not easy to grasp the full import
of what is said on the "four postures ". A man is obviously dead
when he gets stuck with one of them, i.e., if he stays put either
lying down, or sitting, or standing, or walking. But it is rather
hard to visualize this for all the postures, though perhaps that
does not matter. More intractable still is the equation of "the
tearing of the sinews" at ge with the element of air. Indian
physiology in this case differs radically from our own. In the
distribution of physiological processes the action of the sinews,
which are confused with the nerves, is assigned to the element
"airJ' or "wind". I cannot say that I have ever really
'I),
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understood this, and it is perhaps best to either ignore it, or
adapt it to our own conceptions.
At 6a we must remember that Buddhaghosa with "ten
months" is still at the pre-natal state, because he means lumr
months. "The five kinds of rebirth" are among gods, men,
inhabitants of the hells, hungry ghosts and animals.
At 7, to act "as if their turban were ablaze", means to act
with some sense of urgency. A man with a burning headgear
does not dawdle or hesitate, but gets rid of it as fast as he can.
So should we deal with the world and its ills. The "extinction of
the outJEows" is a synonym of "Arhatship", and its exact
connotation does not matter here. Finally, the verse at 8 is admittedly full of unresolved difficultiesin the original, and while I
have done my best with it, I am still unsatisfied with the result.
3. The Westernizing, or de-Orientalizing, must, I think,
already begin with the very definition of death. Buddhaghosa
defines death as " the cutting asunder of the bond by which the
life-faculty holds together all that is included in one existence".
This is quite correct in itself, but the term "life-faculty"
conveys little to us at present. Buddhaghosa's definition must
be replaced with something nearer to our own modes of thinking. This is how I myself think of it: " If a shock is the sudden
annihilation of a part of what we think belongs to us, then death
is the greatest shock of all. The craving bursts apart from its
objects, our grasping activities are forcibly separated from
that which they have grasped, and the craving, deprived of the
fruits of a lifetime, is left by itself, hanging in the air, as it were.
Death means that craving is once more parted from its wealth,
forced to give it up, and to let it go, because the third constituent
in us has remained unrealized-the emptiness which is form,
the real home and resting-place of our spirit. We die because
we missed that possibility. I t is therefore right that we should
not only fear death, but also be ashamed of it, as the silent
witness to the fact that we have failed to arrive at-our true
destiny. Death is the price the individual pays for the separation and isolation which is born of ignorance, and at the same
time it is the supreme lesson in renunciation". Thus from the
very beginning the problem of death is put into its proper
perspective, and the subject of meditation made clear. Others
will, of course, prefer other formulations.
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Secondly, it is, I think, helpful to strengthen our grasp of the
various points by recalling their poetical expression in European literature.
At I, for instance, we have:
"Our term of life depends not on our deed;
Before our birth our funeral was decreed."
At ~g we may think of Coleridge's:
"She passed away like morning dew
Before the sun was high;
So brief her time, she scarcely knew
The meaning of a sigh."
At 2 there is the.famous:
"The boast of heraldry, the pomp of power,
And all that beauty, all that wealth e'er gave,
Awaits alike th'inevitable hour.
The paths of glory lead but to the grave."
Or: "Naked to earth was I brought
Naked to earth I descend.
What do I labour for nought,
Seeing the naked end."
Or at 3, we are not likely to be greatly moved by the death
of such unknown entities as Mahasammata, and others.
European examples are likely to be more impressive:
" Imperious Caesar, dead and turn'd to clay,
Might stop a hole to keep the wind away:
0 , that the earth, which kept the world in awe,
Should patch a wall to expel the winter's flaw."
Or, there is the moving, though slightly sentimental, ditty :
"This quiet dust was Gentlemen and Ladies,
And Lads and Girls ;
Was laughter and ability and sighing,
And frocks and curls."
At 6 we have :
"Leaves have their time to fall,
And flowers to wither at the North-wind's breath,
And stars to set-but all
Thou hast all seasons for thine own, 0 Death."
And so one could go on for quite a time.
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4. Now I proceed to my fourth point. To be fruitful, meditations of this kind should at each stage be fused with the concrete
and individual experiences of the person who practises them.
In articles destined for the general public it is naturally impossible to say much about this side of the matter, because the
experiences in question are,particular to each person. While
their detailed description might be an interesting contribution
to the author's biography, it would in no way teach others
what they should either think or do. In front of large and
indiscriminate audiences meditation can be discussed only in
general terms. The concrete details must be reserved for small
groups of specially chosen people whose individual circumstances are sufficiently familiar to be taken into account.
I therefore pass on to two further additions to Buddhaghosa's meditations, which greatly assist this process of concretizing the meditation and which should precede his first
point, following directly on the definition of death.
I. It helps to prepare the mind for the meditations to come
if we first of all survey the constituents of our personality, and
divide them into two groups, (A) those which are affected by
death and (B) those which are not. (A) As to the first, death
obviously means not only the loss and dissolution of this body
of ours, but it carries away much more besides. One should
therefore make a full inventory of all that we lose through it,
under the following six headings: I. Body; 2. Possessions;
3. Achievements; 4. Privileges; 5. Defences; 6. Hopes and
plans. These items should then be analysed into their constituent parts, and the loss of each one of these should be felt as
keenly as if it were actually taking place. The six headings are,
on the whole, self-explanatory. By 4) "privileges" I mean all
those features of our present existence which compare favourably with the conditions of life say among destitute slum
dwellers, the blind and the crippled, among insects, or animals
destined for " scientific" research. As to 5) " defences "-with
much sweat and perturbation, after much trial and error, I
have now that I am in my fifties, at last learned to find my
way about in the part of the world where I live, have to some
extent understood the rules of the game, and evolved fairly
effective methods of dealing with the recurrent difficulties of
this particular environment-and therefore I would hate to
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find myself all unprepared again in quite unfamiliar surroundings, repeating the bewildered dismay of my childhood. And,
finally 6), our "hopes and plans" continually urge us to wish
for the postponement of our death. Death may be inevitable,
but it would nevertheless be rather galling if it were to come
upon us just before we have completed this or that task, visited
this or that place, seen this or that person, and so on.
(B) As distinct from these six items, all equally doomed to
destruction by -death, two others survive it. They are: I. Our
karmic potentialities. 2. The spark of transcendental reality
in our hearts.
These also would deserve closer consideration.
As to the first, none of us is without some meritorious karma,
and the " privileges " we spoke about are our temporary rewards
for the good deeds of our past. Nevertheless, the recollection of
his karma must fill almost everyone,to a greater or lesser extent,
with misgivings about the future, and our hearts are bound to
become heavy when we think of our debts to the world which
are still unpaid, and which surely will have to be paid at some
future date. As to the second, we must remember that, however
improbable it may seem, we are all potential Buddhas, and at
this stage the meditation on death may very well branch out
into a meditation on Nirvana, and the "Buddha-self within
us". But these are huge topics, and would deserve separate
treatment. So I now proceed to my second point.
2. The subsidiary fears which are associated with death
should next be called up and considered. "One cannot look
directly at either the sun or death", as La Rochefoucauld has
said. But one can look at the emotions which the idea of death
incurs. As long as they feel quite safe and happily alive, people
are apt to imagine that they are even-minded about death, and
in times of stress and worry they may even look forward to it.
When, however, actually faced with the immediate prospect
of death, they easily come under the sway of the frantic "will
to live" which nature seems to have imparted to all living
creatures. Their mood changes, a kind of panic comes over
them, and they cannot help feeling that it is always just a bit
too early just now. This fear is partly instinctual, but in part
it is due to subsidiary ideas associated with death, ideas which
are very numerous, and greatly vary from person to person.
II
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A comprehensive list would fill many pages. A bare dozen will
suffice here.
There is I) the pain of dying, a very important point, which
each one should elaborate further in his own way. Then there
is 2) the fear that, faced with death, the body may be quite out
of hand, either from panic, or as a result of the drugs with which
our hospitals at present ease our transition to another world.
There are 3) often strong, largely unconscious, associations
with violence, assault and mutilation. More universal is 4) the
sense of guilt, already mentioned before. The account is not
yet settled, punishment is sure to come after death, and evil
thoughts and deeds, matured, will lead to a rebirth even more
unpleasant than the present one. This is a man's fear of being
"sent to his account, with all his imperfections on his head".
5) Since the emotions have a logic of their own, this fear may
very well alternate with its opposite, arising from the thought
that there may be nothing at all after death. This may, on the
one side, be a source of relief, so eloquently described by Lucretius, but on the other hand our mind strongly resists the idea of
its totalannihilation. Also,if one'swholelife had been planned on
the assumption of its continuation after death, one could not
help feeling rather foolish if there were nothing to come at all.
6) A quite irrational set of fears centres round the shadow
world of ghosts, the dread of " loss of soul ", and suchlike. I t does
not seem unreasonable to assume that death is followed by a
state where our disembodied desires, deprived of their physical
basis, their objects, and their home in our habits and defences,
fuse with the occult forces which exist all around us, and confront us, frightening us with magical dread. This is what the
Egyptians thought, this is what the Tibetan Book of the Dead
teaches, and it is instructive and interesting to see that Newman
in his " Dream of Gerontius " should have independently come
to the same conclusion. 7) In addition it is also said that, for a
moment divested of all our encumbrances, we shall be raised
just for an instant to the glory of the supreme light, and come
face to face with theemptinessof the Absolute. Reflectionon this
prospect may lead either to a fear of the glare of the divine light
as such, or to a fear of the inadequacy which we are bound to
reveal in face of it, with the result that, rejecting it, we rush
away into a new body. 8) Turning to more mundane matters,
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we may find that our deeprooted attachment to our body may
involve us in quite a number of fears, like that of being buried
alive, or a narcissistic aversion to being eaten by worms, and
so on. This, by an easy transition, leads to point 9)-death as a
blow to self-conceit: "Death is such a waste of me." Also its
levelling effect may not be appreciated by the more haughty
and fastidious-"Death
calls me to the crowd of common
men." In any case we are at death exposed to an extreme of
impotence and frustration-whatever we may have achieved
in this life, it avails us not. Among further, fairly constant,
associations with death we may mention 10) that with cold, or
with darkness-" to lie in cold obstructions and to rot ", "the
deep damp vault, the darkness and the worm". Furthermore
11)death can be conceived as a perilous leap in the dark, and
there is the fear of falling headlong into space, through a dark
tunnel, analogous to what the more sensitive feel under gas.
Finally, 12) there are the conditions of existence among the
dead. Certainty about them is, of course, impossible, and when
we compare the conflicting accounts of the different authorities
we may very well wonder whether anybody knows anything
about them. On the other hand, believers in rebirth are, perhaps
foolishly, disinclined to suspend their judgment entirely, and
they decide with the eye of faith that one of the many accounts
is more probable than the others. The author of this article is a
believer in the Bardo state, an interval in which, after decease,
invested with a "mind-made bodyJJ,we seek for a new abode.
He cannot feel very reassured by what he reads about it. Sure
to reject the chance of redemption offered to him at the first
stage, he will be exposed once again to the unearthly terrors,
the "fearful narrow passage-way", of the latter half of the
Bardo state. As the Tibetan Book of the Dead (p. 165) informs us,
after the fifteenth day we miss our old body, and seek for a
new one. "Wherefore finding no place for thyself to enter into,
thou wilt be dissatisfiedandhave the sensationof being squeezed
into crack and crevices, amidst rocks and boulders." To some
people this is more than mere literature. In my youth, long
before I had read Evans-Wentz, they formed the frequent
topic of bad nightmares, perhaps in memory of what I had
to go through before I was born. I t would, I feel, be most
unpleasant to have all that all over again.
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This brings me to the end of the two salutary considerations
which should precede Buddhaghosa's eight points. These eight
points do not, of course, by themselves exhaust the meditational possibilities offered by the topic of death. They may be
followed by others, according to the aspirant's personal choice.
I will be content to mention just three possibilities.
There could be, as point 9, the thought that by death we only
lose troublesome disguises, and that " it is the meaner part that
dies". "There is no death, what seems so is transition." " Nothing is dead but that which wished to die. Nothing is dead but
wretchedness and pain." One must, however, take care that this
line of approach does not act as a bromide. As point 10, we
may reflect that we have had many bodies. As point 11, that
the best preparation for death is to "die by inches", in one's
own lifetime, and that the practice of renunciation is really the
only effective preparation of death. Nor ought we finally, as
point 12,to forget the wonderful koans and farewell songs of
the Japanese, about which D. T. Suzuki has written so beautifully. Even in Europe we find similar sayings, which may act
as a flint from which to strike the spark of insight. Our scientific
humanists, for instance, are usually as stupid on the subject of
death as they are clever on other things. But when Harriet
Martineau remarked that " I see no reason why the existence of
Harriet Martineau should be perpetuated", then this saying is
surely worthy of a Buddhist of the best period.

Chapter 5 : On Plants

T

hereupon the Lord addressed the Ven. Mahakasyapa and
the other elders and great disciples, and spoke these words:
"Well said, Mahakasyapa, well said! You did well to enumerate
a Tathagata's virtues and qualities. There are many others
in addition to those you have mentioned-without measure or
number. Even by enumerating them for innumerable aeons
one could not easily come to the end of them. The Tathagata,
Kasyapa, is the lord' of Dharma, He is the king of all dharmas,
their master and sovereign. Any dharma which the Tathagata
lays down, wherever it may be, that is just so. The Tathagata
lays down all dharmas properly,z He lays them down with His
Tathagata-cognition, and in such a way that all those dharmas
in the end lead to the stage of those who know all. For the
Tathagata is able to survey the destination and objective
reality of all dharmas. The Tathagata, the Arhat, the fully
enlightened Buddha has won the sovereignty over the objective
reality of all dharmas, He is determined to know all dharmas,
He has reached supreme perfection in the cognition of all
dharmas, in their skilful handling and philosophical explanation, He makes manifest the cognition of the all-knowing,
imparts and establishes it.
"His activities can be compared to those of a huge thundercloud, full of rain, which soars up in this great trichiliocosm,
above all the grasses, shrubs, plants and thickets of various
kinds and appearance, above all the multitudes of plants with
different names, whether they grow on flat ground, on hills or in
valleys in the mountains. Covering the entire great trichiliocosm, such a cloud would release its rain everywhere at the
Or: proprietor, owner; svdmin.
Skilfully, aptly; yuktyd.
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same time. All the young and tender stalks, twigs, leaves and
foliage, all the grasses, shrubs, plants and thickets, as well as
the forest trees and forest giants absorb the watery element
from the rain which that great thundercloud has released,
each one according to its own strength and within its own domain. As a result of the rain, all of one essence,' which the great
thunder-cloud has so abundantly released, they shoot forth
from their respective seeds, grow, increase and multiply,
generate flowers and fruits, and will receive, each severally,
their appropriate names. Rooted in one and the same soil all
those multitudes of plants are moistened and saturated by this
fluid which is of one essence throughout.
"Just so the Tathagata, the Arhat, the fully enlightened
Buddha appears in the world. As the great thunder-cloud soars
up, so the Tathagata, once He has appeared, makes the entire
world, with its gods, men and asuras, resound with the sound
of His voice. As the great thunder-cloud overspreads the entire
great trichiliocosm, so the Tathagata lifts up His voice in
front of the world with its gods, men and asuras, and utters
these words : " I am a Tathagata, o ye gods and men, an Arhat,
a fully enlightened Buddha! Having crossed over I help others
across; freed I free others; comforted I comfort others; gone
to final Nirvana I help others to win it. By my right wisdom I
wisely know both this and the other world as they really are,
for I know all, see all. Come to Me, ye gods and men, so that
you may hear the Dharma! I am He who makes known the
Path, who indicates the Path, who knows the Path, who has
heard of the Path, who is fully conversant with the Path."
Thereupon innumerable living beings come to hear the
Dharma from the Tathagata. And the Tathagata takes
cognizance of the full variety of their capacities and energies,
some more considerable than others, provides them with
manifold discourses on Dharma, and gives them many
an exposition of Dharma, copious, diversified, delightful,
satisfying, elating, conducive to their welfare and ease. As a
result of these expositions those beings become happy in this
life, and after death they are reborn in favourable conditions where they enjoy abundant pleasures and hear the
Dharma. On hearing that Dharma they become free from the
Lit. "taste."
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hindrances' and progressively practise the dharmas of the allknowing, each one according to his power, range and strength.
"As the great thunder-cloud, on having covered the entire
trichiliocosm, releases the rain which, the same everywhere,
refreshes all the grasses, shrubs, plants and thickets, each of
them absorbing the water according to its power, range and
strength, and thereby reaching its own full specific size; just so,
whatever Dharma the Tathagata may teach, all that Dharma
has one single taste, i.e. the taste of deliverance, dispassion and
cessation, and it final aim is the gnosis of the all-knowing. But
those being who hear, bear in mind and practise the Dharma
taught by the Tathagata do not know, perceive or understand
themselves by themselves. The Tathagata alone can cognize
those beings in such a way that He knows who, in which manner
and of what kind they are, on what, in which manner and whereby they reflect and meditate, and what in which manner and
whereby they attain. The Tathagata alone sees all this directly
and intuitively, and He alone sees exactly on which stage each
of these beings finds himself-corresponding to the gradations
of the,various plants, some mean, some middling, some supreme.
Having known the Dharma as having one single taste, i.e.
the taste of deliverance, the taste of the Blessed Rest, as
having Nirvana for its final aim, as the state of those who are
in permanent Parinirvana, as having only one single level,2
as situated in space-I do not, because of my tender regard
for the dispositions3 of beings, precipitately4 reveal the gnosis
of the all-knowing. You are surprised, Kasyapa, you are
astonished that you cannot fathom the Tathagata's secret
hints!s They are in fact very hard to discern."
The "hindrances " are sense-desire, ill-will, sloth and torpor,
excitedness and sense of guilt, doubt.
1.e. the Buddha-level.
3 Adhimukti, resolve. It is of the essence of all those who seek or
exercise "power" that they wish to disregard and override the wishes
of others, whereas as a " guide" the Tathagata carefully respects their
dignity.
4 Or: inconsiderately, hastily, forcibly, doing violence to others; nu
sahasaiva.
5 Sandhdbhdshita, as in Diamond Sutra, chap. 6 , for which see my
Buddhist Wisdom Books, pp. 35-6. In other words, if the reader believes
he has understood this section a t once and without much effort, he is
most probably mistaken.
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Thereupon the Lord, so as to more fully explain this topic,
uttered on that occasion the following verses: I
I.

In theworld I arose as the king of the Dharma who crushes
becoming;
Dharma I teach, but careful to take account of the varying
dispositions of beings.
"

Capable of sustained thought, the great heroes2 guard my
teachings for many years.
Keep their secret message to themselves, and tell no one
about it.
3. For hard to understand is this gnosis. Foolish people who
precipitately hear of it
Will understand and doubt it, will run away from it and go
astray.
2.

4. According to My listeners' range and strength I speak.
Their views I straighten out with many various kinds of
expositions.
5. I t is like a great cloud3 which rises above the whole world,
Covers up everything and overshadows the earth;
6. Chockfull of water, wreathed with lightning,
I t resounds with thunder, and refreshes all creatures.

7. The sun's rays it wards off, the atmosphere it cools down,
Descending within hand's reach it everywhere releases its
fluid.

1 The previously translated section of the Lotus of the Good Law was
in prose, and written in fairly accurate Sanskrit. These verses, however,
use a dialect which cannot always be construed with full certainty, and
in doubtful cases I have followed the Tibetan translation.
This is an epithet of the Bodhisattvas.
3 This simile is not peculiar to the "Mahayana ". It is mentioned, for
instance, by Buddhaghosa when he says, "The Enlightened One is like
a great rain-cloud; the True Idea is like a downpour of rain; and the
Community, in which the dust of defilement has been laid, is like the
countryside in which the dust has been laid by the fall of rain." The
Illlustrator of Ultimate Meaning, part I, trs. Bhikkhu m~namoli,1960,

P.

15.
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8. By releasing an abundant mass of water, the same everywhere,
Which flows forth from its every part, it refreshes this
earth.
g. And whatever on this earth the vegetation may beGrasses, shrubs, thickets, forest trees and forest giants,
10. All kinds of corn and all that is verdantly green,
And all that grows on hills, in valleys or in bowers11. That cloud gives life anew to all those grasses, shrubs and
thickets,
Refreshes the thirsty earth, and waters its vegetation.
12. And that rain, all of one essence, which the cloud has
released,
The grasses and the shrubs absorb it according to their
strength and reach.
13. Also the trees-large, small or mediumAbsorb the rain as their vigour and capacity dictates.
And so they grow just as their hearts do prompt them.
14. Of all the plants on which the cloud has shed its rain
The trunk and stalks and bark will grow,
And so the twigs, the branches, leaves and flowers and
fruits.
15. Each one perpetuates itself in its own way,
Depending on its strength, its range and on the special
nature of its seed;
The rain, however, which came down had had one single
essence only.
16. Just so, 0 Kashyapa, the Buddha also
Arises in this world just like a rain-cloud.
And once the World's Saviour has arisen, then He speaks,
And shows the true course to all living beings.
17. And so it is that, honoured by the world, the Seer, so great,
announces :
"The Tathagata I am, the best of men, a Jina,I
Arisen in the world just like a rain-cloud.
Lit. "Conqueror," "Victor," an epithet of the Buddha.
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18. I shall refresh all living beings,
Whose bodies wither away, who cling to the triple world,
Who wither away in pain-at ease I will place them,
Both pleasures I will give them and the final Rest.
19. Listen to Me, ye hosts of gods and men,
Come nearer, so that you may see Me closely!
The Tathagata I am, the Lord unvanquished,
Born in this world to save1 (the beings in it).
20.

To countless beings I teach a Dharma pure and very fine.
One single fact alone it showsz-deliverance and the final
Rest.

21. I preach the Dharma with one single message.3
Enlightenment is always its foundation.4
For this is the same (for all), there can be no inequality
about it,
Nor can it lead to greed or enmity in anyone.
22.

Free from partiality I feel no love or hate for any person.
To all creatures I proclaim one and the same Dharma; as to
one so to the others.5

23. This Dharma I proclaim without ever doing anything else,
Whether I walk, stand, sit, or lie Me down.
Once I have mounted the pulpit.
No tiredness takes ever hold of Me.
Lit. " ferry across " ; sar(ztdra?za,bsgral-ba.
Ekri ca tasyo samatri tathatvam; de-yi mGam-pa l i d dun yan-daggcig.
3 Lit. "voice" ; svara, dbyans. An adequate translation seems impossible. The sentence refers to the doctrine of the Mahasanghikas according
to which the Buddha by one single sound reveals the entire range of the
dharmic world. He speaks one word only and all beings hear theDharma
in a fashion adapted to their own nature, and as capable of removing the
defilements peculiar to each one of them. By onesingle sound the Buddha
can proclaim the entire Dharma, and his listeners will understand its
meaning, be it gross or subtle, according to their own particular aptitude.
Another well-known Mahasanghika doctrine is stated in verse 23.
4 Bodhim niddnaw kariydna nityam; rtag-tu byan-chubphyir ni shugspar yan.
syathaika-sattvasya tathri parasya; sems-can gcig bshin 'gro-ba
gshan-la ste.
1

2
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This entire world I refresh like a cloud which releases its
rain evenly for all.
Equal is my attitude' to noble and mean, to moral and
immoral men,
25. Whether their life be depraved or their conduct be good,
Whether their views be false and unsound, or right and
pure.
26. I preach the Dharma to men of superior or inferior intellect,
And even to those whose faculties are quite dull.
Setting aside all tiredness,
I rain down the rain of the Dharma in the right way.
27. Those who listen to Me, each according to his strength,
Find themselves on a great many levels :
Amongst gods, men or ghosts,
Among Indras, Brahmas or universal monarchs."
28. Now listen closely, for I shall reveal
What corresponds to plants of different size,
The small, the middling and the larger ones.
29. The small plants correspond to men
Who wisely know the dharmas without outflows,
Who dwell in their attainment of Nirvana, and possess
Six kinds of superknowledgez and the triple lore.3
30. The middling plants again do correspond to men
Who dwell in mountain caves, and long to win
Enlightenment peculiar to Pratyekabuddhas;
Their intellect is moderately purified.
31. But the supreme plants correspond to persons
Who strive to win the state of those who are the mightiest
of men,+
Want to become Buddhas, saviours of men and gods,
And with this aim practise vigour and meditation.
24.

Buddhi, blo.
The six kinds of superknowledge are: psychic power, heavenly ear,
cognition of others' thought, recollection of past lives, heavenly eye,
cognition of the extinction of outflows.
3 The "triple lore" consists of the last three of the six superknowledges.
4 "The mightiest of men" is, of course, the Buddha.
1
2
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32. The forest trees here correspond to those of the Sugata'sI
sons
Who have set out,2 who practise lovingkindness, and who,
calm
And free from doubts know that one day they will be like
the mightiest of men.
33. But forest giants correspond to those
Who turn the wheel which no one can turn back,
Who can work wonders firmly in their own way,
And by whom countless living beings are set free.
34. Nevertheless, the Jina always teaches the same Dharma
Just as one and the same rain is released by a cloud everywhere.
The difference lies in the spiritual capacities3 of those who
are addressed,
Which correspond to the different sizes of plants on the
face of the earth.
35. This parable may teach you the Tathagata's skillsHe teaches but one single Dharma,
But different are His formulations like so many drops of
rain.
36. When I rain down the rain of Dharma,
Then all this world is well refreshed.
Each one according to their power take to heart
This well-taught Dharma, one in taste.
37. As, when it rains, the grasses and small plants,
And likewise plants of middling size,
The forest trees and forest giants,
Are all made splendid in the regions ten;
38. So this Dharma, to the world always beneficial, can refresh
it in its entirety;
The world refreshed, its plants willburst forthinto blossoms.
I The Buddha is called Su-gata, " Well-Gone" because by the Noble
eightfold path he has gone to Nirvana. For a more detailed explanation
see Buddhaghosa, T h e P a t h of Puriftcation, trsl. Bhikkhu Rknamoli,
1956, 215-6, and E.Lamotte, L e trait6 de la grande vertu de sagesse, I,
1944. 131-2.
2 1.e. on the path of a Bodhisattva.
3 AbhzjdB, usually trsl. as " superknowledges".
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39. There are some plants which grow to medium size.
They are like those by whom this well-taught Dharma is
accomplished
When they are Arhats well established in the extinction of
the outflows,
Or Pratyekabuddhas who practise in woody thickets.
40. The many Bodhisattvas, mindful and courageous,
Who again and again, deliberately and of set purpose, seek
rebirth' everywhere in the triple world,
While all the time they pursue this supreme enlightenment,
They continue to grow for a long time as forest trees do.
41. But those with miraculous powers, adepts in the trances,
Who feel2 joyous zest when hearing of Emptiness,
And who emit many thousands of rays,
They are in this context called the forest giants.
42. In this way, Kashyapa, the demonstration of Dharma
Has been released, like rain from a cloud, as the same
everywhere ;
Through it, as the manifold plants are made to grow
Endless flowers are produced among men.
43. (First) I reveal dharma(s) as self-conditioned;3
And in due time I also show the Buddha-enlightenment.
This is My supreme skill in means
And also that of all the leaders of the world.
44. In this way I have taught true reality in its ultimate sense.
Those Disciples in fact never enter the final Rest.4
Having gone on a pilgrimage to the supreme enlightenment
All these Disciples shall become Buddhas! "
Gativ-gatdh; rtogs-par khon-du chud-pa.
Lit " generate."
3 Svapratyayav dharma; but the Tibetan has ran-gis rig-pa'i chosrfiams, i.e. I reveal " dharmas as self-known." I do not quite understand
this passage. There may be some allusion to a pratyaya-buddah=
Pratyekabuddha. cf. Edgerton 375-6.
4 The idea here seems to be that no Arhat is in fact ever content with
Arhatship, but that, once he has attained it, he is bound to move forward
until he reaches Buddhahood. This teaching accords with verse ZIC, but
does not agree very well with the usual assumption that there are three
distinct vehicles and goals-Arhatship,
Pratyekabuddhahood and
Buddahood.
1

2
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Moreover, Kashyapa, in his disciplining of beings the
Tathagata is impartial, and not at all partial. Just as the light of
the sun and the moon shines upon all the world in its entiretyon those who act well and those who act badly, on those who
stand high and those who stand low, on those who smell well
and those who smell badly-everywhere the light shines down
impartially, without any partiality; just so the light of the
thought that contains the cognition of the all-knowing which is
shed by the Tathagatas shines upon beings reborn in all the
five places of rebirth, and the demonstration of the good
Dharma proceeds impartially, whether beings are disposed to
follow the great vehicle, or the vehicle of the Pratyekabuddhas,
or the vehicle of the Disciples. There is no deficiencyor excess in
the light emitted by the Tathagata's cognition, and it always
conduces to the full achievement of both merit and cognition.
There are not three vehicles, Kashyapa, but only beings who
follow different courses of action. In that sense does one conceive of the three vehicles.
Mahakas'yapa: If, 0 Lord, there are no three vehicles, for
what reason has one at the present period formed the conception of Disciples, Pratyekabuddhas and Bodhisattvas?
The Lord: A potter makes many vessels out of the same clay.
Some of them hold sugar, others ghee, others curd and milk,
and others again impure waste matter. There is no difference
in the clay, but only in the substances which are put into the
resulting pots. Just so, Kashyapa, there is just this one
single Buddha-vehicle, and a second or third vehicle does not
exist .
MahakaSyapa: But if, 0 Lord, those beings who have found
their way out of the triple world have different dispositions,
will their Nirvana be one, two or three?
The Lord: Nirvana results from understanding the sameness
of all dharmas. Hence there is but one Nirvana, not two or three.
I will now give you a simile, which should clarify the problem
for you. A blind-born man may well say, "there are no handsome and ugly shapes, and there are no men who can see them;
there are no such things as the sun and the moon, as the asterisms and planets, and there are no men who can see them."
Other people, however, will say to this blind-born person that
"there are handsome and ugly shapes, and there are men who
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can see them; there are such things as the sun and moon, as the
asterisms and planets, and there are men who can see them."
But that blind-born man would not believe, nor accept what
they say.
Now a physician who knows all diseases would look at that
blind-born man and think to himself: "This man's disease has
arisen from a bad deed he did in his past. All diseases that there
are can be traced to four possible causes-the wind, the bile, the
phlegm, and a disorder of the humours." The physician further
reflects again and again how he can find a means to cure this
disease, and he thinks to himself: "The usual drugs cannot
cure this disease. But in the Himalaya, the king of mountains,
there are four herbs, i.e. the first called ' Possessed-of-all-sortsof-colours-and-flavours,' the second 'freeing-from-all-illness,'
the third 'destroying-all-poisons,' and the fourth 'bestowingease-on-those-who-stand-in-the-right-place'." And the physician, feeling compassion for that blind-born man, contrives by
some device to travel to the Himalaya, the king of mountains.
There he climbs up, down and across in his search for the four
herbs, which he finds in the end. Some of these he gives to the
patient after chewing them with his teeth, others after pounding, others after boiling them together with other substances,
others after mixing them with unboiled drugs, others by
piercing the body with a lancet, others by scorching them in
fire, and others again by mixing them up with various substances in drink or food, etc. Through these devices the blindborn man regains his sight, and can see all forms, inside and
outside, far and near, the light of the sun and moon, the asterisms and the planets. He will then say : " How foolish of me that
I formerly did not believe what they told me, nor accept what
they said! Now I can see everything, am delivered from my
blindness, and have regained my sight. There is no one superior
to me."
But at that very moment seers endowed with the five superknowledges-skilled in the heavenly eye, the heavenly ear, the
cognition of others' thought, in the cognition of the recollection
of past lives and in psychic power, as well as in the determination to win the deliverances-will say to that man: "All that
you have done, my dear man, is that you have just recovered
your sight! But still you do not know anything at all! So why
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be so conceited? You have no wisdom, and are not really a wellinformed person." And they will further say to him: " When
you sit inside your house, you neither see nor know the forms
which are outside it, nor do you know which beings have
friendly and which have hostile thoughts. At a distance of
five miles you cannot discern what someone says, nor can you
hear or appreciate the sound of a drum, conch shell and the like.
You cannot walk even as far as a league without lifting up your
feet. You have grown in the belly of your mother, and have
been born from it, but you do not remember that fact. How then
can you call yourself a well-informed person, and how can you
say that you see everything? What you do is to mistake darkness for light, and light for darkness."
Thereupon that man would ask those seers: "Through what
device, or by doing what good deeds, could I acquire this
wisdom, or how could I with your favour acquire those good
qualities?"
And the seers answer: " If you wish to gain them, just live in
the remote forest or in mountain caves, sit down, meditate on
the Dharma and forsake your defilements! When you are
endowed with the virtues which result from the ascetic practices you will acquire the superknowledges."
Having caught their meaning, that man takes up the homeless life. Dwelling in the remote forest he becomes singleminded,
forsakes his craving for the world, and wins the five superknowledges. Thereupon he reflects : " When I acted differently
in the past, no good accrued to me. Now I can go whither my
mind prompts me, but formerly I had little wisdom and
experience, and was quite blind."
This, Kashyapa, is the simile by which I intend to communicate my message. And this is the meaning of the parable : " The
man who is born-blind refers to the beings who are in the six
places of rebirth which constitute birth-and-death. They do not
know the good Dharma and are apt to augment the dark gloom
of their defilements. Blinded by ignorance they heap up the
karma-formations, conditioned by the karma-formations there
arises name-and-form, and so on, and so there originates all
this huge mass of ill.
Blinded by ignorance beings thus stay within birth-anddeath. But the Tathagata who has escaped from the triple
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world has generated compassion within himself. His compassion
is like that of a iather for his dear and only son, he appears in
the triple world and sees beings there being whirled around on
the wheel of birth-and-death, and that without knowing that
there is an escape from it. And the Lord when he has seen these
beings with the eye of wisdom, cognizes as follows: "These
beings, having done wholesome deeds in the past, have not
much hate but intense greed, or alternatively not much greed
but intense hate; some have little wisdom and others are wellinformed; some are mature in their purity and others have
wrong views." In his skill in means the Tathagata then shows
three vehicles to these beings.
Furthermore, the seers with the five superknowledges and
the pure spiritual vision are the Bodhisattvas who will in due
course fully know the utmost, right and perfect enlightenment,
after they have produced the thought of enlightenment and
have acquired the patient acquiescence in dharmas which fail
to be produced.
The great physician is equivalent to the Tathagata. To the
man born blind may be likened the beings blinded by their
delusion. Wind, bile and phlegm correspond to greed, hate and
delusion, and the sixty-two false views (correspond to the
diseases caused by a disorder of the humours). The four herbs
correspond to the doors of Emptiness, the Signless and Wishless, and to Nirvana. To the extent that the medicinal substances are applied, the diseases are cured. Just so, when they
have entered the doors to deliverance, i.e. Emptiness, the
Signless and the Wishless, beings stop ignorance. The stopping
of ignorance leads to the stopping of the karma-formations, and
of this entire huge mass of ill. The thought (of the one who has
been thus set free) abides no longer in what is wholesome or evil.
The blind man who regains his sight corresponds to those who
belong to the vehicle of the Disciples or Pratyekabuddhas.
They cut through the bonds which tie them to birth-and-death,
they are freed from the bonds of the defilements, they are
released from the triple world and from the places of rebirth. As
a result someone who belongs to the vehicle of the Disciples
may think and speak as follows: "There are no more dharmas
which I must fully know. Because I have reached Nirvana."
The Tathagata, however, will demonstrate to him Dharma as
9
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follows : " Since you have not attained all dharmas, how can you
have won Nirvana? "
The Lord then encourages him to win enlightenment. The
thought of enlightenment arises in him, and in consequence he
no longer abides in birth-and-death nor does he attain
Nirvana. Having understood, he sees this triple world in the
ten directions as empty, as an illusory magical creation, as a
mock show, as a dream, a mirage or an echo. He sees that all
dharmas are not produced or stopped, not bound or freed, not
dark or bright. And while he sees the deep dharmas in this
manner, he sees, as if he were not seeing, the whole triple
world filled with beings of various dispositions and intentions.
Thereupon the Lord, so as to more fully explain this topic,
uttered on that occasion the following verses:
45. The light of sun and moon falls alike on all men,
Be they virtuous or evil, and there is never too little for
some, or too much for others.'
46. Inexactly the same way thelight of theTathagataJswisdom
Disciplines all beings, and nowhere is it either deficient or
excessive.
47. A potter makes many clay vessels out of the same clay;
Some may hold sugar, others ghee, others milk, others water,
48. Others impure waste matter, and others again curdledmilk.
But the clay which the potter uses for these vessels is all of
one kind,
49. And the vessels are distinguished only by what is put into
them.
Just so beings are basically non-different, but vary in their
inclinations,
50. And that is why the Tathagatas speak of a diversity of
vehicles, although the Buddha-vehicle be the only
true one.
Those who remain unaware of the wheel of birth-and-death
cannot become aware of the Blessed Rest.
I This is how both Kern and I understand prabhdyd nona-piirpatd.
The statement is, however, open to doubt, and the Tibetan translates
rather freely and ambiguously by de-la skye shin 'bri-ba med, perhaps
"and it does not increase or decrease".
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But those who are aware that all dharmas are empty and
devoid of a self,
They cognize the enlightenment of the fully enlightened
Lords as it is in real truth.
52. Those of medium wisdom are called Pratyekabuddhas.
And those who lack the cognition of the Void are termed
Disciples.
53. But a fully enlightened Buddha is one who has understood
all dharmas
Constantly, through hundreds of devices, he demonstrates
Dharma to living beings.'
54. A man, born blind, who cannot see the sun, moon, planets
or stars,
May say that there are no visible shapes at all anywhere.
55. A great physician may then feel compassion for him,
Go to the Himalaya, travelling up, down and across its
mountains,
56. And fetch from them four herbs," Possessed-of-all-sorts
of-colours-and-flavours "
And the other three, which he thereupon proceeds to apply.
57. Some he gives to the blind-born man after chewing them
with his teeth,
Others after pounding them, others by putting them into
his body with the point of a needle.
58. On having regained his sight he can now see the sun, moon,
planets and stars,
And he realizes that it was from sheer ignorance that he
spoke as he did before.
59. Just so beings, greatly ignorant, wander about here and
there, like people born blind;
I t is because they ignore the wheel of conditioned production that they tread the track of ill.
60. But then in this world which is deluded by ignorance, the
supreme all-knowing one appears.
The Tathagata, the great physician, full of compassion.
61. A Teacher, skilled in means, he demonstrates the good
Dharma :
To those most advanced he shows the supreme enlightenment of a Buddha;
51.

I

Tib. omits this line.
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78. The four stations of Brahma' and the (four) means of conversionzAll that the great Seers have proclaimed so that beings be
trained.
79. And someone who discerns dharmas as in their own-being
like a dream or illusion,
Without core like a plaintain tree, or similar to an echo,
80. And who knows that the entire triple world, without exception, has such an own-being,
And that it is neither bound nor freed, he does not discern
Nirvana (as separate from the triple world).
81. Since all dharmas are the same, empty, essentially without
multiplicity,
He does not look towards them, and he does not perceive
any separate dharma,
82. But, greatly wise, he sees nothidg but the Dharma-body.
There is no triad of vehicles, but only one.
83. All dharmas are the same, all the same, always quite the
same.
When that has been cognized, Nirvana, the deathless and
serene, has been understood."
1I.e. unlimited friendliness, cornpadsion, sympathetic joy and
evenmindedness.
2 These are well explained in Har Dayal, The Bodhisatlva Doctrine,
1932, pp. 251-9.

any people in the West, and among them the author of this
article, first heard of the Prajn"ci@ciramitdthrough the
writings of D. T. Suzuki, especially his Manual of Zen Buddhism, (1935)and his Essays in Zen Buddhism, vol. 111, 1934,
pp. 187-288. In my own case the good news wrought quite a
revolution in my thinking, and has induced me to devote the
last twenty-five years to the study of these Scriptures. I t is
therefore only natural that I should be delighted to be asked
to contribute to the volume issued in commemoration of my
honoured teacher's ninetieth birthday.
This essay adopts the historical approach which comes
natural to scholars reared in the West. One must admit, of
course, that it tends to subject spiritual truth to historical
relativity, and its application to Christian documents has done
little to strengthen the faith of earnest believers. At the same
time, while we may well agree that the Spirit itself has no
history, there may be no great harm in tracing the historical
development of the actual documents with which we are confronted.
The conclusions here briefly presented can be no more than
provisional suggestions. Knowing almost no Chinese, I could
make no use of the early Chinese documents (T 221-227), but
had to confine myself to the Sanskrit and Tibetan sources.
Others will, I hope, be stimulated to do better than I have
done. Another difficulty which has for long deterred me from
writing on this subject lay in the uncertainties about the dating
of the various documents. But since I have found that Prof. R.
Hikatal and myself have independently come to practically
the same conclusions, this is no longer a serious obstacle. What
perturbs me more is that at present we have no clear idea of the
circumstances under which these Siitras were composed. Who

M

1 An Introductory Essay on PrajfiSp3ramitt?i Literature, in his edition
of the Suvikrrintavikrrirniparip~chri,1958.
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wrote them, or why, how, or for whom they were written-all
that is lost in the fog of the past.
One must, I think, distinguish nine steps in the development
of PrajGd+dramitd thought, and for the convenience of the
reader I list them here at the very outset:
I. The initial formulation represented by the first two chapters of Rgs.1 11: Chapters 3-28 of Rgs. 111. Incorporation of
matter from the Abhidharma. IV. Concessions to the Buddhism
of Faith. V. The last third of the Large Prajn"G+bramitd. VI.
The short Siitras. VII. YogScSrin commentaries. VIII, IX.
The Tantra and Ch'an.
I. The first formulation of Prajn"Z+ZramitE doctrine is contained in the first two chapters of the Ratnagunasa?ncayagdthd,
which may well go back to IOO B.C. These Chapters (A) define
four new key terms, (B) develop certain ideas of the Hinaygna
tradition, and (C) indicate the source of the new teaching.
I. A. The new key-terms are, first bodhisattva (I v. 16) and
mahGsattva (I vv. 17-20), by which the incipient MahFiyFina
proclaimed its allegiance to a new type of saint, different from
the "Arhats" of the preceding period, and then bodhiydna
(I vv. 21-23), by which a new goal was proclaimed, nothing less
than the full enlightenment of a Buddha; sarvajiiatbnz ca
#arig~hndtiSiksam&zo,as it is said in I1 8.
The fourth is the +rajn"avara+dramitiya caryd, which is mentioned eleven times in the forty-one verses of these two chapters.
Though remarkably inconspicuous in the ancient formula of
the Eightfold Path, +rajn"d had in orthodox post-ASokan
Buddhism become the foremost virtue. This text now promises
us the culmination of that +rajiid. Here already, at this early
A note on my quotations from the texts:
A = A$.tasdhasrikd, ed. R. Mitra, 1888, but as printed in Wogihara
(1932-5).
A A =Abhisamaydlarikdra, ed. Th. Stcherbatsky and E. Obermiller,
1929, and trsl. E. Conze, 1954.
A d = A~jddafasdhasrikd,quoted by the folios of the Gilgit MS. now
in New Delhi and Rome.
P=Pa+icavimSatisBhasriki, ed. N. Dutt, 1934, and Cambridge MS.
Add. 1628.
Rgs=RatnagupasavpcayagdthB, ed. E. Obermiller, 1937; reprinted
1960.
S=Satasdhasrikd, ed. P. Ghosha, 1902-13 and the Cambridge MSS.
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stage, the PrajZdpLi:ramitd is designated in I v. 15 as Jindna
mdtd, "the mother of the Jinas". If the Buddha died about
480 B.c., it would have taken about four hundred years until he
was provided with a spiritual "mother" in the shape of the
Prajn"Li:pdramitd.That is approximately the same time which
elapsed before the Council of Ephesus in 431 proclaimed the
Virgin Mary, the sedes sapientiae, as the "Mother of God".
The Christian dogma was formulated in the city in which the
traditions about the Great Mother, which had simmered for
millenia in Asia Minor, had an important organizational centre.
Prof. E. 0. James has recently reminded us that "under the
shadow of the great temple dedicated to the Magna Mater since
330 B.c., the title ' God-bearer ' hardly could fail to be upheld."I
If, as I believe, the ~rajGdp2!ramitdoriginated in the South of
Indiaz, it would represent an irruption into Buddhism of the
devotion to the Mother-Goddess current in the more matriarchal Dravidian societyinwhich it originated. This oldest religion
of mankind was evolved in the caves of the Palaeolithic and by
allying itself with it Buddhism became a truly Catholic religion, capable of spreading throughout Asia, far beyond the
confines of India.
I. B. What then are the actual teachings of this PrajGdpdramiti when it first appeared on the scene? If we except
verses 16-23, the remainder of the two chapters, with the
doubtful exception of tathatd (I1 v. 2 ) , contain no new terms.
Relying more on selection than on open innovation they give
essentially a simple re-statement of what for the sake of convenience we may call "archaic Buddhism". Three topics
dominate the argument :
I. The all-important problem of the self. Quite at the beginning we have a reference to the " Wanderer Srenika."~Srenika
The Cult of the Mother Goddess, 1959, p. 207.
E. Lamotte (Sur la formation du MahZyZna, in Asiatica, 1954) has
argued for a North-Western origin, but I regard his case as unproved,
and must refer to my The PrajfiG$ciramitri Literature (1960) for my
counter-arguments.
3 v. 7 . atha Srenikasya abhuti parivrrijakasya jEcin@alambhu na hi
skandhavibhcivanri ca.
This is slightly more intelligible in the Tibetan: ji-ltar kun-tu rgyu-ba
phren-can Ses-pa-yis dmigs med phun-po mam-$ar 'jig-$a 'byun-ba ltar.
1

2
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Vatsagotra was a non-Buddhist ascetic whose conversations
with the Buddha form a section of the Samyuktigama of the
SarvStivfidins. On one occasion' he raised the question of the
"true self ", which he identified with the Tathfigata. The
Buddha told him that the Tathfigata cannot be found in the
skandhas, nor outside them, nor in their absence. In a supreme
act of faith Srenika was willing to accept the TathZgata in spite
of his inability to relate Him to anything that is known empirically. Srenika's j ~ d n awas, however, as the prose text of A I g
puts it, only a 9nideSikajGcZna, a knowledge with a limited
scope, i.e. as Haribhadra explains, it stopped short a t the understanding of 9udgalanairdtmya, whereas the Bodhisattva can
extend his insight to all dharmas. And so the Ratnaguna draws
the Mahfiyfinistic conclusion : "Just so the Bodhisattva, when
he comprehends the dharmas as he should, Does not retire into
Blessed Rest. In Wisdom then he dwells."Z
"Blessed Rest," nirvyti is the NirvBna which excludes the
world of suffering. The Bodhisattva should not get absorbed
in it, because then he would separate himself, or his self, from
the skandhas which are the basis of suffering, and act against
his insight which showed him, in the words of A I g, that Buddhahood, or the cognition of the all-knowing, is not inside the
skandhas, nor outside them, nor both inside and outside, nor
other than the skandhas.
And quite a t the end, a t I1 12, the ultimate unreality of the
self is asserted in the memorable words:
"If for aeons countless as the s k d s of the Ganges
The Leader himself would codtinue to pronounce the word
' being ' ,
Still, pure from the very start, no being could ever result
from his speaking."
2. Furthermore the text describes three aspects of the attitude which the wise man should adopt towards all the phenomena he may encounter :
a ) He should be aniketacdrf, I vv. 6,1o, I1 3. This term which
for a long time had designated the monk's non-attachment to
SamyuktLigama no. 105,T pp. 31c-32.
yo bodhisatlvo parijdnali eva dharmdn nu ca n i ~ l i qspriati
so vihurdti prajfidm.
1
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possessions and social ties, now acquires an ontological meaning. Nowhere in the five skandhas do the wise find a place to
rest on (sthdnzl), and with regard to all dharmas they are
asthita, asthitaka (I1 I sq.) and aparig~hfta.To "course without
a home" means "not to course in" any of the skandhas, "his
thoughts directed to non-production" (anu$ddadhf).I To rid
himself of all attachments, that is indeed the essence of a
Bodhisattva's life, and to be rid of them that of a Buddha's
enlightenment .2
b) He should practise non-apprehension (anupalabdhi). As it
issaidat 1 5 :
"No wisdom can we get hold of, no highest perfection.
No Bodhisattva, no thought of enlightenment either.
When told of this, if not bewildered and in no way anxious
A Bodhisattva courses in the Well-Gone's wisdom."
Fictitious things, like the "self" or a "person," had often
been characterized by the phrase that they "cannot be apprehended", "cannot be got at", no$alabhyante,3 but here this
characterization is extended to the very machinery of salvation.
c) All phenomena should be treated as illusory, as mdyd.
That the skandhas (Iv. 14) and beings (I v. 19)are illusory had
often been said in the past. The novelty lay in now (I1 v. 5)
extending this concept to the transcendental world, and saying
that the fruits of the holy life, whether won by Arhats, Pratyekabuddhas or fully enlightened Buddhas, and that Nirv5na
itself " are mere illusions, mere dreams ". In Rgs this is regarded
as so startling that it is backed up by the assertion, "so has the
Tathsgata taught us"4 and the prose text of A I1 40, when it
describes the astonishment of the devaputri a t this message,
does not conceal that we have here to dealwith a rather shocking
departure from accepted ideas.
I This " non-production" is in itself, of course, not a new idea, since
the anutpddajidna is well known to form a regular part of the stock of
Hinayka teaching.
sarvatra sangak~ayaicchali safigaccizedi bodhiv s@rii~yatiJincina
asadgabbiildm lasmcid dhi ndma labhale ayu bodhisaltvo. I 16;cf. I 20.
3 So also at Rgs I 22-3.
4 nirvdpu yo adhigato vidu@an$ilehi sarve ta miyaja nirdidzl Tathdgatena.
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3. Thirdly, we find an interpretation, or rather re-interpretation of the higher stages of the Path.
a) A monistic conclusion is drawn from the formula of the
first formless dhydna.
"When freed from the notion of multiple things, he courses
in peace,
Then that is his practice of wisdom, the highest perfection."'
Here ndndtvasamjn"dvigato clearly alludes to iha sarvaSo
riipasatpj2dndm samatikrdmdt, pratighasamjn"dndmastangamdt,
ndndtvasatpj2dniim amanasikdrdd, anantam dkdSam ity dkdSdnantydyatanam upasampadya viharati. The implicit inference
seems to be that on the higher stages of wisdom a Bodhisattva
should never fall below the level of the insight attained in the
first formless dhydna. It also underlies the comparisons a t I1
9-10 of wisdom, of objective supports (drambana) and of beings
with space, which is "without a break or crack,"z and which in
its essential original nature Mrakyti) is anantapdrd @ha mtha'
med),or" boundless ". I t is important that these doctrines derive
not from metaphysical speculations, but from Yogic insights. Of
the four formless dhydnas the Prajn"dpdramitdmakes most use
of the first and third, whereas the second and fourth, which
concern not the object but the subject, seem to have made
almost no impression, and to have inspired Yogacara thought.
b) The HinayZna provided a ready-made starting point for
the MahZyBna doctrine of emptiness with its teaching about the
three samddhis, or doors to deliverance. Emptiness, the Signless
and the Wishless there marked mystic states which take place
at a certain stage of the Path. In our two chapters the third of
these is not mentioned, and in fact all PrajWdpdramitd texts
show little, if any, interest in apranihita. But Sdnya and
dnimitta occur jointly as samddhis in I 9-10, and all the Rgs
does it to imply that the insight gained in them should be a
permanent feature of a Bodhisattva's ontological beliefs. We
must leave it a t that here, because the relationship between the
three kinds of Siinyatd-revealed respectively by samddhi, by
prajn"d and by praj2dpdramitd-is as yet little explored and
ncinritvasayzjiicivigato uPaJcintacciri egci sa prajEavara~ciramitciya
caryri. I . v. 14.
cikribdhdtusama tasya na cristi bheda*. I1 g.
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any discussion of these rarified issues will take up too much
space.
c) At the end of the journey we come to Nirvana, the meaning of which is explained in I v. 22:
"Thus transcending the world, he eludes our apprehensions.
'He goes to NirvBna' but no one can say where he went to.
A fire's extinguished, but where, do we ask, has it gone to?
Likewise, how can we find him who has found the Rest of the
Blessed?"
Every student of Buddhism will at once see that there
is nothing original about this, and that we have to do with
just a variation of one of the best-known passages of the
Suttaniplita (vv. 1074, 1076))
To sum up: The purpose of what I call "the oldest Prajiidpiiramitd" is to guard spirithality against all the current misunderstandings which try to fix it, to pin it down, in accordance
with the remark of my old friend Charles du Bos who once said
that "le spirituel est un ClCment, au sens premier du terme,
mais un 61Cment insaisissable en lui-m&me,qui n'est jamais
identifik, apprChendC que dans ses manifestations ". This agrees
well with those Indian Buddhists who compared the Emptinessdoctrine to salt, in that it is useful to flavour the dish, but eaten
separately in large lumps it is really not much use. Those who
wish to adhere to the definition of the spiritual as the completely
undefinable will, of course, have to contend all the time against
the onrush of anxiety in their minds,2 and it is therefore not
surprising that the Prajn"lipiramitli should so often insist that
the absence of anxiety is the sign which indicates that one can
actually bear this doctrine."
I. C. Finally a few words about the source of this teaching.
I t is widely believed at present that almost anybody can anive
at the truth by the mere light of nature, if only he "thinks for
1 nu ca labhyate ya vrajate d i b druhitvd, nirvana ukta gamanav gati
nopalabdih, yatha agnini~vytunu tasya gatipracdro, so tena nirvrti pvavucyati kiranena.
The second line runs in Tibetan : mya nan 'das-par 'gro-bar gsutis-pa
'gro mi dmigs
2 I have tried to show the connection in some detail in my book on
Buddhism, 1951,pp. 22-3, 137.
3 E.g. Rgs I 5 : evam irunitva na ca muhyati nZsti trdso, so bodhisattvo
curate Sugitana prajfidm. Also I 8 , 15, 20, 28, I1 4, 6.
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himself". That was not the opinion of the Buddhists of this
period, who were convinced that only the words of an omniscient, superhuman being could introduce some truth into this
world of ignorance and delusion. If there are four possible
sources of knowledge-perception, reason, spiritual intuition
and revelation-then the Siitra assumes that all worth-while
knowledge is due to revelation, sarvo ayam #uru~akdruTathdgatasya (I v. 3), with the spiritual intuition of the saints as a
subsidiary and subordinate source (I v. 4).
There was, of course, the difficulty that the historical
Buddha had not actually preached these texts. In our two
chapters this is ignored, but later on it became necessary to
think out a new Buddhology and introduce some kind of
" direct transmission from mind to mind". I t would lead too
far to show how this design was effected by the doctrine of the
dharmakiya which figures in A IV 94, 99, XVII 338 and
XXXI 513, but it may be worth pointing out that none of these
passages is paralleled in the earlier verse version of Rgs.
11. The second stage of Praj2ipiramitd thought is represented by chapters 3-28 of Rgs., and those parts of A which
correspond to them. They are either (A) further developments
of the thoughts outlined above, or (B) a series of monographs.
11. A. The further developments are represented by chaps.
7-10, chap. 12 pp. 253-6, chap. 13-15,18-1g,zz-z8. They add,
little to the ideas of chaps. 1-2, and it would be tedious to go
over them in detail.
11, B. The Monographs concern the following topics:
I. A description of Suchness (chap. 16) and 2. of the Tathagata's omniscience (chap. 12, pp. 256-276). 3. The question of
merit. chaps. 3-5. 4. Dedication and jubilation (chap. 6). 5.
Mara's deeds (chaps. 11,21). 6. The attributes of an irreversible
Bodhisattva (chaps. 17; 20, pp. 380 sq). 7. Skill in means,
chap. 20, pp. 3703.
Only the first two deal with the theoretical side of the doctrine. I. Chapter 16 is an eloquent exposition of the meaning
of " Suchness", which is one of the accepted synonyms of
Emptiness. 2. The description of the Tathagata's omniscience
is a real tour de force, and constitutes one of the most difficult
parts of the Siitra. I t is not easy to get to the bottom of it. Its
absence in Rgs. suggests that it may have been added later,
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unless, of course, it resisted summing up in verse.
While these two additions try to make the unintelligible
slightly more intelligible, the remaining ones aim at making
the impracticable more practicable. For we should never forget
that the Prajfiipciramitci proclaims an extremely otherworldly
and world-denying doctrine. Whoever denies the world too
much is in danger of being denied by it, and his survival is in
doubt. The Christians had at about the same time to grapple
with exactly the same problem. They had ushered into the
world an almost excessively spiritual and intangible system of
beliefs, as a perusal of Paul's epistle to the Galatians will show
to any one. How could something as ethereal as that maintain
itself in a hostile world? The Christians tried to solve the problem by the formation of a Church, which could act as a social
force of its own, which was destined to take over many of the
administrative functions of the Roman Empire, and which
greatly increased its internal coherence by the elaboration of a
rigid dogma couched in the terms of Greek philosophy. For
obvious reasons the adherents of the Pmajficipciramitd could
not countenance such methods of keeping their feet on the
earth. They took no cognizance of social forces, made no
attempt to manipulate them, but placed their entire trust in the
immutable karmic laws which would give those endowed with
the requisite merit access to this sublime teaching.
3. "Merit" @unya) is the motive force which propels us
towards enlightenment, and in order to strive fruitfully we are
bound to wish to amass it. The Rgs., as well as A and all subsequent Prajfiiipciramitii writings devote a great deal of space
to the merit to be derived from Perfect Wisdom, and in manifold
variations it is placed above the merit gained by all other
pious acts. To some extent these lengthy and fulsome assertions
about the meritoriousness of learning, studying, writing, etc.
the Prajficipdramitii are fairly effective propagandistic devices
to assure its perpetuation. They reach their height in the " transmission" of this Siitra to Ananda ( A xxviii, 460-464a), which
does not yet form part of Rgs., and which declares that, if
Ananda were to forget any other part of the Buddha's sayings,
"that would be a slight offence against Me. But if you should
forget one verse of the PrajficipZramitd, or merely a part of one,
that would be a very serious offence against Me, and would
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greatly displease Me" (A 460-1).
I t is, however, at once obvious that in so extravagantly
praising the merit to be derived from Perfect Wisdom, the
authors were, by appealing to the acquisitive instincts of mankind, in danger of sinning against the very spirit of the PrajWa+iramitd. To hoard "merit" is surely better than to hoard
money, titles and honours, but it is still hoarding. "And as
contrary to the ways of the entire world has this Dharma been
demonstrated. I t teaches you not to seize on dharmas, but the
world is wont to grasp at anything" (A xv 305). Or, as the Rgs.
puts it (XV 8) :
"For beings delight in a place to settle in (ilayarato) and are
eager for sense-objects (visayibhilrL~C),
Bent on grasping (grahe),unintelligent and quite blinded.
The Dharma should be attained as nothing to settle in
(andlayu) and as nothing to grasp (anagrahzt).
Its conflict with the world is manifest."
The Prajiii+dramit2 offers two measures designed to eliminate the danger of treating spiritual gains as if they were worldly
possessions: Firstly, a consideration of the ontological character of the merit shows that it cannot possibly grow or increase,' and that, since it is like everything else empty, only a
fool would want to grasp at it or to appropriate it. Secondly 4.
a positive counter-measure is recommended, the Dedication
of all personal merit to the great task of leading all beings to the
supreme enlightenment.2
5. The world is quite obviously not made for self-effacement
and self-extinction, and offers the greatest obstacles to those
who pursue objects such as these. Ordinary people recognize the
saint by his halo, spiritual people by the hell of a time he has on
earth and the amount of indifference, rejection and hostility he
has had to endure. "Whatever is very precious, that provokes
much hostility. Because it is so superior, being hard to get and of
great value. One should therefore expect that as a rule many
obstacles will arise to this Perfection of Wisdom" ( A xi 250).
The Prajiii+iramit&goes to some lengths to explain the difficulties of the elect as the result of Mara's deeds and to bolster up
their morale by pointing out that Mgra has power over them
1

2

E.g. A xviii 348-351 = Rgs xviii 7-8; xxii 405-9. not in Rgs.
Also at A iii 80-81, vii 172, viii 190-1, x v 292-3, xvi 312, xix 328, etc.
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only thanks to their own imperfections, and consoles them by
the assertion (Rgs. xi 10) that while
" Mgra will be zealous to cause obstacles,
The Buddhas in the ten directionswill beintent on helping.''
6. One foe, however, is infinitely worse than even Mgra the
Evil One, and that is Impermanence which, once realized, may
sap the will of even the strongest. The Buddhists of this period
longed as much as everyone else for a permanent achievement
which can no more be lost. This longing crystallized itself in
the concept of an "irreversible Bodhisattva", which aroused a
quite extraordinary interest in the first centuries of the
Christian era. The authors of the PrajCiPdramitd also contributed to this much debated problem and enumerated a number
of attributes' of irreversible Bodhisattvas. In addition they
made a few attempts to define the practices which would
insure a Bodhisattva against the future loss of what he has
attained, and also stressed the fact that the Perfection of
Wisdom and the dharmadhitu are inexhaustible and indestructible.2
7. This leaves the seventh, and by far the most difficult
problem-" skill in means." How can a Bodhisattva tone down,
without at the same time losing, his gnostic insight and his
transic exaltations to such an extent that he maintains contact
with the world as it falsely appears to be and with the essentially
illusory beings whom he is pledged to save? I t is well known
from the DaSabhGmika that skill in means is a virtue even
more exalted than perfect wisdom, and its explanation will
therefore be correspondingly even more difficult. Apart from
some occasional remarks4 the Asia devotes its twentieth chapter
to this subject. The three similes of pp. 371-375 (=Rgs xx
2-10) are quite easy to follow, but the remainder of the chapter
is rather obscure, and Rgs sums it up in two brief verses ( x x I,
21) and shows its conviction that the problem should be clarified
by metaphor rather than abstract reasoning when it adds
Rgs xvii 7 : avivartiyrina i m i li.liga $rajrinitavya. A speaks of the
rikrirri lingrini nimittrini of the avinivartaniya-bodhisattva.
2 E.g. Rgs xxviii.
3 The transic aspect is stressed in Rgs x x I : asamrihito karuva prek~ati
sattvadhritum atrrintare na Parihriyati buddhadharme.
4 iii 58, 75, xi 243, xiv ~
8xvi~ 310,
, xix 356, xxv 427.
I0
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another five similes (xx 11-20) not found in A. This was only a
first attempt at coming to grips with "skill in means", and we
must agree with Hikata' that most of the later elaborations of
the Prajiidpdramitd which we have assigned to the Fifth phase
deal essentially with the various aspects of updyakauSalya.
These are the chief additions made in the second phase of
PrajZdpdramitd thought, arranged in what I conceive to be
their logical order.
111. Our third stage is represented by those parts of the
Large PrajZdpdramitd-whether in 18,000, in 2g,ooo or in
roo,ooo Slokas,-which correspond to the first twenty-eight
chapters of A. The text was now tremendously enlarged by the
incorporation of matter from the Abhidharma. This took two
forms, A, Abhidharma lists were incessantly repeated, and did
much to swell the bulk of the Siitra; and B. some of the items
in these lists were defined.
111. A. The lists serve as a basis for meditational drill. The
book which is devoted to the splendour of the "Mother of the
Buddhas" now incorporates into itself the contents of an older
form of literature, the mdtykd, which were likewise preoccupied with both "wisdom" and the concept of motherhood.
For mdt9d means, among other things, "mother", and
Przyluski translates the Chinese equivalent in the A-yu-wangking as "sagesse-m6re." I t was probably towards the end of
ABoka's reign2 that the adherents of a comparatively late concern withprajiid composed a literature of numerical summaries,
or mZ29ds. Later on the rationalists in the Buddhist community developed them into wokks on Abhidharma, whereas
the mystics absorbed them into the PrajiidpHrami2d. Both the
Vinaya of the Miilasarv5stiv5dins and the ASokdvaddna give
the following definition of the mdtykdpitaka:3 I t clarifies
the distinguishing points of that which ought to be known
(jiieya). I t comprises the four applications of mindfulness, the
four right efforts, the four roads to psychic power, the five
dominants, the five powers, the seven limbs of enlightenment,
the eight limbs of the path, the four analytical knowledges, the
I

1. c. xxxi.
A. Migot,

Un grand disciple du Buddha, S~riputra,BEFEO XLVI,

1954,PP. 538-41.
3 Ibid. p. 524.
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aranasamidhi and the pranidhdnasamddhi. 1 This is precisely
the list which, with many additions towards the end, takes up so
much space in the Large Prajiidpdramitd Siitras.
111. B. We now turn to the definitions. They cover: I. The
16-20 kinds of emptiness (P 195-8). 2. The 112 kinds of meditative practices2 (P198-203). 3. The twenty-one practices of the
path (P 203-212). 4. The forty-three dhdranis' (P212-214). 5.
The Ten Stages (Pz14-225). They are probably later than chaps.
3-28 of the Asta and were arbitrarily inserted into the text at
the point where A I 22 asks, "what is that great vehicle?" 4
Of these, nos. I and 5 have been truly assimilated to the
Prajiidpdramitd teaching. As concerns no. I, no theoretical
development of the concept of emptiness is intended. When it is
said to be the result of dharmas "being neither permanent nor
destroyedl',s this is only a repetition of the old saying common
to all schools, which represents Buddhism as the "middle way"
between the two extremes of Eternalism and Annihilationism.
What the passage6 actually does is to make emptiness ready for
meditation by dividing it into a number of varieties-in S
originally 16 and later on 20, 17 in Ad f. 263b, 18 in P , and
occasionally we hear of aberrant lists of 77 and 14.8 Similar
I J. Przyluski, Le concile the Rcijagrha, 1926, p. 45. This gives 43 items
(see note 3). I n Lalilavislara 127 the alphabet is called mrilykri.
The number varies in the different sources. I n Dutt's edition of the
revised P there are I 12; the New Delhi MS. of the original P gives 117,
whereas the Tibetan translation of S has 162.
3 It is not easy to decide whether the correct number is 43 or 42.
The Gandavyiiha and Kumsrajiva have 42, and S. L6vi (Mkmovial S.
Lkvi, 1932, pp. 355-63) and F. W. Thomas (Miscellanea Academica
Berolinensia, 1950, p. 204) assume this is to be the original number.
This is to some extent confirmed by P 536b, duplicated by Ad f. 282r,
which speaks of 42 aksavas, though not explicitly in connection with the
Arapacana. On the other hand, the number is clearly 43 in Yiian-tsang,
in Ghoshe's edition of S and, most important of all, in the New Delhi
MS. of P. Sanskrit has 48 letters, Pali normally 41, though Mogallcinavycikarapa (Colombo 1890) gives 43.
4 The Daiascihasrikci has collected many of these definitions into the
first and second chapters.
5 Ak27,lagthdvinriSitcimupddciya.
6 Suzuki saw its importance and explains it in EZB I11 222-8. This
should be compared with Haribhadra pp. 96-45.
7 S i 137, though the corresponding passage of New Delhi P gives 10.
8 Ad LXIII 248b.
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lists occur, with quite different explanations, in Sandhinirmocanasiitra (VII1 29), Madhydntavibhdga.tikd pp. 52-59 and
Lalikdvatdrasiitra p. 74, but their relation to the Prajiiipiramiti lists is not easy to explain. The growth and historical
development of all these categories awaits further study.
No. 5 constitutes one of the most impressive sections of the
Large Siitra. A , in its later parts (xxvi 435) knew of four stages
of a Bodhisattva's career. Now ten bhiimis are systematically
expounded, and our Siitra stands halfway between the chaos
of the Mahdvastu and the architectonic elaborateness of the
Dadabhiimika. This account of the bhiimis was probably specially written for the PrajZdpiiramitd, and is consonant with
its spirit. The decisive bhiimi is the seventh, on which the prajZipdramit8 is realized.'. In the rest of the Siitra this treatment
of the bhSmis is, however, really ignored, no use is made of it
and a quite different, essentially Hinayfina, list is frequently
enumerated. That is however, nowhere defined, and later
scholastics had some difficulties in squaring it with the
Mahgygna list .2
No. 3 is a mere list of standard formulas annexed from other
traditions, and most of the terms and definitions are shared with
the Hinfiyana schools. Finally, nos. 4 and 2, the dhdranzs
and samddhis, concern the occult side of this teaching. The
A-ra-pa-ca-na was a peculiar arrangement of the letters of the
Sanskrit alphabet, which is attested for the Dharmaguptavinaya,3 occurs also in the Gaydavyzlha (chap. 45) and in Tantric
times was personified in the well-known figure of Arapacana
MaiijuSri. The PrajGipiramitd used it to summarize certain of
its specificteachings, just as the Lalitavistara (127-8) employed
the ordinary Sanskrit alphabet for the illustration of Old
Wisdom Buddhism, and the Gaydavyzlha the Arapacana for
that of the philosophy of the Avataxpsaka.
The list of samddhis likewise seems to have been appropriated
from some outside source, although we have no clue at present
to what that was. Their explanation is to some extent adjusted
1 In Dafabhicmika and Bodhisattvabhicmi the prajncipciramitri
is
assigned to the sixth bhiimi.
2 See my Marginal Notes to the Abhisamaycilankira.
Liebenthal
Festschrift, Sino-Indian Studies, V 3-4, 1957, pp. 26-31,
3 T 1428 xi. cf. JAs 1915, I, p. 440.
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to the special viewpoint of Praj&ipdramitd thinking, but a t the
same time the treatment of the samddhisiscouchedinanesoteric
phraseology which we do not understand very well and which
is not otherwise found in this Siitra. Examples are mudrd,
mudrita, dhvaja, ra.hzimukha, balavyiiha, samddhimandala,
jfidnaketu, cdritravatT, Subhapu~pita~uddhi,
dkdrdbhinirhdra,
sarvasamhdhTndm samketarutdni,jvalanolkd. The whole passage
remains a kind of foreign body, and none of the samddhisin this
list is ever mentioned again, except of course in the numerous
enumerations of lists.
IV. As a next step, two items concerning the Buddhism of
Faith were added on. They are (A) the reference to Aksobhyal
and (B) the avaddna of SaFprarudita.2 These were certainly
later than chaps. 3-28 of Rgs, and in all probability later than
the Abhidhama insertions just discussed.
A. Short though they are, the references to Aksobhya are
nevertheless important, and we have here to deal with a deep
undercurrent in Prajfidpdramitd thought, which came to the
fore in the Tantra four or five centuries later. The Tantric
system of the Five Jinas associates the Prajiidpdramitd with
the "family" of the Buddha Ak~obhya.In two sddhands of the
Sddhanamdld (nos. 153,151) it is stated that he should be shown
on the headdress, or crown, of the images representing her.
Buddhist Scriptures are medicines, antidotes to specific ills and
ailments, and their whole purpose is to counteract certain faults
that hold us back. Three types of human beings are usually
distinguished, according to whether they are dominated by
greed, hate or delusion. Now it is well known that the Vajrayana
associates Ak~obhyawith the hate-family, and equally that
many sources3 regard wisdom (prajiid) as the specific antidote
to hate. The Prajiidpdramitd Siitras seem to be specially
addressed to people of the hate-type, and designed to help
them to sublimate their hate. "As hate leads to the rejection of
beings, so wisdom to that of all conditioned things." So Buddhaghosa. I t is the aim and purpose of hatred to smash that
which offends. While "nihilism" is by no means the last word
A xix 366-7, xxvii 450--2, xxviii 464a, 465, 474; also P 91.
A xxx, xxxi, xxxiii 527.
3 E.g. Visuddhimagga, ed. H . C . Warren, 1950, ch. I11 76. Sadgharakga Yogricrirabhzimi, 19~ a .
2
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of the Prajiiipiramitd, the thorough emotional and intellectual
annihilation of the world is an important step on the way towards winning the gnosis of Perfect Wisdom. In the ontology
of the Prajiidpdramiti the entire world, all entities, whatever
they are, are completely smashed and done away with, not only
ground to powder, but reduced to nothingness.' This is a great
triumph of universal hate. If one's own self is included in the
general annihilation, it is at the same time also a triumph of the
spirit.
That is one side of the introduction of Ak~obhya.The second
lies in that the Prajii&$dramit& deliberately supplements its
abstractions with the personifications of mythology. Likewise
Ngg2rjuna was not only a great logician and philosopher, but
one of the "Patriarchs" of the "Pure Land" school as well.
These men realized that a religion is bound to become emaciated
if defined in terms acceptable only to highbrows and intellectuals. As Mahayznists they aimed at universality, and therefore sought ways and means of making their philosophy to some
extent meaningful also to the masses of the people. While
society was still primarily agricultural, it could be assumed
that the virtue of the masses lay in faith, and that a wisdom
doctrine meant for the Clite had to be supplemented by one
offering objects of faith to the ordinary people. This method no
longer works well with the urbanized masses and no one has
yet found a way of making the traditional religions attractive
to the industrial worker or the clerk in his office. But before
1850 no religion could establish itself firmly in society without
re-stating its doctrines in terms ok Faith also. About A.D. I50
that faith was directed to Ak~obhya,and two centuries later
links were forged with AvalokiteBvara, as in the Hydaya and
Sval$dk+ara.
B. The story of Sadzprarudita is concerned with the problem of how one should search @arye$avy&) for the perfection
of wisdom. What are the moral and spiritual qualifications
which a person must have in order to grasp and realize these
sublime teachings? The answer, as exemplified by the conduct
As M. Eckhart has it: Das ist ein offenbares Zeichen dass ein Mensch
den Geist der Weisheit hat, wenn er alle Dinge achtet als ein lauteres
Nichts-nicht als einen Pfuhl, nicht als ein Sandkorn-als ein lauteres
Nichts.
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of Sadgprarudita, is that complete self-sacrifice must precede
any deeper understanding of this doctrine. Later on, in the
Suvikrdntavikrdmi#ari@.rcchd the same problem is discussed
slightly more systematically, and in two beautiful passages1
we are told what kind of people are fit and worthy to learn
about Prajiid@dramit6.Not many such people can obviously be
found among us, and in this phase Prajfi6pdramitd thought
was clearly rather pessimistic on this subject. In the later parts
of the Asta the only persons who are named as actually dwelling
in perfect wisdom are the Bodhisattvas Ratnaketu, Sikhin
and Gandhahastin who all reside in the Buddhafield of
Ak~obhya.Likewise it is said of Sadgprarudita, the "EverWeeping", that "at present he leads the holy life with the
Tathsgata Bhi~magarjitanirgho~asvara",i.e. wherever he
may be-perhaps,
according to the SaddharmaPundarZka
(p. 318) in the world-system Mahdsatpbhava-he is in any case
not on this earth.
V. Finally a substantial section was added to the Large Siitra
which deals almost exclusively with one of the facets of "Skill
in means." Why, if everything is one vast emptiness, if there is
no person, no object, no thought, no goal, no anything, should
anyone strive for perfect enlightenment through a practice of
virtue and a knowledge of dharmas? Hundreds of times
Subhiiti is made to ask the self-same question, and hundreds of
times the Buddha answers it. The problem was obviously felt to
be a most intractable one, and in the Satasdhasrikd 413 leaves
are devoted to it. The apparent conflict between the ontology
of the Prajiidpdramitd and the practical needs of the struggle
for enlightenment presented a serious difficulty because experience shows that the Prajiidpdramitd teachings are liable to
degenerate into a complete nihilism as far as the practical side
of the spiritual life is concerned. Three examples will suffice:
The first comes from India, and consists in the well-known
quotation from the Sarvadharmavai#ulyasatpgrahasiitra in
Siksdsamuccaya:2 "As to the complete accomplishment
(samuddgama) of the six perfections which the Bodhisattvas
I 4b-6a, I1 ~gb-z4a. Translated in my Selected Sayings from the
Perfection of Wisdom, 1955, pp. 27-31.
a P. 97. Bendall-Rouse's translation pp. 98-9 is, I think, misleading,
and so I have re-translated the passage.
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must have so as to win full enlightenment, these deluded people
will say ' a Bodhisattva should train in the perfectionof wisdom,
and not the other perfections'; so they will disparage (d9sayitavya) the other perfections. Was the king of KaSi acting
unwisely (du;+rajZa) when he gave his own flesh to the hawk to
save the dove? Have I in any way been injured (a+akyta) by the
roots of merit bound up with the six perfections which I have
heaped up during my long practice (caryd) as a Bodhisattva?
. . . But these deluded people will say, ' enlightenment comes
from one method (naya) only, i.e. that of Emptiness'. How can
they be quite pure in their practices (caryiszt)?" The second
example comes from the debates which accompanied the
Council of Lhasa, or Bsam-yas, of ca. 790. At that time KamalaSila and the Indian +a?zditsbelieved, rightly or wrongly, that
the Ch'an interpretation of PrajZi+iramiti excluded the
necessity for making any special effort. At present we witness
a similar phenomenon in Europe and North America in those
circles which have been stirred by Suzuki's presentation of Zen.
While in the U.S.A. the Beatniks seems to regard it as advocating a life of undisciplined whimsy, in Europe many Zen followers
rejoice at this teaching because it seems to create a vacuum in
which their own egotism can operate without let or hindrance.
I t has thus often been thought that in attempting to safeguard the spiritual intent of all religious striving, the Prajiii+iramiti takes away the motive for doing any striving at all.
Apparently it was not easy to prove these nihilistic conclusions
to be unjustified. If the paradox could have been resolved by a
few cogent arguments, they would have been given. By lavishing so many words on it, the authors of the PrajZi+iramiti
showed by implication that no verbal answer is possible. The
living rhythm of the spiritual life, lived from day to day, alone
can teach what words fail to convey.
We have now roughly defined the main theme of the last
third of the Large PrajZi+iramiti. In connection with it we are
given a number of lengthy treatises which discuss all the six
perfections and their possible combinations in great detail.
The discussion throughout this part proceeds on a very advanced level, and frequently employs terms which we understand only imperfectly. This last flowering of Prajiiipiramiti
thought also gives a number of useful definitions, e.g. of the
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three kinds of omniscience, of the Buddha, of enlightenment, of
Perfect Wisdom, of prapaiica, of the major and minor marks
of a Buddha's body, and so on.
VI. This concludes our discussion of the Large Prajiidpdramitd. The really creative period, which we surmised to have
begun in IOO B.c., ceased, on the evidence of the Chinese translations, two hundred and fifty years later. I t now remained to
produce what we may call "portable editions" of this vast
document, which was too extensive to be memorized, and too
obscure to be copied out correctly for long.' Short Siitras in
25, 300, 500, 700 and 1250 Slokas aimed a t providing handy
summaries of its contents, and we must now ask ourselves
whether they are mere abbfeviations of the Large Siitra, or
propound original ideas of their own.
Generally speaking, these documents of the fourth to
seventh centuries follow the doctrines outlined in the Large
Siitra. The differences mainly concern such external points as
the kind of Abhidharmic teaching which is subjected to the new
analysis. The version in 500 Slokas alludes to many Abhidharma
categories unnoticed in the Large Prajficipdramitci and the lists
adopted in the version in 1250 Slokas are somewhat at variance
with those of the Large Siitra. There are, as far as I can see, only
three differences worth commenting upon:
I. During the third phase already the Prajiicipdramitd had
resorted to the enunciation of plain contradictions2 as a means
of expressing the inexpressible. For if nothing can be said, one
way of saying it is to make two contradictory pronouncements
at the same time. Now, in the fifth phase, self-contradictory
statements become more frequent, bolder and more dramatic.
In the SaPtaSatikd we are assured3 that the self is the Buddha,
that " an undisciplined monk" means " an Arhat whose outflows have dried up", and that "the five deadly sins" are a
synonym for "enlightenment ". In the Vajracchedikd the formula which identifies a term with its contradictory opposite
is re-stated in varying forms no fewer than thirty-five
Already the Gilgit MSS of the PaZcavi~Satiscihasrikdand A,sJddaSasdhasrik& are\full of mistakes, as is shown in my Rome edition of
chapters 55-69 of Ad.
E.g. S iii 495-502, and P 136-38.
3 221, 228-9, 231-2.
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times.' And the bulk of the Hplaya is occupied with piling one
contradiction on top of the other.
2. The later Siitras show a few distinct Yoggcsrin influences,
which were absent in the older documents. These accretions are
not really surprising, because the Prajiz"d#dramitd could live
only as long as it absorbed everything that was really alive in
Buddhism.
a) There is first the adoption of the exegetical method known
as sa?ndhdbhd~ya.In the Scriptures of the Theravadins sandhdya (bhdsitam, or vuttam) means "in reference to". Some
scholars have claimed that this is the meaning also in Vajracchedikd chap. 6, but that is more than unlikely. " With reference
to" demands something to which it refers, and in the Pali
sandhdya is always preceded by a word in the accusative, such
as etap, tam, yam, vacanam, rii#akdyadassanam, e t ~This
. ~ is
not the case in the Vajracchedikd passage. The context likewise
is perfectly unambiguous. There is nothing esoteric or profound
in this parable of the raft as such, which is quite easy to understand and almost self-evident as told in Majjhirnanikdya I p.
135. But the Vajracchedikd gives a twist to it, lays bare its
hidden intention, as the YogScZrins were wont to do. " On the
face of it, the word 'dhamas' in this saying of the Buddha
means 'virtues', and so have Buddhaghosa, Woodward and
I. B. Horner (BT no. 77) understood it. By taking 'dharmas'
not as a moral, but as a metaphysical term, meaning 'entities',
our Siitra here discloses the 'hidden meaning' of the simile."3
After its isolated use in the Vajracchedikd, the term samdhdya
becomes a fairly regular featute in the Sa#taSatikd4 and
Suvikrdntavikrimi#ari$ycch.d,s which can be dated about A.D.
450 and 500.
b) There is further the term cittdvarana in the Hydaya. The
distinction between karmdvarana, kleSHvarana and jAeydvarana
is common to all MahgyHnists. But tospeak of cittdvarana gives
sense only within the context of the YogZcSrin system, as an
For the references see my edition of The Vajracchedikri, 1957, p. 12.
M N I p. 503, Udrina cy p. 26, 243, Jritaka I 203, Udrina cy pp. 238,
318, 31I . At Samyutta Cy (to I 224) and Jritaka Cy I1 386 the meaning of
sandhriya is fairly definitely given as pajicca.
3 E. Conze, Buddhist Wisdom Books, 1958, p. 35.
4 214, 225-6, 229, 240.
5 I Ioa, 13b, rqa, Iga, iv 55a.-Also ParZcaktikd (undated) 17zb-173a.
1

2
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over-all term for all coverings which obscure the pure subject.
The term is attested elsewhere in Asanga's verse-commentary
to Vajracchedikd, v. 42, and in the title of the Tantric Aryadevals CittivaranaviSuddh.ipraka~ana.Its YogZcZrin connotation is further underlined by the variant readings of this Hrdaya
passage. Three Chinese transcripts have cittdlambanam and
six Nepalese manuscripts cittdrambanamdt~atvdt.
c) Two specific YogHcZrin doctrines were worked into the
revised PaiicavimSatisdhasrikcZ, which may well belong to the
fifth century. They are I. The doctrine of the four bodies of the
Buddha.' 2. The three kinds of own-being.2 We have also one
short Siitra (T 247) which, claiming to give the "direct meanincludes an enumeration of the
ing" of the P~aj2dpdramitd~
ten vikalpas of YogZciirin tradition.
3. The later Siitras show a greater awareness of the pressure
of the social environment which Buddhists felt to be increasingly adverse to their ideals. In the very brief span of the
Vajracchediki we hear four times3 of "the last time, the last
epoch, the last five hundred years, the time of the collapse of
the good doctrine". Since we do not know which date is here
assumed for the NirvZna, we can unfortunately not use this for
dating the Siitra. I t is, however, noteworthy that there is no
such preoccupation with prophecies of gloom in the earlier
parts of the Asta. The "last days" are, it is true, mentioned at
x 225, where it is said that when they come round the Prajiidpdramitd will be studied in the North, but this is a late addition,
and absent from Rgs.
The Buddhists reacted to their sense of social oppression by
soliciting the blessings of heaven and mobilizing, by means of
mantras, etc., the forces of the invisible world for their succour.
The Hrdaya already contains a mantra which is connected
with the Prajiiipd~amitd4and which is claimed to be sarvaduhkhapvaSamanah. After A.D. 500 a number of short Siitras
P 53za6-523b6.
P 57885-583b5.
3 Chap. 6, 14b, 16b, 21b.
4 The reading prajficiparamitciyam ukto is difficult because, as also
Suzuki [EZB I11 199)has observed, no such mantra exists anywhere in
the ~ r a ~ f i ~ p c i r a r n i t d ~ ~might
a t t e rbe
s mended by reading with some of
of the documents prajiiciPciramitri(yci) ytckto. The Tibetan has the
Genetive and not the Locative case.
1
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were composed1 which multiply the mantras and dhirank at
the disposal of the follower of Perfect Wisdom, and VajrapBni,
once mentioned in A (xvii 333) now acquires a greater importance than he had before.
Next, stage VII is marked by the production of systematizing
conzmentaries. There had, of course, been commentaries before
that time, especially the MahiprajGiPiramitopadeSa. But they
had been the work of Madhyamikas who had been content with
bringing out the actual meaning of the Siitra, did little violence
to the existing text and confined themselves to explaining just
what it said. Now the influence of the Yogticarins produced a
new type of commentary which tried to superimpose on the
Siitra some scheme alien to it. These Yogacarin commentaries
have been preserved to us in some profusion, because they met
the needs of the great Buddhist monasteries of Bihar and
Orissa at the time when Buddhism came to Tibet.
The difficulty lay, I think, in this: For a long time some
Buddhists had sought emancipation more through PrajrZi,
others more through dhyina.ZThis dichotomy is at the basis also
of the division between MZdhyamikas and YogHciirins. The
MBdhyamika approach was perfectly adjusted to that of the
PrajGipiramitd, and no commentatorial juggling was needed
to effect reconciliation. The Mddhyamikakiriki and the
PrajGipiramitd expound exactly the same doctrine, the one to
trrthikas and HinayZnists, the other to MahiiyZna believers.
Both use the sharp sword of wisdom to cut through all phenomena and show them all to be equally devoid of own-being, just
one emptiness. The standpoint of the Yogacarins is not so
much in conflict as incongruous with this. Following to its
logical conclusion the traditional dhyinic method of withdrawal
from all external objects, they attempt to realize the ultimate
subject which can never be an object. This is not at all the
method of the PrajGiPiramiti which by contrast drives to its
logical conclusion the traditional method of dharmapravicaya,
or dharmic analysis.
I t was now the fate of the PrajGipiramiti texts to fall into
the hands of the YogZcBrins, to whom they presented as much
For the details see my Tantric Prajfapriramitd Texts, Sino-Indian
Studies, V 2, 1956,pp. 100-122.
See E. Conze, Buddhism,1951,pp. 161-2.
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an embarrassment as an inspiration. The Sfitras had been
composed on the principle that "the Spirit bloweth where it
listeth". Wide open to any suggestion, they meander from
subject to subject, and whatever connection there may be
between them, it is rarely a logical one. The YogBcHrins, working in the fourth century and later, tried to find a hidden system
behind all these meanderings. Asanga and Vasubandhu demonstrated that the Vajracchedikd is not as incoherent as it looks,
revealed the links between the apparently disconnected arguments, and distributed its subject matter under seven topics.'
Next we have DignHgaJs PrajAdpdramitd$ipddrfha2 which
claims (in vv. 6, 22, 58) a special connection with the Astasdhasrikd, although the bulk of i t (vv. 5-54) is based on passages
of the Large PrajAdpdramitd which do not occur in it. Here
the teaching is arranged under thirty-two subjects. But the
most systematic treatment is the first and most influential of
these, the Abhisamaydlarikdra, attributed to Maitreya, which
reveals the deeper, hidden and indirect meaning as distinct
from the plain and obvious sense, and which turns the PaGcavimSatisdhasrikd into a very elaborate system, with fixed
categories, a consecutive argument and manifold divisions
and subdivisions. Valuable for the study of the letter of the
PrajAdpdramitd, it nevertheless seems to some extent to
conflict with its spirit.
I t had been the exasperating and rather self-contradictory
task of the PrajAd$dramitd Sctras to say something about the
spiritual world without saying anything definite. As Subhuti
once put it to the puzzled Gods, "There is nothing to understand, nothing at all to understand! For nothing in particular
has been indicated, nothing in particular explained" ( A I1 38).
The PrajAdpdramitrZ had offered an elusive series of subtle
allusions, which at times are not unlike what is known as " free
association" in modern psychology, and its presentation of the
subject is the sign of a mind inwardly free, not unduly concerned
with definite facts or achievements, not unduly pre-occupied
with self-justification or self-protection. The YogBcBrin commentators once more confined the celestial phoenix within
a golden cage. Just as five hundred years ago the mindful
I
2

The material in G. Tucci, MBT I, 1956.
Ed.G.Tucci. JRAS 1947,pp. 56-9.
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meditations of the monks who watched the rise and fall of
dharmas had hardened into a fixed Abhidharmic system which
provoked the reaction of the PrajZipiramitd, so now again the
prison walls of a fixed scholastic system enclosed the fleeting
intuitions of the Prajiiipiramiti. The freedom of the spirit
was once again in danger.
After A.D. 500 it re-asserted itself in the third creative outburst of the Buddhist spirit, which is represented by the
Tantra and by Ch'an. They are both parts of the same process
and their similarities become more and more apparent. Their
violent reaction against the deadening effects of a successful
and flourishing ecclesiastical system equally affected the three
departments of Buddhist endeavour, i.e. Morality, Meditation
and Wisdom. The antinomianism of the Tantra seems directed
chiefly against the third and fifth precept, although the others
were not entirely neglected. The same antinomianism is
perhaps more subdued in Chinese Ch'an, but in Japanese Zen
it openly defies the first precept. As for meditation, the traditional methods were almost entirely discarded, and replaced
by new ones, quite unheard of so far. The presentation of
Wisdom likewise took entirely new forms.
VIII. The Adhyardhaiatiki, the one truly Tantric exposition of the Prajiii+iramiti, represents an entirely new departure. I t employs a literary form which it calls prajAi+iramitinaya, foreshadowed to some extent in the "litanies" of the
later parts of A (chap. 29 sq.). The best I can do here is to quote
one of these nayas (no. XII) in a rather faltering translation
which reveals not only my own ighorance, but also the irrational
nature of these utterances:

" Thereupon the Lord Vairocana, the Tathiigata, again
demonstrated this method of the perfection of wisdom, called
the power which sustains all beings (sarvasattvidhi$.tkinam):
"All beings are embryonic Tathiigatas (tathigatagarbhih),
because they all have the self-nature (itmati) of Samantabhadra, the great Bodhisattva; thunderbolts in embryo
(vajragarbhih) are all beings, because they are consecrated
with the Thunderbolt-womb (vajragarbhibhi$iktatayi);
Dharma in embryo are all beings, because all speech comes to
pass (?sarvavikpravartanatayi ;liag thams-cad rab-tu 'byun-bas) ;
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Karma is potentially present (karmagarbhih) in all beings,
because all beings exert themselves in doing deeds."
"Thereupon the outside adamantine families raised a
clamour, and (to them) this quintessence (siiin-$0) was offered
and the meaning of this Dharmahood was explained in greater
detail. Thereupon the great adamantine Ruler of his own offered
this very same quintessence. TrZ. Thereupon all the heavenly
Mothers paid homage to the Lord, and of their own offered this
very same quintessence (of the doctrine) called ' the religious
observance of the accomplishment of the gathering, taking up
and examining all harmonious sayings'. Bhyoh. Thereupon,
beginning with the Bees (? sbran-rtsir byed-pa la sogs-pa) the
three Brothers (min-Po)paid homage to the Lord, and, speaking
harmoniously (tshig 'thun-par), of their own offered this very
same quintessence.Svd. Thereupon the four Sisters paid homage
to the Lord, and of their own offered this very same quintessence. Hi."
Whatever this may mean, it is clear that it is replete with
terms which have no rational standing or meaning at all, but
which give sense only within a ritual system which aimed at
achieving harmony with the cosmic rhythm. The Prajfidpiramild thus has been absorbed, but transmuted out of all
recognition.
IX. And so it was in Ch'an. The influence of the PrajAipdramitd on Ch'an thinking, and the interpretation of Prajfiipdramitd texts by the Ch'an masters would deserve a more
detailed investigation. The space allotted to me is now exhausted, and it would in any case not be seemly for me to make
self-confident remarks about Zen in an article dedicated to
D. T. Suzuki. All that I could do here was to sketch out briefly
the changes which Prajfidpiramiti thinking underwent in the
course of seven or eight centuries, and to suggest some of the
reasons which may have prompted this development. A better
knowledge of the vast and still largely unexplored material will
enable future scholars to fill in the details, and to correct my
perspective wherever necessary.

he Prajiidpdramitd-h$aya siitra is a religious document
of the first importance. I t carried Yuan-tsang through the
Gobi desert,' was reproduced, in writing, on stones, in recitation
throughout Asia from Kabul to Nara,z and formed one of the
main inspirations of the Zen school, occupying in Buddhist
mysticism about the same place that the " Mystical Theology"3
of Pseudo-Dionysius Areopagita occupied in Christian. Unlike
other very short Praj.iidpdramit&siitras, the Hydaya is of great
philosophical interest. The SvalpdksarcS,4 and other abbreviations, were designed to bring the benefits of PrajGdpcSramitcS
within the reach of those unable to either study or understand
it.5 The H ~ d a y aalone can be said to have gone really to the
heart of the doctrine. The historical analysis of its sources can
contribute to the understanding of this siitra, by restoring its
componentr parts to their context within the larger PrajGdPd~amitdsiitras.

T

The text of the Hydaya even in extenso is short. The editions of
M a x Muller, D. T . S ~ z ~ kand
i , S h a k ~Hannya obscure the
progress of the argument, and the manuscripts and the Chinese
translations throw light on the history and meaning of this
siitra. The Hydaya, as is well known, is transmitted in a longer
form (about twenty-five Slokas), and a shorter form (about
fourteen Slokas). The introduction and end of the longer form
are here left unnumbered, while, to facilitate reference, I have
Hwui Li, The Life of Hiuen-tsiang, tvsl. Beal, 1914,pp. 21-2.
Cf. e.g. M. W. de Visser, Ancient Buddhism in Japan, 1928,1935.
3 Mystical Theology, iii, chaps 4 and 5, in particular, afford a striking
parallel to Section IV of the Hrdaya.
4 Ed. E. Conze, Sino-Indian Studies V 3 (1956),pp. I 13-5.
5 SiS p. I 13:deiayatu bhagavrin pvajffripriv~mitrl&svalp~k~a~ri~
nzahrip u ~ r i myasyrih Svavaba-mrityena savva-sattvrlh savva-karmrivaranrini
kgapayigyanti, etc.
1
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introduced numbered subdivisions in the short version of the

siitra.
I. 'Om namo Bhagavatyai Arya-prajiiap~ramit%yai!
(Evam may2 Srutam ekasmin samaye. Bhagavan Rtijag~he
viharati sma Gydhrakfifa-parvate, mahata bhiksu-samghena
sardham mahats ca bodhisattva-samghena.") tena khalu
punahb) samayena Bhagav5nc) gambhira-avabh5sam n5ma
dharmaparytiyam bhtisitv5") samadhim samspannah. tenad)
cae) samayenad) Arya-avalokiteSvaro bodhisattvo mahiisattvo
gambhirayam prajiitiparamitiiyfir$) caryam caramsnag) evam
vyavalokayati sma:") paiica-skandhss tam6 ca svabhavaSfinyan vyavalokayatih).athai)-5yu~mtiiicChgriputro buddhaanubhtivena Arya-avalokit!eSvaramk) bodhisattvam mahasattvam') etad avocat :") yah kaScit kiilaputro vB kuladuhitg
vam) asy5mn) gambhirayam prajiiapiiramitayam caryam")
cartuktimas tenap) katham Sik~itavyam?d')evam ukta AryaavalokiteSvarok)bodhisattvo mahasattvo iiyu~mantamSari1 So Nboelm
Ce Ti.-Cd: Sri-srya-'-Nb:
vatyai.-Nd: Bhagavate Brya-Sri-O-Ja:
a) Can.
. gacena.

srya-Sri-'-N.
omits BhagaOm namah sarva-jiitiyah.

cad

b) SO ~ a b c d e i m

"")
so Nab Cade.-Na: garnbhirsy2m prajfisptiramitsy8m avabhtisam
nsma dharmapary2yah.-Ne:
gambhirsysm pravara-bhssan-nilma
@ @.- Jb: gambhirsvasambodham n8ma.-Nm : gambhirFivabhs+an
n2ma.-Ni : gambhirabhsvam nama samsdhim sam2pannah.-Ti.om:
bhr5sitvH.
d)4) tasmin samaye Ndelm.
') so J b Ce.-NabC: khalu punah.--Cd: punah.
')Cde : gambhiriivabhssam nsma dharmapary2yam.--Ca om.gambh-'
t o evam, i.e. vyavalokayati follows on dharmaparysyam.

g) p b c d e i m

Om.

"-') so Jb.-om.Nm CBde.-Nabi: paiica-skandhtin svabhtiva-Sfinysn
vyavalokayati sma.-No: pafica-skandhl svabhsva-sfinyti vytivalokitavys.
Cde : atha khalv.
k, Avalok-o Ce.
om. Jb; Na?
m)-m) Ncet: ye kecit kulaputrti v3 kuladuhita v2.
D) SO ~
a Cade
b
O) O-tsya cartu-" Cad.
P, SO Nab CBde.-Nde : cartukgmena.
Nd": vyavalokitavyam.
"-')
: Ndei:AvalokiteSvara aha:

''

*
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putram etad avocat'): yah kaScic ChBriputras)kulaputro vB
kuladuhit5 v5 asyBmt) gambhir5y5m prajii5p5ramit5y5m
cary%mu)")cartuk5mas tenaivamw)vyavalokitavyamv).)
The short text condenses this into :
11. 2Arya-avalokiteSvaro sbodhisattvo 4gambhir5m prajii5pzramitiicarytim scaram5no 6vyavalokayati sma: 7paiicaskandh5s 8t5mS ca svabhBva-Siiny5n pagyati sma.
111. 9iha SBriputra IOriipam Siinyat5 Siinyataiva riipam
I1riip5n na prthak SiinyatB IZSiinyat5y5 na prthag riipam
"yad riipam s5 SiinyatB '4yB SiinyatB tad r i i p w . Isevam eva
IbvedanB-samjii5-samskgra-vijiisnam.

')

Neom.-N'

om i ka4cic Chgriputra.

" So Nb" C*'.+m.N'

om. Ne C*'.
D*": Sik~itavyamyaduta.--Nd repeats after vyavalokitavyam:
evam ukta, to:vyavalokitavyam.
+")
N': cartuMmena.
Nm: iha-Ary2valokiteSvara kulaputrena vti . . . gambhirtiytim
prajfiSp2rarnitgySm cartukgmena tenaivam vyavalokitavyam7).NL:iha . . . cartukamena katham vy-", see q).
a atha-Arya- Cg.
6 Cb: vyavalokayate.
rs O~.N.~--N~:pafica-skandhzn svablGva-SiinySn vyavalokitavyam.-Nk (begins): vyava1okitavyam.-7-9: om. N".
0 Jb Ti: samanupa4yati.-Cg:
sma iti.-Cm: svabhtiva-iiinyih.
katham paiica-skandhsh svabhava-iiidyah?
9 iha om. Nk ChT.--om. NbCOk
CMJb Ti.
10 om ChT1~a~6.6.7.-riipam
siinyam NbCOUm
Cb.-riipam eva Ce.
11-12 na riipam pfihak Siinyatayih nipi Siinyat5 prthag rfipat C".
-na riipgt pprtak Nk.
13-14 om. Nhde- Ce Ti.
15-16 om.Nb.-15) evam NimCe.
16 N-:
vijnanani Siiny2ni.-Ti:mam-par Ses-rnams sto~i-pa1o.Nde:vijiigngni SiinyaE.-Ce: vijiiSn5ni.-Jb: vijiianam ca siinyata.
11-16Instead, Nb has: na riipst pfihak SiinyaE na siinyatZy5 prthag
riipam. vedang Siinyg Siinyataiva vedang. na vedanaya prthak etc., in
extenso for all the five skandhas. After 16: ChT I, 2, 5, 6 add
@
ChT I further adds the equivalent of P 39: &riputra y5
riipasya SiinyaE na s2 riipayati, yB vedanayg iiinyata na sB vedayati;
etc.

m.

-
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IV. 17iha Siiriputra lssarva-dharmiih Sfinyatiilaksanii
19anutpannii aniruddhii 2Oamalii avimal5 zlaniinii aparipfimiih.
V. 22tasmiic Chiiriputra 236iinyatiiyZm 24na rfipam na
vedanii na samjiiii na samskiira na vijiiiinam,
caksuhSrotra-ghriina-jihvii-kiiya-man-si 26na riipa-gabda-gandharasa-sprastavya-dharm 27na caksur-dhiitur Zsyiivan na
29manovijiiiina-dhiituh30na-avidyii 3Ina-avidyii-ksayo 32yiivan
na 33jariimaranam na jarharanaksayo 34na duhkha-samudaya-nirodha-miirg5 35na jiiiinq 36na priiptir na-apriiptih.

' 7 For iha NabCdiL"
Cw Jb have: evam.--am. ChT.-Nab: evarp
bhadanta.-Ti: 6%-ri'i-bude-lta bas-na (=&riputra tasmlt tarhi).
18 Nabk
: svlbhlva-Siinylh alaksan%h.-NdO :giinylh svalaksan8h.C*': svabhlva-6iinyatllakW.-Ti:
ston-p5 iiid de, mtshan-fiid
med-pa (= giinyatl-alaksanl).
19 Cedeadd: ajlt5.-after
aniruddhl N* adds: acyutlh P.C*-.
Nim:acallh avimallh acyutlh.
21 Jb: nonl?-C"
: non5.- Jb: anon%-No: anyonylh.-Nb : anyat&Nm : anyon5h.- Jb: na paripiimll-Bbb'C*' J b: asampumlh; Ti:
gan-ba med-pa'o.-Ne Cw: na sampiim8h.-After 21. ChT I adds, as
P4o: (yl giinyatl) n l t i t l n l n l g a s na pratyutpannl, etc.
22NaMeLhn
CedeTi: tasm5t tarhi.-No: evam bhadanta.-Ca: om.
Slriputra.
23 No: SunyBylm.
25-6 NabeefL"
CMJb: na caksur na grotram, etc. to: na dharma.
27-9 Cb gives a list of all the dh5tus.-Nab:
na caksurdhltuh na
riipadh5tuh na caksurvijiilnadhltuh; na grotravijiilnadhltuh, etc.
all to: na manovijfilnadhltuh.-C", Ti: na caksurdhltu na manodhatu
na manovijfilnadhltu ylvan.
28 evam ylvan na.
29 Nim:dharmadhltuh ylvan na.
30 na vidyl ,add in J"CO.-Nbb"'L" Cq ChT1.'~'," Ti om. na yidyl.Nab'" om. na-avidyl.
31 na vidylksayo add in Ja.-Nabeek C-8
Jb ChT1sa.8cTi: om. na
vidy2ksayo.-CM Jb give for nlvidylksayo: na ksayo, COna-aksayo.
33 NCLhn
om. na. jarlmaranam.
30-33 Nab: na-avidylksayo na samskZraksayo, etc. all to :na jarlmaranaksayo.
34 Nbcdkm
C': na duhkha(m) na samudaya, etc.-After
34: NbbCk'
add : na-am5rgah.-Nbbck' Cadadd : na riipam.
35 Nk adds: na-ajiilnam.
36 So Nbk CedeJ b ChT 8, Ti.-Jb:
na pr5ptitvam.-NOm
ChT1.1-6s8:
na pr5ptih.-ChT 9: na prlptitvam ca na-aprlpt*.-Cb na prlptir
na-abhisamaya.
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VI. 37tasmZc Chgriputra 38aprZptitvtid bodhisattvo
39prajiiZp3ramitZm ti5ritya 40viharaty acittgvaranah. 4Icitttivarana-ntistitvgd 42atrasto 43viparytisa-atikrgnto. 44ni~thtinirvznah.
VII. 45tryadhva-vyavasthita 46sarva-buddhtih 47prajiiZpilramitgm 3Sritya- 48anuttarZm samyaksambodhim 49abhisambuddhtih.
VIII. 50tasmZj jiigtavyam 5IprajiiZp5ramitZ 52mahZ-mantro 53rnahg-vidyg-mantro 54'nuttara-mantro ss'samasamamantrah 56sarva-duhkha-pra5amanah57satyam amithyatvzt.
37

tasmlt tarhi Slriputra: Nab"de'h"CdoTi.-Slriputra

-Ja CCChT1na-k.B
omit 37.

also in ChT8-9.

SEN abrotdblm Cg Ti : aprlptitv2t.- Jb: apr8ptitvena.-Cb : aprlptitva.- Ja om. aprlptitv5t.--Cd: aprlpti-ylvat.-Ca : aprlptitlpr5ptirylvavat.-Co: na prlptirna-aprlptir ylvat; this is Feer's correction for what I read as: aprlptitlprlptir-yIvat.-bodhisattvasya Ja.Cb Jb: bodhisattv3nlm.-Nbr:
bodhisattvl mahlsattvl.-Nk: bodhisattvo mahlsattvah.-Nm: bodhisattvah.-Ca: bodhisattva.-Ca N'
bodhisattv3.-Ti: byab-chub sems-dpa' mams.-Co om. bodhisattvo.
39 47 Cg : nilritya.
4 0 Ja: viharati
cittavarana. cittlvarana.-Kokio's
first copy:
vaharaty citvavaranah, which he corrects to: viharani citnavaranah.Jb: viharati cittavaranah. cittav-O.--C0: viharya citalavama citala
(vama-nl) stitva.-Cg:
viharatya citylvarana.-Nb:
viharanti.Suzuki: viharato.-Cm: viharaii6.-Nm:
viharatilnacittaramvanamltratvld anuttarlyiim samyaksambodhau p a r y l s l t i k r l n t l m t l n i ~
-N1: O-lylh . +a?mlslntikrlnmo . . .-acittlvaranah om. Nabodo
CM
Ti.
4 1 Cdo:
cittl1ambanam.-NabCdr OL: citt5rambana-mltratv8t.-Ti:
sems-la sgrib-pa med cib.
42 Naboekr
: anuttrastl.
4 4 Ja: ti&ha?-Nab*
CM: ni+thl.-No om. nisfil.-C*:
nirviinaq
pr2pnoti.-Nab&'"' Ti: nirvlna prlpt8h.-Nk: nirvlna? prlptah.
45-49 CM: tryadhva-vyavasthitair api samyaksambuddhair
. .bodh* pr8ptl.-Nabih": . . . sarva-buddhair api . . . abhisambuddhl.
50 NM:tasmlt tarhi Slriputra, etc.-No:
tasmlt tarhi kulaputra, etc.
-VM: etasmlj, etc.-Nam Ti: tasmlt tarhi jiiltavyam.
52 om. ChT1.-Ch?l-'-6,7 D l @$
& .-Node' Co Ti om. mahl.
53 Na: sahl?-CM: vidyii-mantro (-ah).-No:
mahl-mantrah.-After
54 Na adds: asaml-mantrah.-am. Nm.
sz -yukto mantrah Nm.
54 Cg om.
55 No: asaml-mantrah.-am. N
'.
56 Na7*lh CwoJ bTi: sarva-duhkha-pragamano mantrah.
57 CM:samyaktvam na mithyatvay.-No:
samyaktva amithyltvl.

..

.
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seprajiiHpilramit5yHm ukto mantrah. sptadyatha 6Oom gate
gate p5ragate pgrasamgate bodhi svHh5.
(Evam Szriputraa)gambhir5yHm prajii5pHrarnit5yHm cary5yHm Sik~itavyamb~dhisattvena")~).
Atha khalu Bhagav5nc)
tasm5td) samHdher vyutth5ya-Arya-avalokite5var5yadP)
bodhisattvHya mahHsattv5yae)s5dhukHram ad5t. s5dhu s5dhu
kulaputra, evam etat kulaputra') evam etadg)),gambhirzy?
prajii5pHrarnitHyZm cary5m cartavyamg) yath8 tvay5 nirdi:tamh) anumodyate sarva-'1 Tathagatair arhadbhihk).
idam avocad Bhagavgn. 5ttamanH1)')-8yu~m5iicChsriputram)Arya-avalokiteSvarobodhisattvon)mah5sattvasQte ca
bhik~avaste ca bodhisattva mah5sattv8hn)sans) ca sarvavati
p a r ~ a t sa-deva-m~nu~a-asu~a-garudaO)-gandharva5
ca loko
Bhagavato bhgsitam abhyanandann iti.)
6Iity 5rya-PIP]prajiii%pHra&tH-hrday@) sam5ptam.
"-tlyukto N' CC".-Ne: O-t2ylyukto.-No: O-tLpujlyukta?-om Nm.
bodhisattvena mahlsattvena prajiilplramitlylp
4iksitavyam.-Nd om. carylylm.
b, N"' add. mahlsattvena.
") CMadd : (t) asyam velly5m.
d, Ndeiom. tasmlt.---Ce: tasyls.
Avalok-" Ce.
') Jb: "-asya "-asya "-asya.-N
: "-ena.
I)om. N"'".
g)-g)so J b . - C M :evam evais5 prajiilplramitl.-om. Mm. N" omits
also: carylm cartavyam yatha tvayl.
b, Nddm
add : tad.
') J b om.
k, No adds: samyaksambuddhaih.-Ndh
have iti for arhadbhih.-Ti
om. arhadbhih.
0 J b: lnandamanl.
m, CMom. Pyusmliic chlriputra.
"*) No om.
nb)
J b om.
sa C".
NmJb Ce Ti om.
" s o NB.
NC: prajiilplramit5-hrdaya-dhlrani paficavimlatik5h n l m a
dhlrani.-Nd:
4ri-prajiilplramitl-hydayad: paiica-vimlatiklprajfilplramitl-bdaya-nha-dh5rgi.
-fl:pafica-vimaatikl prajii5plramit~-hydaya.-Nb: 4ri-paficavixpsatik8 prajfilplramit2-hydaya
-N1: paiicaviylati- prajfilparamitl.-N":
paficaviplatik8 prajfi8paramit2 n l m a dh8rani.---CC": paiicavirplatik8 Bhagavati prajfi8plramitl-hydayam.-Ti: Bhagavati prajiilp8ramit8-Ndaya.
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Sources :I
Nepalese manuscripts = N.
N": LT. India Office no. 7712 (I). Eighteenth century?
Nb: LT. Cambridge Add 1485. f. 16-18. A.D. 1677.
No: LT. MS B0dl. 1449 (59) f0l. 74V-75V. A.D. 1819
Nd: LT. RAS, no. 79V. f. 15-16b. c. 1820.
No: LT. Cambridge Add. 1553. f. 4-7b. Eighteenth century.
N1: Calcutta As. Soc. Bengal B 5 (35).
Nc: Calcutta ASB B 65 (10).
Nb: fragment, only first 6 lines: Cambridge Add 1164 2 11.
N': LT. SociCtC Asiatique no. 14, fol. 18b, -1gb. No. 21.
Nk: LT. Cambridge Add 1680 ix. Begins a t no. 8. ca 1200.
N': Cambr. Add. 1164.2.
N":Bibliothhque Nationale 62, no. 139. ca 1800.
Chinese =C.
C': From aChinese blockprint, in MM pp. 30-32. Seventeenth century.
Cb: T 256, transcribed into Chinese characters. Stein Collection no.
S 2464. ST. ca 6001 ed. T. Matsumoto, Die Prajiii@Liramilri Lileralur,
193% PP. 44-50.
Co: ST. From stone in Mongolia. Before 1,000. ed. Journal of Urusvati,
193% PP. 73-8.
Cd: LT. Bell in Peking, now Dairen. Incomplete. Ibid. p. 78.
Ce: Feer's polyglot edition. Seventeenth century?
Cf: Stein collection Ch 00330. ca 850.
C': Bibliothhque Nationale 62 no. 139. Pelliot Sogdien. ca 9501 In:
E. Benveniste, Textes Sogdiens, 1940, pp. 142-3.
Japanese = J.
J': MS in Horyiiji Temple. ST. A.D. 609.
Jb: MS brought in ninth century by Yeun, disciple of Kukai.
I n MM pp. 51-4.
Chinese Translations =ChT.
ST: ChTI: Kumlrajiva ca 4oo.AhTz: Yiian-tsang, 649.- LT:
ChT5 : Dharmacandra, 741.--ChT6: Prajiis 790.-ChT7 : Prajiiscakra
861.--ChTa: Fa-cheng, 8 5 6 . 4 h T 9 : Dlnaplla c. 1000.
Tibetan=Ti. LT: Kanjur. ca 750.

Kumiiraj5va's2 translation is important, as by far the earliest
version of the text which we possess. Below (pp. 159-160) it will
be shown to be of great assistance in restoring and tracing out
For further details see JRAS 1948, pp. 48-50 and P P L 71-73.
This translation, strictly speaking, appears not to have been made
by Kumrirajiva, but by one of his disciples. See Matsumoto, Die Prajiicipiramit2 Literatur, 1932, p. 9, who refers t o a Chinese catalogue. I n the
Kao-seng-chuun, a biography compiled in A.D. 519, the Hydaya, is not
mentioned in the list of translations attributed to Kzcmrirajiva; cf.
J. Nobel, Slzb. fir. Ak. Wiss., 20, 1927.
1

2
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the argument of the sltra as it is likely to have appeared to its
compilers.
While most of the variant readings are of a minor character
and self-explanatory, two of them require comment. The
textual tradition is particularly unsatisfactory in the two
places where, as we shall see, there is a break in the source, and
where the pieces are joined together.
The first concerns the passage of the argument from f~ to V!
The reading adopted here is well supported by the MSS. and
gives a smooth transition from IV to V. I t seems, however, to
have developed only in the course of time. I t is not attested by
the two oldest documents. Kumdrajfva, and the Chinese translations up to ChT7 of A.D. 861 seem to have read, 36na pr@ti/
37tasmdd 38aprdptitvdd bodhisattva(sya),etc. I The Horyiiji MS.,
written before A.D. 609, gives : 36na prd@titva&3sbodhisattvasya.
Something appears to have dropped out here. As far as one can
judge from the available evidence, the siitra originally was
content to deny in regard to emptiness all the main categories
of Buddhist analysis. Later a part of the tradition thought to
guard against misunderstanding by denying also the negation
of those categories that easily form opposites. Thus Kumdrajz'va and several of the MSS. know nothing of the clause 3Ona
vidyd 3lna vidydksayo; in no. 34 nu-amdrgah is found only in a
few later MSS. ; and so with %a-a-@rd$tih, which appears in
the Chinese translations only quite late, after about 850, in
ChT8.9.
Obviously the rules of ordinary logic are abrogated in this
sltra. Contradictions co-exist in emptiness.2 By adding "no
knowledge", somebody may have wanted to make clear that
in the dialectical logic of the Prajfid@dramitia double negation
does not make an affirmation. The misconception might arise
that " the extinction of ignorance" ( = the negation of the
negation of knowledge) might be equivalent to a positive entity,
named knowledge. The addition, " no knowledge," would

19F%430 G l % t E J i 4 3 O

In no. 10 a term (form) is identified with the negation of that term
("emptiness"). Cf. also no. 10 with nos. 23-4. Similarly, Dionysius
Aveopagita in Myst. Theol., i, 2 , teaches that with reference to the Absolute there is no opposition ( & V T L K P ~ ~ P V Obetween
)
affirmation and negation.
2
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guard against that misc~nception.~
In the same way, in this
kind of logic, one negation is not necessarily like another. Na
mdrga is not the same as a-mdrga, nor is na prdpti the same as
a-prdpti. A-$rapti is, like prdpti, one of the seventy-five
dharmas of the Sarvistivddin~.~
In emptiness, i.e. in truth, there
is no dharma. But while the a-prdpti is not a fact, a-prdptitvas is
the basis of the conduct of a bodhisattva, of one who strives for
bodhi. This is one of the paradoxes in which the siitra gives
expression to the laws of a spiritual life.
The second difficulty concerns the divergence between
cittdvarana and cittdlambana in no. 40.4 When one considers the
peculiarities 'of Sanskrit MSS., the two words do not differ
much. We may suppose that originally there was .r-f
Now w and T, and ;g and a are constantly interchanged in
Nepalese MSS., and the q is represented by an anusvdra. This
I Although, strictly speaking no. 35 na jfiznam would make it superfluous.
2 In Nagcirjuna's list of 119 ku.!ala-dharmas, however, only prdpti is
mentioned. IHQ., 1938, p. 317, no. 16.
3 Cf. LankS., p. 307, V. 326-7 : prdptir . . . karma-jd trsnd-sambhavd.
4 In no. 40 the manuscript tradition does not cogently require the
reading given in the text. My explanation is now confirmed by the almost
exact parallel in the dvarana-#ariccheda of Vasubandhu's Madhydntavibhdgabhdsya, ed. G . M. Nagao, Tokyo 1964, pp. 32-3. Literally
translated it reads as follows: "Someone who wants to attain enlightenment should first of all produce wholesome roots; thereafter he should
attain enlightenment through the effect of the power of his wholesome
roots. ~urthermore,the foundation (+rati$hd) of the genesis of these
wholesome roots is the thought of enlightenment, and the recipient
(dfraya, cr. to dfritya) of that thought of enlightenment is the Bodhisattva. And through his production of the thought of enlightenment and
his attainment of the gffective power of the wholesome roots the Bodhisattva, having forsaken his perverted views (viparydsap prahdya),
should produce a state of non-perversion (avi#arydsa). Thereupon,
having become unperverted on the path of vision, he should forsake all
the obstructions (dvarandni) on the path of development. Once the
obstructions have been forsaken, he should dedicate all the wholesome
roots to the supreme enlightenment. Thereafter, through the effect of
the power of his dedication, he should not tremble (nu-u#rasitavyam) at
the deep and sublime demonstrations of Dharma. (cf. Sthiramati p. 81.
ko'yam- atrdsah? fiinyatdydp gambhira-udaresu ca buddhavacanadhartnesv adhimuktir abhirutd.) Having thus with a fearless (anuttrasta)
mind seen the virtues of (these)dharmas, he should reveal them in detail
to others. Thereafter the Bodhisattva, as a result of that great variety
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would give °f~@'. If the anusvdra is dropped, as often happens,
Although the
a simple juxtaposition would lead to
reading cittdvarana makes sense it is perhaps not the original
reading.' The normal Chinese equivalent for dvarana is @.
This occurs only in the seventh and eighth version of the Siitra,
done in 861 and 856 respectively. he earlier versions, I, z, 5,
and 6, done between 400 and 790311 have ,fib @ B.Accordmeans: "A snare, an impediment, cause of
ing to Soothill2
anxiety, anxious." The sign is related to a meaning " hung up",
"suspended", and therefore seems to have more affinity to
d-LAMB-ana than to d-VAR-ana.
OTJ?J".

s

s

The bulk of the H$aya, from Sections I to V, is an instruction
of virtues, gains a power which enables him to quickly attain (anuprriptavrin; thob-nus) the supreme enlightenment as well as the sovereignty
over all dharmas." A similar sequence (anukrama) is found in Sthiramati's Madhyrintavibhrigajikd, ed. S. Yamaguchi, 1934. pp. 87, 24-88,
19,paralleled to some extent by pp. 76,1677~5.
A further confirmation
is the last sentence of ~asubandhu'scommentary (p. 76), which says:
atrrisa-anunnaty-aviparydsena nirdvarano nirydti, i.e. " he goes forth (to
Nirvana) when he is free from obstructions as a result of the non-perversion which consists in the absence of both fear and pride" (cf. p. 68).
had beenidentified
On the previous page the buddha-bh~misamudri~amah
with nirdvaraqatd. And finally we have p. 97, 1-3 of Stiramati's likri:
tatra praj2ripriramitd lokottara-nirvikalpa-j2rinam.tena j2rinena kramepa
sarva-dvarapa-prah&am. But Kumdrajiva either read viharaty acitta @,
or he understood cittrivaranah as citta-a-varanah. M. ~ i i l l e rand A.
Wayman (PhEW, xi, 1961,I I 3," dwells with obscuration of the mental
substance") read viharati cittavarapab. The passage would then mean:
"Because he has not attained, the Bodhisattva, based on the perfection
of wisdom, dwells with thought obstructed. But only when obstruction
is removed does he reach Nirvdpa". The idea that someone could be
based on the perfection of wisdom, and yet dwell with thought obstructed, is alien to the larger Prajfiriprirarndri-s6tras.A-cittcivarapa& would,
however, give a meaning well in keeping with the larger s9tras. as is
shown on p. 164.
I The term cittrivarapa seems to be exceedinglyrare. I have so-far met i t
only in two other cases. The first Tibetan translation of Aryadeva's
Cittaviiziddhipraka~apamgives, in transliteration and translation, the
cf. Tcihoku Catalogue,
title as: citt~varapavi~odhananrima-prakaranak,
no. 1804, where citta-varana is given as a variant (!). And Asanga's
commentary to the Vajracchedikri speaks at v. 42 of cittrivaranam,
"obstruction of mind".
A Dictionary of Chinese Buddhist Terms, 1937,p. 362b.
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in the four Holy Truths, as reinterpreted in the light of the
dominant idea of emptiness.' In the PaficavirizSatisihasrikdprajn"ipiramiti (= P ) on pp. 43-7, corresponding to Satasihasriki-prajGipiramiti (=S), pp. 136, 5-141, 13, we find a series
of arguments, which Haribhadra, or whoever edited that recast
version of the PaficavirizSati, considers as an instruction
(avavida) in at least the first three Truths. This passage is the
source of the first part of the HMaya. I t is true that Haribhadra
lived about A.D. 8oo-c. 800 to 300 years after the elaboration of
the Prajfi@dramiti texts-and that many of his divisions and
interpretations are artificial and far-fetched. But much of his
commentary goes back to much earlier times.2 In any case, in
this instance Haribhadra merely follows the kiriki of Maitreyanitha,3 whose Abhisamayilankira would be about contemporary with the Hflaya, if both can be assigned to c. A.D. 350.
Also, the soundness of Haribhadra's diagnosis can be demonstrated from independent documents.
In the case of the Third Truth, of nirodha, the text of the
PaficavithSati is very similar to Sections I11 and IV of the
Hpiaya :
$5nyati Siriputra notpadyate na nirudhyate, na samkliSyate na
vyavadiyate, nu hqate na vardhate. na-atit2 na-aniigatg na
pratyutpanng. y i ca ZdySd na riipariz na vedani . . .; na pythividhiitur . . .; nu caksur . . .; na riipariz nu Sabda . . . ; na caksur8y g t a n h na riipgyatanam . . . ;na caksur-dhitur . . .;na-avidyotpido nu-avidyi-nirodhah na sathskirotpddo . . .; na duhkhalit
nu samudayo na nirodho nu mirgo: nu priptir na-abhisamayo.4
na srotaiipanno na srotagpatti-pklam . . . na pratyekabuddho
na pratyekabodhih; na buddho na bodhih. evam hi SiTriputra
bodhisattvo mahgsattvah prajfiZpZrarnitgyiim caran yukto
yukta iti vaktavyah. (iti nirodha-satyfivav8dab.)
The Hflaya obviously gives an abbreviated version of this
The passage in Aha, ii, 34, stinyalriyriviz KauSika li,$halri bodhisallvena
mahrisallvena prajfiripriramitriyrim slhrilavyam, is given b y Haribhadra
as catuh-satya-rikrira.
2 Cf. Bu-ston 11, 158.
3 1.e. krir I, P I : pratipattau ca satyesu buddharatn'ridisu t r i ~ u
. . . 2 2 ity
avavrido daf'ritmakah.
4 Kumrirajiva in Taishd Issaikyd, vii, 223a, gives : Tn; @ fa Tn;
4%
for nriprriptir nribhisamaya, just as in nos. 35-6 of the Hrdaya.
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passage. I t is noteworthy that on two occasions our documents
preserve more of the original than the current text does.
Kumdrajfva leaves in : nu-atftd nu-anigatd nu $ratyut$annd,
using literally the same signs as in his translation of the
Paficavi&Sati itself.' The T u n Huang MS. Cb gives nu $rd#tir
nu-abhisamaya. I t is possible that Kumdrajka's addition
suggests that the text about A.D. 400 contained it, while the
Tulz Huang addition may be a mere reminiscence of the numerous occasions on which $rd$ti and abhisamaya are coupled
in the Prajfid$dramitd sJtras.2
The truth of stopping, as Haribhadra sums up,3 means that
nirodha is really emptiness, and therefore devoid of any dharma.
The case is less clear with the second truth, of samudaya.
The PaficavitizSati passage reads :
sa na riipam utpsda-dharmi v s nirodha-dharmi v%samanupaSyati . . . na riipam samklega-dharmi vH vyavadsnadharmi v5 samanupaSyati . . . punaraparam Siiriputra
bodhisattvo mahgsattvo na riipam vedansyiim samavasarati4iti samanupaSyati. na vedans samjiisyiim samavasaratiti
samanupaSyati . . . na vijiignam dharme samavasaratiti
samanupaSyati. na dharmah kvacid dharme samavasaratiti
samanupaSyati. tat kasya hetoh? na hi kagcid dharmah kvacid
dharme samavasarati prakyti-Siinyatgm upHd5ya. tat kasya
hetoh? tathH hi SHriputra yH riipasya Siinyats na tad riipam .
(tat kasya hetoh? tathH hi y3 riipa-SiinyatH na sB riipayati . . .
yH . . .vedayati; . . .s&jHnite. . .;abhisamskaroti; . . .vij3nHti.
tat kasya hetoh?) tathd hi Sdri$utra na-anyad rG$am anyd
SJnyatd. nu-anyd Siinyatd anyad rG$atiz. rii$am eva SGnyatd

..

' Taishd Issaikyb, vol. viii, p. 223a.
E.g. Asta ( = A )V I I I , 187,189; A X V , 303 ;and A I, 30, which we will
show t o b e t h e source o f a part o f Section V .
3 Ed. Wogihara, 1935, p. 32. nirodhe s'zinyaliyim utpida-nirodha-samkleSa-vyavadina-hini-vrddhy-ddi-rahna rfipath ydvan na-avidyolpddo na-avidyd-lzirodho na buddho na bodhir ili.
4 U p t o this point t h e Sigaramali, in Sik6dsamuccaya, p. 263, gives a
close parallel t o this passage. Instead o f samavasarali t h e terms samsrjyale and ravali are used there. I n Prasannapadi, chap. 14, w e lind t h e
arguments o f t h e Madhyamika against t h e real existence o f samsarga.
T h e chief point is t h a t samsarga implies anyathva or prthaktva, and t h a t
is not a real fact. S: saha samavasarali=Lhan-cig kun-tu rgyu shes
bya-bar.
2
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..

iti
Siinyataiva riipa*. nu-any6 vedand anyd SZnyatd .
samudaya-satya-avavw.
The H~dayareproduces only the substance of the last two
sentences of this passage. But KzcmdrajTva also gives the sentences marked in ( ), preceding this, and that again literally in
the same words as in his translation of the Pan"cavi&S~ti.~
I t is
noteworthy that the Chinese and Tibetan translations, and
three of the MSS., remain close to the PaZcavimSati text in that
they have only two clauses, omitting either nos. 10-11 or nos.
13-14.'
But how is this argument connected with the truth of origination? As interpreted by the Praj%dpdramitd, the truth of
origination means3 that form, etc., considered as the cause of
ill, are really identical with4 emptiness, not separate from it.
In other words, in reality there is no origination.5
As for thefirst trzcth, of ill, KzcmdrajTva was well aware that
Section I referred to it, as is shown by his addition, "and so we
! go beyond all suffering and calamity (obstruction)."6 Anyone
familiar with the thought of the Praj%dpdramitd knows that
the connotations of the term vyavalokayati point in the same
direction. In A$a xxii, pp. 402-3, for instance, it is explained
that a Bodhisattva, endowed with wisdom, "looks down" in
the sense that he surveys the sufferings of beings with compassion. In the traditional formula of the first Truth duhkha is
Taishd Issaikyd, vol. viii, p. 2 2 3 ~ .
Kumdrajiva's $ ep
etc., does not translate nos. 13-14,
but nos. 10-1 I . I n other places the phrase is also used to render viipam
eva Siinyatd Siinyataiva raipam; e.g. Taishd Issaiky6, viii, 221c=P 38;
223a = P. 45.
3 AbhisamaydlarikdrcfEokd, p. 32: samudaye Siiszyatd hetu-bhiitauaipddayor avyatiriktatvena (= a-p~thaktvena) riipddi nu samudayanirodha-samkleSa-vyavaddna-dhnrmi-iti.
4 The formula of nos. 13-14 is designed as a parallel to the classical
formula of the satkdyadr$ji, which is the chief cause of becoming, cf. e.g.
Atthasdlini, p. 353 : idh'ekacco riipam attato samanupasyati. yam viipavia
so aham, yo aham tam viipan ti, riipafi ca attafi ca advayam samanupasyati.
In Section I1 of this siitra, Sainyatd takes the place which atman occupies in the satkdyadpii.
5 And therefore as in the PaZcavimSati passage, utpdda, samklek,
samsdva, which are all synonyms of the world viewed as originated.
6 There is no trace of this addition in any Sanskrit document, and it
may have been made in Central Asia, from where Kumdrajiva's text is
said to be derived.
a

s,
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equated with the $aiico$lZddna-skandhd. But what, according
to the Praj%d*dramitd, is the real fact or truth about the
skandhas? That they are empty in their own being. Thus, if
duhkha = skandhd, and if skandhri = svabhdva-SJnyd, then
duhkha = svabhdva-fiinya.1 The compassion of a Bodhisattva,
which at first has suffering beings as its objects, continues to
grow even when the beings are replaced by objects more true to
reality-first a group of skandhas or a procession of dharmas,
and finally by emptiness, or no object at all.2
In the section dealing with the duhkha-satya, the Pa2cavihSati expresses this idea more elaborately :
Sdriputra :katham yuj yam5110 Bhagavan bodhisattvo mahgsattvah prajiitiptiramittiyti+ yukta iti vaktavyah? Bhagavrin:
iha Stiriputra bodhisattvo mahzsattvo riipa-Siinyat%ysm
yukto yukta iti vaktavyah.. . . etc., list as in Section IV to jarsmarana-6oka - parideva-duhkha - daunnanasyopsytisa-Siinya ttiysm yukto yukta iti vaktavyah. Punaraparam SCiriputra
bodhisattvo mahtisattvah prajiitipsramit5ytim carann Sdhystma-SiinyatZysm yukto yukta iti vaktavyah . . . ysvat parabh5va-SiinyatZiysm yukto yukta iti vaktavyah. evam hi
Stiriputra bodhisattvo mahiisattvo prajiispsramit2yam
carann Bsu sarvtisuo Siinyattisu yukto yukta iti vaktavyah. sa
%bhih4Siinyatzbhih prajiiZpZramittiySm caran na tsvad bodhisattvo mahssattvo yukta iti vaktavyo 'yukta iti. Tat kasya
In the Abhidharma, Szinya is one of the four equivalents of duhkha.
It is there explained as the negation of mamagrciha and citmadys/i. AK.,
vii, 13. Now, according to the Abhisamaycilankarciloka,p. 38, theSrcivakas
contemplate the sixteen modes or aspects of the four Truths as antidotes
to citma-darSana,and the Bodhisattvas as antidotes to dharma-darSana.
Then in the case of the latter Szinya would mean svabhdva-Sitnya, instead
of ancitmiya.
2 Sattva-cirambava,
dharma-cirambaba, an-cirambapa. Ak,sayamati
sittra in .%kgcisamuccaya, p. 212, 12 sq.; cf. also Pit~fiutrasamcigamain
.%k8cisamuccaya, 259, 10 sq., Uficiliparificchci in Prasannafiadi, xii,
234, the Pa@ika, pp. 486-93, on Bodhiccirycivatcira, ix, 76-8, and
Madhyamakcivatcira, pp. p-11, Musbon, 1907, pp. 258-60. These
passages form the context into which section I of the Hydaya is to
be placed, and taken together they form an illuminating commentary
to it.
3 S:
Saptasu, bdun-po 'di-dag-la brtson; Gilgit P: sa Bbhi
daSabhih Siinyatgbh*.
4 S
saptabhi, bdun-po.
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hetoh? tathii hi na sa riipam . . . yuktam iti vii ayuktam iti vii
samanupasyati. iti duhkha-satya-avavgdah.
The truth of ill thus means1 that in their essential being the
skandhas, considered as a result of craving and as essentially ill,
are identical with emptiness. In actual reality, the fact of ill
cannot maintain itself against the fact of emptiness.2
From the printed text of the Paiicaviriziati it appears that the
fourth truth, of the Path, is not treated in this passage, and
N. Dutt3 is explicit in drawing this conclusion. Haribhadra,
however, in the Abhisamayilankiriloki4 takes it that the
sentences following iti nirodha-satya-avavidahs do not treat of
the Buddha-ratna, as the printed text suggests, but of the Path.
Section V of the Hydaya is, however, not based on that passage.
The reason may be that the tradition on the attribution of this
passage was somewhat confused, and also that the account of
the Path given there did not go to the bottom of the question,
and lost itself in comparative side-issues. We have to look for
the source of Section V elsewhere.
The end of the first chapter of the Astasahasriki(=A) is
devoted to a long argument, which according to Haribhadra
deals with niryina, going forth, on the last three stages of a
~ authors of the Prajfiipdramiti
Bodhisattva's ~ a r e e r .The
siitras seem to have been aware that they deal there with the
1 Abhisamaydlankdrdlokd, p. 32 : duhkhe phala-bhirta-rtipddi-itinyatd
prajiidpdramildyos tathati rzipatvdd aikdtmyam iti.
Madhyamaka-kdrikd, xxiv. 21: anityam uktam duhkham hi tat
svdbhdvye na uidyale. Prasannapadd, xii, p. 234. tasmdt svabhdvato nu
sanli duhkhtidinity avasiyate. atha vipayydsa-mdtra-labdiuitmasattdkdyd
duhkhddi.
3 Aspects ofMahdydna Buddhism, etc., 1930,p. 228, "as the marga has
no place in this interpretation of the Bryasatyas, the Prajii5p3ramitZ
omits it."
4 Ed. Wogihara, 1935, p. 32. See: The Large Sulra on Perfect Wisdom,
I, 1961,pp. 28-9.
5 1.e. P 47, 8-49, 10.
6 Kdrikd, i, 72, 73 . . nirydnam prdpti-laksanam/sarvnkrZrajiiatdydm
ca nirydqam mdrga-gocaram/niry&a-pratipaj jgeyd seyam a$Javidhdlmikd. Cf. E. Obermiller, Analysis of the Abhisamaydlank6rdlokd,
1936, pp. 185 sq. Nirydna is, in the Abhidharma tradition, one of the
four synonyms of mdrga, cf. Abhidharmakoia, vii, 13, p. 32: 4.
nairydnika-alyantam nirydndya Prabhavati (Vydkhyd, p. 626, 26),
sortie dhfinitive,parce qu'il faut passer au del&d'une manibre dbfinitive.
Also Patisambhidamaggd, i, I 18.
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very core of their teaching, and each successive version labours
to bring out the idea more clearly. The Satasihasriki remodels
the account of the Asta to a greater extent than it usually does,
and the PaGcavimSati, what is still more unusual, has recast it
again, and made some additions of its own. I
In its Section V the Hydaya at first follows step by step the
argument of the larger PrajGiiPZramitii siitras, which thus provide an excellent commentary to its somewhat cryptic brevity.
I. First, there is no attainment in actual fact. Attainment
implies abhinirv~ttiand duality, and neither of these exists in
reality.
2. Secondly, there is no desire, on the part of the Bodhisattva, for any attainment. The argument begins with a definition of the Bodhisattva, and proceeds to show that he does
not wish for an attainment.3
3. Then follows a discussion on "relying onU.4
4. Then, corresponding to Hydaya no. 40, viharati, comes the
point that ayam bodhisattvo mahisattvo viharaty anena $rajiid$iramiti-vihirena.
5. Here the literal correspondence breaks down, and the
Hydaya employs terms not directly used in the larger account.
The larger siitras proceed to discuss the dialectics of a bodhisattva's mental activity (manasikiira), which, if Haribhadra's
interpretations can be trusted, is very much akin to what is said
P 2 6 5 , 6 2 2 , is absent i n S xiii, and so is P 266,5-21.-The
only other
substantial addition t o t h e Satas., i n t h e printed portion o f thePa+3cav.,
is o n pp. 149, 14-150, 16, where i t is due t o a desire t o maintain a scheme
which cannot be read into t h e existing Satas. t e x t .
2 Haribhadra, i , 10, 6 , prdpti-nirydnam = A I , 24, 1 6 2 7 , 6 = P 242,
13-256, g = S xiii, 1635, 13 sq. MS. Cambridge Add 1630, t o fol. 98.
3 Haribhadra, i, 10, 7 , sarvdkdrajn'atd-niry&zam=A 27, 7-31, 9=
P 256, 7-263, 17=S MS. fol. 98-137.-P
260: SubhJti: nu-aham
anutpannasya dharmasya prdptim icchdmi, nu-apy abhisamaya&.
4 Haribhadra, i. 10, 8 , mdrga-nirydnam for (3) t o (5)= A I , 31, 10-32
= P 263, 18-269, 6 = S MS fol. 137b-14~b.-A$a, p. 31. prajfidpdramitaiva scirva-ydniki sarva-dharma-ani9ritataydsarva-dharma-aniiritci
pdrdmitd ca.
5 A,yta, 31, 18. Abhisamaycilalikdrdloka, p. 125: e.g. nanu manaskrSrai
cetasa dbhoga dlambane citta-dhdrana-karmaka!t. prajfidpdramitd-vihdrai
ca tad-viparita-svabhiva. C f . also t o A 32, 7 , c f . p. 127, 26, manasikdrefla
aviparycisa pravyttatvcid. T h e trembling is alluded t o i n As.ta, p. 31,
15-16.
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in the remainder of Section V. I t would take too long to show
this in detail.
In any case, the terms used in the second part of Section V
are closely connected with mdrga. That is obviously so with
nisthd and nirvdna. I t is, however, perhaps worth mentioning
that the cognition of the uncovered thought, of the cittam
nu-dvaranaih samyztktam na visamyuktam, is placed by the
Abhisamaydlankdra under mdrga-satya,I and that $rati$atti,
the third dkdra (mode, aspect) of mdrga, is defined as cittasyaavi$arydsa-$rati$ddan~.~
At first sight one would be inclined to think that Section
VII, the passage dealing with the perfection of wisdom as a
mantra, is a later addition, due to the influence of Tantrism.
One must, however, bear in mind that we can trace in the
Niddesa and in the Pali commentaries an old tradition, according to which $aiiiid is called mantd, a term understood there as
the feminine of manto, rnantra.3 Then there is the term vidyd. In
the dhamma-cakka-flavattana-vaggo of the Samyutta Nikdya,
which, as we will see, embodies some of the traditions forming
the background of the Hydaya, vijjd is equated with a knowledge of the four Truths.4 In other contexts, however, the term
shades off into meaning a kind of secret, mysterious lore of
magical potency which can be compresssed into a magical
formula, a spell. What is really new in Tantrism is merely the
stress laid on the belief that all the means of salvation can be
compressed into the words of a short formula.5
The Satasahasrikd, in chap. xix,6 gives a close parallel to the
beginning of Section VII. The only difference is that the term
vidyd is used instead of mantra. The parallel is all the more
impressive, in that VII is also in the Satas. coupled with VI,
although VI here does not precede but follow it.7
P 121, 5-123, 5 = S 490, 14-503, 5.
Ed. Wogihara, p. 137.
1 Niddesa ii, 497. Dh-A iv, 93. Sn-A 204, 549. Vv-A 262.
4 SamyN., v, p. 430. y a m kho bhikkhu dukkhe f i i n a i dukkha-samudaye
G i n a m . . .a y a m vuccati bhikhhu vijji. Eltrivati ca vijjigato hoti.
5 E.g. S i d h a n a m i l i , p. 270. a y a v mantrarijo buddhatvam dadrili, k i m
punar atayih siddhayah?
6 MS. Cambridge Add 1630, fol. 293b. Corresponds to A 111, 73 sq.
7 Kzrmirajiva, by omitting no. 52, is again nearer to the presumed
original of this passage.
I
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Sakra : mahiividyeyam bhagavan yad uta prajiizpzramitii.
anuttareyam vidyii bhagavan yad uta prajiiiipiiramitii. asamasameyam vidyz bhagavan yad uta prajii5pZramit5. Tat
kasya hetoh? tathii hi bhagavan prajiiZp5ramit5 sarve~am
kuialznzm dharmiinzm iihiirayitri. Bhagavin: evam etat
KauSika evam etat. mahiividyeyam KauSika . . . yad uta
prajfizpiiramitz. Tat kasya hetoh? tathii hi KauSika ye te'
bhiivann atite' dhvani tathzgatzh . . . te eniim vidyiim ggamya
anuttarzm samyaksambodhim abhisambuddhzh. ye 'pi te
bhavi~yantyanagate . . . ye 'pi te etarhi daiadig lokadhatu~u
tathiigatiih . . . ti~thantidhriyante yiipayanti, te 'py enzm
vidy5m iigamya anuttarzm samyaksambodhim abhisambuddhilh. I
1
This statement according to which the perfection of wisdom
is a vidyi, and, as it were, the mother of the Tathagatas, occurs
with slight variations once more in the same chapter of the
Aslasahasriki. The other passage2 contains the parallel to no.
56 of the Hydaya.
1 Here again there is an allusion to the four Truths in that the second
part of the quotation is modelled on the classical formula, which, in the
Sacca-Samyulta (Samy. N., v, pp. 433-4) runs as follows: ye hi keci
bhikkhave atilam addhdnam arahanto sammd-sambuddhd yalhdbhzitam
abhisambujjhimsu, sabbe te caltciri ariyasaccdni yathdbhzitam abhisambujjhimsu . . . andgatam addhdnam . . . etarhi. . . .-Each branch of
Buddhist thought rephrased this formula according to its needs. The
Mantraydna, for instance, in Sari hyari Kamahdydnan, v. 3, says of the
Buddhas of the past, present, and future:

taiS ca sarvair i m a m vajran
jrialvd mantravidhim param
prdptd sarvajfiatd viraih
bodhimale hy alak~apd.
The thought itself forms an essential part of the tradition on the first
turning of the wheel of the law, cf. e.g. Lal. Vist., xxvi, p. 418
(= Samy.N., v, p. 422) :iti hi bhiksavo ydvad eva me e ~ catur~v
u
dryasatye~u
yoniSo manasikurvato evam triparivartal.it dvddasdkdram jfidna-darianam
utpadyate n a ldvad aham bhiksavo 'nuttardm samyaksambodhim
abhisambuddho'smi iti pratyajfidsi$al.it, n u ca me jfidna-darsanam
utpadyale, yataica me bhiksava e ~ u c a t u r ~ v d r y a s a l y e ~.jfidna-darianam
v..
ulpannam, akopyd ca me cetovimuklib prajfid-vimuktii ca sdk~dlkrld.tat0
'ham bhiksavo 'nultarZm samyaksadzbodhim abhisalizbuddho'smi ili
pratyajr?dsisam.
2 The other passage is A 111, 54-5 =S xviii, fol. 280~-81b.
12
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We have thus been able to trace roughly nine-tenths of the
Hydaya to the larger Prajiicipciramitd siitras. We can, I think,
draw the conclusion that the Hydaya was originally intended
as a restatement, for beginners,' of the four holy Truths,Z
followed by a few remarks on the method of bearing this teaching in mind and on the spiritual advantages of following it.
This analysis permits us to see the Hydaya in its historical
perspective. I t is the dharma-cakra-pravartana-siitra of the new
dispensation. I t is the result of eight hundred years of continuous meditation on the tradition concerning the first turning
of the wheel of the law. I n the literature of the second turning
of the wheel of the law3 the Hydaya is meant to occupy the same
central and fundamental position which the dharma-cakrapravartam-siitra occupies i n the scriptures of the first turning.4
The PrajGZpZramitii texts are so elusive to our understanding, because they are full of hidden hints, allusions, and indirect
The connotations of avavrida can be gathered from Siilrrilamkrira, ch.
xiv, and from Buddhaghosa's definition, Samanlapdsridikd, v. p. 982:
api ca otinne vri anotinne vri palhama-vacanam ovrido, punapunnam
vacanam anusrisani ti.
2 There are other instances of a Mahriyrinistic reinterpretation of the
four Truths. Cf. the Dhyayitamusli siitra, quoted in Prasannapadri, p.
298, cf. Prasannapadz, ch. 24. Lankavatrira szitra, p. 299, v. 260, is short
enough to be quoted: cittasya duhkha satyam samudayo jfirinri-gocavah/
due salye buddhabhzimiica prajiiri yalra pravartate.
3 Asja, ix,p. 203, states expressly: dvitiyam baledatp dharmacakrapravarlanam Jambzidvipe paiyrima ili.
,
4 The H ~ d a y aabounds in allusions to the traditions as laid down in
the various dharma-cakra-pravarlanrq szilras. I n the dhamma-cakkapavallana vaggo of Samyutla N i k b a (preserved also in Tibetan mdo
XXX, and in Chinese T ~ o g )we
, have first a statement of the four
Truths, followed (p. 426) by apassage on dhrira?za(equivalent to mantra),
and a warning that no other truth of ill, etc., is possible. The end of the
vagga is similar to Hrdaya no. 57: (p. 430) idam dukkhan ti bhikkhave
latham (=saccam, satyam) etam aiilatham elan anafiiiatatham elam
(corresponds to amithyatvrit). Srivipulra's position in the HMaya gains
point from the tradition common to all schools that Sririputra alone
was capable to turn the wheel of the law after the Talhrigala (e.g. Sn 557;
MN 111, 29; Mil. 362; Divy. 394). and from the statement in the Saccavibhangasulla of the Majjhima Nikriya 141 : Sriripulto, bhikkhave, pahoti
cattdri ariyasaccdni vithrivena Licikkhitum, etc. But it would be tedious to
continue. Those who wish to follow up this suggestion will find a list of
the chief versions of the dhawna-cakra-pravartana-siilra in E. Waldschmidt, Bruchsliicke, 1932, p. 54.
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references to the pre-existing body of scriptures and traditions
circulating in the memory of the Buddhist community a t the
time. They are more often than not an echo of older sayings.
Without the relation to the older sayings they lose most of their
point. We at present have to reconstruct laboriously what
seemed a matter of course 1,500 years ago.

THECOMPOSITION
OF

THE

he Astasdhasriki $rajEi$dramitd, like many other Oriental
books, is a collective work which has been subjected to
additions and alterations in the course of the centuries, to suit
the tastes of successive generations. In this respect it does not
differ from the Mahivastu, the Lalitavistara, the Saddharmafiu~darzka,the Suvarpa$rabhdsa, etc., which have all been
slowly built up over a long period. If the historical investigation
of the doctrinal development within the MahZyZna is to make
any progress, we must learn to distinguish between the different
layers in these texts. Some work has been done already on
the Saddharma$undarFka,I the Samddhirdja,z the Suvarna$rabhdsa,P and the Kdrandavy.iiha.4 Without hoping to exhaust the subject, I intend to point out in this article the
most obvious accretions to the basic original text of the A$a.
This, in its turn, must have grown gradually, but in the present
state of our knowledge we cannot, I think, trace out its growth.
In any case, such analytical studies of ancient writings are
tedious to compose and unattractive to read, and when carried
too far they threaten to shatter and pulverize the very text
which they set out to examine, as we have seen in the case of
Homer and the New Testament.
In addition to the text of the A$uO itself, we have a t our
disposal two other sources for the examination of this problem :
the early Chinese translations and the Ratnagunasamcayagithd (= Rgs). The earliest Chinese translation, by Chih-luchia-ch'an (Lokaksema?) goes back to A.D. 180, and that of
Chih-ch'ien to A.D. 225. The chapter headings of these two

T

1 By H. Kern and W. Soothill in the Introductions to their translations, 1884 and 1930. There is also a Japanese study by K. Fuse,
mentioned in Bibliographic Bouddhique, ii, 1929-30, no. 136.
2 Cf. N. Dutt, Gilgit Manuscripts, ii, 1941.
3 Cf. J. Nobel's edition, 1937.
4 Cf. M.-Th. de Mallmann, Introduction a I'btude d'AvalokileJvara,
1948, P P 39-47.
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versions seem to suggest that by c. A.D. 150 the text to the
A$aO was constituted roughly as it is to-day. I have been
unable to consult these old translations in any detail, and it
must be left to someone else, better qualified, to compare the
Chinese versions with our Sanskrit text, and to record the
passages which they lack. The Ratnagueasavcayagdth&are a
collection of 302 Gdthds,in Buddhist Sanskrit, which reproduce
a substantial part of the text of the A$aO.I t is well known that
the early MahZySna SGtras generally expound each topic
twice, once in prose and once in verse. In the case of the AstaO
the verses seem to have been taken out and made into a separate
book, which also recurs as chap. 84 of the Tibetan recension
of the Astddaiasdhasrikd (=&a). The original text of the Rgs
seems to have perished. The existing text, printed by E.
Obermiller,I has been rearranged by Haribhadra (c. A.D. 800)
so as to make it correspond to the present chapter division of
the A$aO. Its value for chronological and historical studies is
thereby greatly diminished, and we cannot be certain that
Haribhadra did not add, omit, or alter occasional verses.
We have thus three landmarks in the history of the A$aO: I.
The Abhisamaydlarikd~dloka of Haribhadra, c. 800, which
comments on a text identical with our present one, which in its
turn is attested by manuscripts from c. A.D. 1000 onwards.
2. The text of the earliest Chinese translation, c. A.D. 150.
3. The text summarized by the Gdthds of Rgs. In its present
shape the Rgs dates from A.D. 800, but large portions of it may
well go back to before 50 B.C. I will in this article mainly rely
on the internal evidence of the text of the AstaO,supported by
the more obvious inferences that can be drawn from Rgs.

First of all, it is obvious that chaps. 29 to 31 are later than the
remainder of the A$aO,both on external and internal grounds.
The verses which our Rgs gives under chaps. 29 to 31 do not
correspond at all to the text of the A;jaO.The Rgs has filled the
gap with a short treatise on the five perfections, beginning with
the dhydrta-+dramit&. The Abhisamaydlankdra makes no
attempt to fit chaps. 29 to 31 into its scheme. It is true that
Bibliotheca Buddhica, 1937. Reprinted 1960 with Indices.
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Haribhadra's Aloka seems to correlate chap. 29 with the end
of the fifth, and with the sixth to eighth abhisamaya.' In actual
fact, the correlation is quite superficial, and was obviously
never intended by the author of the A bhisamaydlankdra, which
is based on the PaiicavimSatisdhasrikd (=P).The last items of
the fifth abhisamaya, as well as the sixth to eighth abhisamaya,
sum up a part of the PaiicavimSati to which there is no counterpart at all in the A$aO.z
Chapter 29 is an independent essay in the form of a litany.
Three other litanies have been incorporated into our text of
the A$@",at vii, 170-1, ix, 2057, and xxxi, 525-6. In Rgs none
of them is even alluded to. Chapter 29 is absent in all the more
extensive recensions of the Prajiidpdramitd, i.e. in S, P , and
Ad, which in general follow the A$aO fairly closely.
Chapters 30 and 31 give the story, carried on into the first
page of chap. 32, of the Bodhisattva Saddprarudita ("Everweeping"), who went out to seek for perfect wisdom, and who
was willing to sacrifice everything to gain it. The almost turgid
devotionalism of these chapters is very unlike the lucid rationality which marks the sober and highly intellectual discussions
between the Lord and his disciples in the first chapter of the
Asfa". The story of Saddprarudita serves the purposes of propaganda and edification. Its authors wished to inspire devotion
to the perfection of wisdom and to show that inability to understand it is due to the unworthiness of those who are unwilling
to make the necessary self-sacrifices.
The somewhat abstract and unfactual text of the A;taO is
normally devoid of data which afe even roughly datable. At
first sight one is tempted to assign chap. 30 to the first century
of the Christian era on the basis of a curious passage in chap.
30, p. 507, 12-18, which offers a striking parallel to a passage
in the Revelation of St. John (v, I). I give the two passages one
after the other :
Saddprarudita : kvZsau KauSika prajiiiip8ramitZ yii bodhisattvZnW mahiisattviiniim miitii pariniiyikii?
Sakra Zha : e ~ ikulaputra-asya
i
k@dgdrasya madhye suvarnap a t t e ~ uvilinena vaidiiryena likhitvd Zryena Dharmodgatena

' Pp. 893-926.
1.e. folios 465 to 593 of P., or chaps. 53 to 73 of Satas5hasriki5 (=S).
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1

bodhisattvena mahssattvena saptabhir mudrdbhir mudrayitvd
sthgpitg sg na sukar5smZbhis tava darhayitum.
~ a 1~E8ov

E'rl r?jv 845~Ltv 700

Sadd#rarudita : Where is this perfection of wisdom which is
the mother and guide of the Bodhisattvas, the great beings?
Sakra: I t has, son of good family, been placed by the holy
Dharmodgata, the Bodhisattva, the great being, in the middle
of this pointed tower, after he had written it on golden tablets
a ' , sealed it with seven seals. We cannot
with melted ~ a i d i i r ~ and
easily show it to you.
And I saw 1gng in the right
hand of Him's book written
,
within and without closely
sealed with seven seals.
The parallelism between AstaOand Revelation is not confined
to this one passage. I t extends over the entire context. Not to
mention that sad3 Prarudita means " Ever-weeping", and that
St. John in v, 4, "weeps bitterly", the reason for introducing
the book with the seven seals is the same in both cases. Revelation v, 2, asks who is worthy to open the book and to break its
seals. The answer is that it is the Lamb alone, slaughtered in
sacrifice (v, 9). In the same way, chaps. 30 and 31 of the AstaO
describe in detail how Sadiprarudita slaughtered himself in
sacrifice, and how thereby he became worthy of the perfection
of wisdom.
This parallel is interesting as showing a new connection
between Christian and Buddhist scriptures. I t does not, however, prove that chap. 30 wascomposed in the first centuryof the
Christian era, especially since the passage in question is absent
in the two oldest Chinese translations. There are as far as I can
1 . e . T 224, k. 9, A.D. 180; T 225, k. 6, A . D . Z ~ ~ - -isI ~found first in
290, and then in T 223, k. 27, 4 2 0 ~
23-4;
T 227, k. 10, 583c 5, T 220, k. 399, p. 1066a 28; and T 228, k. 25, p.
673a 23.--I owe this information to the kindness of Prof. Lamotte.

T 221, k. 20, p. 144b 29, A.D.
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see three possibilities: either the A$aO borrowed from Revelation, or Revelation borrowed from the A$aO, or both borrow
from a common source, i.e. a tradition current in mystical
circles in the Mediterranean. Although the term mudri plays
a big part in the Buddhist Tantra, the number seven, and the
whole notion of a "book with seals" has its roots rather in the
Judzeo-Roman than in the Indian tradition. The second
possibility is therefore the most improbable. The third seems
to me the one most likely. The remark about the "seven seals "
may then have been incorporated into the AstaOa t any time
up to about A.D. 250.

A set of four additions can be inferred from the fact that the
name of Aksobhya occurs in them. Originally the innovations
of the PrajFiZ$iramitd literature were metaphysical. Its
mythology remained that of the older Buddhism. In the bulk
of theA$aOthenames of persons and deities are common to both
traditions, HinayBna and MahByZna. In the later part of the
As/aO,however, names occur-sometimes in rather an abrupt
manner-which belong to a different tradition, that of the
Buddha Ak~obhya.I first set out a list of the proper names
belonging to the cycle of Ak~obhya,as they are found in the
A$aO:
xix,
365-9
GangZdevi BhZgini
366-7 Ak~obhya
366
TZrakopama kalpa
366-9
Suvamapu~pa(a TathBgata)
xxvii, 450-2
Ak~obhya
449, 452 Ratnaketu (a Bodhisattva)
449
Sikhin (a Bodhisattva)
xxviii, 458
Avakirnakusuma (a TathBgata)
TZrakopama kalpa
464~-5 Ak~obhya
474
Ak~obhya
Gandhahastin (a Bodhisattva)
An examination of these four passages will show that the
text was worked over a t a time when the cult of Ak~obhyacame
into vogue, and that a follower of Ak~obhyahas inserted a
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number of references to him. Ak~obhya,as is well known, is
a Buddha in the East, with Abhirati as his kingdom, or Buddhafield. He was very popular at the beginning of the Christian era,
but only fragments of his legend have survived. In China he
was known already in the Hun period.' Even in the much later
developments of the Tantra the $rajGd$dramitd has always
retained a special connection with Ak~obhya.
We must now consider these four passages one by one:
I . The $rediction of BhdginF, A xix 365, 7-369. The Ganges
Goddess BhZginiz is linked here with Ak~obhya,in whose
Buddha-field she will be reborn. Her prediction to ~ u d d i h o o d ,
which is like the similar story about the daughter of Ssgara, the
NZga king, in the Saddharmq$undarTka,3 a concession of the
MahBy2na to women, interrupts the course of the argument.
The sentence immediately preceding it runs: tathd ca prajZdpdramitaydm Parijayam karisydmi sarva-sattvdndm kytaioyathd
$rajZd$dramitd$i me tasmin samaye paripiirim gamisyatfti.
"Thus will I master the perfection of wisdom for the sake of all
beings that also the perfection of wisdom shall be at that time
fulfilledin me." The sentence which immediately follows on the
story, i.e. xx, 370, runs: Subhiiti: $rajZd$dramitdydm BhagavamS caratd bodhisattvena mahdsattvena katham SQnyatdydq
parijayah kartavyah katham SQnyatd-samiidhih samii$attavyah?
"A Bodhisattva, a great being who moves in the perfection of
wisdom, how should he master emptiness, how attain to the
emptiness-concentration? " The joints are here still quite
clearly visible. When the text was later on expanded into the
SataO, the pages immediately preceding the prediction of
Bhiigini were completely rewritten,4 so as to make the development of thought lead up to the story, which is absent in Rgs.
2. xxvii, 44g,12--453,5, is a stereotyped passage which says
that the Buddhas will praise the Bodhisattva who dwells in
perfect wisdom. The references to Ak~obhyaare inserted quite
Cf. Hobogirin, S.V. Ashuku.
Cf. A. K. Maitra, "The river goddess Gangs," Rt29arn. 6, 1921.
Vogel, " Gangs et Yamuna dans I'iconographie bouddhique," Etudes
Asiaiiques, 1925, ii, pp. 385-402. A. Coomaraswamy, Yakshas, i, 36.
3 Ed. U. Wogihara and C. Tsuchida, 1933-5, chap. xi, pp. 226-8.
4 5, MS. Cambr. Add. 1632, chap. 42, folios g7b-102a; P, MS. Cambr.
Add. 1628, folios 4ooa 8-404b 4.
1
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mechanically in three places, and they contribute nothing to
the progress of the argument. The first part of the passage, 449,
12-452, 9, is not mentioned in Rgs. The last part of it is (452,
9-453,s =v, 4) but without the reference to Ak~obhya.Judging
from the distorted and involved grammatical structure of the
relevant sentence in A&aOthe reference to Ak~obhyamay well
have been inserted later.
3. xxviii, 457-8, is a short narrative note about the prediction of Avakkqukusuma which has given the name to the
chapter. That it is a later insertion is evident not only from its
contents, and fromits absence in Rgs, but also when we compare
the last sentence of chap. 27 with the first sentence which
follows the story. At A, xxvii, 456,6-12, we read: tasmdt tarhi
KauSika sarva-sattvdnimagratdm gantu-kdmena . . . kulaputrena
v i kuladuhitrd vd anena vihirena vihartavyam yo'yam bodhisattvdndtp mahdsattvdndm prajiid$drawzitiyim caratdtp viharatdtp
vihdra iti. "Therefore, KauSika, a son or daughter of good
family who wishes to go to the highest state possible for any
being. . .should live this life which is the life of Bodhisattvas, of
great beings who move in the perfection of wisdom, who live in
it." And then, at xxviii, 459, 1-2: tasmdt tarhy Ananda bodhisattvairmahdsattvairuttamena vihdrena vilzartukimaihprajiiapdramitdvihirena vihartavyam. " Therefore, Ananda, the Bodhisattvas, the great beings who wish to live the best life, should
live the life of perfect wisdom." The story breaks up the sequence of the two sentences'.
4. xxviii, 464a to 474, the end of the chapter, is marked at
beginning and end by a referehce to Ak~obhya.The first
reference occurs in the description of the magical apparition
of Ak~obhya'sBuddha-field (pp. 464a-6), which is clearly an
insertion and absent from Rgs. The second is added quite
mechanically at the end of an exposition of the advantages of
perfect wisdom (pp. 471~6-474),which is again lacking in Rgs.
It is not easy to explain why the first sentence should be spoken to
Sakra and the second to Ananda. A solution is offered by Rgs, where the
last verse of chap. 27 (v. 9)refers to A xxvii, 456, and the next verse
(chap. 28, v. I ) to A xxviii 466, 2-9, which also follows smoothly on
p. 456 and is also addressed to Ananda. It may therefore be that the
bulk of the whole passage from pp. 457 to 466 was added at a later time,
with the exception of a reference to the dhavmakoSa (cf. A , p. 464, 12,
and Rgs, chap. 28, v. 2), which would naturally be addressed to Ananda.
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The large PrajGipiramiti has reproduced all the passages
just mentioned relating to the cycle of Ak~obhyaexcept xxviii,
4742-4. In addition, the same circle of devotees of Ak~obhyais
responsible there for an insertion in the text which breaks the
sequence of the argument at S 308 =P 91. The large Prajiiipiramiti does not begin immediatelywith the argument of the AstaO.
I t adds a long preliminary discourse on the aspects of the perfection of wisdom which are of special interest to the "Disciples". This preliminary discourse ends with the Venerable
S5riputra, and the other great disciples, exclaiming: mahipiramiteyam. Bhagavan bodhisattvinitp mahdsattvinitp yaduta
firajiii$iramiti, etc. "A great perfection of the Bodhisattvas,
the great beings, 0 Lord, is this, i.e. the perfection of wisdom."
The praise of the perfection of wisdom is then followed (at S 316
=P 95) by a short narrative, showing that the Buddhas in all
directions endorse the sermon of the Buddha S5kyamuni. Now,
at the beginning and end of this passage a follower of Ak~obhya
has added, in the same mechanical fashion as in the AstaO,two
propagandistic references to Ak~obhya.They are similar to the
Ak~obhyapassages in the AstaO. The same conception of
Abhirati as the Buddha-field, and of the Tirak@ama kalpa,
the same idea that many Tathsgatas are reborn at the same
time with the same name, and the same concern to find a place
for women, by stating that "these 300 nuns, Ananda, will be
reborn in the 61st aeon as Tathiigatas, etc., Mahsketu by
name."

We now come to the evidence of the Ratnagu?zasatpcayagithi.
I have listed in Table I those arguments and passages of the
AstaOwhich are absent in it. I t is noteworthy that Rgs omits all
those parts of the AstaOwhich have, on internal grounds, been
suspected as later additions. In addition, a number of further
passages are missing from Rgs. I t would be rash to assume that
none of them formed part of the A$aO at the time when the
Rgs was composed. The omissions consist of episodes, separate
arguments, and elaborations of arguments. Some of the episodes
might have been considered as too insignificant,' and some of
1

E.g. ii, 33-4. 41.
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the elaborations as too tedious' for inclusion in the summary
of the Rgs. Some of the arguments may be covered by the
similes in which Rgs abounds. In the early chapters the verse
summaries follow the text fairly closely. I t is quite possible
that, as the text of A$aO expanded, verse summaries to the new
chapters were added by different authors, who were often
content to pick out one sentence here and there. Moreover, the
ordinary standards of literary criticism cannot be always
applied, since in a Prajiidpdramitd text one must be prepared
for a fair amount of inconsequential reasoning.
A comparison of A$aO and Rgs therefore can by itself not
decide any particular issue. But in those cases where the text of
the A;taOappears to have been recast at some time or other, the
Rgs can often furnish important corroborative evidence. If we
turn, for instance, to chaps. 8 and 9 we find large parts of them
unrepresented in Rgs. Here the evidence of the large Prajiidpdramitd is curious in that the chaps. 26 to 28 of the Satasdhasriki omit most of the portions of A$aO which are absent in
Rgs. Or, to take another point, chap. 13 of the A$aO hasall the
features of an independent treatise.2 Rgs reproduces only one
short simile,3 which may easily have belonged to the end of
chap. 12. I t may be that at one time something was omitted
from the Asla" to make room for chap. 13, as the chap. 12 of Rgs
ends with four verses which have no counterpart in Asla".These
and other considerations must be left to others.
On the other hand, even the text envisaged by Rgs is not all
of one piece. Some of it bears all the marks of later insertion.
One unmistakable example is the end of A chap. 20, from p. 380,
onwards, together with chap. 21, up to p. 395. The passage
begins quite abruptly and breaks up the trend of the argument.
The argumentation is laborious and fairly incoherent. The style
is fumblingand clumsy and the thought mediocre. The rambling
E.g. iii, 75-6, vi, 138-42.
1

The chap. shows great similarities to chaps. 1-4 of the Sandhinir-

mocana, which also deal with the five marks of the Absolute. Cf. pp. 21

and 182of E. Lamotte's translation, 1935.
3 A 281,8-14.Rgs xiii, I:
yo eva paSyati sa paSyati sarva-dharmln
sarvln amatya kariylti upeksya rljl /
yilvanti Buddha-kriya dharmata srilvakilngm
prajfilya puamita sarva karoti tilni / /
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discourse is held together by concern with the subject of irreversibility and prediction to Buddhahood. I t seems to constitute a
kind of afterthought to chap. 17. The connection with chap. 17
is particularly evident in the passage xx, 383,13-15, which sets
the topic for the rest of xx and for xxi, and which repeats the
formula characteristic of chap. 17, i.e. punar a+aram Subhiite
yair dkdrair yair lingair yair nimittair avinivartaniyo bodhisattvo mahdsattvo dhdrayitavyas tdn dkdrdms tdni lirigdni tdni
nimittdni deSayisydmi . . . "And again, Subhuti, the attributes,
tokens and signs by which one should know the Bodfiisattva,
the great being, as irreversible, those attributes, tokens and
signs I will demonstrate." That a complete break in the argument takes place at xx, 380, hagbeen perceived by the Abhisamaydlarikdra, which at this point starts the 5th abhisamaya, and
by the larger recensions of the Prajfiif~dramitd,which here
begin a new chapter.'
With the help of the foregoing analysis we can I think determine how the As?aOended at a certain stage of its development.
Chapters 25 to 28, incoherent as they seem at present, do,when
freed of accretions, represent two different treatises, one (I)
on the supreme excellence of the perfection of wisdom (marked
SE in Table 2), and another (11) on the "Entrusting" of the
S5tra to Ananda (marked P in Table 2).
I. A praising of the excellence of perfect wisdom would be a
fitting conclusion to the work, just as in Saddharmafmndarika
the exposition of the principal message in chap. 15 is followed,
in chap. 16 to 20 by a praising of its advantages. In A$aO, likewise, this is the recurring theme from chap. 25 onwards. This is
obvious in chap. 25, especially when we pay attention to such
expressions as sarva-sattva-sdrd on p. 426, 10, sarva-sattvdndm
agratdydm Sik~ateat p. 431, 15, and to the praise, in xxvi,
434-8, of the great merit of the sattva-sir& At the end of chap.26
this trend of thought is interrupted by a short essay on the
illusory nature of all things (pp. 438-443), which may be one of
the S.iitraJsinconsequential turns, or may have been inserted at
I 1.e. Sanskrit Sata, chap. 45, Tibetan P, chap. 45, Tibetan Ad, chap.
55, P trsl. M o k ~ a l a ,chap. 62, P, trsl. Kumcirajiva, chap. 61,P, trsl.
Hiuen tsiang, chap. 60.
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a later date.' Chapter 27 continues the argument when it
acclaims the Bodhisattvas as " doers of what is hard" (dzqkarakdrakd), and expounds (pp. 444-456) the sublimity of their
achievement, which it attributes to their capacity for winning
complete detachment, and for practising " non-apprehension".
In consequence the Bodhisattva is honoured and protected
(pp. 446-9), and the Buddhas laud him because he " dwells" in
perfect wisdom (pp. 449-452). Page 453 then resumes the topic
of "doers of what is hard", returns to "detachment ", "nonapprehension ",and the " dwelling in the perfection of wisdom "
and the chapter concludes with a tribute to the supreme excellence of thefirajiidfidramitd (p. 456). After a short interruption
(see above 11, no. 3) the theme of supreme excellence is resumed
in xxviii, 459, I, and continued until p. 460, 14, where it gives
way to the "transmission" of the perfection of wisdom to
Ananda.
11. The ~ a r h d a n dbegins at xxviii, 460, 14, goes on to p.
464a, and is resumed again in Chapter xxxii, 527. Page 527,15,
follows logically immediately on p. 464a. In the printed editions
of the AstaOthe context of the argument has been here obscured
by the omission of a palm leaf. I reproduce the missing portion
of the text in an Appendix.
The authenticity of the Siitras of the Great Vehicle was disputed by the followersof the old tradition, who maintained that
they were "not the Buddha word but poetry made by poets ".2
Since, according to tradition, Ananda was the repository of the
Scriptures and of the SEtras in particular,3 this accusation was
countered by the claim that the buddha had entrusted the
SGtra in question to Ananda. A fiarFndand is also given in the
Saddharmafiu~darfka,4 and in DaSabhEmika,5 though the
I The little treatise begins quite abruptly on p. 438, 16. After it, chap.
27 has first two sentences which refer back to xxvi, 434,6, and the third,
444, 8-11, refers back and links up with xxvi, 438, IC-15, the sentence
immediately preceding the suspected insertion. On the other hand, the
api at 444, I I , refers to xxvi, 440, 17, right in the middle of the treatise.
A definite decision seems at present not possible here.
2 naitad buddhavacanam kavi-krtam kdvyam etat. Asfa", xvii, 328, an
echo of Samyutta NikGya, ii, 267. Cf. A.N., iii, 107.
1 E. Lamotte, Le trait6 de la grande vertue de sagesse, i, pp. 101-5, 223.
4 Chapter 27, pp. 392-3, anuparindand.
9 Chapter g .
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SaddharmapundarTka is entrusted not to Ananda but to the
Bodhisattvas. For the rest the situation in the Saddharmapundarika is analogous to that of the AstaO.At the end of the prose
version of chap. 20 we have a remark on the parindand of this
dharmaparyiya,' and it is probable that originally chap. 27
followed immediately on chap. 2 0 . ~
The suggestionswhich I have put forward in the course of this
article have dealt in the main with the latter part of the Szltra
as that most likely to have been remodelled in the course of time.
The problems which touch on the remainder of the AstaOmust
be left to the efforts of others.
TABLE I
CORRESPONDENCE
BETWEEN
A;fao

AND

Rgs
Verses of Rgs
which do not
correspond
to Agtao.

Pages of Asia0
represented
i n Rgs.
i, 1-32
ii, 33-4, Introduction
ii, 34-41
ii, 41, kakra's flowers
ii, 41-9
iii, 50-7, 10, various gunas, and prajfiiipSramitS as a vidyl (cf. v. 5)
iii, 57-75
iii, 75-80, various gunas (75-6); episode of
heretics and MSra's attack (76-80)
iii, 80-2
iii, 82-92, various advantages from perfect
wisdom (cf. v. 8)
iv, 94-101
v, 102-112, Merit

v, vv.

2,

5-8

v, 114-122, Merit
v, 12a-134
vi. 135-8
vi, 138, 12-142, 12, Metaphysical questions
on " turning over" (cf. v. 5)
vi, 142-3
vi, 143, 3-150, 11, Further metaphysics (cf.
v. 6)

Ed. Wogihara-Tsuchida, pp. 33-1.
H. Kern, The Saddharma pundarika, 1909, Introduction, pp. xxxi,
xi-xxii. W. E. Soothill, The Lotus of the Wonderful Law, 1930, p. 28.
3 The omissions discussed in sections I and I1 are marked with an
asterisk.
2
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Pages of A$a"
represented
in Rgs.
vi, 150-161
vi, 161-9, Further elaboration of anumodan8, etc.
vii, 170-1, Litany
viii, 186-195
viii, 196-9, Like space and an echo. Conclusion
ix, 200, Episode of Maitreya
ix, 200-1
ix, 201-7, Great gain from perfect wisdom;
second turning of the wheel of dharma;
Litany
x, 208-211, 5, Past deeds account for present attitude to perfection of wisdom
x, 221-230, Bodhisattvas sustained by
Buddhas; prediction about spread of the
prajiiHpgramit8; description of Bodhisattvas who in the future will study it
xi, 232-5
xi, 235-8, Three similes
xi, 239-240
xi, 240-2, Elaboration of MHra's deeds
xi, 242-4
xi, 244-8, Elaboration of Mara's deeds
xi, 248-252
xii. 253-7
xii, 257-270, HOWthe TathSgata views the
world
xiii, 277-281, 8, The perfection of wisdom is
unthinkable, etc. ; narrative
xiii, 281,~-14
xiii, 281-3, Nothing to take hold of; narrative
xiv. 284-291
XV, 292-305
xvi, 30&31 I
xvi, 312-321, Perfect wisdom and skill in
means; enlightenment and emptiness;
the three vehicles; requisites of going
forth to enlightenment
xvi, 321, 13-322
xvii, 323-340
xviii. 341-351
xix, 352-6
xix, 357-360, No objective support and no
own-being
See footnote on previous page.
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Puges of A$a
represented
in Rgs.

Omissions.'

Verses of Rg
which do not
correspond
to Agtao.

xix, 361-5
xix, 365-9. 'Prediction of Bhagini
xx, w. 5-7,
11-16?,
17-20

xx, 370-384
xxi. 385-395
xxii, 396-405

xxii, 405-9, Emptiness and growth in enlightenment
xxii, v. 6
xxiii, 410-13, How the Bodhisattvas are
xxiii, w. I, 3
superior to Sakra
xxiii, 413
xxiii, 414-15, Rewards of perfect wisdom
xxiv, vv. 2.6

xxiv, 416
xxiv, 417-420, Cbnditions which lay a Bodhisattva open t o the influence of MZira
xxiv, 420
xxiv, 421-3, ~ d Bodhisattva's
e
right attitude to other Bodhisattvas
xxv, 424-8
xxv, 428-430, Fewness of Bodhisattvas
xxv, 430-3

xxvi, 434-5, 14, Sakra praises the Bodhisattvas
xxvi, vv. 2.3
xxvii, 444-6, What is hard to do, and the
Bodhisattva's courage in doing it

xxvii. 446. 19449, I9

xxvii, 449, 19-452, 9, *The Buddhas praise
the Bodhisattva
xxvii, v. 8

xxvii, 452-6
xxviii, 457-8, *Prediction of Avakirqakusuma
xxviii, 459-464a, Praise of perfect wisdom;
t_ransmission of prajii8paramitZi to
Ananda (but cf. v. 2, which refers to both
P 464 and PP. 467-8)
xxviii, 464a-466, *Aksobhya's Buddhafield
xxviii, 466-471
xxviii, 471-4, 'Advantages derived from
perfect wisdom
vv. 1-14
xxix, 475-480, *Litany
xxx, 481-5 I I, *SadZiprarudita
vv. 1-14
xxxi, 512-526, *Dharmodgata
vv. 1-18
xxxii, 527-9, *End of stcry of Sadapravv. 1-6
rudita; transmission to Ananda
1

See footnote on p. 179.
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TABLE

" Original " Siitra

2

I11

i-xii
xiii
xiv-xviii
xix, 352-6
xix, 357-360
xix, 361-5
xix. 365-9
xx, 370-380
xx, 380-xxi, 395?
xxii, 396-405
xxii, 405-9
xxiii, 410-413
xxiii. 413?
xxiii, 414-15 ?
xxiv, 416?
xxiv, 417-420
xxiv. 420?
xxiv, 421-3
xxv, 424-8 SE
xxv, 428-430 SE
xxv, 430-3 SE
xxvi, 434-5 SE
xxvi, 435-8 SE
xxvi, 438-443?
xxvii, 444-6 SE
xxvii, 446-8 SE
xxvii, 449-452
xxvii, 452-6 SE
xxviii, 457-8
xxviii, 459-460 SE
xxviii, 460-4a P ,

L

xxviii, 466-471 SE

xxviii. 464a-6
xxviii, 471-4
xxix
XXX

xxxi
xxxii.527
xxxii, 527-9 P

t Column I shows the items eliminated by section I of this article, and by
Rgs; column I1 gives those which contain a reference to Aksobhya and are
absent in Rgs (see section 11);column I11 gives those which are missing in Rgs

from chapter rg onwards in full. A question-mark indicates a doubt about the
inclusion. For SE and P see p. 177.
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Appendix
Here I reproduce the palm leaf which is missing in Mitra's
edition of the Asja, after the Bodleian MS. Sansk. a. 7 (R), fol.
165~-166a. A large part of the passage is quoted by Slintideva
in Siksdsamuccaya 351, 9-352, 6. The missing passage comes
between pp. 464 and 465 of Mitra's edition, and I have
marked it as 464a.
sacet tvam Ananda irsvaka-y8ni- (p. 464a)
kHn5m pudgalsn*
irgvaka-bhiimau dharmam ddayes,
tasygm ca dharma-deiansy*
ye tri-sshasra-mah5sHhasre
loka-dh5tau sattvss te sarve a r h a t t v q sitks~tkuryus,te@m
api tvay5 me Srsvakena dharma-cakra-pravarttanrTnupravarttanato dharmam deiayato irgvaka-kyt yam na krtam sy5t .
sacet punas tvam Anandabodhisattvasyamah~sasttvasyaikam
api prajiisp5ramitg-pratisamyuktam dharma-padaq deiayeh
saqprakgiayer, evam aham tvay5 irsvakena dharma-cakrapravarttansnupravarttanato d h a r m q deiayata Bradhit*
sysn, na tu tayg paurvikayg dharma-deianay8 yay5 te trisHhasra-mahiisithasre loka-dhHtau sarva-sattv5 a r h a t t v q
prspitgs, tes- carhatam yad d 5 n a m a y q punya-kriy5-vastu
iilamayam punyakriygvastu bhilvan2mayam punya-kriyZvastu, tat kim manyase Anandapi nu sa bahuh punyaskandhah?
(Ananda) Bha: Bahu Bhagavan bahu Sugata.
Bhagavsn 5ha: Tatas sa Ananda SrHvaka-yBnikah pudgalo
bahutaram p u n y q prasavati yo bodhisattvsn5m mahfisattv5n- prajiiapsramit5-pratisamyuktaq d h a r m q deiayati.
atoppi sa Ananda bahutaram p u n y q prasavati yo bodhisattvo
mahssattvo 'parasya bodhisattvasya mahssattvasya prajfispgramitg-pratisqyuktaq d h a r m q degayati, a n t d a ekadivasam api. tisthatv Anandaika-divasam antaiah purobhaktam api. t i ~ t h a t vAnanda purobhaktam dharmo deiitah,
antaSa eka-nsliksm apy eka-ndikiintaram api v3. tizthatv
Ananda eka-ngliksntaram antaio muhfirttam api. t i ~ t h a t v
Ananda muhfirttam antaSa eka-lavam api. tisthatv Ananda
ekalavam antaSa eka-ksanam api. tisthatv Anandaikaksanam
antaSa eka-ksana-sannipgtam api. yo hy Ananda bodhisattvo
mahssattvo 'parasya bodhisattvasya mahssattvasyaikaksana-lava-muhfirttam api prajfiZpfiramit5-pratisamyuktaq
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dharma-padam deSayaty, ayan tat0 b a h u t a r w punyam
prasavati. idam by Ananda tasya bodhisattvasya mahgsattvasya dharma-dZnam sarva-Srzvaka-pratyekabuddha-ygnik8n2m kuSala-miilzny abhibhavati. evam Ananda kuSalamiila-samanviigato bodhisattvo mahZsattvah, evam etat
kuSala-miilam samanvzharann, asthznam etad Anand~navakZSo yat sa bodhisattvo mahzsattvo vivarttetZnuttarZyZh
samyaksambodheh, na caitat sthznam vidyate.
Atha khalu Bhagavgms tasyzm velayam tathzriipam yddhyabhisamskzram abhisamskrtZnyathZriipena sarddhy-abhisamskZrenZbhiswskytena t%S catasrah parsado bhiksubhik~uny-up8sakop8sik% deva-nZga-yaksa-gandharva-asuragaruda-kinnara-mahoraga-manusyZmanusy2 v5, sarve te
Buddha-nubhavenaksobhyam tatha(p. 465) gatam arhantam samyaksambuddham paSyanti
sma, etc.
A similar enumeration with ti.t.thatu is found in Dtgha
Nikdya ii, 314. For pztrobhakta, Siksdsamuccaya gives prdgbhakta, Tib. sna-dro "forenoon ". The lists of short divisions of
time in A bhidharmakoia iii, 179, Divy dvaddna 643-4, and
Mahdvyutpatti 253 differ from the one given here. Anguttara
Nikdya iv, 137, has kha?zo, layo, and muhutto.
'

HATE,LOVEAND PERFECT
WISDOM

T

hough the teachings of the PrajiiiipZramitZ have on the
whole been set out quite clearly, this has been done in a
terminology which one has slowly to get used to. Psychological
considerations may, however, give some assistance in leading on
to a better understanding of these texts. This is no mere concession to the interests of the present day. Centuries ago already
has the metaphysics of the Prajn"dpdramitd been rounded off by
a profound psychological sfitem, known as the Tantra. In this
article I offer two brief psychological observations.
I. The Tantric system of the Five Jinas associates the
PrajGriPdramitd with the Buddha Akshobhya. She belongs to
Akshobhya's "family", and in two Sadhanas of the Sddhanamdlril it is stated that Akshobhya should be represented on the
head-dress or crown of the images representing her. The basic
Prajii5p5ramit5 Siitras themselves ante-date by four or six
centuries the emergence of the Tantra into the light of history.
In them also Akshobyha is the one figure of a Mahayana
Buddha to play any substantial r81e. I t is therefore permissible
to ask why just this Buddha should be brought into such close
contact with the PrajiiZpZramit5.
Buddhist Scriptures do not aim at expounding the nature of
the universe for the satisfaction of disinterested curiosity. They
are medicines, antidotes to specific ills and ailments, meant to
counteract faults to which we are prone, and which keep us
away from true reality and from a fruitful and abundant life.
Some faults are more marked in some people than in others. In
the third chapter of his Visuddhimagga2 Buddhaghosa describes six distinct personality types (puggala). They differ
according to whether their conduct is dominated by greed, hate
or delusion, or by the corresponding virtues of faith, intelligence or thoughtfulness (vitakka). Buddhaghosa gives many
good observations which allow us to recognize the different
1
2

No. 153. 151 cf. also No.159.
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types, and he adds some advice about the mode of life and the
kind of meditation which would suit each one of them. Similarly,
the Tantra has classified aspirants into five families (kula), of
which the first three are identical with those of Buddhaghosa.
In this essay I am concerned only with the first two of these,
i.e. with those who "walk in greed", and those who "walk in
hate".
A simple Abhidharma exercise can help to determine whether
one belongs to the hate or the greed class. The mindful recollection of feelings (vedand) is an elementary and valuable practice. Three kinds of feelings are distinguished-pleasant, unpleasant, and neutral. They are associated with greed, hatred,
and delusion, respectively. A pleasant feeling will obviously
strengthen our greed, our desire to make ourselves at home in
this world, and to taste more and more of sensuous enjoyment.
Just so an unpleasant feeling will strengthen our hatred, providing or registering the frustration which leads to future
aggressiveness. If one now observes the feelings which occur at a
given time, one can mindfully recall them by saying, "There
is a pleasant feeling, beware of greed! There is an unpleasant
feeling, beware of hate! ", and so on, just as they come up. If this
is done repeatedly, and over a number of years, some people
(like the late Prof. Flugel) will find that pleasant feelings
preponderate, others that unpleasant feelings greatly outnumber the pleasant ones.
The Vajrayana associates Akshobhya with the hate family,
whereas AmitHbha is said to " pre$de" over the greed family.
The bhaktic trends within Buddhism centred largely on
Amitsbha. As friendliness, or "love", is said to have greed for
its " near-enemy " (isanna-paccatthiko),I so the faith of Bhakti
is a sublimation of greed, as witness the description of the
sensuous bliss and beauty of Amida's Paradise, etc. As distinct
from Bhakti, the Gnosis of the Prajiigpgramitii is an antidote
to hate. Buddhaghosaz says about the kinship between hate
and wisdom (pa.li.lid):
"As on the unwholesomeplane hatred does not cling, does not
stick to its object, so wisdom on the wholesome plane. As hate
1
f
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seeks for faults, even though they do not exist, so wisdom seeks
for the faults that do exist. As hate leads to the rejection of
beings, so wisdom to that of all conditioned things".
The PrajiiZpZramitZto some extent destroys hate by refining
it into universal compassion, which is the reverse of cruelty.
Nietzsche stressed the essential unity of the two when he stated
that "one must be both pitiful and cruel in order to be really
either". The Gnosis of perfect wisdom further helps to sublimate hatred. I t is the aim and purpose of hatred to smash that
which off ends. While " nihilism " is by no means the last word
of the Prajii5p5ramit5, the thorough annihilation of the world,
emotional and intellectual, is an important step on the way
towards winning her. In the ontology of the Prajii5p5ramit5
texts the entire world, all entities, whatever they are, are completely smashed and done away with, not only ground to
powder, but reduced to nothingness. This is a great triumph of
universal hate. If one's own self is included in the universal
annihilation, it is at the same time also a triumph of the spirit.
Experience shows that the Siitras on Perfect Wisdom mean
very little to some people, while they strike others with the force
of an overwhelming and self-evident revelation. I t would be
sheer vanity to invariably blame lack of response on low spiritual endowment. Even where the required degree of spiritual
awareness has been reached, these Siitras will be helpful chiefly
to one type of person, i.e. to the "hate-type". Without some
"discernment of spirits" one cannot determine in a given case
which one of the many approaches to salvation is salutary,
which one might be ineffective, or even pernicious. The above
considerations may provide at least one rule which might help to
guide our intuitions on the subject.
11. My second observation concerns the feminity of the
Prajii5pZrainit5. Feminine by the grammatical form of her
name, she is explicitly called a "mother" in the Sutras themselves, and, on statues and images, the femininity of her form
is rarely in doubt. To be psychologically sound, a religion should
take heed of the feminine principle in our psyche, which has at
least three functions to fulfil: First of all, as a representation of
the mother, it helps to dissolve hindering residues of infantile
conflict. J. Campbell in The Hero with a Thousand Faces (1949)
has dealt superbly with this aspect of the problem, and I must
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refer my readers to his book. Secondly, incorporation of the
feminine force deals with sexual incompleteness in that it completes the male by bringing his own femininity to the fore.
Finally, this approach deals with sexual insufficiency in that,
on a spiritual level, it satisfies the perpetual hankering after
union with the sexual opposite.
Individuals, while generally male or female, are composed of
a mixture of masculine and feminine elements, dispositions and
attitudes. Both men and women can be more or less "masculine" or "feminine". Persons are incomplete if they try to
exclude either. They must aim at a balance between the two. In
the words of a psychologist' :
"Either principle pursued exclusively leads to death. Whoever unites them in himself has the best chance of life. This is the
ultimate meaning of 'the spiritual marriage'. In this sense God
is both Father and Mother, and is therefore androgynous. Lovewithout-Law and Law-without-Love are both false positions.
The true position is Love-creating-Law and Law-revealingLove. The monistic principle is primary, but insufficient to
itself."
Where meditation is carried on by men, they must complete
themselves by fostering the feminine element in their personality. They must practise passivity and a loose softness. They
must learn to open freely the gates of nature, and to let the
mysterious and hidden forces of this world penetrate into them,
stream in and through them. When they identify themselves
with the Perfection of Wisdom, they merge with the principle of
Femininity (Jung's a~zima),without which they would be
mutilatedmen. Like a woman the Perfection of Wisdomdeserves
to be courted and wooed. Meditation on her as a Goddess has
the purpose of getting inside her, identifying oneself with her,
becoming her, as a man wishes to merge his body with that of a
woman.
Nor should the fact be overlooked that the union of the Disciple with the Perfection of Wisdom, as described in the Siitras,
bears a close resemblance to the sexual union between man and
woman. This applies as well to the stages which precede enlightenment, as to the act of enlightenment itself. And this
loving union in its turn, paradoxically, brings about an
H. D. Jennings-White, Guide to Mental Health, 1939, p. 258.
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annihilation of the world, just as hate did. The Brihadaranyaka Upanishad: expresses this idea by saying that :
"As one in the embrace of a beloved wife is unconscious of
internal or external occurrences, so also the spirit who is in the
embrace of the primal Self ".
Buddhist tradition, of course, avoids the use of the word
"Self" for the Perfection of Wisdom, or for the Absolute. In
Buddhist terminology, TillopZda says the same thing in his
Dohis1 : " Where the mind and emptiness enter into the bliss
arising out of this communion, the objects of the senses are not
perceived a t all ", and he adds that2 "The mind is the Lord and
emptiness is the Lady; they should always be kept united in
the Innate (Sahaja)".
In the Yab-yrrm images o! the later Tantra a sexual attitude
to PrajiiZpZramitZ is quite explicit. Disguised by the use of
ambiguous terms it was already present in the older PrajiiZpfiramitg Siitras themselves.
The physical signs of masculinity and femininity are, of
course, much easier to define than the mental ones. Nevertheless, even here students of the subject have reached wide agreement. Among recent writers I must mention Robert Graves as
showing great insight into these problems. I t is interesting to
notice that the writings on PrajiifipZrarnitZ show many feminine features, features in which we learn to participate by their
recitation, and by meditation on them: The Siitras almost
entirely rely on intuition, and attempts at reasoning are scanty,
and far from conclusive. The reasoning is, indeed, apt to be
decidedly inconsequential. They show some of the amoralism
which later on developed into the antinomianism of the Tantra,
and which did not fail to provoke protests from the more tight
laced monks. The Siitras win over by fascination, and not by
compulsion. Timeless, they are not obsessed with time, but
ignore it. They urge on to a contemplation of the world, and not
its conquest by manipulation. They are indifferent to 'sense
data' and in vain do we search through thousands of pages for
one single "hard fact ". And in her ultimate core the PrajiiZpZramitZ is described as for ever elusive, not possessed by
anyone, but absorbing all.
The dominant interests of our age are aptly summed up in
No. 5.
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the title of an American film which was once shown in London,
i.e., they are Flesh and Fury. We may perhaps bring the holy
doctrine nearer to the hearts of our contemporaries if we can
show them that we want the same things which they want, but
that we are perhaps slightly more successful in getting them.

Om! Homage to the perfection
of Wisdom, the Lovely, the Holy!

T

hus have I heard at one time. The Lord dwelt at Sriivasti,
in the park of Anfithapindada in the Jetavana, together
with a large community of monks, with a thousand monks who
were Arhats and with a million Bodhisattvas, great beings who
were armed with the great a m o u r and who were all irreversible
from the utmost, right and perfect enlightenment, headed by
MaiijuSri (192) the Crown Prince, Maitreya, Asangapratibhgna
and Anikshiptadhura.
Thereupon MaiijuSri, the Crown Prince, rose from his peaceful seclusion, left his own dwelling, approached the dwelling of
the Tathagata, and stood outside the door, so as to behold the
Tathagata, to revere and honour him. The Ven. Siiradvatiputra
also left his own dwelling and approached the dwelling of the
Tathagata, so as to behold the Lordito revere and honour Him.
And likewise the Ven. Piirna, son of Maitriiyani, and the Ven.
Mahfirna~dgaly5yana~the Ven. Mahiikiisyapa, the Ven.
MahZkZtyZyana, the Ven. Makiikau~thilaand the other great
Disciples left each one their own dwelling, approached the
dwelling of the Lord, and stood on one side. (193).
Thereupon The Lord, having noticed that the assembly of the
great Disciples had approached, left his own dwelling, seated
himself on one side on the seat spread outside his door, and
(although he knew the answer) asked the Ven. Siiradvatiputra:
Where did you come from before you came at daybreak to the
door of the Tathagata's dwelling?
Siradvat~fiutra: In fact, 0 Lord, MaiijuSri the Crown Prince
was the first to stand at the door of the Tathagata's dwelling.
We came afterwards, because we loved to see you.
Thereupon The Lord (although he knew the answer) asked
MaiijuSri the Crown Prince: Were you, MaiijuSri, in fact the
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first to stand at the door of the Tathagata's dwelling, so as to
behold the Tathagata, to revere and honour him? (194)
MaZjujuSrC: So it is, 0 Lord, so it is, 0 Well-Gone! I was the
first to arrive here. I left my own dwelling, approached the
dwelling of the Tathagata, and have stood on one side, so as to
behold the Lord, to revere and honour Him. Because I will
never get tired of seeing the Tathagata, revering and honouring
Him. But when I approach the Tathagata so as to behold, revere
and honour Him, then I do so for the sake of all beings. If, 0
Lord, the Tathagata should be seen, revered and honoured, he
should be seen, revered and honoured just as I do see, revere
and honour Him. Then the Tathagata does in fact become
seen, revered and honoured. For the sake of all beings I have
come to see the Tathagata. (195)
The Lord: How then, Manjusri, should the Tathagata be
seen, revered and honoured?
MaZjujuSri: Through the mode of Suchness (tathati)do I see
the Tathagata, through the mode of non-discrimination, in the
manner of non-observation. I see Him through the aspect of
non-production, through the aspect of non-existence. But
Suchness does not attain (enlightenment)-thus do I see the
Tathagata. Suchness does not become or cease to become-thus
do I see the Tathagata. Suchness does not stand at any point or
spot-thus do I see the Tathagata. Suchness is not past, future
or present-thus do I see the Tathagata. Suchness is
not brought about by duality or non-duality-thus do I see
the Tathagata. Suchness is neither defiled nor purified-thus
do I see the Tathagata. Suchness is neither produced nor
stopped-thus do I see the Tathagata. In this way the Tathagata is seen, revered and honoured. (196)
The Lord: When you see this, MafijuSri, what do you see?
MaZjujuSrC: When I see this, 0 Lord, I do not see anything,
neither the production of a dharma nor its stopping.
!%radvati$utra : When, MafijuSri, you thus see the Tathagata
and honour Him, you are a doer of what is hard to do. Although
you have set up the great friendliness towards all beings, yet
you apprehend no being and are inclined to no being. Although
you have progressed with the final Nirvana of all beings as your
aim, yet there proceeds in you no inclination towards any being
whatever. And although (197) you have put on the armour for
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the sake of all beings, you have done so by way of non-observation, etc. to : by way of non-existence.
MaGjuSrt: So it is, Rev. S ~ r a d v a t i ~ u t ras
a , you say. This
armour has been put on so that all beings may win final Nirvana,
and yet I have no apprehension of a being, no inclination towards one. This armour, Rev. SZradvatiputra, has not been
put on with the intention to effect the depletion of the world of
a , put an
beings, or its repletion. If, Rev. S ~ r a d v a t i ~ u t rto
imaginary case, in each single Buddhafield there were Buddhas
and Lords countless as the sands of the Ganges, and if each
single Tathagata were to abide for aeons countless as the sands
of the Ganges, demonstrating Dharmanight and day, and if each
single Tathagata by each single demonstration of Dharma
were to discipline as many beings as have been disciplined
by each single demonstration of Dharma on the part of
the Buddhas and Lords countless as the sands of the Ganges
(198)-even if that were done one could not conceive of a
depletion of the world of beings or its repletion. And why?
Because of the isolatedness of beings, because of their
non-beingness.
Siradvat~pzitra:If, MaiijuSri, because of the isolatedness of
beings and because of their non-beingness one cannot conceive
of the depletion or repletion of the world of beings, why then do
you just now, having fully known enlightenment, demonstrate
Dharma?
MaGjuSrt: If, Ven. S5radvatiputra, there is absolutely no
apprehension of a being, who then (199) will fully know (anything)? Or to whom will he demonstrate Dharma? Because
absolutely no dharma can be apprehended.
The Lord: If, MaiijuSri there is absolutely no apprehension
of any dharma, how then can you speak meaningfully of a
being? If someone were to ask you how many beings there are,
what would you tell him?
MaGjztSrt: If he were to ask me that, I would tell him, "just
as many as there are Buddhadharmas". If, 0 Lord, he would
then further ask me how great the extent of the world of beings
might be, I would tell him that it is as great as the extent of the
Buddha's domain.
The Lord: If further again, MaiijuSri, someone (200) were to
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ask you wherein the world of beings is included, what would
you tell him?
MaCjuSrF: I would tell him that it is included wherein nonproduction and unthinkability are included.
The Lord: If, further again, MaiijuBri, someone were to ask
you whereon the world of beings is supported, what would you
tell him?
MaCjuSrF: I would tell him that that which supports the
element (dhau) of non-production, that also supports the
world (dh6tu) of beings.
The Lord: Supported whereon do you then, MaiijuSri, develop
the perfection of wisdom at the time when you do so?
MaCjuSrF: I have no support at all at the time when I develop
the perfection of wisdom. (201)
The Lord: When you are unsupported, MaiijuSri, is that then
your development of perfect wisdom?
MaCjujuSrF: When one is not supported anywhere, just that,
0 Lord, is the development of perfect wisdom.
The Lord: At the time when you, MaiijuBri, develop the
perfection of wisdom, which wholesome root of yours does at
that time accumulate or decrease?
MaCjuSrf:None, 0 Lord. No one can develop perfect wisdom
as long as the accumulation or decrease of any dharma whatsoever happens to them. That should not be known as a development of perfect wisdom where any accumulation or decrease
of any dharma whatsoever is set'up. That, 0 Lord, (202) is a
development of perfect wisdom, vPhere one neither forsakes the
dharmas of an ordinary person, nor grasps at the dharmas of a
Buddha. Because the development of perfect wisdom is not set
up by taking as one's basis any dharma which one could forsake
or grasp at. That, 0 Lord, is a development of perfect wisdom
when one approaches neither the faults of birth-and-death nor
the virtues of Nirvana. For one doesnot review birth-and-death,
how much less its faults! And I do not apprehend Nirvana, how
much less can I see its virtues! That, 0 Lord, is a development
of perfect wisdom, where one appropriates no dharma whatsoever, seizes on none and escapes from none. That, 0 Lord, is
a development of perfect wisdom where one apprehends the
diminution of no dharma whatsoever, nor its growth. For non-
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production neither diminishes nor grows. Such a (203) development is a development of perfect wisdom. That, 0 Lord, is a
development of perfect wisdom whereby no dharma is either
produced or stopped, whereby no dharma is either depleted
or repleted. Moreover, that is a development of perfect wisdom,
when one strives after neither unthinkable nor definitely
tangible dharmas. That which is striven after does not exist,
he who strives does not exist, that wherewith he strives does
not exist. Such a development is set up as a development of
perfect wisdom. One does not think that these dharmas are
superior and that those dharmas are inferior (zoq), and one also
does not apprehend the dharmas which might be superior or
inferior. Thus giving himself up to the practice (yoga) of the
development of perfect wisdom, a son of good family does not
apprehend any dharma a t all. The development of perfect
wisdom, 0 Lord, does not imagine any dharma as superior or inferior. There is nothing superior or inferior about non-production, or about Suchness, the Reality Limit, or all dharmas. Such
a development, 0 Lord, is a development of perfect wisdom.
The Lord : Are then again, MaiijuSri, the Buddhadharmas not
supreme?
MaiEjuSrC: They are supreme (agri), but just because they
cannot be seized upon (a-grihyatvid). Has again, 0 Lord, the
Tathagata fully known all dharmas to be empty? (205)
The Lord: So he has, MaiijuSri.
MaiijuS6: But one cannot, 0 Lord, conceive of superiority
or inferiority in emptiness?
The Lord: Well said, MaiijuSri, well said! So it is, MaiijuSri,
as you say! Are then the Buddhadharmas not unsurpassed?
MaiijuSrz': They are unsurpassed (anuttara), 0 Lord. Because
in them not even the least (atzu) dharma is found nor apprehended, the Buddhadharmas have not surpassed anything.
Moreover, 0 Lord, the development of perfect wisdom does
not lead to the winning of the dharmas of a Buddha, nor to the
forsaking of the dharmas of an ordinary person. I t neither
trains in the dharmas of a Buddha (206) nor upholds them.
Such a development, 0 Lord, is a development of perfect
wisdom. And again, 0 Lord, if one reflects on no dharma, nor
discerns one, then that should be seen as a development of
perfect wisdom.
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The Lord: Do you, MafijuSri, reflect on the dharmas of a
Buddha?
MaGjuir5: No indeed, 0 Lord. If I could see the specific
accomplishment of the dharmas of a Buddha, then I would
reflect on them. But the development of perfect wisdom is not
set up through discriminating any dharma and saying that
"these are the dharmas of ordinary people, these are the
dharmas of Disciples, these the dharmas of Pratyekabuddhas,
these the dharmas of fully enlightened Buddhas". The son of
good family who has given himself up to the Yoga of the development of perfect wisdom does just not apprehend that dharma
which would allow him to describe these dharmas as dharmas of
ordinary people, (207) or as dharmas of those in training, or as
dharmas of the adepts, or as dharmas of fully enlightened
Buddhas. Because as absolutely non-existent I do not review
those dharmas. Such a development, 0 Lord, is a development
of perfect wisdom. I t does not occur, 0 Lord, to a son of good
family who has given himself up to the Yoga of the development of perfect wisdom that " this is the world of sense-desire,
this is the world of pure form, this is the formless world, etc.
to : this is the world of stopping ". Because, 0 Lord, there is not
any dharma which reviews the dharma of stopping. As such a
development, 0 Lord, should the development of perfect
wisdom be known. And again, Q Lord, the development of
perfect wisdom neither benefits nor injures any dharma.
For perfect wisdom, when developed, is not a donor of the
dharmas of a Buddha, nor an eliminator of the dharmas
of an ordinary person. Just that, 0 Lord, is the development of perfect wisdom (208) where there is neither the
stopping of the dharmas of an ordinary person nor the
acquisition of the dharmas of a Buddha.
The Lord: Well said, well said, MaiijuSri, you who demonstrate this dharma which is so deep. You have set up this Seal
of the Bodhisattvas, the great beings, so that the greatly conceited Disciples should wake up to what is really true, and also
those among the followers of the Bodhisattva-vehicle who lean
on a basis. Those sons and daughters of good family (209) who,
on hearing this deep exposition of perfect wisdom, will not
tremble, be frightened or terrified, are not people who have
honoured just one single Buddha or have planted wholesome
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roots under just one single Buddha. When, on hearing this deep
exposition of perfect wisdom, they will believe, and will not
tremble, be frightened or terrified, then they are sure to have
planted wholesome roots under more than a thousand Buddhas.
Ma+ijuSrS: The exposition of the perfection of wisdom
becomes clearer and clearer to me.
the
"May it become quite clear to you, MaiijuSri!"-said
Lord to MaiijuSri.
MaijuSri: This development of the perfection of wisdom, 0
Lord, apprehends neither the stability nor the unstability of
any dharma whatever. Because the notion of stability does not
apply to all dharmas. (210) Just that should be known as the
development of perfect wisdpm that it is not set up for the sake
of acquiring the support of any dharma whatever. Because all
dharmas lack in objective support. Such a development is a
development of perfect wisdom. Moreover, 0 Lord, that should
be seen as a development of perfect wisdom wherein one does
not come face to face even with the dharmas of the Buddhas,
how much less with those of the Pratyekabuddhas, and wherein
one does not come face to face with the dharmas of the Disciples,
how much less with those of the ordinary people. Moreover, 0
Lord, that is a development of perfect wisdom where, in the
course of this meditational development, one does not even
discriminate the unthinkable dharmas of a Buddha as "the
unthinkable dharmas of a Buddha". One should see that this
development of perfect wisdom serves the non-discrimination
of all dharmas on the part of the Bodhisattvas, the great beings.
(211) Moreover, 0 Lord, that is a development of perfect
wisdom where, in the course of this meditational development,
one sees all dharmas as Buddhadharmas, as unthinkable
dharmas, but without doing any reviewing. Those sons and
daughters of good family who on hearing this exposition of
perfect wisdom will believe, will not tremble, be frightened or
terrified, they will be such as have honoured many hundreds
of thousands of Buddhas. Moreover, 0 Lord, such is the
development of perfect wisdom that no dharmas can defile or
purify it, nor can it review any dharma. Such is the development of the perfection of wisdom. And this also, 0 Lord, is the
development of perfect wisdom that it does not differentiate
between ordinary persons, Disciples, Pratyekabuddhas, (212)
14
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and fully enlightened Buddhas. Such is the development of
perfect wisdom.
The Lord: How many Tathagatas have you honoured,
MaiijuSri?
MaAjwSrT: As many as there are the mental actions which
have been stopped in an illusory man.
The Lord: You have, MaiijuSri, not yet completed the
dharmas of a Buddha?
MaAjuSrT: Can one then, 0 Lord, possibly apprehend a
dharma which has not yet completed the dharmas of a Buddha?
The Lord: Who then has got these dharmas of a Buddha?
(213)
MaAjwSrT: Even in you, 0 Lord, these dharmas of a Buddha
do not exist and cannot be apprehended, how much less in other
people!
The Lord: Have you, MaiijuSri, attained non-attachment?
MaAjzcdrT: Since I have never been attached to anything,
why should I any further reach out for non-attachment?
The Lord: Are you than seated on the terrace of enlightenment?
MaAjzcSrT: Even the Lord is not seated on the terrace of
enlightenment, how again will I be seated on it-when the
Reality-hit is taken as a standard?
The Lord: "Reality-limit", MaiijuSri, of what is that a
synonym?
MaAjuirT: I t is asynonym of individuality (satkzya).(214)
The Lord: In what hidden sense do you say that?
MaSjuirf: Non-existent (asat),0 Lord, is that body (kiyo),
not a true individual body (satkiyo). I t neither transmigrates
nor does it fail to do so. That is why that body is not a true
individual body (asatkiya).
Siradvat~putra:Destined for enlightenment, 0 Lord, will be
those Bodhisattvas (2x5) who, on hearing this exposition of
perfect wisdom, will believe, will not tremble, be frightened or
terrified.
Maitreya : Quite near to enlightenment, 0 Lord, will be those
Bodhisattvas, who, on hearing this exposition of perfect wisdom, will believe, will not tremble, be frightened or terrified.
And why? Because the supreme enlightenment is nothing but
the full understanding of these dharmas.
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MaiijuSrb: As veritable Buddhas should one regard those
Bodhisattvas who, on hearing this exposition of perfect
wisdom, will believe, will not tremble, be frightened or terrified.
And why? Because, in the ultimate senseof the word, " Buddha "
is synonymous with non-production.
Niriilambd Bhagini: Those Bodhisattvas who, on hearing
this exposition of perfect wisdom, (216)will believe, will not
tremble, be frightened, or terrified, they will not look for support in the dharmas of ordinary people, of Disciples, of Pratyekabuddhas or of fully enlightened Buddhas. And why? Because
all dharmas have no objective support, since they do not exist.
That is why no objective support can exist for them.
The Lord : So it is, Sfirad~ati~utra,
so it is. Destined for enlightenment will be those sons and daughters of good family
who, on hearing this exposition of perfect wisdom, will believe
will not tremble, be frightened or terrified. You should know
that those sons and daughters of good family are established
on the irreversible stage, if, on hearing this exposition of
perfect wisdom, they believe, do not tremble, are not frightened
or terrified, (217)and if they accept it, placing it on their heads
as a mark of respect. They will be most generous givers, perfect
in morality, and endowed with the most excellent patience,
vigour and trances, with the most excellent and quite unequalled wisdom, and with everything up to that cognition of
the all-knowing which is possessed of the best of all modes. (218)
And the Lord said again to MaiijuSri, the Crown Prince: On
what grounds do you wish to fully know the utmost, right and
perfect enlightenment?
MaWjuSri: If I had set out for enlightenment, then I would
wish to fully know it. But I do not strive after enlightenment,
because enlightenment is just the same thing as this MaiijuSri,
the Crown Prince.
The Lord: You expound well, Maiijuhri, these very deep
stations. That is because you have performed your duties under
the Jinas of the past, and have coursed for a long time in the
holy life which is devoid of a basis. (219)
MaEjuSri: If I were one who courses in the baseless, that
would be equivalent to my having taken hold of a dharma.
The Lord: Do you see this my assembled company of accomplished Disciples?
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MaiijuSrz': I do, 0 Lord.
The Lord : How do you see it?
MaiijuSrf: In such a way that I see no ordinary people, no
learners, and no adepts. I do not see, and I also do not see. But
I see in such a way that I see neither many nor few, neither
those who are disciplined nor those who are undisciplined. (220)
Siradvat~putra:If, MaiijuSri, you see in such a way those
who use the vehicle of the Disciples, how then do you see those
who use that of the fully enlightened Buddhas?
MaiijuSrf: I do not review a dharma call "Bodhisattva",
nor a dharma "set out towards enlightenment ", nor a dharma
called "he fully knows". I t is in this fashion that I see those
who use the vehicle of the fully enlightened Buddhas.
Siradvatfputra: How then, MaiijuSri, do you see the TathBgata?
MaiijuSrf: Leave the great N5ga out of it, Rev. SHradvatiputral Do not busy yourself about the great Ngga! (221)
Siradvatfputra: "Buddha", MaiijuSri, of what is that a
synonym?
MaiijuSrf: Of what then is the term " self" a synonym?
Siradvat~putra: I t is a synonym of non-production.
MaiijuSrf: So it is, Rev. S ~ r a d v a t i ~ u t r The
a . word "self'
denotes the same thing which the word "Buddha" denotes.
What is here called "the Buddha" is synonymous with 'the
trackless' (apada; also: wordless). Because it cannot easily be
intimated by words (vdk). I t is not easy to define speech (vik),
how much more so the Buddha! You want to know, Rev.
S~radvatiputra,how one can describe the Buddha. (222) He is
the one who is not in full possession of enlightenment, who has
not been produced, who will not be stopped, who is not endowed
with any dharma, of whom there is not track, who is undifferentiated, and just equivalent to the trackless. Those who seek
for the Tathagata should seek for the self. For "self" and
" BuddhaJ1are synonymous. Just as the self does absolutely
not exist, and cannot be apprehended, so also the Buddha. As
the self cannot be expressed by any dharma, so also the Buddha.
One speaks of a Buddha where definitions fail. As it is not easy
to understand what the word "self" means, so it is (223) also
not easy to understand what the word "Buddha" means.
Sdradvatfputra : Bodhisattvas who are beginners, 0 Lord,
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cannot understand what MaiijuSri, the Crown Prince, has
demonstrated!
MaZjztSrB: I do not, Rev. !%radvatiputra, demonstrate in
such a way that even Arhats who have done what had to be
done can understand it. In fact I demonstrate in such a way
that no one can discern what I have said. Because enlightenment cannot be discerned by anyone; nor can it be fully known,
seen, heard, or recalled; it has not been produced or stopped,
and it cannot be pointed out or described. Insofar as there is
any enlightenment, it is neither existence nor non-existence.
For there is nothing that should be fully known by enlightenmen t , nor does enlightenment fully know enlightenment. (224)
SiradvatBputra: Has the Ford, then, not fully known the
realm of Dharma?
MaiijuSri: No, He has not. For the realm of Dharma is just
the Lord. If the realm of Dharma were something that the Lord
had fully known, then the realm of Non-production would be
something that ought to be stopped. In fact, however, the
realm of Dharma as such is enlightenment. Because there are
no beings in it. Enlightenment is synonymous with the nonexistence of all dharmas. I t is thus that this realm of Dharma
comes to be called thus. Because as the Buddha's domain all
dharmas are undifferentiated. (225) The word " non-differentiation " does not intimate anything, since one cannot instruct
anyone about it, either through the conditioned or the unconditioned. I t carries no intimation, and that is why it is something which intimates nothing at all. For all dharmas intimate
nothing at all. Because they do not manifest themselves in such
a way that they could be objects of instruction.
Even' those who have engaged in the deadly sins have
engaged in the unthinkable, and those who have engaged in the
unthinkable have engaged in what is real. Because "real" is a
word which implies no distinctions. Those who are endowed
with the unthinkable Dharma are not destined for heaven, the
states of woe, or Parinirvana. And why? Because neither the
The following contains some puns based on Vinaya terms which
lose their point in English. Nor am I quite sure that I have always
properly understood these monastic jokes. It would, however, be undesirable to abbreviate this holy scripture to suit one's own
convenience.
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unthinkable nor Parinirvana has been set up for coming or
going. (226) Even among those who have committed the four
root-offences, the offences are quite groundless (lit. rootless).
Because in non-production one can look for neither a root or a
top. "A monk who has no roots" means a monk who is not
established anywhere. That a dispute (adhikaranam) has arisen
means that a surpassing (adhika) superimposition has taken
place; and coursing in that surpassing superimposition one
becomes worthy of the offerings of the world. Because that
surpassing superimposition is self-identical. A believing monk
is not worthy to enjoy gifts given in faith, whereas a non-believing monk is worthy to do so. (227) A proper monk is not worthy
to enjoy those gifts, but an improper monk is worthy to do so.
A monk whose clinging to existence is quite unimpaired
(asamu+ahatanetrbko)is called " an Arhat whose outflows have
dried up 'I.
SiradvatTputra: In what hidden sense, MafijuSri, do you
say that?
MaiijuSrb: The sameness (samati) is quite unimpaired, and
it is the sameness which is the guide (netrb).Another synonym
for an Arhat whose outflows have dried up is "one who has not
risen above fear ".
Siradvatbputra: In what hidden sense, MaiijuSri, do you say
that? (228)
Ma+ijuSrE: He fears not even the least thing; what then will
he rise above?
SiradvatTputar : What then is ta synonym for " the one who
patiently accepts what fails to be produced"?
MaiijuSrE: He is so called because through him not even the
least dharma has been produced.
Siradvatfputra: What is a synonym for an "undisciplined
monk "?
Ma+ijuSrf:I t is the synonym of an Arhat whose outflows have
dried up. (229). For what has been disciplined is the nondiscipline, and not the discipline. With this hidden meaning do
I say that "the monk who needs no discipline" is a synonym of
an Arhat whose outflows have dried up.
SiradvatEputra: What is a synonym for "someone who
courses in the higher thought (adhicitta)"?
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MaiijuSri: That term is synonymous with "the ordinary
people ".
Sciradvatfputra: In what hidden sense, MaiijuSri, do you
say that?
MaCjuSri: Because he is superior to them (?adhikarotz].
(230)
Snradvatfputra: Well said, Maiiujukri, well said! You speak
like an Arhat whose outflows have dried up.
MaiijuSrf: So it is, Rev. S2radvatiputra, as you say! And yet
although I am one whose outflows (dsrava) have dried up, I am
not an Arhat. Because my longings (Zsri) for the level of a
Disciple or Pratyekabuddha have also dried up.
The Lord: Is it possible that a Bodhisattva, seated on the
terrace of enlightenment, might be incapable of fully knowing
the utmost, right and perfect enlightenment?
MaiijuSri: Yes, it is. (231) Because in enlightenment even the
least (atzu) dharma does not exist and cannot be apprehended.
That is why it is called the utmost (anuttara), right and perfect
enlightenment. And that enlightenment is unproduced. In it
no dharma exists or can be apprehended which could be seated
on the terrace of enlightenment, or which could fully know
enlightenment, or by which enlightenment could be fully
known, or which could rise from the terrace of enlightenment.
By this method, 0 Lord, one can see that the Bodhisattva, when
seated on the terrace of enlightenment, is incapable of fully
knowing the utmost, right and perfect enlightenment.
The Lord: "Enlightenment ", of what is that a synonym?
MaGjuSrf: Of the five deadly sins. Because as non-existent
those five deadly sins have just the essential original nature of
enlightenment, (232) and therefore this enlightenment has
the essential original nature of the deadly sins. I t fully knows
the deadly sins, but it is not a meditational development which
provides a direct intuition of all dharmas. For all dharmas are
absolutely beyond all direct intuition. No one can fully know
them, see, recognize or ascertain them. Such is this enlightenment. The conceited, however, put out that these dharmas can
be fully known, etc. to: can be made into an object of direct
intuition.
The Lord: In My presence does it occur to you, MaiijuSri, that
the Tathagata is with you?
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MaijuSrZ: I t does not, 0 Lord. And why? Because thus is
Suchness (tathatd) (233), and as the Suchness is so is the
Tathagata. For, 0 Lord, Suchness does not intimate the
Tathagata, nor does the Tathagata intimate Suchness. And
why? Because in the ultimate sense both Suchness and the
Tathagata are non-existent. I t does therefore not occur to me
that the Tathagata is with me. On the contrary," Tathagata"
is a mere designation. Which is the duality in this Tathagata
with reference to which it would occur to me that the Tathagata
is with me?
The Lord: Have you any uncertainties about the Tathagata?
MaiijuSrz': None indeed, 0 Lord! Though I would have such
uncertainties if there were any accomplishment, genesis or
Parinirvana of a Tathagata. (234)
The Lord: Does it not occur to you that the Tathagata has
been produced?
MaijuSrC: That might occur to me if there were a genesis of
the realm of Dharma.
The Lord: Do you not firmly believe that "Buddhas and
Lords countless like the sand of the Ganges have gone to
Parinirvana" ?
MaGjuSrE: Is it not so, 0 Lord, that the Buddhas and Lords
have one single domain, i.e. the unthinkable domain?
The Lord: So it is MaiijuBri?
MaijttSr5: Is it not so that the Lord stands there just now?
The Lord: So it is, MaiijuBri. (235)
MaiijuSrE:These Buddhas and Lords, countless like the sands
of the Ganges, have therefore never entered Parinirvana.
Because they have one single domain, i.e. the unthinkable
domain. Unthinkability, however, is not produced or stopped.
When the Lord won full enlightenment, those who will in the
future be Tathagatas, Arhats and fully enlightened Buddhas
have therefore also known full enlightenment. Because unthinkability is not past, future or present. Therefore, 0 Lord, those
who form the notion that the Tathagata has been produced, or
that he will go to Parinirvana, will in consequence still further
whirl around in the world and stay in it, and they will thereby
prolong their sojourn in the world.
The Lord: You may therefore, MaiijuBri, announce the fact
that this unthinkability of a Tathagata (236) is unthinkable
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and inconceivable in front of a Tathagata, or of an irreversible
Bodhisattva, or of an Arhat whose outflows have dried up.
Because, having heard it, they will neither sanction nor reject
it. For that which they think about is unthinkable and inconceivable.
Ma5juSrT: When, 0 Lord, all dharmas are unthinkable and
inconceivable, who will be able to do any sanctioning or rejecting?
The Lord: Just as the Tathagata, so also the ordinary people
are inconceivable.
MaZjaSri: Are the ordinary people also in just that way inconceivable?
The Lord: They are. (237) Because all that can be thought is
inconceivable.
Maiijztiri: If, just as the Tathagata, so also the ordinary
people are inconceivable, because also their state, like all
dharmas, is inconceivable, then those who have set out for
Parinirvana must already dwell in it. Because Parinirvana and
inconceivability are one and the same thing. In consequence
there can be no differentiation in inconceivability. Those, 0
Lord, who spoke of these dharmas as dharmas of the ordinary
people, and of those as the dharmas of holy men, should in fact
have said: "Let us, to begin with, honour the good spiritual
friend, and thereafter let us cognize, 'these are the dharmas of
ordinary people and those are the dharmas of holy men'." (238)
The Lord: Do you, MaiijuSri, look for a Tathagata who is the
foremost of all beings?
MaCjuSrJ: I would do so if one being could be more perfect
than another.
The Lord: Do you look for a Tathagata who is endowed with
unthinkable dharmas?
Ma%juSrT: I would do so if anyone could be endowed with
unthinkable dharmas.
The Lord: Do you again look for Disciples who have been
disciplined by the Tathagata?
MafijuSri: I would do so if anyone could be subjected to the
discipline of the unthinkable element. The production of a
Buddha has not been set up (239) by the bestowal or by the
removal of anything. Because this unthinkable element is
established and uncontaminated, and in it one can apprehend
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no differentiation between Disciples, ordinary people, and so
on.
The Lord: Do you then, MaiijuSri, not look upon the Tathagata as an unsurpassed field of merit?
MaGjuj.uSr5: Because of his non-existence is the Tathagata a
field of merit, and for that reason he is also an unsurpassed field
of merit. This field of merit is unsurpassed, because it is a field
of merit, and not a field of demerit. I t is a field of merit in the
sense that therein no dharma can reach the fullness of its perfection or wane away. (240) A seed placed into it neither grows
nor diminishes.
The Lord: In what hidden sense do you say that, MaiijuSri?
MaGjugrE: Because, 0 Lord, this field is a field of merit in the
sense that it is unthinkable.
Thereupon on that occasion, through the Buddha's might,
the earth shook in six ways. And the thoughts of 16,000 monks
were freed from the outflows without any further clinging, and
700 nuns, 300 laymen, 40,000 laywomen and 6,000 niyutas of
kotis of gods of the sphere of sense-desire produced the dispassionate, unstained eye of Dharma in dharmas.
The Ven. Ananda thereupon rose from his seat, (241) put his
robe over one shoulder, placed his right knee on the ground,
bent forth his folded hands to the Lord, and said to the Lord:
"What, 0 Lord, is the cause, what the reason, for the manifestation in the world of this great shaking of the earth"?
The Lord: This discourse on Dharma, Ananda, called "The
Exposition of the Field of Merit" has been taught in this very
place by the Buddhas and Lords bf the past. That is the cause,
that is the reason for the manifestation in the world of this
great shaking of the earth.

W O R D A N D W I S D O M . Studies in the hypostatization of
divine qualities and functions in the Ancient Near East. By
Helmer Ringgren. Haken Ohlssons Boktryckeri. Lund, 1947,
234 pages.
lthough H. Ringgren's book was written chiefly for theologians, it is invaluable to all students of Asiatic culture.
Ringgren assumes that "monotheism is the primitive religion",
and polytheism a later stage of religious development. "How
then ",he asks himself, "has the puzzling multitude of gods and
goddesses, that we meet with in most peoples, arisen?" In
"Word and Wisdom" he considers " one of the factors that have
been active in this process, viz. the hypostatization of divine
qualities and functions" (p. 8). In the course of his book he
surveys the hypostases in the religions of ancient Egypt and
Mesopotamia, among the Western Semites and ancient Jews,
and in Pre-Islamic Arabia.
Whatever may be the merits of Ringgren's theological thesis,
his long chapter on "Wisdom in the Old Testament and in
Later JudaismJJbrings out the extraordinary fact that during
the same period of time,-i.e. from ca 200 B.C. onwards-two
distinct civilizations, one in the Mediterranean, the other in
India, constructed a closely analogous set of ideas concerning
"wisdom ", each one apparently independently, from its own
cultural antecedents. Not that Ringgren, a specialist in Near
Eastern literature, is aware of this connection. His account of
Jewish wisdom literature is unbiassed by any opinion about its
relation to Indian thought. I t may not be without interest to set
out some of the parallels or coincidences which I observed
between Ringgren's account of Chochma and Sophia (abbreviated as S.) on the one hand, and the Buddhist texts dealing
with perfect wisdom, or Prajfi5pliramitli (abbreviated as PP),
on the other.
Both s and PP are feminine, s is a mother (Ringgren pp. 111,
124, 125), and the PP is repeatedly called the " motherJ' of the
Buddhas and Bodhisattvas. s is equated with the law (t6rd) (pp.
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110, 114); PP is identified with Dharma. Both have existed
from all times (p. IOO),and are described as extremely elusive
(pp. 96,107). They are the equivalent of God (pp. 110, I I ~ )and
,
of the Buddha respectively. s is a gift of God (p. 127) ; the PP
is taught through "the Buddha's might". They are both
praised by litanies, which enumerate their attributes-21 for s
(p. I I ~ )32
, for PP. s is related to the sky (p. 137), just as PP is
again and again related to ether (dkdiq). Both dispense the
waters of knowledge (p. 111, cf. 141; and Ashta, xix, 363), and
,
food of the ambrosial (deaththe "food of life" (p. I ~ I ) "the
less) Dharma", as the PaficaSatikd (ii, 744d) calls it. Both are
connected with a tree, s with the tree of life in Paradise (p. I ~ o ) ,
and PP with the Bodhi-tree. Both are extremely pure (pp. 112,
116 and viiuddhi), are compared to light (p. I I ~ ) and
,
are
called "nurse and nourisher" (p. 125, and dhiirikd). We are
urged to "lean upon" Sophia (p. 111; cf. 122), and to rely, or
lean on (dSritya) the PP. We must accept the chastisement of s
(p. IZO),while the Diamond SGtra tells us to allow ourselves to
be "humbled, well humbled". s disappears in the chaos of the
last days (p. IZO),and the sutras on PP show a marked preoccupation with what they call "the future period, the last
time, the last epoch, the last five hundred years, the time of the
collapse of the good Dharma ". s is of vital importance for kings
and rulers (pp. 97,141, etc.) ;this aspect of PP has been worked
out in a special Siitra of great renown, the Ninn6-ky6.
The sexual aspects of wisdom are only alluded to in the texts
dealing with the PP. They come to the fore in the later development of the Buddhist Tantra. Just as Sophia is the fiaredros of
Jahwe, his companion, or consort, his "darling" (Prov. 8, 30),
just so in the Tantra Perfect Wisdom becomes the consort of
Vajradhara, the supreme Buddha. Cults of ritual sexuality
were widely practised among the populations with which the
ancient Jews were in contact. Some sections of Jewry did not
remain uninfluenced by such cults. We know from the Elefihantine papyri that in the fifth century B.C.a number of Jews in the
Nile delta believed that Jahwe had a wife, Anath-Jahu. As
Ringgren (p. 147) and also Rankin (Israel's Wisdom Literature,
pp. 229-230) point out, the notion which made Wisdom the
associate of Jahwe partly incorporated, and partly combated
such ideas of the popular imagination. In this connection
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Ringgren ignores S. H. Hooke's valuable studies about the
erotic element in ancient Judaism. As a final parallel I may mention that Sophia is described as suitable for sexual intercourse
(p. 119, cf. 106); in the left-handed Tantra the girls who are
used for ritual intercourse are called Prajfid, wisdom. In a
similar spirit the Gnostic Simon called his "wife" Helene
" Sophia", or "Ennoia" (=j+idna).
The number of parallels could easily be multiplied if one were
to take into account the kindred literature of Hellenism, of
Gnosticism, of Neo-Platonism. We find everywhere in the
Mediterranean world at that period a fusion between the idea of
wisdom and the idea of the magna mater, resulting in a new
deity who is modelled on Ishtqar, Isis and Athene, and who is
placed by the side of the supreme male being. A study of the
more philosophical authors-like Philon or Proclzls-reveals a
profusion of verbal coincidences with the Prajfidpdramitd
texts. Here Sophia as the ol~la(house) of the wise, there
the Prajilipdramitd as their vihdra (dwelling). The epithet
+wu+dpos (light-bringer) corresponds to dloka-kart dxpdwos
(immaculate) to anupaliptd; etc., etc.
I t cannot be the purpose of a review to try and exhaust a
problem of this magnitude. Ringgren himself gives a very
thorough survey of " foreign influences " on the Jewish conception of Wisdom" (pp. 1238-rqg), without coming to any very
definite conclusion. I regretted, incidentally, that he does not
discuss Troje's suggestion, as far back as 1925, that Sophia is
derived from Buddhi.
In all this we may have to deal with parallel developments,
under the influence of local conditions, from a general widely
diffused culture pattern. Or it may, of course, be that there is
some hidden rhythm in history which activates certain archetypes-as Jung would call them-at certain periods in widely
distant places. All that I set out to do in this review was to
remind readers that there is a problem here, which historians
cannot ignore, and for which they find first-hand material in
Ringgren's careful and painstaking survey of the facts concerning the ancient Near East.

BUDDHIST PHILOSOPHY
AND
ITS EUROPEAN
PARALLELS

T

he search for philosophical parallels is fraught with many
pitfalls. Some parallels are fruitful and significant, others
incidental and fortuitous. I now propose to discuss the European parallels to Buddhist thought in two articles, of which the
first is devoted to the true, and the second to the spurious,
parallels.
As for my interpretation of the basic principles of Buddhism,
I have recently given it in some detail in Buddhist Thought in
India.' Since my views differ to some extent from those of my
predecessors, I will briefly sum them up so that the reader can
see what kind of "Buddhism" I compare with European
philosophy.
The basic teaching of the Buddha can be expressed in one
sentence: The conditioned world as it appears to us is fundamentally and irreparably undesirable, and salvation can be
found only through escape to the Unconditioned, also called
"Nirvina". Everything else is elaboration.
All conditioned things are marred by having three "marks,"
i.e. bylbeing impermanent, "ill't, and " alien to our true self ".*
Much thought has gone into determining the full meaning of
those marks. "Ill", for instance, comprises not only pain and
suffering, but also the unease which is nowadays known as
"existential anxiety",J and the mark of " not-self " has given
rise to interminable discussions.4 Human beings fret against a
world which is impermanent, ill, and not-self and are not content to live in it, because they believe that in the core of their
1

Buddhist Thought in India (London: George Allen & Unwin Ltd.,

1962). Hereafter BThI.
BThI, pp. 34-43.
3
4

This will be discussed on pages 237-9.
About its relation to Hume's denial of a "self ", see pages 239-41.
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own being they are eternal, at ease, and in full control of everything.' This alienation of our empirical personality from our
true being (i.e., from the "Tathiigata" within us2) is brought
about by " cravingW.3If we want to return to our original state
of purity, we must first regenerate ourselves by developing five
cardinal virtues,4 of which wisdom is the last and most important. After these virtues have sufficiently matured, we can
slowly attempt a break-through to the Unconditioned,s which,
through the three doors of deliverance, i.e., Emptiness, the
Signless, and the Wishless,6 leads to Nirva'na,7 which is a state
in which the self has become extinct, in which none of this
world is any longer extant, and which therefore transcends all
words and concepts.8
This is all quite simple to understand, though at time hard to
believe. I t is very much complicated, however, by being combined with an ontological theory of "Dharma " which requires
a tremendous intellectual effort.9 This theory distinguishes
three levels of reality : I. The one and single Dharnta, which is
the ultimate and unconditioned reality of Nirviina. 2. A
multiplicity of dharmas, or momentary and impersonal events,
which, though illusory compared with the one single Dhurnta,lo
are more real than the things around us. 3. The things of the
common-sense world, which are mere verbal constructions, in
that they arecombinations of dharmas held together by words.''
The Buddhist "dharma-theory" is unique, and has no exact
equivalent anywhere else.12
So much for the tenets of what I call "archaic" Buddhism.
They were probably formulated by the time of A5oka.I' Two
centuries later the further elaboration of these ideas led to two
distinct schools, i.e., the "scholastic Hinayha" and the
B T h I , pp. 43-6.
It is "A central peace, subsisting at the heart/Of endless agitation"
(W. Wordsworth). See below, p. 221.
3 See below, p. 223.
5 Ibid., pp. 56-8.
BThIr pp. 47-55.
Ibid., pp. 59-69.
7 Ibid., pp. 69-79.
0 The teachings of European mystics correspond to this doctrine in
its general tone (see below, pp. 220-2), but only Schopenhauer matches
it in many
(see below, pp.' 222-4).
l o Ibid., pp. 223-5 (see below, p. 227).
9 BThI, pp. 92-106.
See below p. 236.
Ibid., p. 97".
1 3 274-236 B.C.
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"Mah2yiXna", which, contrary to what is often said, did not
significantly conflict in their doctrines but merely diverged
in their range of interest. The "scholastic HinayiXna"' concentrated on the conditioned dharmas, systematized their
classification, defined more precisely their particular attributes
and general marks, and worked out the relations pertaining
among them.2 The creative contributions of the MahSyiXna,
on the other hand, almost exlcusively concern the Unconditioned. In particular, the notion of "Emptiness", which in
"archaic" Buddhism had been one of the avenues to NirvrZna,
was now immensely enriched.3 I t was also buttressed by a
searching analysis of the "own-being" of dharmas,4 using a
type of logic which in Europe we would call dialectical."^
Equally applied to conditioned and unconditioned dharmas,
"emptiness" led to their identification. The result is a "monistic" ontology which shows many analogies to European
metaphysical systems of the same type,6 while the descriptions
of the bafflement experienced by the intellect when confronted with this one and unique Absolute resemble the position
of the Greek skeptics in many ways.'
Of special interest for the theme of these articlesis the chapter
on "Tacit Assumptions",8 in which I compare Buddhist with
contemporary mentality, and try to establish that
Buddhist thinkers made a number of tacit assumptiol~swhich are
explicitly rejected by modem European philosophers. The first,
common to nearly all Indian, as distinct from European, "scientific", thought treats the experiences of Yoga as the chief raw
material for philosophical reflection. Secondly, all " perennial"9 (as
against " modem ") philosophers, agree on the hierarchical structure
of the universe, as shown in a) the distinction of a "triple world"
and b) of degrees of "reality", and c ) in the establishment of a
hierarchy of insights dependent on spiritual maturity. Thirdly, all
religious (as against a-religious) philosophies a) use "numinous"
as distinct from "profane" terms, and b) treat revelation as the
ultimate source of all valid knowledge.10
T I , pp. 1 1 9 1 .
Ibid., pp. 148-58.
1 Ibid., pp. 242-9.
Ibid., pp. 23g-41 (see below pp. 223-4).
5 BThI, pp. 261-4; also below, pp. 227-8.
6 See below, pp. z24-7.
7 See below, pp. 217-20.
9 For a definition, see below, pp. 213-5.
BThI, pp. 17-30.
10 BThI, p. 17.
4
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This is not how everyone sees it, and the doubting reader must
be referred to the arguments of my book.
The cornerstone of my interpretation of Buddhism is the
conviction, shared by nearly everyone, that it is essentially a
doctrine of salvation, and that all its philosophical statements
are subordinate to its soteriological purpose. This implies, not
only that many philosophical problems are dismissed as idle
speculations,I but that each and every proposition must be
considered in reference to its spiritual2 intention and as a
formulation of meditational experiences acquired in the course
of the process of winning salvation. While I cannot imagine
any scholar wishing to challenge this methodological postulate,
I am aware that, next to D.,T. Suzuki, I am almost alone in
having applied it consistently .
Finally, any interpretation of Buddhism which goes beyond
the indiscriminate accumulation of quotations, and attempts
actually to understand Buddhist thought involves an element
of choice, in that one has to decide which one among the numerous presentations of the Buddha's doctrine should be regarded
as the most authentic. Bu-ston favours the Buddhism of the
Pala period, Frauwallner the Yog5cBrins, Oldenberg the Pali
Canon (minus the Abhidhamma), Stcherbatsky the scholastic
Hinayha and the later logicians, D. T. Suzuki the early
Mahiiygna and Zen, some Chinese schools the Saddharmapu?zdarika, and so on. With Prof. Murti, I regard the Madhyamikas as representing the central tradition of Buddhism, and
believe that with them Buddhist theorizing reached its full
maturity. This preference colours much of what I have to say.
What, then, is the relation of these Buddhist teachings to
European philosophy? From the outset, I must admit that I do
not believe in a clear-cut distinction between "Eastern" and
"Western" mentality. Until about 1450, as branches of the
same "perennial philosophy,"3 Indian and European philosophers disagreed less among themselves than with many of
See below pp. 234-5, 242.
For a definition, see below, p. 216, note I .
3 This term was originally invented by Catholics to describe the
philosophy of St. Thomas and Aristotle. In all probability it was first
used by Augustinus Steuchus, Episcopus Kisami, Bibliothecarius to
Pope Paul 111, in his Deperenniphilosophia, libri x , 723 pp., Base1 1542.
I

2
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the later developments of European philosophy. The " perennial philosophy" is in this context defined as a doctrine which
holds. 1. That as far as worth-while knowledge is concerned
not all men are equal, but that there is a hierarchy of persons,
some of whom, through what they are, can know much more
than others. 2. That there is a hierarchy also of the levels of
reality, some of which are more " real", because more exalted
than others. 3. That the wise men of old have found a " wisdom"
which is true, although it has no "empirical" basis in observations which can be made by everyone and everybody; and that
in fact there is a rare and unordinary faculty in some of us by
which we can attain direct contact with actual reality-through
the praj2d (pdramitd) of the Buddhists, the logos of Parmenides,' the sophia of Aristotlez and others, Spinoza's amor dei
intellectualis, Hegel's Vernunft, and so on. 4. That true teaching
is based on an authority which legitimizes itself by the exemplary life and charismatic quality of its exponents.
Within the perennial philosophy Indian thought is marked
off by two special features: I. The reliance on yoga as providing
He states quite clearly the main presuppositions involved. The very first
sentence formulates his program, i.e. ut unum est omnium rerum principium, sic unam atque eandem de eo scientiam semper apud omnes fuisse
ratio multarumque gentium ac literarum monimenta testantur. On p. 7 and
later he explains that the Sapientia was strongest in the beginning, when
first given by God, and that later on it becomes more and more dissipated
and weakened. Wherever it appears, this sapientia, or veritas veniens ad
homines, agrees so much in essentials, ut apparet necessario unam
totius humani generis esse religionem. Later on the term was adopted
by Leibniz to designate his own brand of eclecticism (Lettre ?t RCmond,
1714, Gerhardt I11 624-5). and about 1908 by Willmann in his History
of Idealism, 3 vols. More recently it was taken over by Aldous Huxley
and others, and my definition is akin to that of Ananda Coomaraswamy.
A. Huxley in his- famous book of 1946 envisaged only the mystical
school, whereas here I include the intellectual and speculative trends,
i.e., Plato and Aristotle as well as the German idealists. The only people
before 1450 who are excluded are those who, like the Lokgyatikas in
India, were deliberately antispiritual, but not necessarily the Epicureans who were anticlerical b u t no foes of a tranquil and serene life.
I Being for him is "one" kata ton logon (when seen by reason), " many"
kata t8n aisthzsin (when seen by perception). Aristotle, Metaphysics,
I g86b33-4.
In his Metaphysics, Aristotle has taken great pains to describe the
subjective counterpart of "being as being", e.g., in Book I, 981~-983'.
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the basic raw material of worth-while experience.' 2. The
implicit belief in karma and rebirth. Yoga,of course, has its
counterpart in the West in the spiritual and ecstatic practices
of contemplatives, and belief in reincarnation is nearly worldwide,2 though rare among philosophers accorded academic
recognition.
Then, as I see it, by 1450,the East, in decline since A.D. I ,000,
had fallen asleep and from thereon lived on its inherited capital,
until in the end innate lethargy and aggression from the outside
brought it to its present impasse. In the West, a large number of
philosophers discarded the basic presuppositions of the
"perennial philosophy", and developed by contrast what for
want of a better term we may call a " sciential"3 philosophy.
That has the following features: I. Natural science, particularly
that dealing with inorganic matter, has a cognitive value, tells
us about the actual structure of the universe, and provides the
other branches of knowledge with an ideal standard in that
they are the more " scientific" the more they are capable of
mathematical formulation and the more they rely on repeatable and publicly verified observations. 2. No being higher
than man is known to science, and man's power and convenience
should be promoted at all costs. 3. The influence of spiritual and
" Nolve philosophie est n6e de la cuviositb el du besoin de savoir,
d'expliquev le monde d'une f a ~ o ncohbrente. En Inde la philosophie est
l'intevpvetation valionelle de l'expdvience mystique." So Constantin
Regamey, on page 251 of what is one of the most notable contributions
so far made to comparative philosophy, i.e., "Tendences et mbfhodes
de la philosophie indienne comparbes B celles de la philosophie occidentale," Revue de Thbologie el de Philosophie, IV (1951)~2 4 5 6 2 Regamey
also shows how this difference in the point de dbpavl leads to a radical
divergence in the criteria of absolute truth.
2 Joseph Head and S. L. Cranson, eds., Reincarnation :An East- West
Adhology (New York: The Julian Press, Inc., 1961).
3 The opponents of the perennial philosophy prefer to describe themselves as "scientific." There can be nothing more unscientific, however,
than the drawing of extravagant and presumptuous conclusions about
the mind, soul, and spirit of man, and about his destiny and the purpose
of his life, from a few observations about the expansion of gases, the
distribution of moths, and the reflections of the celestial bodies in little
pieces of glass. If I were reduced to that part of myself which can be seen
in bits of glass, I would certainly feel that most of my being was omitted.
Why should this not be true also of other things apart from my own
dear self?
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magical forces, as well as life after death may safely be disregarded, because unproven by scientific methods. 4. In consequence, "life" means "man's" life in this world, and the task
is to ameliorate this life by a social "technique" in harmony
with the "welfare" or " willJ' of "the people". Buddhists must
view all these tenets with the utmost distaste.
"Sciential" philosophy is an ideology which corresponds to
a technological civilization. I t arises in its purity only to the
extent that its social substratum has freed itself from all preindustrial influences, and in the end it must lead to the elimination of even the last traces of what could properly be called
"philosophy" in the original sense of "love of wisdom". For
centuries it existed only blended with elements from the
traditional " perennial" philosophy. As philosophies, both the
"perennial" and the " sciential" systems possess some degree
of intellectuality, and up to a point they both use reasoning.
But, considered in their purity, as ideal types, they differ in
that the first is motivated by mans' spiritual' needs, and aims
at his salvation from the world and its ways, whereas the second
is motivated by his utilitarian needs, aims at his conquest of the
world, and is therefore greatly concerned with the natural and
social sciences. Between the two extremes there are, of course,
numerous intermediary stages. They depend to some extent
on the quality of the spirituality behind them, which is very
high, say, in Buddhism, slightly lower in Plato and Aristotle,
and still quite marked in such men as Spinoza, Leibniz,
Berkeley, Kant, Goethe, Hegel, and Bergson. The general
trend, however, has been a continuous loss of spiritual substance between 1450 and 1960, based on an increasing forgetfulness of age-old traditions, an increasing unawareness of
I I have defined the word "spiritual" in my Bzrddhism (3rd ed.,
Oxford : Bruno Cassirer, 1957) on page I I as involving I . The devaluation of sensory experience, 2. The renunciation of belongings; and 3.
Impartiality towards other persons. The quintessence of the spiritual
life, shorn of its usual accretions, was admirably formulated by Petrus
Damiani in the eleventh century in two exceedingly fine poems which
have recently been reprinted in F. J . E. Raby, ed., The Oxford Book
of Medieval Latin Ve'erse (Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1959)~pp. 185-9.
The second has also been translated into English in Frederick Brittain,
ed., The Penguin Book of Latin Ve'erse (Harmondsworth, England:
Penguin Books, Ltd., 1962),pp. 176-80.
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spiritual practices, and an increasing indifference to the spiritual life by the classes which dominate society.
Leaving aside the relative merits of the "perennial" and the
" sciential" approaches to philosophy, all I want to establish
at present is their mutual incompatibility, which is borne out
by their mutual hostility. Our "sciential" philosophers are well
aware of this. We need only peruse the writings of empiricists,
logical positivists, and linguistic analysts, and it will become
obvious that the animosity displayed toward a philosopher is
almost a measure of his concern for spirituality. And, in a way,
the moderns are quite right. For "perennial" and " sciential"
philosophies represent two qualitatively different kinds of
thinking which have almoat nothing in common, except
perhaps for a certain degree of respect for rationality. Our
contemporaries continually assure us that the spiritual
philosophers of the past are not "philosophers" at all, but
dreamers, mystics, poets, and so on. All we can conclude from
this is that the word "philosophy" is being used in two quite
disparate senses: I. As the pursuit of "wisdom". 2. As a
" rigorous" academic exercise without much ostensible purpose.
The "wisdom" meant here is compounded of knowledge and
a "good life", and to it apply the words of Proverbs : "Blessed
is the man who has found wisdom. Her ways are good ways, and
all her paths are peaceful. She is a tree of life to all that lay hold
upon her."2 I t is not easy to see how such words could be used
of "philosophy" in the second sense.
Having stated the general principles on which, I believe, the
comparison of Buddhist and European thought must be based,
I now speak of the only three currents of European philosophy
which can significantly be compared with Buddhism, i.e., I.
The Greek Skeptics. 2. The wisdom-seeking mystics. 3. The
monists and dialecticians.
I. The European system nearest to the Mgdhyamikas is that
of the Greek Skeptics. In my Buddhism,3 I have shown their
I To mention just two easily accessible sources: In Bertrand Russell's
A History of Western Philosophy (New York: Simon and Schuster, 1945)
this attitude is expressed with some urbanity, and in J. 0.Urmson, ed.,
The Concise Encyclopedia of Western Philosophy (London: Hutchinson,
1960) with blunt rudeness (e.g., the article on Schopenhauer is sheer
personal abuse).
2 Cf. 111: 13-8.
3 Op cit., pp. 140-2.
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close similarity, both in intention and structure. They also
agree in that the history of skepticism exhibits the same tendency to deviate into a purely theoretical intellectualism which
has continually th'reatened the integrity of Buddhist thought.
Greek Skepticism went through four stages, which R. G. Bury'
has called the practical, the critical, the dialectical, and the
empirical. The parallel with Buddhism is closest in the first
stage, i.e., with Pyrrho (360-275 B.c.). In the last, with Sextus
Empiricus (A.D. 160-ZIO), it is barely perceptible. Indeed,
taking the later developments as his norm, Bury can affirm that
Pyrrho "was probably not at all a full-blown Sceptic, but rather
a moralist of an austere and ascetic type who cultivated
insensibility to externals and superiority to environment."z
I t was only in the New Academy, with Arcesilas (315-241
B.c.), that Skepticism "ceased to be purely practical and
became mainly theoreticaL"3 "Thus, while Pyrrho had renounced and Timon flouted the Dogmatists, Arcesilas started
the practice of refuting them scientifically and systematically,
and earned thereby the abuse of Timon for his lapse from pure
Pyrrhonism."4 In fact, when we read Sextus Empiricus, we
find that, although some of the original message has remained
intact,s it has been overlaid by a vast technical apparatus
accumulated over five centuries and by numerous concessions
to common sense. The bulk of Sextus' work is parasitical on the
dogmatic philosophers, and seems to be motivated more by
disputatiousness and the desire to score debating points than
by a positive interest in mental repose. In many ways his
attitude resembles that of the la@erBuddhist logicians.
At the time of Cicero, halfway between Pyrrho and Sextus
Empiricus, this loss of spiritual commitment had not gone quite
so far. Some of the statements which Cicero makes in his
R. G. Bury, trans., Sextus Empiricus, 4 vols. Vol. I , Outlines of
Pyrrhonism (New Y o r k : G. P. Putnam's Sons, 1933).p. X X X .
2 Ibid., p. xxx; C f .also p. xxxi.
3 Ibid., p. xxxii.
4 Ibid., p. xxxiii.
5 E.g., in what the skeptikl agdgz ("sceptical procedure") (Book I .
Chap. 4 ) has t o say about ataraxia (=iamatha) as the end o f life ( I .
25-30), or about the soabh6ua (physis or peri tdn exdthen hypokeimendn)
(I. 15. 22,93, 1 6 3 )the
~ relativity o f everything ( I . 135), or ohnon-assertion ( I . 192-193), non-determination ( I . 1 9 7 ) ~and non-apprehension
(I. 200).
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Academicall on behalf of or in response to the Skeptics, are
indeed strikingly similar to the teachings of the Mgdhyamikas
and other later Buddhists.
The Skeptics were people who "sanctioned nothing as
proved" (qui nihilprobarentZ). "All those things you talk about
are hidden, closely concealed (occultata) and enfolded in thick
clouds of darkness, so that no human intellect has sufficiently
powerful sight to be able to penetrate to heaven and get inside
the earth."3 Though "it is possibly the case that when exposed
and uncovered they change their character" (quia possit jieri
ut patefacta et detecta mutentur).4 The Skeptics "have a habit
of concealing (occultandi) their opinion, and do not usually
disclose it to any one except those that had lived with them
right up to old age".sAnd theopponent says," What pray are
those holy secrets (mysteria) of yours, or why should your
school conceal (celatis)its doctrine as something disgraceful?" 6
" I t is the wise man (sapiens) that we are investigating",'
and it is on him that "all this enquiry turns".8 He "avoids
being taken in and sees to it that he is not deceived " . 9 They
hold that "nothing can be perceived",IO or grasped (comprehendi, anupalabdhi),ll and the "wise man will restrain all acts
of assentJ' (adsensus, abhiniveSa).12There is also a reference to
the "perversity" @ravitas)of seeing the non-real as real,I3 and
to arguments against the senses, which are said to be "full of
darkness ",I4 and against " everything that is approved in
1 Cicero, De Natura Deorum; Acadernica, H . Rackham, ed. and trans.
(Cambridge:Harvard University Press, 1961).
2 Zbid., pp. 488-9, Acadernica, I1 (Lucullus), vi, 17.
1 Zbid., pp. 624-5, Acadernica, I1 (Lucullus), xxxix, 122.
4 Zbid.
5 Zbid., pp. 462-3, Acadernica, fragment No. 2 1 .
6 Zbid., pp. 542-3, Acadernica, I1 (Lucullus), xviii, 60.
7 Zbid., pp. 550-1, Acadernica, I1 (Lucullus), xx, 66.
8 Ibid., pp. 614-5, Acadernica, I1 (Lucullus), xxxvi, "5.
9 Zbid., pp. 550-1, Acadernica, I1 (Lucullus), xx, 66.
I0 Ibid., pp. 550-1. 554-5.608-9, 489-90, 542-3. They "do not deny
that some truth exists, but deny that it can be perceived" (qui vevi esse
aliquid non negamus, percipi posse negamus), 11, xxiii. 73.
1 1 Zbid., pp. 620-1, Acadernica, I1 (Lucullus), xxxviii, I 19.
' 2 Zbid., p p 554-5, Acadernica, I1 (Lucullus), xxi, 68.
Zbid., pp. 5 6 6 7 , Acadernica, I1 (Lucullus), xxv, 80.
14 Zbid., p. 559, Acadenzica, I1 (Lucullus), xxiii, 73.
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common experience " (consuetudo = sarhvyti). And, as though
he had read the Prajn"dpdramitd herself, an opponent points
out that "as for wisdom herself, if she does not know whether
she is wisdom or not, how in the first place will she make good
her claim to the name of wisdom? Next, how will she venture
with confidence to plan or execute any undertaking when there
will be nothing certain for her to act upon? "2
2. Secondly, there is a close similarity with those ascetic,
other-worldly, and "mystical " thinkers who assigned a decisive
importance to "spiritual experience". They are represented
by four main trends:
a ) First, there are the Wisdom speculations of the Near East
between 200 B.C. and A.D. 300. Their conception of chochma
and so$hia is closely analogous to that of $rajiid$dramitd, and
some of the similarities are really quite startling.'
b) Next, we must mention the kindred Gnostic and NeoPlatonic modes of thought, especially the later Neo-Platonists,
like Proclus and Damascius,4 and also their Christian form in
Origenes and in Dionysius Areopagita, who in some passages of
his Mystical Theology5 gives what may well be called a Christian
version of the Heart SStra.
c) Thirdly, there are the great mystics of the thirteenth and
fourteenth centuries, such as Meister Eckhart,6 Ruysbroeck,
and Suso. Their kinship with Buddhism has been noted so
Ibid., pp. 562-3, Academica, I1 (Lucullus), xxiv, 75.
Ibid., p. 499; Academica, I1 (Lucullus), viii, 24.
3 For some details, see my review of H. Ringgren, Word and Wisdom,
on pp. 207-9
4 Some useful material has been collected by R. Gnoli in La Parola del
passato, I (1961), fasc. LXXVII, 153-159 See also J. Rahder's suggestionson Wnyatd in Indogaku Bukky8gaku Kenkyfi (Journal of Indian and
Buddhist Studies). IX, No. 2 (1961)~754. On the other hand, I can see no
merit in E. Benz's attempt to establish a direct link by claiming that
Plotinus' teacher, Ammonios "Sakkas", was either a member of the
Indian dynasty of the "Saki", or a "Sakya" (Sakiya, Sakka), i.e., a
Buddhist monk. Orientalia Romana, I (1958), 18-20 (Instituto Italiano
per il Medio ed Estremo Oriente. Serie Orientale Roma, XVII).
5 1.e.. 1.2,11.1,111.1, chaps. 4 and 5. The translations are apt toobscure
the parallel, which becomes strikingly obvious as soon as the Greek
text is consulted.
6 Cf. Daisetz T. Suzuki, "Meister Eckhart and Buddhism, "in Mysticism, Christian and Buddhist (London: George Allen & Unwin Ltd.,
19571, P P 7-35.
2
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often that I can be quite brief. Ruysbroeck says of the "Godseeing man " that " his spirit is undifferentiated and without
distinction, and therefore feels nothing without the unity".
Among Western contemplatives, SGnyatd corresponds to the
"desert of the Godhead", to Ruysbroeck's "idle emptiness",
to Eckhart's still wilderness where no one is at home, to the
" naked orison ", the "naked
intent stretching unto God",
which becomes possible with entire self-surrender, and also to
the fathomless abyss of Ruysbroeck and Tauler. I This " abyss"
is wholeheartedly welcomed by those steeped in self-negation
and self-naughting, but, later on, less selfless people like B.
Pascal2 and Ch. Baudelaire3 felt rather ambivalent when confronted with it, since they wene clearly none too enchanted with
the implications of being "separated from all created things".
The Theologia Germanica4 (ca. 1425),as is well known, contains
many formulations with a distinctly Buddhist flavour. The
most striking similarity lies, of course, in the constant emphasis
on " I-hood and selfhood", and " I, me, and mine" as the source
of all alienation from true reality, and on the need to undo that
"blindness and folly".s But this is not all. On re-reading the
book I have been astounded to find how close it is in so many
ways to Buddhist mentality, in spite of its author's "cautious
limitation of his speculations to what is compatible with the
ChurchH,6 and some minor concessions to theism, especially
in the later parts. Apart from the subject of satkdyad.q/i this is
true of what is said about the Godhead ( = Nirvdw), the " deified
I For a good description, see Tauler, "Sermon on St. John the
Baptist ", in The Innev Way : 36 Sevmonsfov Festivals. New translation,
edited with Introduction by Arthur Wollaston Hutton (London:
Methuen & Co., Ltd., I ~ O I )pp.
, 97-9. Cf. St. John of the Cross, Noche
Oscuva, Vol. I, Book 2, chap. 17.
2 E.g., L. Brunschvicg, ed. Pensbes (14th ed., Paris: Hachette, 1g27),
P. 350.
3 It is quite interesting to note, when reading Les Fleuvs du Mal, the
varying and conflictingconnotations of such key terms as gouffve, abtme,
and vide.
4 New York: Pantheon Books, Inc., 1949. London: Gollancz, 1950.
This is the translation of S. Winkworth, revised by W. Trask, on the basis
of J. Bernhart's translation into modern German : Theologia Gevmanica
(New York: Pantheon Books, 1949).
Chaps. 1-5, 20, 22, 24, 32, 34, 40, 44, 49. 51.
6 Bernhart, op. cit., p. 101.
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man" (=the bodhisattva), activated by both "cognition"
and a "love" wherein " there neither is nor can remain any I,
Me, Mine, Thou, Thine, and the like",' non-attainment'2 the
perverted views,3 self-deception (=avidyi),4 Suchness,S
faith,6 the One,7 emptiness,a desire,9 and so on-in fact,
quite an impressive list.
d ) Towards the end of the seventeenth century, shortly after
Galileo, European mysticism of this type lost its intellectual
distinction, and faded away into the "Quietism" of Molinos
and Mme. Guyon. In the aftermath of the French revolution,
many of the basic laws of the spiritual life were re-discovered
by great poets who were also fine thinkers, such as Blake,
Shelley, Wordsworth, and Coleridge in England. Though often
vitiated by a fatal rift between theory and practice, their
thought offers many parallels to Buddhist thinking. To this
generation of rebels against the Goddess of Reason belonged
Arthur Schopenhauer, whose thought, partly under Indian
influence, exhibits numerous, and almost miraculous, coincidences with the basic tenets of Buddhist philosophy. I 0 The term
"parallel" implies that two lines run parallel at more than one
point, and the degree of affinity existing between Schopenhauer
and Buddhism will give us a standard by which to judge other
alleged " parallels."
As he himself said, Schopenhauer continued the triple tradition of " quietism, i.e. the giving up of all willing, asceticism, i.e.
intentional mortification of one's own will, and mysticism, i.e.
consciousness of the identity of ope's own inner being with that
of all beings, or with the kernel of the world." I I He shows that
life in the world is meaningless, essentially suffering, and bound
Ibid., pp. 191-2, 197.
Ibid., pp. 167,180,183.
4 Ibid., p. 200.
Ibid., pp. 119,186.
6 Ibid., p. 207.
5 Ibid., pp. 206, 240.
Ibid., pp. 144,219-20.
7 Ibid., pp. 197,204-6, 218-9.
9 Ibid., p. I 15,liebheyt.
' 0 Cf. R. Russell, The Nature and Purpose of the Ascetic Ideal (Kandy,
Ceylon: Buddhist Publication Society, 1960). H. v. Glasenapp, Die
Philosophie der Inder (Stuttgart: Alfred Kroener Verlag, 1958),pp.
428-9.
E. F. J . Payne, trans., The World as Will and Representation ( W W R ) .
2 ~ 0 1 s(Indian
.
Hills, Colorado: The Falcon's Wing Press, 1958),p. 613,
Vol. 11.
3
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to disappoint the hope that our desires might be fulfilled. He
attributes this suffering to "the will to live," which is the
equivalent of trsnd, and which "involves us in a delusion."
He looks for salvation from this world by way of a "denial of
the will to live," which is a "consequence of the dawning of
better knowledge," I and by an asceticism and self-renunciation
exemplified in "the lives of saints, penitents, samanas, sannyisins, and so on."2 We may add his atheism, his denial of an
immaterial, substantially unchanging, soul, his belief in reincarnation, his stress on compassion as the basis of morality, his
indifference to the " achievements " or "rhythm " of human
history,s as well as his insight into impermanence4and into the
reasons why Nirvdna can be described only negatively, and
yet it is not 'nothing.5
I t is only on two points that he differs from Buddhism.
A. He fails to appreciate the importance of disciplined
meditation. Educated non-Catholic Germans of the nineteenth
century were quite unfamiliar with the tradition of spiritual
contemplation. On the other hand, for relaxation they habitually visited art galleries and went for walks in the countryside. I t is no wonder, therefore, that Schopenhauer sees the foretaste of " the exalted peace" of Nirvd?za, not in the trances
(dhyina), but in "pure esthetic contemplation." Although the
contemplation of beauty has some analogy to the conditions
prevailing in trance, it is on the whole an undisciplined faculty,
and its results are rather fleeting and have little power to transmute the personality. In this respect, the German bourgeois
town-dweller was a lesser man than the Indian man in the forest.
B. Secondly, Schopenhauer teaches that the Will is the
Thing-in-itself, whereas in Buddhism "craving" operates
within the conditioned and phenomenal world, and the unconditioned noumenon lies in Nirvina, which is quite calm as the
result of the abolition of craving. Unacquainted with the
practice of yoga, Schopenhauer did not know that at the bottom
WWR, Vol. 11, p. 608.
Quoted in Fussell, op. cit., p. I . Samanas = recluses; sannydsins =
ascetics.
3 WWR, Vol. 11, chap. 38.
4 WWR, Bk. I, par. 3; Bk. 111, par. 33.
5 WWR, Vol. 11, pp. 608, 612.
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of every mind there is a calm quietude which is the prototype of
Nirvi?za. His central metaphysical thesis is, however, incompatible, not only with Buddhism, but also with his own soteriological aspirations. I t is, indeed, not only hard to see how any
cognitive act can ever reach the Thing-in-itself, but it also
remains incomprehensible how thought can ever have the
strength to stand up against the Will, and, what is more, how
as a part of the purely illusory phenomenal world it can possibly
overcome and effectively "deny" it.' This was early on recognized by F. Nietzschez and J. Bahnsen-1(1881), Schopenhauer's
immediate successors, and led them, respectively, into nihilism
and a pessimism unrelieved by the hope of escape.
C. Furthermore, Buddhism has a distinct affinity with the
"monistic" traditions of European thought. The Eleatic
emphasis on the One4 implied devaluation, depreciation, and a t
times even rejection of the plural and multiple world. How
ever they may phrase it, all monistic systems are in tune with
the feeling which Shelley formulated in the famous verse:
Life, like a dome of many-coloured glass
Stains the white radiance of eternity
Until death tramples it to fragrnents.5
Parmenides (ca. 480 B.c., nearly the Buddha's contemporary)
and his successors assume a radical difference between appearance and reality, between surface and depth, between what we
see (phainomena) and what we can only think (noumena),
between opinion and truth. For Parmenides, opinion (dr$i) is
derived from the senses, which are deceptive and the basis of
false information. Truth is derived from the logos, which has
for its object Being (that which is and has no other attributes
For an exceedingly clear and lucid survey of the many inconsistencies
in Schopenhauer's philosophy, I must refer to H. M. Wolf, Arthur Schopenhauer. Hundert Jahre Spciter (Bern and Muenchen : Francke Verlag,
I 960).
H. M. Wolf, op. cit., pp. 36, 70, 106-7.
3 About his "miserabilism," see E. Conze, "The Objective Validity
of the Principle of Contradiction", Philosophy, X (1935).216.
4 But the panta ch6rei of Herakleitos fits none too well, because not
everything flows; Nirvciaa, the most important thing of all, being
excepted.
5 Good parallels can be found in P. Damiani, "The Glories of Paradise", referred to above, page 216note I.
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but to be). Being is, non-being is not; and that which Is can
never not be, either now or later (as in change). Nothing that
Is can either arise or perish. I
All monistic systems are remarkably uniform, and they are
all equally beset by at least four unavoidable difficulties. They
must, first of all, try to guard against the misunderstanding
that the One might be a datum within the world, or a part of the
conglomeration. Both East and West acutely felt the difficulties
of finding an adequate verbal expression for the essentially
transcendent and elusive reality of the One, and both made
many attempts to circumvent them by the use of paradoxes,
absurdities, contradictions, tautologies, riddles, negations, and
other devices. Secondly, the mpnists must attempt to maintain
the simplicity of the One by redefining the meaning of predication in regard to it. In this context, scholastic philosophers
explained that God is each of his predicates, whereas creatures
have them, and that the predicates of God are not different
from one another, since otherwise he would not be simple. "The
absolute essence is not in one respect different from what it is
in another; what it i s , it is in the totality of its being."Z Everything plural is itself and in addition something else, and only
the completely free can be itself pure and simple.
A third problem concerns the relation between the One and
Being. The old Eleatic school, which flourished between 540 and
300 B . c . , ~identifies the two. One must bear in mind, however,
that in doing so it uses a special archaic, pre-Aristotelian type
of logic4 which, among other things, employs "the principle of
unlimited predication". This means that a predicate is either
predicated without limitation of the subject or it is not valid
I " I t never was, and it never will be, since it is, all of it together, only
present in the Now, one and indivisible." (Diels-Kranz, Fr. 8 [Simpl.
Phys. 145.1.3-61.)
2 Plotinus, Enneads, VI. vii. 10.'
3 Also the Megarics and Antisthenes belonged to it. Pyrrho appears
to have started with the Megaric position.
4 S. Ranulf, Der eleatische Satz vom Widers9ruch (Kopenhagen:
Gyldendal, 1924). The archaic character of Parmenides' thinking is
also shown in his belief that Being is a mass which, as a well-rounded
sphere, fills space. Also the well-known works of Prantl, Apelt,
Maier, E. Hoffmann (Die Sprache und die archaische Logik [Tubingen:
J . C. B. Mohr, 19251)~
and Cornford are helpful in this connection.
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at all. This logic only knows statements of the type "All A are
all B", which predicate the entire P of the entire S, without
any qualification as to time, part, or respect, without any distinction being made between total and partial identity of S and
P, or between their partial and total difference. The Eleatics
also "assumed that one speaks only in one sense (monach6s)
of ' one ' and 'being
The victory of Aristotelian logic changed
all that. Plotinus describes the One expressly as "beyond
being"; for Meister Eckhart, who said that "in the Kingdom
of Heaven all is in all, all is one, and all is ours " Pure Being, as
the most general, becomes the richest of all terms;2 and Hegel,
again, treats "being" as the initial and minimal definition of the
Absolute, which is later enriched by many further " attributes."
The Theologia Germanica3 says that "he who finds satisfaction
in God, his satisfaction is the One, and is all in the One. And he
to whom the One is not all and all not the One, and to whom
something and nothing are not one and the same, cannot find satisfaction in God." The Buddhist non-dual One was in the same
way by many devices transferred beyond all logical categories.
And, fourthly, monists must come to some decision on the
status of aj@earance. I t may well be that not all of them have,
like most Buddhists, regarded multiple and manifold appearance as a mere illusion, and it is probably true that " there is
never any suggestion in Plotinus that all things except the
One are illusions or fleeting appearances."' But this is a distinction without much of a difference, because also in the Plotinian
system the sensory and material world has an extremely low
degree of reality, and is afflicted by a great loss of the original
reality, near its point of extinction. In the same way, in the
Hegelian system the natural world is a state of estrangement
from the Absolute Spirit. In M. Eckhart, "all creatures, insofar
as they are creatures, as they are in themselves (quod sunt in et
I."

Aristotle, Physics, 185~33.In many passages (Metaphysics, Gamma
2, 4, E I, Z I , K 3), Aristotle points out that Being is said pollachCs (in
many senses).
2 See R. Otto, Mysticism East and West (London: Macmillan and
Company, 1g32), pp. 21-6.
3 Pp. 204-5.
Italics mine.
4 A. H. Armstrong, Plotinus (London: G. Allen & Unwin Ltd., 1953)~
p. 41. For the ambiguities in Plotinus' own thought, compare Armstrong.
p. 21 with p. 29.
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per se), are not even an illusion, but they are a pure nothing."'
And, for Spinoza, "a temporal existence insofar as it is purely
temporal is the same as non-existence, and is perishing in
proportion to its fragmentariness and exclusiveness; existence
in every range insofar as it gains content moves already towards
an ideal of perfection which is one with eternity itself."=
The background of all "monistic " views3 is a religious contempt for the world of ordinary experience, for that which is
not One or not He who Is. That world is held to be unsatisfactory-partly emotionally as a source of suffering, and partly
logically as self-contradictory, and as therefore either simply
non-existing4 or unable to abide in the state in which it is. In
this way monism is apt to beget the dialectics out of itself, as in
Zeno, Hegel, and Bradley, to name only a few. In the case of
Zeno of Elea (ca.460 B.c.) whom Aristotle called the founder of
the dialectics, the "paradoxes" (aporiai)he devised aimed at
defending by indirect proofs the view of Parmenides, which held
local movement to be impossible in the ultimate reality of the
true world of being. All Zeno did was to show that, on assuming
movement, the consequences which follow are contradictory
and untenable,s and that, therefore, the information derived
from sense-data is patently false, since self-contradictions are
the marks of false appearance.
For useful quotations see R. Otto, op. cit., pp. 91-6.
According to Harold F. Hallett, Aeternitas (Oxford: Clarendon
Press, 1930). p. 45.
3 It may be objected that the comparison of all this with Buddhism
applies more to the " monistic" Mahayana than to the " pluralistic "
H&ayana theories. But the differenceshould not be overstressed. As
the Theravada had a latent idealism and an implicit bias toward a
mentalistic interpretation of physical reality (fitienne Lamotte,
L'enseignement de Vimulakirti. Bibliothhque du Muskon, Vol. 51
[Louvain: Institut Orientaliste, Universit6 Catholique de Louvain,
19621, pp. 52-60), SO it teaches also the one Dhamma side by side with
the multiple dhammas (see Buddhaghosa on ekam hi saccam, nu dutiyam
atthi, in Visuddhimagga of Buddhaghoscicariya, H. C. Warren, ec.; rev.
by Dh. Kosambi. Harvard Oriental Series, Vol. 41 (Cambridge: Harvard
University Press, 1g50), pp. 422, 421.
4 A purely intellectual contradiction reduces thought to nothing. It
results in nonsense. He who thinks a contradiction thinks nothing a t all.
5 Or, in other words, that his F'ythagorean opponents cannot assert the
reality of movement without coming into conflict with their own premises. Theseopponentsassumed that alineconsistsof indivisiblepointsin
2
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Zeno's dialectics has had many successors. Among them,
Bradley seems nearer to the Madhyamikas than either Hegel
or Marx. Both Hegel and Marx make two assumptions which
must imtate Buddhists. The first is the insistence on human
history,' which Buddhists hold to be utterly pointless. The
second is the constant introduction of the tripartite scheme of
thesis, antithesis, and synthesis, which postulates a relentless
"progress" from one state to the other, culminating in the
tyranny of the Prussian state or of the U.S.S.R. On the other
hand, Bradley is, I believe, next to Schopenhauer, the nearest
representative in modem Europe of at least one side of Buddhist
thought. Even the procedure of A++earance and Reality is the
same as that of the Midhyamikakirikd, in that one currently
accepted category after the other is taken up and shown to be
self-contradictory and untenable. Nor can I agree with Professor Murti'sz claim that they differ greatly " in their notion
of the Real and its relation to appearance". In fact, they both
treat the Real as ineffable, and "at once transcendent and
immanent " . 3 If Bradley takes care not to exclude entirely the
appearance from the Real, and seeks somehow to identify the
two,4 then this is not a "rather inconsistent contention1',sbut
the exact equivalent of the Madhyamika position ("Form is
emptiness", etc.). Both these books are essentially polemical
treatises and their message seems to be identical.
juxtaposition, and the counter-arguments of Hobbes (Works, I. IIO),
Bergson, and Aristotle take no notice of the historical situation. The
contradictions involved can be seen succinctly in Hegel, History of
Philosophy. Haldane, trans., 1892, I. 273-4; cf. Logic, I. 191-3, 11. 143,
sq.; F. Engels, Herrn Eugen Diihrings Umwdlzung der Wissenschaft, 3rd
ed. (Stuttgart : J. H. W. Dietz, 1894)~120; E. Conze, Philosophy (seepage
224 note 3), p. 215.
1 Hegel said that "comprehended history forms both the memorial
and the calvary of the absolute Spirit-that without which it would be
Lifeless (!) Solitude." He seems to have a strange view of "life", as
composed of a long series of senseless oppressions and massacres
perpetrated in the name of some fatuous "ideal" or other.
2 The Central Philosophy of Buddhism (London: George Allen &
Unwin Ltd.. 1955), p. 308.
3 Murti, ibid., p. 310.
4 Appearance and Reality: A Metaphysical Study (9th impression,
corrected, Oxford : Oxford University Press, 1930). p. 404.
5 Murti, op. cit., p. 309.

fter an examination of the genuine parallels between
European and Buddhist philosophy, we shall now consider
a few of the more widely advocated spurious parallels. They
often originate from a wish to find affinities with philosophers
recognized and admired by the exponents of current academic
philosophy, and intend to make Buddhist thinkers interesting
and respectable by current !Western standards. Since this
approach is not only objectively unsound, but has also failed in
its purpose to interest Western philosophers in the philosophies
of the East, the time has now come to abandon it. Modem
academic philosophers normally have no interest in what Buddhists care for, and vice versa.
A philosophical doctrine can be viewed from at least four
points of view: I. As the formulation of certain propositions. 2.
In terms of the motivation which induced their author to believe
them to be true, his motives being connected with the furfose
he had in mind. 3. In terms of the argumentation through which
he tries to establish their truth-the reasons which he adduces
being rarely those which actually impelled him. 4. In terms of
the context in which the statements are made, a context which is
determined by the philosopher's predecessors and contemporaries, and by his social, cultural, and religious background.
When we compare Buddhist and European thought, it happens
quite often that the formulations agree, whereas considerations
of their context, of the motives behind them, and of the conclusions drawn from them suggest wide discrepancies. Verbal
coincidences frequently mask fundamental divergences in the
concepts underlying them. For pages upon pages Shinran
Sh6nin and Martin Luther in almost the same words expound
the primacy of "faith," and yet in fact their two systems disagree in almost every other respect. Berkeley's denial of matter

A

I See H. Butschkus, Luther's Religion und ihve EntsPvechung i m
japanischen Amida-Buddhismus (Elmsdetten: Verlags-Anstalt Heinr.
& L. Lechte, n.d., probably 1950).
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seems to re-state literally the absolute idealism of the Yo@cfirins,' but, nevertheless, a) his immaterialism sets out to deny
a conception of matter derived from Locke, etc., and unknown
in India; b) his idea of Mind agrees none too well with that of
the Vijiifinav?idins; c) his uncritical acceptance of sense-data
conflicts with the dharma-theory; and d) his idea of "God"
would not commend itself to Buddhists.
Far too often "soteriological" are confused with "philosophical" concepts, and the Buddhist " Void"2 is thus regarded
as being on the same level with the Aristotelian or Plotinian idea
of "matter," or with the "pure potentiality" of the Timaeus,
which is empty of all distinctions and full of infinite possibilities. Nor must it be forgotten that spiritual sickness is apt
to ape or counterfeit @rativar?zika, $ratirC$aka) the language
of spiritual health. If the words alone are considered, the emptiness doctrine may be mistaken for one of the forms of European
post-Nietzschean nihilism,o and the self-naughting of saints
is to some extent mimicked by the self-destructive tendencies
of German Romantics, like Schlegel, Tieck, Novalis, and so
on,4 who, as a result of vanity, self-reflection and self-centredness, ressentiment, Widerstreit and self-disgust could say that
" I feel myself annihilated right in my inmost essence, and
destroyed right up to the last depth of my thoughts"5. They,
however, also maintained that "the reality behind things
1 See the quotation in my Buddhism (New York: Harper & Brothers,
1959)~P-168.
2 E. Conze, Buddhist Thought inl India (London: George Allen &
Unwin Ltd., 1962), pp. 242ff.
3 I n my Der Satz vom Widerspruch (Hamburg: Selbstverlag, 1g32), I
have, a t no. 300, collected a few characteristic statements of Nietzsche.
for example, "The only reason why we imagine a world other than this
one is that we are motivated by an instinct which makes us calumniate
life, belittle and suspect it ". "It is not life which has created the other
world, but the having become weary of life ". " It is of the utmost importance that one should abolish the true world. It is that which has made
us doubt the world which we are, and has made us diminish its value; it
has so far been the most dangerous assault on life ". Whatever this " life "
may be, it is surely not the spiritual life.
4 See Fritz Briiggemann, Die Ironie als entwicklungsgeschichtliches
Moment (Jena: E . Diederichs, 1909). Eckart von Sydow, Die Kultur
der Dekadenz (Dresden: Sibyllen Verlag, 1921).
5 L. Tieck, Willianl Lovell, 111, 379.
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destroys us spiritually when we look upon it "I-and that had
not been the experience of the sages who had found themselves
actually perfected by the contemplation of reality. Likewise, we
could in recent years observe in the Anglo-Saxon countries
certain of D. T. Suzuki's followers using the Master's sayings to
justify a way of life diametrically opposed to the one envisaged
by him. *
These examples might be multiplied almost indefinitely. In
this article I will confine myself to three kinds of false parallels.
I. Some, like Kant, are not "parallel" at all, but tangential.
2. Others, such a Bergson and the existentialists, are preliminary. 3. Others, again, like David Hume, are merely deceptive.
I. Professor T. R. V. Murti3 has found between Kaltt and the
Mgdhyamikas close similarities, which Jacques May4 has
rejected as "perfides," or "treacherous." In judging this issue,
we must first of all bear in mind that it is the whole purpose of
Kant's philosophy to show that morality and religion, as
understood by the German Protestantism of East Prussia,
can survive, even though Newtonian physics be true and
Hume's skepticism significant. So great had the pressure of
natural science become by his time that he is a man divided
against himself. On the one hand, he longs to preserve the decenciesof the perennial philosophy. I t seemedvital to him toconfine
the intellect, conceived as the progenitor of natural science
and therefore the foe of all human values, to the phenomenal
L. Tieck, Kritische Schriften, VII, 278. He also said: "All objects
around me appeared to me as mere empty forms or insubstantial
things", Ibid., 111, 36.
* N. M. Jacobs, in The Times Literary Sufflement, May 3, 1963,
p. 325, speaks appositely of "Miller and those Beat writers who
abandon practical affairs for the inner life and self-realization--or
destruction-by means of Zen, Sex or Drugs."
3 The Central Philosofhy of Buddhism (Hereafter, CPB) (London :
George Allen & Unwin Ltd., 1955)~pp. 294-301, though with serious
reservations. Stcherbatsky, on the other hand, had seen Kant as closely
similar to the later Buddhist logicians, and had likened the Msdhyamikas to Hegel and Bradley. See Conze, Buddhist Thought in India,
pp. 264-9.
4 I. "Kant et les M5dhyamika". Indo-Iranian Journal, 111 (1959)~
102-1 I. 2. "La philosophie bouddhique de la vacuit6", Studia Philosofhica, XVIII (1958), 131-4. Some valuable comments by J. W. de
Jong are in Indo-Iranian Joztmal, V (1961), 161-3.
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world. In consequence, he resembles the perennial philosophers insofar as he maintains that true reality cannot be
known through sense-data or concepts, but must be contacted
by a pure spiritual intent-in his case, a completely disinterested act of the will. On the other hand, he takes the assertions
of natural science very seriously, and is concerned as much to
find reasons for their universal validity as to define their limits.
Kant's great specific contribution to philosophy stems from
his insight into the problems posed by the tension between
traditional values and the implications of natural science, and
in his having found a solution acceptable to many for a long
time. This tension was quite unknown in India. Since he answers
a question no pre-Macaulayan Indian could ever ask, his answer
can have no real correspondences in Indian thought, which
never underwent the onslaught of the "mechanical" method.
Therefore, all those modern thinkers who either accept the
ideal of "mechanical" knowledge or give it great weight
cannot have much affinity with Buddhist thought. Kant's
position in regard to Buddhist philosophy is the exact reverse
of Schopenhauer's. There the analogies were essential, and the
discrepancies fortuitous, whereas here the similarities are
incidental and the differences vital.
To begin with, it seems to me wrong to describe Nggsrjuna's
position as e+istemological, when it is clearly ontological.2 For
I This is one reason why the Kantian "phenomena" cannot be simply
equated with the Buddhist "samsdra ". From the point of view of the
Absolute, both Kantian empirical and Buddhist conventional knowledge are non-valid. But Kant never questioned the value of empirical
knowledge. In Buddhism, however, the samvrtisatya (conventional
truth) is a mere error due to nescience (a-vidyd, a-jridna), and conventional knowledge represents no more than a deplorable estrangement
from our true destiny. In its uncompromising monastic form, Buddhism
maintains that the empirical world is not worth exploring, that all one
has to know about it is its worthlessness and inanity; its scientific exploration, as irrelevant t o the escape from the terrors of samsdva, is deemed
unworthy of attention. A second reason why the Kantian phenomenal
noumena cannot be equated with the Madhyamika samsdralNivvdna is
that the latter are identical, whereas the first clearly are not. The one
dichotomy, in any case, is defined by its relation to science, the other
by its relation t o salvation.
On this subject, see also the excellent remarks of Jacques May I .
104-8,z. 135-8
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perennial philosophers everywhere, philosophy is a way of life
based on an understanding of reality as reality, of being as
being. They all agree with Aristotle's famous remark according
to which "The question which was raised long ago, is still and
always will be, and which always baffles us-' What is Being? '
-is in other words 'What is substance?' ' ' I The whole theme
of Nsgiirjuna's work is the search for the own-being (svabhdva)
of dharmas.2 Epistemology, by contrast, is a branch of " sciential" philosophy, and became an object of inquiry only in
modern times. Following the hints of the nominalists, Descartes
tore apart thought and being, and then decided that we are
more immediately aware of our thoughts about things than of
the things themselves, that !the data of inner experience are
more immediate and clear to us than the experience of outward
things.3 Kant succinctly expressed the shift from the ontological
to the epistemological approach in his famous remark about the
" Copernican Revolution ", which Murti has surely misunderstood.4Kant there sayssthat" hitherto it has been assumed that
all our knowledge must conform to objects ",whereas he himself
prefers "to suppose that objects must conform to our knowledge''. This assertion of the primacy of the subjective over the
objective assumes a separation between subject and object
which is alien to Indian thinking. In the Mgdhyamika system,
on the highest level, i.e., on that of the fully realized perfect
wisdom, they are one and identical. On the lower levels, they
are occasionally distinguished, but never with the rigidity of
post-Cartesian philosophy. The division between subjective
and objective facts is always incidental and never fundamental.
I Metaphysics, Z I, 1028b. H. Tredennick, trans. (New York: G. P.
Putnam's Sons, 1933). p. 312. Kai d& kai to palai te kai nyn
kai aei dzetoumenon kai aei aporoumenon, ti to on, touto esti, tis hF:
ousia.
Conze, Buddhist Thought in India, pp. z3g-41.
1 This is not a psychological but a philosophical statement, because
psychologically it is manifestly untrue. The normal and untutored mind
is usually quite a t ease among external objects, and, unable to even
understand this doctrine of the "primacy of internal experience", is
much more immediately aware of a chair than of its awareness
of a chair.
4 CPB, pp. I 23-4, 274.
5 Critique of Pure Reason, N . K. Smith, trans. (London: Macmillan &
Co., Ltd., 1961),p. 22.
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Their basic unity lies in their all being dharmic facts. Just as
truth (sat-ya) does not describe a particular kind of knowledge,
but a state of being, so all cognitive acts are viewed as factors
in the interplay of objective facts (dharma)which bring about,
not just a false view of the world, but the origination (samudaya)
of a false world alienated from true reality. There is no room
here for me to show the existential character of avidyd (ignorance), drsti (false views), pra$aiica (idle speculations), etc., but
the reader should always bear in mind that false views are not
merely wrong knowledge, but wrong knowledge on the part of
a viewer who is in a false position and surrounded by distorted
objects.
All Mfidhyamika reasoning has the one single pzcrpose of
enabling transcende~ttalwisdom to function freely. In his remarks
about "intellectual intuition", Kant questions the possibility
of such a faculty, and, in addition, he could not possibly
formulate a spiritual discipline which could lead to it,'
because no man can be much wiser than his age. The
essence of Buddhism concerns the one true reality (Dharma),
which can be realized only in the discipline of a traditional
system of meditation, of which the Christian counterparts
vanished from sight in Northern Europe soon after the
Reformation.
There remains the apparent analogy between Kant's
antinomies and the Buddhist treatment of speculative questions
(avydkrtavastGni).They agree in a few details, i.e., in that they
are both concerned with whether the world is finite or infinite
etc., and in that they are both l$t undecided. The difference,
however, is the following : The antinomies are insoluble because
one can argue convincingly on both sides, and so no decision is
possible. The deadlock of reason indicates that it has overstepped its boundaries. The argument concerning the " indeterminate topics" is totally different. They "are not explained,
but set aside and ignored", because they are not conducive to
salvation. There are answers to them, and the Tathfigata
knows them, but he does not reveal them because they are of
Ibid., pp. 268, 270-1. Murti, CPB,p. 300. M a y (I)108:" L a dialectique kantienne est le jeu de l'impuissance de la raison. . . . Au contraire, la
dialectique mddhyamika es ve'ritablement constitutive de la rkalitk, elle
accomplit en abolissant".
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no use to us.' In the one case, these questions fall outside the
scope of scientific, in the other of salutary, experience. The
similarity is purely formal, and quite trivial when the formulations are viewed in their respective contexts.
2 . We now come to those who go but part of the way. Bergson
and the existentialists, among others, agree with the Buddhists
in their revulsion from the nightmare of a sinister and useless
world, but cannot follow them into the transcendental world,
just for lack of ex9ertise and because of their unfamiliarity with
any definite spiritual tradition-whereas Kant had still stood
squarely in the Protestant tradition, however impoverished
that may have been by his time.
za. Bergson, like Kant, strives hard to show that spiritual
values can co-exist with the findings of science. He does this
by contrasting the largely false world of common sense and
science (in which he, nevertheless, takes a keen interest) with
the true world of intuition. He is perfectly lucid and even superb
so long as he demonstrates that both the intellect and our practical preoccupations manifestly distort the world-view both of
everyday experience and of mechanical science. But, when he
comes to the way out, to his dure'e re'elle and his "intuition",
vagueness envelops all and everything. His positive views have
therefore been rightly described as " tantalising", for "as soon
as one reaches out to grasp his body of thought it seems to disappear within a teasing ambiguity ".2 Mature and accomplished
spritual knowledge can be had only within a living tradition.
But how could a Polish Jew, transplanted to Paris, find such a
tradition in the corridors of the Coll2ge de France or in the
salons of the sixteenth arrondissement? I t is the tragedy of our
time that so many of those who thirst for spiritual wisdom are
forced to think it out for themselves-always in vain. There is
no such thing as a pure spirituality in the abstract. There are
only separate lineages handed down traditionally from the
past. If any proof were needed, Bergson, a first-class intellect,
This is perfectly clear from Majjhima NikZya, no. 63, and the fuller
account of Ngggrjuna, Etienne Larnotte, trans., Le trait6 2e grande vertu
de sagesse (Louvain: Bureau du MusBon, ~gqq),Vol. I, pp. 154-8.
* Th. Hanna, ed., The Bergsonian Heritage (Hereafter, B H ) (New
York and London: Columbia University Press, 1962), p. I ; also pp.
27. 53.
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would provide it. His views on religion are a mixture of vague
adumbrations and jumbled reminiscences which catch some of
the general principles of spirituality but miss its concrete
manifestations. Tradition furnished at least two worlds composed of objects of pure disinterested contemplation-the
Buddhist world of dharmas and the Platonic ideas in their
pagan, Christian, or Jewish form. Here Bergson would have
had an opportunity to "go beyond intellectual analysis and to
recapture by an act of intuitive sympathy the being and the
existence in their original quality."' But for various reasons he
could not accept either of these traditions. Like Schopenhauer,
he regarded art as one of the avenues to the truth,Z but, otherwise, his "intuition," this "ecstatic identification with the
object,"3 this "spiritual sympathy by which one places oneself
within an object in order to coincide with what is unique in it,
and consequently inexpressible,"4 is never explained as a
disciplined faculty.
Because of this disseverance from a concrete spiritual
practice, Bergson has now no disciples, and his work belongs to
the past. As Rai'ssa Maritain put it so well, " Bergson travelled
uncertainly towards God, stillfar 08,
but the light of whom has
already reached himH.5 Unable, like Moses, to reach the promised land, he, nevertheless, cleared the way for the Catholic
revival of the twentieth century, which enabled many French
intellectuals to regain contact with at least one living spiritual
tradition. At the same time, he realized that the inanition of the
spiritual impulse slowly deprives life of its savor among the
more finely organized minds of Europe, and he wrote in 1932,
"Mankind lies groaning, half-crushed beneath the weight of its
own progress. Men do not sufficientlyrealize that their future is
in their own hands. Theirs is the task of determining first
whether they want to go on living or not (!) . . ."6
BH, p. 40.

"So art . . . has no other object than to brush aside the utilitarian
symbols, the conventional and socially accepted generalities, in short.
everything that veils reality from us, in order to bring us face to face
with reality itself". Le Rive, quoted in BH, p. 88.
3 Ibid., p. 158.
4 Ibid., p. 87.
5 Ibid., p. 92 (my italics, but not my translation from the French.)
6 Ibid., p. 99. If this statement, which goes on to speak of the "universe" as "a machine for the making of gods ", is collated with that which
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zb. I t is at this point of despondency that the existentialists
had, after the first World War, arrived on the scene. By that
time the speculative vigour of European philosophers had
declined so much that they got the worst of both worlds. As for
the world of science, they rejected its pretensions with a lordly
disdain. As for the world of the spirit, they did not know where
to find it.' Their beliefs reflect to perfection the social position
of the post-1918 intelligentsia on the European Continent. In
the provincial perspective of England both logical positivism
and existentialism are often explained as reactions against
German idealism. This is not the case. Logical positivism is
descended from the philistinism of the English commercial
middle classes,2 and long before the days of Messrs Ayer,
Wittgenstein, and Wollheim, the "British school of philosophy" had found its classical and superbly brilliant
expression in Macaulay's essay on Lord Bacon.3 As for
existentialism, it is derived from the hopeless anxieties of the
more intelligent European intellectuals. Their Sorge and
existentielle Angst spring, not from their reading of Pascal and
Kierkegaard, but from their own objective social situation.
Bertrand Russell was certainly not under the influence of either
Pascal or Kierkegaard when he wrote in 1903 that " only on the
firm foundation of unyielding despair, can the soul's habitation
Italo Svevo (Ettore Schmitz) made in 1924 in his Confessions of Zeno
(New York: G. P. Putnam's Sons), pp. 41 1-2, it must become clear that
we do not owe our present plight merely to the brilliant achievements
of our able technicians. The progressive decline of spiritual wisdom may
well have weakened the will to live and correspondingly strengthened
the death wish. On this subject I must refer to Erich Heller, The Disinherited Mind (London: Penguin Books, 1961), whose conclusions I take
for granted throughout.
1 I speak here only of the " secular" existentialists. The "religious"
existentialists would require separate treatment.
2 Matthew Arnold, after dividing the EngHsh population of his time
into "barbarians, philistines, and populace ", well defined the philistine
as " a strong, dogged unenlightened opponent of the chosen people.
of the children of light", in A. C. Ward, Illustrated History of
English Literature (London: Longmans, Green & Co., 1955)~Vo1. 111,
p. 227.
3 July, 1837, Th. B. Macaulay, Literary Essays (Oxford: Oxford
University Press), pp. 364-410.
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henceforth (!) be safely built".' We naturally ask ourselves
what might have happened to "henceforth" necessitate so
much despair. By way of reply we are told that "the world
which Science presents for our belief" is "purposeless" and
"void of meaning."2 If Lord Russell had realized that the
methods of Science, with a capital S, preclude it from ever
recognizing any objective purpose or meaning even if there is
one, he might have saved himself much unnecessary worry.
Millions of people like him take the conventions and hypotheses
of mechanical " Science" for " truths ",3 and are plunged into
deep gloom for ever after. Existentialism, like logical positivism, arose primarily from social conditions. Secondarily, of
course, when these two movements reached the universities,
their followers naturally rubbed themselves against the professors who were entrenched there and who were then in the
habit of expounding the tenets of German idealism, and they
also added a few frills of their own, such as Moore's characteristically Cambridge " preciousness" and so on.
The existentialist diagnosis of the plight of human existence
agrees with that of the Buddhists. "So human life is nothing
but a perpetual illusion. Man is nothing but disguise, lie and
hypocrisy, with respect to himself and with respect to others",4
and so on and so on. In terms of the Four Truths, the existentialists have only got the first, which teaches that everything is
1 Mysticism and Logic (London: Penguin Books, 1951)~
p. 51. The
whole essay (pp. 50-9) is worth re-reading because now, sixty years
later, it shows clearly the grotesque irrationalities of a "sciential"
philosophy, which in nearly every sentence blandly went beyond all
scientific observations made even up to the present day.-May I
explain that my attitude cannot be called "anti-scientific", because
nowhere have I said anything about "science" as such, either for or
against. My strictures concern only extravagant philosophical conclusions drawn from a few inconclusive scientific data. Sir Isaac Newton,
as is well known, said at the close of his life, when all his work was done,
that he had only played with pebbles on the sea shore, and that "the
great ocean of truth lay all undiscovered before me". This is all I try to
say, neither less nor more.
2 Ibid., p. 51.
3 Ibid., p. 51.
4 Blake Pascal, PensSes, no. roo. For a good comparison in some detail
see Constantin Regamey, " Tendances et mbthodes de la philosophie
indienne comparbes ?L celles de la philosophie occidentale", Revue de
thdologie el L philos@hie, IV (1g50),258-9
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ill. Of the second, which assigns the origin of ill to craving, they
have only a very imperfect grasp. As for the third and fourth,
they are quite unheard of. They just do not believe that "there
is, 0 monks, an Unborn, an Unbecome, an Unmade, an
Unconditioned; for if there were not this Unborn, Unbecome, Unmade, Unconditioned, no escape from this born,
become, made and conditioned would be apparent ".I Knowing no way out, they are manufacturers of their own
woes. As distinct from their world weariness, that of
the Buddhists is cheered by the hope of ultimate release and
lightened by multifarious meditational experiences which ease
the burden of life. Denied inspiration from the spiritual world
existentialists are apt to seek it from authoritarian social
groups (Nazis, Communists, the Roman Catholic hierarchy).
They are prone to ascribe their disbelief in a spiritual world to
their own "unblinking love of truth". I myself was brought up
among them, and they were clearly the bedraggled victims of a
society which had become oppressive to them through the triple
effect of Science, technology, and social decomposition, and in
which no authoritative spiritual teaching could any longer be
encountered, except in some obscure nooks and comers inaccessible to the metropolitan intelligentsia.
3 . By "deceptive" comparisons I mean those which concern
statements that are negative in either form or content. A negative proposition derives its true meaning from what it is
directed against, and its message thus entirely depends on its
context. In different contexts two identical negative statements may, therefore, have nothing in common. One single
example must suffice.
David Hume's denial of a "self" seems literally to agree with
the anattd doctrine. Buddhists are certainly at one with him
when he rejects the notion of a permanent self-identical substance in favour of a succession of impermanent states and
events.=Furthermore, his assertion that our mind is "nothing
but a bundle or collection of different perceptions,3 united
Uddna, viii, 3 : no . . . n i s s a r a ~ a vpafifiiyelha.
SO,Murti, CPB, p. 130.
3 "For my part, when I enter most intimately into what I call myself,
I always stumble on some particular perception or other, of heat or cold,
2
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together by certain relations" would win at least their qualified
approval. The unity of the personality is a fairly loose one for
Hume, just as for Democritus and the Epicureans it was a mere
assemblage (concilium) of subtle moving atoms, and all that
Hume did was to substitute "perceptions "for the " atoms" of
the ancient materialists. He understood our personality after
the image of inanimate objects,' which also have no "self,"
or true inwardness, of any kind. In addition, those inanimate
objects, as well as the human personality, were subjected to the
mechanical method, which discarded Aristotle's "substantial
forms" and "intelligible substances", and which, in accordance
with the "law of inertia", allows for no centre of inward
initiative. For Hume, only a stream of successive ideas exists,
and there is no permanent self within, nor is any subject of
experience needed to hold the ideas together, or to guide them.
The mind, a mere stage for its contents and for their relations
and interactions, is reduced to the drifting passage of an aimless temporality,
All this corresponds well to the picture of Pali Buddhism
which British civil servants gave us about eighty years ago. I t
takes no account, however, of the context of Hume's statements.
When applied to the human personality, the Aristotelian
synthesis used the term "substance" to indicate that some
features of man are more essential to him than others, closer to
his true being.2 For Hume, on the other hand, all mental
contents are of equal value, and for him it makes no sense to
speak of " surface " or " depth ", of " inwardness" or " alienation". In consequence, from his point of view, there can be no
light or shade, love or hatred, pain or pleasure. I never can catch myself
a t any time without a perception, and never can observe any tliing but '
the perceptions". David Hume, A Treatise on Human Nature, T. H.
Green, ed. (London :Longmans, Green & Co., 1874), Vol. I, p. 534. When
I first saw this sentence forty years ago, I thought it unanswerable. What
now strikes me is the immense vagueness of the word "perception ".
Ibid., pp. 537-40.
2 For Aristotle, intelligence (dianodtikon) was a man's true self (E.N.,
1166a8), and, for Porphyry (de abst., I, z g ) , the Nous is his ont6s auton.
The Nous is man's sovereign (kyriotaton) and his better part (ameinon)
(E.N., 1178a2). The connection between man's ousia (essence) and his
proper objective purpose is made particularly clear in Aristotle's
Pvotregtikos. For the quotations, see E. Conze, Der Satz v m Widersgruch
(Hamburg: Selbstverlag, 1g32), no. 141.
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sense in the spiritual approach of which S. Augustine has so
well said, I n te ipsum redi, in interiore homine habitat veritas.1
Although Aristotle's theory of substance may have been a
rather clumsy way of providing an ontological basis for the
spiritual life, its rejection by Hume meant that he dropped all
quest for the transcendental, and, appalled by his own nihilism,
turned away from philosophy and occupied himself with
re-writing the history of England in the interest of the Tory
Party.
Whereas Hume reduced selfhood to the level of the subpersonal, the Buddhist doctrine of anattii invites us to search for
the super-personal. Its whole point lies in that, since everything
in this empirical self is impermanent, unsatisfactory, etc.,
therefore it constitutes a false self, and none of it can be mine,
me, or myself. In consequence, I must look beyond the skandhas
(heaps) to find my true and abiding transcendental self (which
is the TathBgata).Z The Dhammapada says that, if the egolessness of all dharmas is seen with the eye of wisdom, it will then
lead to a turning away from all ill.3 Suzuki, commenting on this
verse, defines the prajiii-eye as "a special kind of intuition
enabling us to penetrate right into the bedrock of Reality
itself.'"+To D. Hume, such a penetration would not have been a
particularly meaningful undertaking, and he would have been
still more displeased by Suzuki's sequel, when he says: "The
1 Approximately: "Enter into yourself, for the truth dwells in the
inmost heart of man." Seneca: prope est a te deus, tecum est, intus est.
More about this in Proclus, The Elements of Theology, ed. E. R. Dodds,
Oxford, 1933, p. 203. Likewise, in the Far East, Ch'an taught that "a
man could be a Buddha by immediately taking hold of his inmost
nature". D. T. Suzuki, The Essentials of Zen Buddhism, Bernard
Phillips, ed., (London: Rider & Co., 1963), p. 175. Also George Grimm,
The Doctrine of the Buddha (Berlin: Akademic-Verlag, 1958), p.
175.
..
"We must retire from the world back into ourselves, to the 'centre of
our vital birth', and by persistent introspection seek to find out how
we have come into all this Becoming in which we find ourselves enmeshed ".
=This side of the anattd doctrine has been explained with great
subtlety and acumen by Grimm, op. czt., pp. 115-6, 140, 147, 149, 175,
369-72. For my own views, see Buddhist Thought in India, pp. 36-9, 42,
122-34, 208-9.
3 Dhammapada, v. 279: yadri pan"n"dyapassati, atha nibbindati dukkhe.
4 Mysticism, Christian and Buddhist (London: George Allen &
Unwin Ltd., 1g57), p. 39.
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problem of the ego must be carried on to the field of metaphysics. To really understand what Buddha meant by saying that
there is no Gtman, we must leave psychology behind." Those
who equate Hume and Buddhism on the subject of the "self"
overlook the fact that no passage in the Buddhist scriptures
teaches that there is no self, (although the self is often called
"inconceivable" and inaccessible to verbalized knowledge),
that the whole subject of the existence and non-existence of a
self is relegated to the class of the fruitless "indeterminate
topics ",I and that the fixed conviction that " there is not for me
a self" is expressly condemned as a false view.=
These comparisons with European philosophers could be
continued for many more pages, but enough has been said to
clarify the general principles which in my view a comparative
study of Buddhist and European philosophy must observe.
Grimm, op. cit., p. 14on.
The Majjhima Nikgya, I, p. 8. Edited by V. Trencher. (London:
Pali Text Society, 1888).
2

lthough European scholars have now for about half a century studied the Buddhist iconography of the later period,
a great deal remains to be done. In the vast area of Buddhist
influence we are confronted with a profusion of images and
mythological systems, about which much is still unknown or in
doubt. Innumerable works of art have been described. The
descriptions are, however, widely scattered in all kinds of publications, often difficult of access, and not always correct. When
we wish to gain certainty on some particular point, we all too
frequently find ourselves enveloped in a dense fog of bewildered
conjecture. At the present stage of our knowledge, a comprehensive survey of the knowledge accumulated about particular
deities would be a distinct step forward. In due course we may
then be able to build up an accurate survey of the whole
pantheon.
In this article I propose to give an account of what is known at
present about the images of the PrajCdl5dramitd. Although the
somewhat unspiritual West has so far failed to even translate
the work, the PrajGdl5dramitd-sEIra is the most important text
of the Mahayana form of Buddhism, and it has remained its
abiding inspiration. The mythological consciousness has
personified as a deity the book, its doctrine, and the virtues
it represents. In the pantheon of Tantric Buddhism this deity
occupies a distinguished, though somewhat subordinate place.
I t would not be easy to give a comprehensive survey of the
images of, say Avalokiteivara or Macjuirf, which must be
counted in thousands. The images of PrajCdl5dramitd, which
have come down to us, can be counted in dozens. The subject is
therefore manageable, it is of interest as showing in a definite
example the relation between the literary and the iconographic
documents, and the often intricate problems involved in the
identificationlof images,while finally its discussion affords a contribution to the long and varied history of the Mother-goddess

A
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who, from the Palaeolithic onwards, has occupied so great
a place in human affection.
Statues of the Prajn"d+dramitd are attested in India as early
as A.D. 400 by Fa-hsielz's account. All the early representations
of the PrajiiSp5ramitH are now lost. No surviving example
seems to be older than ca A . D . ~ O O . All the documents of the
historical development which must have taken place in those
four centuries between A.D. 400 and 800 are no longer available
to us. We are therefore unable to say anything very definite
about the historical sequence of the various types.
Before we turn to a description of those types, a few words
must be said about the symbols by which the artist tries to give
some visible form to the spiritual qualities of perfect wisdom.

The Symbolism Employed
The ritual gestures employed are three : The gesture of teaching
(dharma-cakra-mudrd, or vyiikhydna-mudrd) is obviously fitting
for a deity whose central function is the exposition of doctrine.
Akin to it is the gesture of argument (vitarka)-the hand is
raised and the ring finger touches the tip of the thumb. Finally
there is the gesture which re-assures (abhaya)-the arm is raised,
and the palm turned outward. This gesture symbolizes two
aspects of Prajii5pZramit5. She is the supreme source of protection. I At the same time, the absence of all fear is very often
stated to be the sign that perfect wisdom has been understood.
I quote just one typical sentence. "If, when this doctrine is
being taught, demonstrated and expounded, the thought of a
Bodhisattva does not become cowed, nor stolid, does not
despair nor despond, and if his mind is not dejected, or has its
back broken, if he does not tremble, is not frightened nor
terrified, then he is to be known as a Bodhisattva, a great Being,
who is not lacking in the perfection of wisdom."2
Six kinds of attributes occur in the images of Prajii5paramitS.
There is, first of all, the lotus, which chiefly signifies purity, but
also stands for many other ideas, which have been lucidly
1 In the words of the Sddhanamrilri, p. 226, 4 : saiva Bhagavati
prajiiaptiramit8 saiva parama raskh8.
Ashta I 10.
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explained by Coonzeraswamy~and H. Zirnnzer.2 The book is,
of course, the Prajiiaparamita-siitra. The Sridhanamdli
prescribes the Prajii2pZramit2-book also for MaiijzlSri3 and
SarasvatT.4 I t also occurs in images of AvalokiteSvara, Vaszldhdrd and Czlndd. B. Bhattacharyas assumes that in the case
of Cundi it is the Cundd-dhdranT. But this dhriran2, preserved
in Chinese and Tibetan, covers only one or two leaves, whereas
the statues show a full-sized manuscript. The rosary has a
threefold use in connection with the Prajii2p3ramit2-siitra.
I. A great deal of the text consists in applying certain formulas
to a great number of items. For instance, a formula like " x is
empty of x", is applied to long lists of categories, i.e. " form is
empty of form", "feeling is empty of feeling", etc., etc. In
meditation on such a formula rosary would ensure that none
of the repetitions is omitted. 2. The siitra contains a chapter on
" dharani-doors "6 in which, on the principle of "A for apple,
C for cat" etc., forty-two letters of a mystical alphabet-the
Arapacnna-sum up the doctrine in all its aspects; e.g., the
letter B is the door to the insight that the bonds have departed
from all dharmas. 3. Later on, from ca A.D. 400 onwards, the
teaching was summed up in a number of short mantras, which
had to be repeated as often as possible. A rosary was used to
count the number of repetitions.
The sword, more usual with MaCjzlSrT, is said to cut through
the darkness of ignorance. The sword is a symbol of wisdom
already in Pali Buddhism. The thunderbolt (vajra) is a wellknown symbol of the emptiness which constitutes the core of
the doctrine of perfect wisdom. The begging bowl, finally,
reminds us that renunciation of all possessions is held to be
a necessary prerequisite to full understanding.

The Types
The artistic representations of Prajiiap2ramit2 can be roughly
classified according to the number of arms which the deity
Elements of Buddhist iconografJhy, 1935,p. 17sq.
Myths and symbols in Indian art and civilization, 1946,p. 98 sq.
3 VBdirBd Mafijughosha, pp. 107, I I I.DharmadhBtuvBgiSvara, pp.
127,128.Maiijunritha, p. 148.MaiijuSri, p. 151.
PP. 332,340;339.
5 India Antiqua, 1947,p. 28.
6 Dhrirani-mukhHni. Sata-s, ix, 145-3. PaiicavimS, 148-52.
'7
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possesses. I t is of course, not always easy to know whether we
have to deal with an image of Prajiiiipzramitii, or of another
deity. For the purposes of identification we have a t our disposal
only three sources of information: I. Inscriptions on the images
themselves. 2. The literary descriptions of the deities in the
szdhanas. 3. The context in which the images are found. In
quite a number of cases, these sources, as we shall see, fail us,
and we cannot then easily arrive at complete certainty. Inscribed images are comparatively rare. Many of the works of
art which can be studied in museums, etc., have been removed
from their original context. And the szdhanas which have come
down to us are not by any means complete, nor do we know
really very much about their affiliation to the various schools of
Tantric initiates.
I. We begin our survey with the two-armed form, with book
and lotus as the decisive attributes. The details of the arrangement of book and lotus vary greatly. The figure is either sitting
or standing.
The Sddhatzanzdli (before A.D. 1100) has preserved for us
eight ddhanas (151-155, 157-159) of the two-armed PrajiiBparamitz. They are distributed as follows:
Yellow

158
Left: red
Lotus and
book

153. I57
L: blue lotus
and book

White

152, I59
R. and L.
blue'lotus
and,book

151
I54
R : red R. and L.
lotus L: red lotus
book
and book

I55
R: red
lotus
L: book
held
against
heart

I. A. All the yellow forms have the hands in the gesture of
teaching. Sometimes there is one lotus, with a book on top of it,
on the left side of the seated figure. In the famous statue from
Singhasdri in East Java (I A a)I this is a red lotus, as required
by szdhana 158. Several bronzes from Java (I A b-d) conform,
on the contrary, to ssdhanas 153 and 157, giving a blue lotus.
In other cases two lotuses rise on both right and left, the
stalks twisted round the arms, with a book on top of each lotus.
1

The numbers refer to the Inventory at the end.
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This type is the PrajiiiipZramitii of the Vulture Peak (GrdhrakzC.ta) in Magadha. The Vulture Peak is a mountain near
RJjag.rhaIon which the Prajiiiipiiramitii-siitra was traditiona.11~
preached. I t was, as Nigirjuna informs us,2 the seat of a Vihiira,
which was remote and undisturbed, and on which the Saints
(iryi) like to dwell, as all the Buddhas of the past have done.3
In former times, a well-known statue of the PrajfiiipiiramitS
seems, on the evidence of two illuminated manuscripts of the
Pdla period (I A i, k) to have stood there. The lotuses are not
always blue ones, as the siidhanas (152, 159) demand, and in
some cases two red lotuses are shown (e.g., I. Ai). A drawing of
the white Prajfiiipzramitii (A I. Ar) corresponds to siidhana
154.
(I B). In Cambodia we often find a standigzg Prajiiiipiiramitii,
who holds a book in the right, and a lotus bud in the left hand.
The deity is bare to the waist. The sarong is held by an ornate
belt, and falls to the ankles. A crown is worn on the head. In
some cases (e.g., I Bd, and also I. Bc?) a Buddha in meditation
is found in the crown. Two siidhanas (151 and 153) place the
Buddha Akshoblzya in the crown of PrajfiiipSramitS. Sometimes (I. B 1-0)4 the figure holds a lotus in each hand.
I. C. There are, in addition, a few other forms. A graceful
bronze from Sumatra (I Ca) shows the two-armed form in the
gesture of teaching, but without either lotus or book. A Chu
Fo P'usa in the series of wood cuts which Clark5 has reproduced,
has lotuses to the right and left, outside the halo. The two arms
hold lotus and book in front of the body (I. C b).
One of the earliest literary descriptions of a Prajiiiipiiramitii
image is found in a commentary to the Prajiii$iramiti-siitra
of a benevolegzt hing,6 which was translated into Chinese about
A.D. 750. She is said to sit cross-legged on a white lotus. The
body is golden yellow, grave and majestic, with a precious
necklace and a crown from which silken bands hang down
on both sides. Her left hand, near her heart, carries the book.
Visited by Fa hsien (Legge82-3), and Hiuen-tsiang (Watters,ii, 151).
Le trait6 de la grande vertu de sagesse, trad. Lamotte, I, 190.
3 Ibid., p. 196.
4 Acc. to Finot, Etudes Asiatiques, I, 1925, p. 254.
5 Two Lamaistic Pantheons, 1937, Two vols.
T 994.
1

2

'
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Her right hand, near her breasts, makes the gesture of argumentation.' A statue (I. C c) in the Lama Temple in Peking is the
one surviving work of art which corresponds to this description.
In addition, in the garbha-dhbtzt-mandala of the Shingotz sect,
a PrajiiZipZramitZi (I. C d) with a sword as its only symbol
appears in the assembly of 3kb~a~arbha.z
Finally there is
statue from Java (I. C e), of which I have seen no reproduction,
with a Buddha image in the crown, where the right hand holds
the rosary (?), and the left a book without a lotus.
2. A four-armed form is mentioned in the SbdhanamGllZ (no.
158, kanakavarnb). She is there described as follows: "She
bears a head-dress of twisted hair; she has four arms and one
face. With two of her hands she makes the gesture of expounding the dharma and she is adorned with various jewelled ornaments. She blazes like the colour of gold and in her (second) left
hand she holds a blue lotus with the PrajiiZipZiramitZ-book
upon it. She wears various garments both below and above and
with her (second) right hand she makes the gesture of fearlessness."3
This form is apparently not found amongst the images which
have survived.
2. A. Usually, in the four-armed images, two hands are in the
gesture of teaching, while the second right hand holds a rosary,
and the second left hand a book. We know this form either from
manuscripts (2.Aa-g, q-r), or from paintings and statues from
Nepal and Tibet (2. A 1-p). Where the colour is shown, it is a
golden yellow or a reddish brown.
2. B. A few four-armed forms in Nepal and the Lamaist
world, all of them very late, show a different pattern. An
illumination in a fairly modern Nepalese collection of dhZiranis
(2. B a) shows a four-armed figure which has the right hand in
abhaya; the left rests on the lap and holds a bowl; the second
I Seppd-in cf. de Visser, p. I 73. The term seppd-in is not as unambiguous as we would wish it to be. This can be seen when we consider the
very unsatisfactory explanations which E. Dale Saunders (Aludrri,
1960) gives on the basis of his Japanese material.
2 Kokazd-in.
1 Trsl. D. L. Snellgrove, in Buddhist Texts Through the Ages, ed. E .
Conze, 1954,p. 253.The entire sridhana 156 is there translated as no. 191,
"An Evocation of PrajiiBpBramitB

".
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right hand is just raised, and seems to bear no attribute; the
second left hand holds the book. I t is probable that this figure
represents Prajii5pBramit?i, because on this page the PrajAdPiramitd-h~idayacommences. I t is also fairly similar to 2. C a,
a statue in the Lamaist temple in Peking. The right hand holds
a zmjm, the left rests in the lap, holding a bowl. The second right
hand holds the rosary, the second left the book. R. LinossierI
mentions a quite similar yellow figure on a Tibetan banner. She
tentatively identifies it as a Cundd. 2 . D a, a Lamaist wood cut
could possibly be the image described in the Sidhanamdld. The
second right hand is in abhaya, the second left holds lotus and
book, but the two central hands are just held up side by side
against the chest. If this is notta new, otherwise unknown, ritual
gesture, but a way of representing the gesture of teaching, we
would have here the one four-armed image to carry out the
instructions of the Scidhanamdld. Finally, Tsuibikow gives a
reproduction of a Tibetan woodcut, 2 . D c, where two hands are
in the gesture of teaching, while the second right holds a thunderbolt, and the second left the book.
3. A six-arnzed form is preserved only in the Shingon sect in
Japan. I t came to Japan, of course, from China, and to China
from India through Subhdkarasimha, a monk from Ncilandd,
who arrived in 716 at Ch'ang-an, and translated the Mahdvairocana-siitra in 724. A magical circle of outstanding importance,
the garbha-dhdtu-mandala, derives from that text. The Prajii5paramit5 sits there in the centre of the " Light-bearing assembly".2 Her six hands are said to represent the six perfections
(fidramiti).The HizGki describes her : " The Rodhisattva is of
heavenly female form, of white flesh colour with six hands. One
hand on the left holds a Sanskrit manuscript, the other five
hands form miidrss. She wears a kind of armour on her shoulder.
She destroys the karma seed of ignoranceW.3
4. A ten-armed form is found in Cambodia, with four or five
heads. The figure is standing, but the attributes cannot be
distinctly made out.
5. A twelve-armed form is preserved in a statue from
I

Etudes d'orientalisme, 1932,Les peintures tibetaines de la Collection

LOO,I, 25.
2

3

Tejo-dhara-parshad; ji-my6-in. Also VidyBdhara-vriti.
B. I,. Suzuki, Eastern Buddhist, vii, 1936, pp. 32-3.
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Nalandii. Two of the hands are in the gesture of teaching, the
others hold various attributes. I do not know on what grounds
types 4 and 5 are regarded as PrajiiZpZramitZs.
6. Finally, in Cambodia, we have a form of PrajAipirantitd
with eleven heads, and twenty-two arms. She is either standing
(6 a-c) or seated (6 d). The identification seems assured by the
inscription on the pedestal of one of the statues, which reads:
Vrah rZpa vrah @ r a j ~ i ~ i r a m i"holy
t i , image of the holy perfection of wisdom" (6 b). Two of the images have a figure of a
meditating Buddha in the crown (6 b, d).
We can sum up the geogra@hicaldistribution of the images as
follows: Under the P i l a dynasty a number of types was
evolved in Rangal, which from there spread South East to Java
and Sumatra, and North to Nepal and Tibet. Khmer Cambodia
stands outside this main stream. The standing PrajiiZpBramitZ,
and the ten-armed and twenty-two-armed forms are peculiar
to it. No images seem to have been preserved in Central Asia.
In China and Japan images of the PrajiiBpBramitB are virtually
unknown outside the sphere of influence of Lawlaism and of the
Shingon sect.'

Kindred Images
Representations of PrajiiBpBramitB may be confused with
images of MaiijuSri, Sarasvati, AvalokiteSvara, TBrB and
CundB. This results from an analysis of her qualities. PrajiizpBramitB2 means first of all " perfect wisdom ", and that asso1 I n addition that sect, accordinl; t o de Visser, 491, traditionally
identifies PrajiiZipzramitz with Kong6-go Bodhisattva (Vajraraksha)
of the four "near ones" (Shishingon) of Buddha Amoghasiddhi in the
North side of the vajra-dhztumandala. Vajraraksha is illustrated in
Clark, qB, 52 and B 180.
2 Professor Demibville, of Paris, has very kindly sent me a number of
observations on the " iconographie sino-japonaise" of the Prajfizpzramitl. His notes will, we hope, in due course appear in the Hobogivin.
The Letter (D.) marks the material which I owe to him. For those who
come after m e 1 must mention some sources which I could not explore.
They are in Chinese the "Dharanisamuccaya" trsl. 625, T. 901, iii,
804c sq., and T 259 and T 1152, a Sutra and a ritual, both translated
about A.D. 1000 and dealing with a six-armed form (D.). In Tibetan a
number of SLdhanas are preserved in the Tanjur. They are, in Ui's
Catalogue, no. 2326, 2640-1, 3219--22, 3352-5, 3542-8, 3550. Some
further information in E. Conze, T h e Praj.ii@ivamild Lileraluve, 19bo.
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ciates her with Maiijugri, while the element of intellectual
power and erudition involved in "wisdom" makes her resemble
Sarasvati. It is, however, of the essence of PrajiiHpiiramitB that
wisdom is fused with an all-comprehensive compassion-and
that naturally leads to similarities with Avalokitegvara. It is
the function of PrajiiZpZramitZ to save people, and that makes
her close to TiirZ, the popular saviouress. Finally, PrajiiiipZramitB is the "mother of all the Buddhas ", and that has led
to a fusion, and even confusion, with CundB, "the mother of
seven kotis of Buddhas", as her dhiranf1 calls her.
DIAGRAM

TBr5
saviouress
(tzrayati)

Sarasvati

-I

Vajradhatviivari

I

Mafljub.i-wisdom
(prajKi)

1

PRAJ~~PARAMIT~-CO~~~~~~O

I
I

mother of Buddhas
(Buddha-mztri) .

I

(karun5)-Avalokitebvara

1

Jun-dei

I

Maiijugri is the male personification of wisdom. His images
frequently carry a lotus and book, and sometimes closely
resemble those of PrajiiHpBramitS. There is, however, always
some distinguishing feature. Either a sword is added to the
other symbols, or the posture differs,Z or the figure is masculine.3
The femininity of PrajiiZpBramitii is usually fairly obvious.
She is normally bare to the waist. As she is essentially a mothergoddess, her full breasts are conspicuous. Nevertheless there
are a few borderline cases where a decision is not easy. In spite
S. Beal, Catena, 1871, p. 413.
E.g. some images of Mafijuvara are differentiated by the lalita or
avdha@avyankaposture; or the image in Tsuibikow, p. 20 is standing and
masculine.
"he
statue from Tibet which Visser, Asiatic Art, 1948,no. 263,
tentatively regards as a PrajfiZp5ramit5, is more likely to be a MaiijuSri.
It carries a book and a pearl (bindu?),but is not feminine. In addition,
according to Getty, p. I I I, the pearl is frequently associated with the
book which MaiijuSri cames.
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of the existence of I . C d it is generally assumed that a Mongol
or Tibetan figure with a sword must be a MaiijuSri. But can we
be really quite certain? For instance, the frontispiece of G.
Schulemann, Geschichte der Dalai-Lamas, 1958, shows a very
interesting modern temple flag, probably Mongol. Schulemann
himself (p. 485) identifies it as the Bodhisattva Maiijuiri,
reddish-yellow in colour, with the sword of knowledge in his
right hand, and the P.P. book on a lotus-flower in his left. But
the figure is clearly and unmistakably feminine, and Schulemann also concedes that it is "a personification of transcendental wisdom". If we consider that in the Dhamnzasangani
(no 16) the sword is already given as an attribute of fian"n"&,the
situation is rather perplexing and deserves further enquiry.
And there is, of course, the further intriguing possibility that
at some stage of doctrinal development the images of Bodhisattvas were furnished with breasts not for the purpose of indicating
their femininity, but in order to remind us of their bisexual, or
androgynous, or rather supersexual nature.
I t is noteworthy that images of MaiijuSri are very much
more frequent than representations of PrajiiBpBramitB. Why
should the majority of the faithful have preferred a male god of
wisdom? One could not easily speculate on such a question without being drawn into lengthy reflections on comparative mythology, which abounds in both gods and goddesses of wisdom.
Sarasvatf is the Hindu goddess of learning, eloquence and
intelligence. She goes back to Vedic times, and was taken over
by the Buddhists, often under the name of Vajra-Sarasvati.
She is usually easily recognized by the lute which is her distinctive symbol. In one of her forms, described in SadhananzlZld no.
168 she is, however, practically identical with the somewhat
elusive white form of the two-armed PrajiiBpBramitZi. Not only
is her outward visible form indistinguishable from that of the
white PrajiiZipBramitB, but, what is more, even the mantras of
the two deities are exactly the same.' An illustration is found
among Clark's wood cuts,2 and in Cambodia Sarasvati is often
shown with lotus and book.
Sridhanamrilri, p. 340, compared with sZdhanas 151 and 153, cf. also
PP. 331 and 335.
2 B 254. Lotus in right hand, book in left in front of body, just as in
sirdhana 155 of prajfirifirivamitri.
1
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The iconography of AvalokiteSvara comes at several points
into close contact with that of PrajiiHpBramitH. Most Mahayana
countries know of a four-armed form of Avalokiteivara which
is very similar to the nonnal four-armed PrajiiHpHramitH. The
four-armed Avalokiteivara is subject to great variations, but
usually some detail permits us to know that we have to deal
with an Avalokiteivara-e.g. the white colour of the body, or
the flask in one hand, or the posture of the body. In Nepal and
Tibet the hands are sometimes clasped in front of the chest in
such a way that they resemble the gesture of teaching.' The
similarity with PrajiiHpHramitH is sometimes so close that even
scholars have been deceived.2 Arya-Avalokiteivara with eleven
heads and twenty-two arms1 is very similar to form (6) of
PrajiiZpBramitB, and a statue with eighteen anns, very much
like a PrajiiZpHramitB, has, as we shall see (p. ~ 5 5arisen
) ~ as a
result of a fusion between CundH and Avalokiteivara.
The notion of TirZ is, as I showed before,4very similar to that
of PrajiiZpBramitH. In most cases a TZrH can, however, with
some care be identified by the gesture of the hands as the important criterion. A two-anned feminine deity in padmHsana with
Getty plate, xxi c. Foucher, MBm. Acad. Inscr. Belles Lettres, i,
xi, 1902, p. 23 mentions a Tibetan painting of a figure in dharmacakra,
with rosary and lotus, which is inscribed as LokeSvara. A DhBranlsamgraha of 1719, i.e. Cambr. Add. 1326, seems, on the other hand, to
show the golden four-armed PrajfiBpsramitB on fol. I with hands in
namasksra. It seems, to me, in fact, that from the eighteenth century
onwards some of the Buddhist craftsmen of Nepal, China and Mongolia
had no longer the competence to draw the dharmacakramudrri properly,
as is shown, for instance, by the figure of Vairocana in A New TibetoMongol Pantheon, 1961, ed. R. Vira and L. Chandra (plate 61 ;cf. H. V.
Guenther's comment on p. 15).
2 E.g. Tucci, Indo-Tibetica, iii, i, p. 120, believes that a statue in the
Shalun Temple, at Spyi-ti, Western Tibet, represents the four-armed
kanakavama prajfispsramit2 of sgdhana 158. Local tradition, as
reported by H. Lee Shuttleworth, Mem. Arch. Survey India, no. 39,
1929, regards the statue as one of AvalokiteSvara, and this identification
seems confirmed by the presence of Amitabha above the image. Fig. e
in Shuttleworth gives a better view than Tucci's photo (tav. lxviii),
on which the body is partly hidden by a cloak. The symbols of the two
extra hands are lost.
3 Getty, 1st ed.. p. 65, and pl. xxiii a. A. K. Gordon. The Iconography
of Tibetan Lamaism, 1939, p. 07.
4 Oriental Art, i, 1948, p. 12.
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a lotus on her left, even though the lotus may carry a book, is
not a PrajiiZpZramitZ, but a TZrZ, or a MZmaki,' if and when
the right hand is in the gesture of giving (varada mudrii). If the
left hand in addition holds a lotus without a book no confusion
should really take place.2 Things are more difficult with the
TZrZ VajradhitvFivarz; who is white, and the consort of
Vairocana. Her hands are in dhvaja-~nudrd,which is very
similar to the gesture of teaching. Where such a statue is found
together with Vairocana, the identification is, of course, easy.3
Little is known about the many-armed forms of TZrZ, and there
remains the possibility that they have had some influence on
the many-armed forms of PrajiiZpZramitZ.
Prajiiaparamita is closely related to Candi, who shares her
gesture, the book and the rosary. CundZ has up to now remained
a rather mysterious deity. Literary documents concerning her
are scarce, and we know next to nothing about either her origin
or her later functions. Even the name of this deity shows a
considerable range of variation. Sanskrit manuscripts give it as
CundZ, CundrZ, Candra, CundrZ and CundZ. The Chinese4 and
Tibetan equivalents Tchouen-t'i (T'siuen-d'ie) or Tchouentche, and Tsundahi or Tsundehi-may go back to a Sanskrit
Cundi, Candi (=DurgZ!), Cunda, Chundi, or Cunti. The
Japanese Shingon sect is in doubt as to whether the name of
Jandei Batsamo, or Jundei Kwannon, is derived from the
A plate to Raffle's History of Java, 1817, shows a statue from
Singaszri, very similar to I A ~but
, with the right hand in varada, while
the left holds a lotus. It is inscribed Srf-~Bmaki.
2 This is the case of a statue from East Java in the MusBe Guimet, of
ca. 800, which the Histoire ghnhrale des religions, iv, 1947, p. 420, wrongly describes as a PrajiiBpzramitz. P. C. Bagchi, in J.I.S.O.A.I., 1933,
1-5 describes a Nepalese painted banner of 1570 A.D., and believes that
the two chief figures represent MaiijuSri and the white Prajiizp5ramitB.
The male figure, white, has the book and rosary, but the two central
arms are not, as Bagchi asserts, in dharmacakra, but are just lifted up
together in front of the chest. The figureis afour-armed AvalokiteSvara.
The female figure has one hand in varada, and the other in vitarka, and
obviously shows the white TBrZ (Getty, p. 122), the usual consort of
AvalokiteSvara. This is also the opinion of S. Kramrisch, The art of
Nepal, 1964, p. 148, who reproduces the painting on p. 108.
3 An example is Leyden 2862, illustrated in Oudheidkundig Verslag
1930, plaat 50. Another example is Leyden 1703.
4 Pelliot, T'oung Pao, 1931, 435-6.
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Sanskrit Sundhi (purity), suada (bright and beautiful), cunti (a
well), or cu?zdi(to become smaller).1
Images of CundZ exist probably with two arms,2and certainly with four, six, sixteen and eighteen arms. With some care
the four-armed Cunda is easily distinguished from the fourarmed PrajiiZpZramitZ by the gesture of the original hands,
which are either in dhyd~zanzudrd, or hold the begging
bowl. Difficulties arise, however, about the many-armed
forms. From the sixteen-armed images of CundZ we know
that what the Sddhanamdld calls the ~niila-mudri of the
many-armed CundZ is similar to the gesture of teaching.
This similarity causes difficulties when we come to an
eighteen-armed feminine deity from NZlandZ and Java,
who has two hands in what closely resembles the gesture of
teaching, and who has sometimes been identified as a
PrajiiZpZramitZ.3
I t is difficult to be quite certain in this matter, but I believe
that we have here to deal with a fusion between Cundd and
AvalokiteSvara. The statue in Java is reddish.4 I t appears that
PrajiiZpZramitH is usually either yellow or white, whereas we
have red images of CundB.5 The Indian and Javanese statues in
question represent, I think, the same deity as the Jundei
Kwannon, with eighteen arms, who holds the original arms
against the breast, in the gesture renge-no-in,6 and who is wellknown from Japan.7
Eastern Buddhist, vii, 1936, p. 30.
The sadhanas do not mention such a form. A two-armed statue in
the Batavia Museum, no. 63ga (Rapporten 1912, plaat 18b) is very like
a prajkipdrarnitci, but the hands are in dyhdna-nzudrd. A Java bronze,
no. 3614 of the Rotterdam Museum, holds a bowl and is not a Prajfilplramitl, as usually assumed.
3 I. Nllandl, ill. Annual A.S.I. 1927-28, pl. xlivb. Shastri, pl. xiii,
h.-2. Java ill in Heine-Geldern, Altjavanische Bronzen (Vienna), 1925,
pl. 12. 3. Hist. Bengal xxvi, ill. 64. 4. Bodh Gaya, ill. Foucher, Iconographic, p. 145.
4 Dunkelroetlich getoent, acc. to Heine-Geldern, p. 21.
3 E.g. Cambridge Add. 1643, no. 58.
Getty, 1st ed., p. 82, and plate xii c.
7 In the sarvajEa-vritta of the garbha-dhdtu-mandala. Ill. in TaishB
IssaikyB, Illustrations, vol. I, no. 14. Other images in Shoshj ButsuzGzu-ye I, 37f, and 378 (Daigoji Temple).
1
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The Context
The context often helps in the identification of images and
throws light on the ideas associated with the various deities.
PrajiiBpgramitii forms either a part of I). a trinity, or other
numerical series,' or 2) of mandalas.
I. In Nepal we frequently2find the trinity Dharma, Ruddha
and Sangha3. The Dharma is there represented by the normal
four-armed PrajiigpZramitZ (zA), the Sangha by a four-armed
male Bodhisattva, AvalokiteSvara, with two arms held in front
of the chest, while the other two hold, like the PrajiiBpgramit5,
a rosary, and lotus or book, respectively. In the earlier periods
the " three jewels" were represented by aniconic symbols, such
as wheels, tridents, etc.4 In the later Mahayana, the Prajii5pZ-amit5 came to be considered as the quintessence of the doctrine
(dharma), and the compassionate activity of AvalokiteSvara
as the model for the duties of the monastic community
(samgha). The trinity Avalokita, Buddha, Prajii2pgramitS
occurs frequently in Khmer sculptures and inscriptions of the
tenth and eleventh centuries, on many votive tablets (Brah
Bimb) of the same period in Sianz,s and sometimes in Tibet.
The votive tablets show the Buddha in meditation on a N2ga;
on his right a four-armed AvalokiteSvara, and on hisleft a twoarmed PrajiiBpgramitii. In Cambodia, between 950 and 1,000,
several inscriptions link the Prajiiiipgrarnitg, called PrajiiZdevi, or Divya-devi, with LokeSvara6 and also, in some cases,
with Vajrapgni and the Buddha.7 The four-faced monolithic
caityas of Cambodia often show PrajiiZpBramit5 together with
LokeSvara.8 In Cambodia, in any case, Buddhist theology was
strongly influenced by Shivaism, and LokeSvara corresponded
Such as the 10 piramitis with ~ c d .
E.g. Temple of Sambhunath, and 2 Am (?).
3 H. A. Oldfield, Sketches from Nepal, ii, 1880, pp. 158-9.
4 Foucher, Vol. I , pp. 428-9.
5 G. CoedBs, Tablettes votives buddhiques du Siam, etudes Asiatiques,
I, 1925, pp. 158-9, pls. 10 and I ( = I Bf.g).
6 E.g. Bantay Nang 975; Prbsht Cikren 972; Battambang 982. Stele
of Srei Santhor 975-80.
7 So in the inscriptions of Bkt Cum (near Angkor Thom). J. As. 1908,
ii, 247-8, 223-4.
8 L. Finot, in &tudes Asiatiques, i, 1925, pp. 251-5.
1
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to MaheSvara, just as the PrajiiB-devi to the Shivaite Devi.
Sometimes the Buddha on a NBga is added as a third, and
VajrapBni,' and Hayagrivaz as a fourth.
The covers of PrajiiBpBramitB manuscripts usually show a
PrajiiBpBramitB in the centre, accompanied by various attendants. The cover of the manuscript in the Bodleian (2. A a),
which was described in Oriental Art, I, 1948-9, pp. 5-12 depicts
ten attendants, whom Mlle de Mallmann has lately identified
as the nine pdra?nitiis plus the green VBrendra TBr53. In other
cases, the attendants are not easily identified. On 2 A 1, for
instance, we have, on each side, first six deities worshipping,
then an eight armed figure, and then again four standing
figures. Other elaborate p a r i v d ~ a scan be seen on I. A m, 2.
A b and 2. A q. On the illuminations in the body of the manuscripts the attendants appear to be mostly T5r5s1for instance
a white and a green one on I. A i, 4 and a green and a yellow
female Bodhisattva on each side in I. Ak. In Cambr. Add.
1643, fol. ~ O Vthe
, four-armed Prajii5p5ramit5 may be,
according to Foucher, one of the attendants of AvalokiteSvara.
2. In a few mandalas (magical circles) the PrajiiBp5ramitB is
the central figure. Three texts describing such a mandala are
preserved, one in Chinese,4 and two in Tibetan.5 In a ritual text,
translated by Amoghavajra (T I I ~ I ) ,the PrajiiBpBramitB is
represented as a Bodhisattva, encircled by the ten PBramitBs,
and surrounded by sixteen deities. I do not know of any pictorial
representation of a PrajiiBp5ramitB Mandala which has come
down to us. In a few cases PrajiiSpBrarnitL occurs as a subordinate figure. The Ma+ijusr~-mz2la-kalpa describes two such
mandalas,b one of them being a very elaborate one of S5kyamuni in which the Prajii5pBrarnitH figures twice. A detailed
discussion of the subject would lead us here too far.
E.g. 4a.
Or Heruka, or Hevajra?-e.g. no 7, g.
3 Apropos d'un MS. Illustrk du xies. Oriental Art. N.S. xi, 4, 1965,
pp. 2-12.
4 T I 151. The persons of the Mandala are indicated in Mikky6daijiten,
p. 184oa (D).
5 Prajfiipcirarnitci-mandala-vidhi, Ui's Catalogue no. 2644 (13 pp.) and
2645 (10 pp. ;by Ratnakirti).
6 Chap. 2, p. 40, Trsl. BEFEO, xxiii, 313-4, chap. 28, p. 318, trsl, in
Lalou, Gtoffes peintes, pp. 64-5,
2
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The arrangement of deities in the garbha-dhitzk-~nalzdala,on
the other hand, gives such a clear indication of the ideas
associated with the conception of PrajfiZp5ramit5 in the eighth
century, that I give a diagram of the central portion of his
mandala, and add a few remarks on those deities who are
immediately related to the PrajiiBpBramitB.
EAST
ALL-KNOWLEDGE ENCLOSURE
EYE
JUN+--DEI

BUDDHA-

OF
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t
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(ASSEMBLY OF AKASAGARBHA)
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I t should be remembered that this diagram refers to the
current genzu-mandara-the mahdala as depicted graphically
-which comprises 414 deities. The genzumandara is attested
in Japan from the days of Kbbb Daishi onwards (ca. A.D. 830),
and it is therefore likely to be still older in China where the
Mahivairocalza-sQt~a,on which this mandala is based, was
translated in 724 by Subh5karasimha.I The Siitra itself, however, in chap. z, envisages only IIO deities in the garbha-dhBtumandala. The contemporary oral commentary of SubhBkarasimha2 provides for 164 figures. The remaining 240 deities
must be derived from oral traditions which have not always
been preserved in writing.
1

Taisho Issaiky6, no. 848.
down by Yi-ching in 725-727. Taisltc, no. 1797.

2 Written
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The MahLivairoca?za-siitra,as well as the nearly contemporary
ManjuSrC-miila-kalpa, divides the spiritually significant forces
in the universe-personified as deities-into three main families, or clans (kula). The principle behind this threefold division
is fairly intelligible. The first family, that of the Buddhas, corresponds to those aspects of the Tantric rites which attempt to
appease and to remove suffering (Sintika). The Lotus family
(padnza, abja), again, corresponds to the paushthika rites,
which attempt to increase happiness, and to make it grow. I t is
represented by the assembly of AvalokiteSvara. The Thunderbolt family (vajra-kztla), finally, is related to the ibhiciruka
rites, which exorcise and annihilate evil, and it is represented
by the assembly of Vajrapiini.
The six-armed Prajfiiipiiramitii in the Light-bearing assembly corresponds to the Eye of Omnisciencein the All-knowledge
Enclosure. The Prajfiiipiiramitii is the mother of all the
Buddhas, just as the Eye of Omniscience is their father. The
Eye of Omniscience is, in the All-knowledge-enclosure, associated with two other mothers of the Buddha-Buddlza-locani,
and the Jufzdei whose affinity with the PrajfiHpiiramitii we have
noted previously (p. 254). Buddha-locanii is called a "mother"
of the Buddha, not in the sense that she creates or engenders
the Buddha-for the Buddha is uncreated-but in the sense
that "this Eye allows the Buddhas to discern the differencesin
the condition of the various beings whom they wish to save, and,
as a consequence, to engender from it, as from a mother,
different manifestations which are adapted to the needs of the
different categories of beings."' From Jundei, again, spring the
twenty-one forms of AvalokiteSvara to the left, or North side,
of the Central Assembly.
The six-armed Prajfiiipiiramitii is flanked by four vidyirijis
(kings of knowledge), two on each side. This gives five figures
for the Light-bearing assembly, as against two in the text of the
Mahiivairocana-siitra itself. Only Acala-niitha-vidyBrBja and
Trailokya-vij aya-vidyiiriija (also Vajra-hum-kara-vidyiiriij a)
are mentioned in the Siitra and in Subhiikarasimha's cornmentary. All the five persons of this enclosure are, however, mentioned already in a ritual which is as old as the Siitra itself, and
1

Hobogirin, p. 205.
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which is attributed to SubhZltarasimha.1 According to B. L.
Suzuki,2 the four vidySrSjSs represent the power of subduing,
while the PrajiiZpZramitZ herself represents the power of
accepting. YamZntalta's ( = I) virtue consists in removing all
hindrances; TrailokavidyZr5ja (=z) represents the virtue
attained by destroying evil passions; Vajrahutpkara Trailokavijaya ( = 3 ) stands for the conquest of the triple wo~ld,i.e.
over greed, hate and delusion ; A calavidydrdja ( = 4) likewise
aims at removing hindrances and obstacles from all sentient
beings. According to Tajima3 AcalavidySrSja personifies the
firmness of the heart of enlightenment. He should be invoked
whenever either the unwholesome after-effects of our past, or
the impurities of our hearts, place obstacles in the path of our
spiritual progress.
I t is difficult at present to say much more than this about the
position of the PrajiiSp5ramitS in the garbha-dhztu-mandala.
Much preliminary work has still to be done with regard to the detailed interpretation of thkmagical circleswhich play such alarge
part in the Buddhism of Japan and Tibet. What we need first of
all is a careful and amply annotated translation of the second
chapter of the Mahdvairocana-siitra, which should be compared
with the pictorial representations of the mandala.4 The idea of
representing spiritual forces by diagrams of deities has become
rather unfamiliar to our contemporary habits of thought. The
work of Ananda K. Coomaraswamy has recently again provided
us with a key to this varied and beautiful world of the past,
which, if we can believe some modern psychologists, still
slumbers in the depths of our collective, or racial, sub-conscious
mind.

T 851, pp. 100 b-c, 106b (D).
The Eastern Buddhist, vii, 1936, p. 32.
3 ,??tu.de sur Ee Mahavairocana-sutra, 1936, p. 116.
4 Quite a number of pictorial representations of the mandala exist in
Japan, some of them in colour. They differ from each other in many
details. The picture of ja which I reproduced from Taishd Issaiky6,
Zuz6 I in my first article, derives frpm the painting of the mandala which
Kfikai made between 824 and 833 in the Takaosan Temple near Kydto,
in gold and silver on purple silk (D).
1

2

INVENTORY
O F THE IMAGES
The Types
I.

Two-armed

I.I. Seated, fiadmGsana, dharmacakra, lotus with book on left
I.Ia. Red lotus (sidhana 158)
I Aa. Statue, stone, East Java, Singhaszri, ca 1300.
I . I ~ . Blue lotus (sidhanas 153, r57)
I Ab. Bronze, Java.-I
Ac, Bronze, Java, Icedoe.-I Ad, Bronze,
Java.
I.IC. Two lotatses (with book) o.lt right and left. (sidk. 152, 159, 154)
Statues: I Ae, NZlandZ, 1200.-I
Af, India, 1200.-I
Ag, India,
1200.-Illuminations, Astas. : I Ah, VikramaSi1a.-I Ai, Nepal,
A1 (back cover), Nepal?, ca
1015.-I
Ak, Nepal, ca 1070.-I
1100.-I
Am (back cover), Nepal, 1136.-I
An, East India, ca
1200.-I
Ao, Wood cut, Tibet, ca 1750.-I
Ap, Illumination,
ca 1000.-I Aq, Illumination, Kashmir.-I Ar, wood cut, Tibet
(white form).-I As, Ill. Ms. Astas.-I At, cover to Ms. Astas,
(white form).
1.2 Standing, lotus and book
1.2a. One lotus
Bronzes, Cambodia, 1300: I Ba, I Bb, I Bc, I Bd, I Be.-Votive
tablets: I Bf, Siam, goo-1100.-I
Bg, Siam, Vat Dao Gotr, 9001100.-I Bh, Siam, Subarnapuri.-Stele: I Bk, Cambodia, 1300.
1,2b. Two lotuses
Stele, Cambodia: I B1, 1 3 0 0 . ~ 1Bm, 1300.-I Bn, Prah Khan,
1300.-Sculpture, I Bo. Angkor Wat, 1300.
1.3 Others, all seated
1.3a. Dharmacakra, neither lotus nor book
I Ca. Bronze, Sumatra, Padang Sawas, ca 1200?
1.3b. Cifitimani (lotus?) and book in front of body
I Cb. Wood cut, China, ca 1750.
1.3c. Vitarka and book
I Cc. Statue, Peking, 1653.
1.3d. Sword
I Cd. Wood cut, Japan (China), 725
I.3e. Rosary(?) and book
I Ce. Statue, Java.
1.3f. Lotus and book (=sGdhana I ~ I ? )
I Cf. Wood cut, Tibet.

+.
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1.3g. Siitrabox in L H ; R H igz abltayadada
I Cg. Described in Dhdranisamuccaya, A.D. 653-4.
2.

Four-armed

A . Seated, dharmacakra, rosary agzd book
Illuminations, Ms. Astas.: 2 Aa, back cover to Ms. NBlandB,
A.D. 1092.-2
Ab, Nepal, 1015.-2
Ac, Nepal, 1247.--2
Ad,
VikramaSila, 1100.-2 Ae. Ms. Paiicaraksd, Bengal?, 1104.-zAf,
Ms. PaiicaviwSatis., Nepal, ca 1800.-2 Ag, Ill., Astas., Sengal,
A.D. 1020.-2
Ah, back cover, Ms. Astas., 1028.-z
Ai, Ms.
PaAcavitpSatis., Nepal, 1750.-2
Ak, Ms. Astas., Nepal? ca
1100.-z Al, Bronze, Nepal, ca 1 3 5 0 . ~ 2Am, Statue, Nepal,
Kirtipur.--z An, Temple banner, Tibet.-z Ao, Stucco statue,
W. Tibet.-2 Ap, Bronze, Nepal.- 2 Aq, Front cover to Ms.
Astas., Bengal, 1020.-2 Ar, ill., Ms. Paficavi~Satis.,Nepal, ca
1750.
2 B-H. Other forms, all seated
2 B . Rosary, book; vitarka, bowl
2 Ba. Ill. Dhdranisa?ngraha, Nepal, ca 1750 (UR: no rosary in
raised arm?).-2 Bb, Ill., Satas., Nepal.
2 C. Rosary, book; vajra, vase
2 Ca. Statue, Peking, 1653.
2 D. Dharmacakra, and variozts arraftgeme~ttsof otlzer two hagtds
2 Da, Wood cut, China, ca 1750. UR, varada; UL holds book lying
on lotus.--2
Db, Stone statue, Orissa, ca 1050. LR: varnda,
LL: broken. 2 lotuses (?), or lotus and book(?).-2 Dc, Wood cut,
Tibet. Other two hands: vajra and book.
2 E. Book, vase; double vajra, lotus
2 Ea. Painting, Tibet, MahiikBlamandala?
2 F. Vajra, book; L L in lap; &R,vitarka
2 Fa. Book cover of Ms of SatasdhasrikH, Tibet, 17th c.
2 G. T w o hands i n lap; U R book, U L , vajra (?)
2 Ga. Tibetan thangka of five dikibz's.--z Gb. Lhasa print of
Astasdltasrikd.
2 H . Rosary, book; L R , vitarka, L L in lap
2 Ha. Fresco, White Temple of Toling.-2
Hb. Drawing, Tibet
ca 1750.

2

3. Six-armed

3a. Wood cut, China, Japan, 725 + .-3b. First RH :rosary, LH :
Siitra; 2nd RH: arrow, LH: bow; 3rd RH: varada, LH: cintdman;.--3c.
Dharmacakramudrd. 4 others hold: book, utpala,
small lance, etc.

4 . Ten-armed
4a. Statue, Cambodia, Phnom Srok. 1300.

5. Twelve-armed
ga. Statue, NSlandZ,

1200.
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6 . Twenty-two-armed
6.1. Standing
Bronzes: 6a, Cambodia, Pnom Penh, 1300.-6b, Cambodia, Korat,
1300.-6c, Cambodia, Surindr, prov. Ubon, 1300.
6.2. Seated
6d. Bronze, Cambodia, 1300.

Sources and Reproductions
Aa. Leiden Mus. 1587.1.26 ~ nhigh.
.
Found in the Shivaite temple.
Illustrations are very numerous, e.g. B. Bhattacharya, pl.
xxviii C.-Havell, Indian Sculpture and Painting, pl. xiv.-N. J.
Krom, L'Art Javanais, 1926, pl. 28.-V. A. Smith, A History of
Fine Art in India and Ceylon, 1930, pl. 112 (from side).-A. K.
Coomaraswamy, Vi.'iSvaharma,1914, pl. 4 (side view) ; pl. 5 (front
view).-N. J. Krom, Inleiding, 1923, pl. 54.--or. Art 11, 1949,
p. 46.-Colour photograph in D. Seckel, The Art of Buddhism,
1964, p. 237 (which, however, fails to bring out the warm golden
glow of the original andesite stone); side, ibid. p. 239 (very
striking and good).
I Ab. Leiden Mus. 1697. 16.6 cm. high.-H.
H. Juynboll, Katalog
des Etlznogra$h. Reiclzsmus., 5, Javanische Altertiimer, 1909,
p. I05 (drawing).-Photo: T. B. Boorda, Kleur v. Indische
Beeldhouwkunst, I, 1923, xvii.-Cf. Tobi, Oudheidkundig Verslag,
1930, p. 196 (dhvajamudrZ),198.
I Ac. Batavia Mus. no. 639.-13
cm. high. DescribedinRa$$orten v.
d. Commissie in Neder1.-Indie v. Oudheidkundig onderzoek,
1912, p. 71.-Ill. pl.18a. cf. Verhand. 21 p. 35 no. 49.
I Ad. Batavia Mus. no. 6oza.-Ra$$orten,
1912, pl. 13a.-Trinity:
Buddha and Prajfiaparamita, right and left(?). Described
Ra@orten pp. 20-1. 111.-also Foto Oudheidkundig Comm. 872,
873.
I Ae. Ill. : Kempers, fig. 17.
I Af. Calcutta, Indian Mus. no. 3817.-Ill.
Bhattacharya pl. xxxvi
C.-R. D. Banerjee, AS1 XLVII, 1933, pl. XLI C.-The arms are
broken off.
I Ag. Maldah Mus.-Ill.
Dacca Hist. Bengal, I, ill. 62. Descr. ibid. I
p. 472.-The arms are broken off.
I Ah. B. M. Or. 6902, fol. 2.-The body is yellow, the lotuses white.
-A blue halo behind the body.
I Ai. Cambridge Add. 1643, fol. 13v. Inscription: GydhakGtaparvate prajfi5pHramitZ.-Descr. by Foucher, Etude sur l'lconographie Bouddhique de l'lnde, 1900, p. 190.-Ill. in Oriental Art
111, 1951, p. 106.-Yellow body, red lotuses. L : white, R: green
figure (T5r5).
I Ak. Calcutta, RASB A 15, fol. 12r. Gfdhrakiite prajfi5pZramitZ.
-Foucher p. 207, ill. pl. IX, 3.-Dacca History of Bengal, I, ill.
188, reddish yellow; four assistants.
I
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AZ. Japan, S. Sawamura.-Ill. Ostas. Zeitschr., N. F., 3, 1926,
pl. g, 10 (details); cf. 119-123.
I Am. Boston Mus. no. 20.589.-Ostas.
Zeitschr., N. F. 3, 1926,
Tafel 11.
I An. Detroit Inst. of Arts no. 27.586.-BulletinXXI, 1942, p. 66.S. Kramrisch, The Art of Nepal, 1964, p. 144.
I Ao. Ser-phyin-ma. From the Pantheon of the Changtsha Hutuktu
Lalitavajra (1736-96?). In: S. F. Oldenburg, Sbornik izobrazenii
300 burkhanov, Bibl. Buddh. V , 1903, no. 158.-Also: Or. Art,
111, 1951, p. 105.
I Ap. RASB Ms. 4713.-Photo:
M. Mookerjee's London Thesis, pl.
V, 12 (blurred).
I Aq. G. Tucci, Tibetan Painted Scrolls. Two green attendants.
I Ar. "Five hundred Gods of Narthang ", Rin-'byun 67a Serphyin-ma dkar-mo.-Lokesh Chandra, Tibetan-SanskritDictio~zary,
p. 2361. Also: A New Tibeto-Mongol Pantheon, vol. 8, 1963,p. 64.
I As. Boston Mus. of Fine Arts. (Check whet her=^ Am???).
I At. Boston Mus. of Fine Arts.
I Ba. 6 inches high.-A.
Getty, The Gods of Northern Buddhism,
1928, pl. xxv d.
I Bb. Bangkok, 46 cm.--G. Coedks, Bronzes Khmers, Ars Asiatica.,
V, 1923, pl. xxxiv, I.
I Bc. Bangkok?, 29 cm.--Coed&s, pl. xxxiv, 2.
I Bd. Coedks, pl. xxxiv, 3.
I Be. L. Fournerau, Le Siam Ancien, 1, 1895, pl. xxviii, I, who
describes it as a Lak~mi.
I Bf. Coedb, Etudes Asiatiques, I, 1925, pl. I.
I Bg. Ibid. pl. ~ o b .
I Bh. Ibid. pl. IOC.
I Bi. Fournerau, Le Siam, pl. xxiii.
I Bk. MusCe du Trocadero (now: Guimet?)
I BZ. MusCe Guimet, B.C.A.I., 1910, p. 55, no. 54.
IBm. Ibid. no. 55.
I Bn. MusCe Guimet 18 118. Dupont (X) 3.36 (Photo in M. G. Not
good.)-This is a stele, with four sides, showing the Buddha, a
four-armed LokeSvara (lotus, book, rosary, flask), the Buddha,
the Prajiiiipiiramitii, d chaque main longue tige terminte par un
bouton de lotus.-The illustration in Fournerau, Les Ruines
KhmLres, 1890, pl. 78, does not show the Prajfiiipiiramitil. cf.
Coedks no. T 20, 10 pl. viii m. de Crozier, L'Art Khmer, 1875,
no. xxxvi, 115.
I Bo. Fournerau, Les Ruines KhmLres, 1890, pl. 77.
I Ca. A.B.I.A., 1939, pl. 111, a, b.-The
halo, and perhaps a parasol,
is lost.
I Cb. Clark, Two Lamaistic Pantheons, 1937, 2 VO~S,
no. 251.Inscript. : Ser-phyin phyag giiis-ma. Ch 23: Erh-pei pan-jo fo-mu.
I Cc. Lama Temple.-Clark
4 A 17.-This statue is part of a set of
ten Pbamitds (A, 4 A 1-4, 14-17> 4 B 33-36), and there is some
I
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difficulty about identifying the $rajiid$JramitJ among them.
Clark gives 4 B 34, which is inscribed (Ch 446) : chih Po-lo-mi-mu,
which I take to be jiidnapdramitd, the last one in the list of ten
pk-amitgs. 4 A 17 is inscribed (Ch 443): Chih-hui $0-lo-mi-mu,
which seems to come nearer to PrajEd$dramitB.-Cf. SoothillHodous p. 375a on chih-hui, and p. 193b and 228a on mitr.-On
the other hand, in thegarbhadhitumandala it is the jiidnapdramitd
which is represented with a book. The reference to T 994 seems,
however, to decide the identification.
I Cd. Outline drawing in Taish6 Issaiky6, Illustrations, vol. I, no.
129.-Eastern Buddhist, vii, 1937, p. 186.-Bukkyd Daijiten,
4269.-This figure illustrates the extraordinary fluidity of the
Shingon images. While Shunnyii's (890-927) Taizdkai-shichishii
prescribes that this PrajfiSpBramitB should hold a sword in her
right hand, T 853 (a ritual on T 848, by a Chinese of the 9th c)
tells us that the left hand hblds a book and that the right hand is
in abhayandada (so Mikkyb Daijiten p. 1839)~and other sources
(quot, ibid.) again give the dharmacakramudrd for the right hand.
(D).
I Ce. Ned. Indie Oud en Nieuw, I, 1916-17, fig. 18 (cf. p. 394).
I Cf. ser-phyin-ma. "Five Hundred Gods of Narthang", section
sNarthan, I I (fo-mu).
~
Ill. in Lokesh Chandra, Tibetan-Sanskrit
Dict. p. 2361.
I Cg. T 901. See E. Conze, The PrajiiBpdramitd Literature, 1960,
pp. 87-8.
2 Aa. Oxford, Bodleian, Ms. a 7(R).-Ill. Or. Art I, 1948, p. 8.Seated on a throne with geese and lions.
2 Ab. Cambridge Add. 1643 (cover I and z).-Foucher pl. I X 4
(cover z).-cf. Foucher, Iconographic, 1900, pp. 152-3.
2 Ac. British Mus. Or. 2203, fol. 2.-The
colours are somewhat
faded.
2 Ad. Cleveland.-Illustration,
enlarged twofold, in: Bull. Cleveland Mus. of Art. Cleveland, Ohio, 26th year, no. 3, March
1939.
2 Ae. Asutosh Mus. of Indian Art. T 1055. fol. 60. Reddish.Photo: M. Mookerjee, Mediaeval Illustr. Manuscr. of Eastern
India and Rengal, Tliesis for D.phil., London, 1951, (LSOAS).
Plate xiv. Ill. 46.
2 Af. Paris, Bibl. Nat.-Ill.
in N. Dutt, edition of PaiicavivSatisdhasrikd,,1g34.-The figure is shown within a stEpa.
2 Ag. Ms. Cambridge Add. 1474. Front cover. Red brown.
2 Ah. Saraswati Coll., Calcutta.-Ill.
M. Mookerjee's Thesis,
plate xx, B 2. The P.P. has four attendants, and is accompanied,
on the left, by a T3r3 with two attendants and on the right by a
VasudhBr3 with two attendants.
2 Ai. Tokyo University Library, S. Matsunami's Catalogue (1965)
no. 234. With two worshipping monks.
2 Ak. Cambridge Ms. Add 1163.-Cover,
Body brown like clay.
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Al. London, Christmas Humphreys.-The Middle Way xxix 2,
1954.-Frontispiece
of E. Conze, Selected Sayings from the
Perfection of Wisdom, 1955. Descr. Ibid. pp. 7-8.-Also
in:
Chintamoni Kar, Indian Metal Sculpture, 1952, no. 8 (wrongly
ascribed to 9th-10th c.).
2 Ant. Chillandeo Temple.-H.
A. Oldfield, Sketches from Nipal,
11,1880, p. 156.-Line drawing in J. Burgess, Notes on the Bauddhn
Rock Temples, etc., 1879, pl. xxviii fig. 26. (=Bhagavan Lal,
Bauddlta Mythology, no. 9 of Misc. Series of Arch. Survey U'.
India, p. 99 and pl. xxii, fig. 2).
2 An. Boston no. 24.-On
a Tibetan banner depicting U~nisaSitFitapatrB there is on top a trinity: A yellow four-armed
PrajfiFipBramitB, a Buddha in bhzlwtisparSa and with bowl, and a
four-armed white AvalokiteSvara, with rosary, lotus flower and
jewel. Illustr. in colour in G. Roerich, Tibetan Paintings, 1925,
who wrongly identifies the PrajiiFipBramitB as an AvalokiteSvara.
2 Ao. Temple of Nako.-Tucci-Ghersi, Secrets of Tibet, 1935, p. 71.Francke had wrongly identified the statue as Padmasambhava.
2 A*. From trinity in Nepalese shrine.-Ill. : Or. Art, I11 3, 1951,
p. 107.
2 Aq. Cambridge Ms. Add. 1464. Reddish brown. Book on white
flower, Beautiful colours.
2 Ar. Cambridge Ms. Add. 1629. Front page.
2 Ba. Cambridge Add. 1553, fol. 18b. Ill.: Or. Art, 11, 1949, p. 49
2 Bb. Cambridge Add. 1633, p. I.
2 Ca. Lama Temple._Clark 6 A 61. (Ch. 663) : pan-jo fo-mu.
2 Da. Clark B 252.-Ser-phyin
phyag bshi-ma. (Ch 154): Ssfi-pei
pan-jo fo-mu.
2 Db. 236" high.-Alice
Boney, Or. Art, New York.-Ill.
in
advertisement in Oriental Art, N.S.12. =sBdhana 156?
2 Dc. Tsuibikow, Buddist Palomnik u~soyatnin'
Tibeta,1919,p. 15.Now confirmed as a P. P. by: A new Tibeto-Mongol Pantheon,
1962, ed. Raghu Vira, no. 162; b e f ~ r eA.D. 1717.
2 Ea. yum chen. Ill. (and partly described) in: Or. Art, N. S. I1 2,
1956, P. 69.
2 Fa. Exhibitions in the Yale University Library on the occasion of
the 170th meeting of the American Oriental Society, 1960.
p. 4, no. 18. Tibetan Ms of Satasilzasriki vol. 10, 17th c. in old
orthography (Brda-sfiin). Top cover 11 114 by 28 518, with
intricately carved panel. Numerous miniature figures, dominated
by three larger figures. Centre: the crowned, four-armed PrajfiBpFiramit8. Left : crowned Bodhisattva, right : the Buddha.
2 Ga. J. Driver, Oxford.
2 Gb. J. Driver, Oxford.
2 Ha. Temple of Ye-ges 'od, Toling.-Ill.
Tucci-Ghersi, p. 168.
2 Hb. Sev-plzyin-ma ser-mo. "Five Hundred Gods of Narthang",
Rin-'byuli 67b. Ill.: Lokesh Chandra, Tibetan-Sanskrit Dict.,
p. 2362. Also: A New Tibeto-Mongol Pantheon, vol. 8, p. 64.
2
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ga. Outline drawings in Taishd Issaikyd, Ill., vol. I, no. 86. Eastern
Buddhist, vii 1936, p. 13. Bukkyd Daijiten, 1931 sq., 4268. Or.
Art 11, 1949, p. 49. Painting in Getty, plate xvi.-A lid of a box
of 1175 which contained the Mahi-praj%ipiramiti-s.Etra is now
in the Nanatsudera monastery in Nagoya. I t is illustrated in
Japanese Temples and their Treasures, pl. 380, in Bukkyd Daijiten,
pl. 145(2414), and Or. Art 11, 1949, p. 50. The lid shows the
PrajiiBpPramitS with two disciples, two Bodhisattvas and the
sixteen guardians of the Hannya (=PrajiiBp3ramitZ) Siitra.
According to M. W. de Visser, Ancient Buddhism in Japan, 11,
1935, p. 493, sixteen good spirits guard the Siitra, in accordance
with the number of sermons (p. 492 ; also: E. Conze, The PrajZdpdramitd Literntzcre, 1960, p. 28) it is held to contain. Bukkyd
Dai,jiten 2412-2415 gives outline drawings of the sixteen good
spirits.
gb. Descr. in T 259, trsl. ca A.n. 1000.
gc. Descr. in T 1152, trsl. ca A.D. 1000.
4a. MusCe Guimet H.G. 17 487. Dupont 3.35.-A stele with Buddha,
Vajrapgni, Prajfiiipiiramitii and Lokesvara. cf. BEFEO xxii,
1922,329. Coed&, Indochine, 1931, I 258. Ill. in Hackin-Grousset,
Le Muske Guinzet, 1928, p. xiv shows the side with the Buddha
only. I have had no access to Grousset, Beaux Arts, no. 16, fig.
29-30.-Ill.: Or. Art 11, 1949, p. 51.
5a. Ill. A.J.U. Icempers The Bronzes of Ndlandd, 1933, fig. 18.
6a. Coed&, xxxv I. 0 m. 125.
6b. Ibid. xxxv 2. 0 m. 255.
6c. Ibid. xxxv, 4.
6d. Ibid. xxxv, 3.

Unidentified Images
7.1. Illum., Ms Astas., VikramaSila, 1100. Cleveland. Not seen.
7.2. dto. Not seen.
7.3. Statue, India. Dacca Mus.-Bhattasali p. 42.-Too decayed to
be clearly recognizable.
7.4. Statue, Angkor.-cf. BEFEO xxxvi, 618.-Descr. as a small
statue addosste provenant d'une trinitt bouddhique.
7.5. Statue, Cambodia, 1300.-MusCe
Guimet 14908. Dupont
3.18.-This had twelve heads and six arms, but the identification
as prajiiZp8ramitii is doubtful. Two hands are in niijalimudrd.
Photo in Coed& no. G 52, 58 pl. xi, dr.
7.6. Stele, Cambodia, 1300.-M. G. 18117. Dupont 3.38. Two arms
with lotus. (Uncertain identification).
7.7. Statue, Cambodia, Prah Khan (Bayon), 12oo+. Dupont
4-37 (as 7.6.).
7.8. Head, Cambodia, Thma Pnok, 12oo=. Dupont 4.40. (as 7.6).
7.9. Head, dto. 12oo+. Dupont 4.41. (AS7.6.).
7.10. Relief, stele. Cambodia, 1200 +. Dupont 4.56.9921. (As 7.6.).
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~ . I I Relief,
.

silver. Angkor,

1200+.

Dupont 5 . 1 Detail indistinct.

7.12. K. Khandalavala, Some Nepalese and Tibetan Bronzes in the
Collection of Mr. R. S. Sethna of Bombay. Miirg iv no. I, p. 27,
fig. PrajiiBpZramitZ; with halo; on very high lotus in lalitiisana;
+two extra arms! Sukhavati LokeSvara. 17th c.
7.13. Baroda Mus. and Pict. Gall, Baroda 1952, pl xxxi. Wooden
book cover. Carved with figures of Buddha, PrajiiBpiprIramitii and
Vajradhara.
7.14. British Mus., Drawer G(I). 1906.12.27.12. Trinity: Buddha
with bowl; Prajiispiiramitii; Vajrasattva.
7.15. F.D. Lessing, Yung-ho-Rung, I, 1942, p. 75 mentions that the
goddess Mahiiprajii2piiramitii is found in Hall X of the Lamaist
Cathedral in Peking.
7.16. F. D. K. Bosch, Een Oorkonde vagz het groote Klooster te
Ndlandd. T. B. G. 65, 1925, pp. 509-88.-Bosch,
0. V., 1926,
p. 31: 7 different PrajiiiipiprIramitiis; but six are Cundiis, A. J. B.
Kempers, The Bronzes of NlZlandd and Hindu-Javanese Art,
Leiden, 1933, p. 43.
7.17. Victorla and Albert Mus., Ind. Sect., IM 106=1qzq. Adi' Buddha and ~rajii~~~ramitii.~~ajrasattva
and ~rajiiii~5;amitii.
Ill. H. Zimmer, The Art of Indian Asia, 11, 510-11. Close-up.Tibet. Late 18th c. From Chamdo, Khams province, East Tibet.Ms inside hollow image. (I see no reason why this image should
be regarded as a P.P.).
7.18. MS. of Astas. in Freer Gallery of Art.
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